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Abstract 

The Monumental Landscape: Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian Great War 
Capital and Battlefield Memorials and the Topography of National Remembrance  
 
Katrina Bormanis, Ph.D. 
Concordia University, 2011 
 

The extinguishment of the living memory of the Great War (1914-1918) does not 

herald the expiration of its cultural memory. Rather, the Canadian, Newfoundland, and 

Australian cultural memory of the Great War remains both resonant and renewed in the 

present. Its public persistence and perpetuation is physical and performative alike. Firstly, 

this is exemplified by the continued custodial care of Canada’s, Newfoundland’s, and 

Australia’s national war memorials, domestically and abroad (former Western Front). 

Secondly, it is signalled by the perennial remembrance rituals enacted at these sites each 

Anzac (25 April, Australia), Memorial (1 July, Newfoundland), and Remembrance (11 

November) Day. This thesis, which compares and contrasts the ongoing histories of 

Canada’s, Newfoundland’s, and Australia’s national (capital and battlefield) Great War 

memorials, plumbs this phenomenon.  

Chapter One charts the erection of battlefield memorials in France to the 

Newfoundland, Canadian, and Australian 1914-1918 dead and missing. I argue that the 

Beaumont-Hamel (1925, Newfoundland), Vimy (1936, Canada), and Villers-Bretonneux 

(1938, Australia) memorials sanctified their sites, according to the criteria cultural 

geographer Kenneth Foote has established, becoming what he terms “fields of care.”  

 Chapter Two chronicles the construction of three capital monuments: the St. 

John’s National War Memorial (1924), the Ottawa National War Memorial (1939), and 

the Canberra Australian War Memorial (1941). Post-unveiling, all three of these national 
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memorials, I explain, have been subject to a process that Owen Dwyer characterizes as 

symbolic accretion, which results in the placement of add-ons (plaques and wreaths) to 

these structures, as well as context-specific enactments within their space 

(commemorative ceremonies and protests). These symbolic accretions (allied and 

antithetical) underscore how memorials and their spaces always attract the attachment 

(literal and figurative) of new, if never static, meanings.  

In Chapter Three, I explore the pilgrimage and battlefield tourism histories of the 

Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux memorial sites, providing extended 

accounts and analyses of the pilgrimages mounted to mark the unveiling (1936) and the 

rededication (2007) of the Vimy memorial.   

In Chapter Four, I interrogate the process, politics, and potent symbolism 

surrounding the recent entombment of the remains of an Australian and Canadian 

Unknown Soldier of the Great War in Canberra (1993) and Ottawa (2000). The resultant 

tombs, I argue, function as allied accretions to the Australian War Memorial’s Hall of 

Memory and the National War Memorial.  
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Introduction 
Description of Thesis Topic and Its Significance 

This thesis constitutes a comprehensive and comparative account of the 

construction histories of capital and battlefield Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian 

national (1914-1918) memorials. It also probes the post-unveiling ceremonial function of 

these sites of remembrance as the loci, variously, for annual and War1 anniversary 

observances and activity, including thanatourism. Thanatourism or dark tourism 

encompasses the visitation of sites directly or indirectly connected with death, be these 

actual places (“primary site”) of carnage or catastrophe like a World War One battlefield, 

or venues that commemorate killings and the killed (“secondary site”), such as a World 

War One memorial.2 The public culture of Great or First World War remembrance has 

engendered a vast array of commemorative objects and spaces, of which the war 

memorial, in its monumental form, is the most prominent and ubiquitous. Historically, 

the focus of Great War memorial scholarship has been overwhelmingly centered upon 

Britain and France, and this is still largely the case. My thesis therefore fills a lacuna in 

the province of First World War memorial scholarship. I argue that the germaneness of a 

comparative study of monumental landscapes is, firstly, historically justified by 

Canada’s, Newfoundland’s, and Australia’s mutual status as dominions of the British 

Empire at the outset of the War, from which Australia and Canada both emerged with 

politically consolidated national identities as a result of their military achievements at the 

battles of Gallipoli (1915) and Vimy (1917), respectively.3 By contrast, the post-1916 

national significance of Beaumont-Hamel in Newfoundland’s cultural memory of the 

War evolved in tandem with the island’s sovereignty status, which it forfeited in February 

1934 (owing to the dominion’s imminent bankruptcy) in favour of governance by a 
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Commission of Government installed by and accountable to the British government. 

Fifteen years later, Newfoundland entered into Confederation as Canada’s tenth 

province.4

Before 1949, Beaumont Hamel was not identified as being Newfoundland’s fatal 
national wound, and it was not recalled with regret or resentment. Between 1916 
and 1925 Beaumont Hamel was depicted as a national triumph which should 
inspire Newfoundlanders to look confidently to their future….Today, it is recalled 
as the knockout blow which forced Newfoundland into national retirement.

 Robert J. Harding succinctly summarizes this shift in the battle’s national 

meaning: 

5

 
  

Secondly, the fittingness of the comparative nature of my thesis is borne out by 

the fact that Canada, Newfoundland, and Australia, as members of the British Empire, 

were bound by the Imperial War Graves Commission’s (IWGC) policy prohibiting the 

repatriation of the imperial war dead. By contrast, the governments of France and the 

United States both ultimately permitted, if so desired by the next of kin, the domestic 

reburial of their fallen.6 [Briefly, the IWGC, established by Royal Charter in May 1917, 

was the body responsible for the construction and maintenance in perpetuity of the war 

cemeteries, as well as the individual commemoration of the war dead without a known 

grave.] In both instances, the imperial fallen, whether buried in an IWGC cemetery or 

missing, were commemorated by their names, which were engraved either upon a 

headstone or a memorial. In executing its mandate, the Commission observed three 

fundamental principles: 1) permanence (headstones and memorials), 2) uniformity 

(headstones), and 3) equality of treatment accorded to the dead, irrespective of their 

“military or civic rank.”7 As an imperial (later Commonwealth) organization, the high 

commissioners of Canada, Newfoundland, and Australia each served as their 

government’s representative upon the IWGC. In this capacity, they were both privy and 
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party to the IWGC’s proceedings and plans at the highest level, which included, besides 

the burial of the dead, ensuring that the Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian missing 

of the War were commemorated by name upon dedicated memorials (Chapter One).8

  

 

Thesis Chapters 

 At the core of my thesis, Chapters One through Four, I critically examine the 

Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian commemoration of the First World War, 

namely (literally and figuratively), the remembrance of each nation’s dead and missing 

combatants. Each monument case study is examined as the culmination of national 

commemorative activity, and, thereafter, as the perennial site of ceremonial 

commemoration, wherein the cultural memory of the War (as present-day process and 

practice) is continuously moulded, negotiated and, at times, contested in the discursive 

“space” that is forged at these monumental sites of ritualized remembrance. I couch my 

discussion of each commemorative enterprise upon the state-centered and social-agency 

models of war memory and commemoration. I do so advisedly, however; as discussed 

below, I am mindful of the weaknesses of each interpretive paradigm.9 As a preface, I 

provide a project history of every monument discussed. I conceive of all Great War 

monument-building projects as a four-step process, involving: (1) a campaign, (2) a 

competition and/or commission, (3) the monument’s construction, and, lastly, (4) its 

unveiling and dedication (consecration). I address each of these steps at length, and I 

understand each to be highly politicized, even when they do not appear overtly so. These 

project histories introduce and frame the two kinds of critical readings of monuments, 

one phenomenological and the other iconographic, that I perform in each chapter. My 
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phenomenological reading considers the rituals, rhetoric, and participant demographic of 

monument unveiling ceremonies and, selectively, annual commemorative ceremonies, 

concentrating especially upon Anzac Day (25 April) as it has been observed at the 

Australian War Memorial since its opening (Chapter Two). My iconographic analysis of 

the textual and sculptural vocabularies of these monuments is one seen through the 

lexicon of ‘high diction’ that Paul Fussell identifies as having become bankrupt in the 

post-War period but which persists, in vestigial form, in the language of 

commemoration.10

Briefly, Chapter One considers the national memorialization of the 

Newfoundland, Canadian, and Australian dead on the site of the former Western Front. 

Drawing upon Kenneth Foote’s five-point identification criteria for a sanctified site, 

which he defines in his book Shadowed Ground: America’s Landscapes of Violence and 

Tragedy, 

   

11 I conceive of the Beaumont-Hamel (Newfoundland 1925), Vimy (Canada 

1936), and Villers-Bretonneux (Australia 1938) memorial sites as fields of care (see 

pages 10-12), by which Foote means “portions of the landscape that are set apart and 

tended with special attention.”12

 Chapter Two carries forth this discussion by examining three very different 

monuments on home soil — the St. John’s National War Memorial (1924), Ottawa’s 

National War Memorial (1939), and Canberra’s Australian War Memorial (1941). These 

three capital memorials, unlike those erected at Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-

Bretonneux, do not sanctify their sites in the strict sense that I outline above nor do their 

surrounding spaces qualify as fields of care because they are not, crucially, former 

landscapes of violence wherein occurred an event (battle) that was subsequently deemed 
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to be nationally and historically significant. However, each of these monuments, but 

especially the Australian War Memorial, I maintain, has emerged, in differing degrees 

and at different historical moments, as an object for the affixing, directly or proximally, 

of official add-ons. One such, since the mid-1960s, is Anzac Parade, a monument-lined 

boulevard leading to the Australian War Memorial that commemorates Australian and 

New Zealand war service and sacrifice in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.13 The 

eleven memorials that flank both sides of this “ceremonial avenue” physically and 

visually extend the commemorative precinct of the Australian War Memorial, which, as 

an enclosed space within an institutional setting, is not accessible at all times.14 In the 

early 1980s, the Australian War Memorial was also a symbolic rallying site for Anzac 

Day ceremony protests and disruptions staged by opponents to its observance and 

ostensible meanings.15 Such additions to memorials (whether actual, associative, or 

action-based in nature) either align with or prove antagonistic to existing commemorative 

meaning(s). According to Owen Dwyer’s conceptualization and coinage, this 

phenomenon can be profitably understood as a process of symbolic accretion, which 

Dwyer describes as the process of “the appending of commemorative elements on to 

already existing memorials.”16 Crucially, the process of symbolic accretion encompasses 

memorial add-ons that may be allied or antithetical to the original commemorative 

message of the monument. Discursively, allied accretions operate to complement and 

consolidate the prevailing pronouncements about a memorial’s purported meaning. In 

their antithetical incarnation, such accretions work to undermine or compromise the 

official value and meaning of the memorial.17   
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In Chapter Three, I argue that the sanctification of the Vimy and Villers-

Bretonneux battlefields was instrumental in their selection as the sites of official interwar 

pilgrimages (Vimy 1936, and Villers-Bretonneux 1938) orchestrated to coincide with 

their respective unveilings. The most recent such high-profile pilgrimage occurred in 

April 2007 for the rededication, on the 90th anniversary of the Battle of Vimy Ridge, of 

the newly restored Vimy memorial. The Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-

Bretonneux memorial sites, however, were also visited before and after the major 

servicemen’s organization-led and government-supported pilgrimages of the 1930s. This 

was done in the context of Great War battlefield tourism, a related cultural phenomenon 

equally addressed by this chapter.  

Chapter Four examines the recent installation in Canberra (1993) and Ottawa 

(2000) of tombs of unknown soldiers. I argue that the creation of these two tombs, each 

of which is sited within their respective nation’s principal war commemoration venue, 

powerfully combines the cults of commemoration and nationalism, as much as it 

sacralizes anew, as “allied accretions,” (the phrase coined by Owen Dwyer) these sites.  

  Thus, in these four thesis chapters, I chart the topography of Canadian, 

Newfoundland, and Australian Great War remembrance, mapping two orders of 

monumental landscape: national and battlefield. This, however, is not a mere exercise in 

First World War monument cartography. Rather, it is an attempt to draw out the potent 

inter-monumental matrices of meaning (both spatial and material) that exist across these 

commemorative spaces. This thesis, in which art history, cultural history and geography 

converge in its multi-disciplinary approach, compares and critically examines Canadian, 

Newfoundland, and Australian Great War national memorials as sites of remembrance 
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integral to the continued cultivation and communication of the cultural memory of the 

First World War. In so doing, it seeks to expand and deepen the existing body of Great 

War memorial scholarship, which remains disproportionately skewed towards 

interrogating the First World War memorials erected by Great Britain and France.   

Central to my thesis are two premises. First, the commemorative drive that 

impelled the Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian campaigns to erect these 

countries’ Great War national memorials served two complementary ends: (1) the 

political and social justification of the First World War’s staggering human losses,18 and 

(2) communal bereavement.19

In support of this second premise I present in the various chapters two critical 

readings, one of them phenomenological and the other iconographic. My 

phenomenological reading considers how the perennial ceremonial activities enacted, 

historically and contemporarily, at these sites of remembrance elicit, foster, and 

concentrate particular aspects of the Great War in an official, performative, and 

situational process of meaning-making that promotes specific emotions, values, and 

ideologies such as honour, valour, and self-sacrifice. Discussion here primarily focuses 

upon the public institution, observance, and rhetoric of Anzac Day (Chapter Two), as 

well as upon the pilgrimage phenomenon associated with the Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, 

and Villers-Bretonneux national war memorials located on the former Western Front 

(Chapter Three). Specifically, I examine the reciprocal link between “performance as a 

 Second, I assert that, once erected, Canadian, 

Newfoundland, and Australian Great War national memorials functioned (and still 

function) to shape cultural memory about the First World War. They do so both as public 

sites of ceremonial remembrance and as emblems of such remembrance. 
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means of carrying out a cultural practice  such as memory  thoroughly”20

In order to assure the public survival of a memory, a memorial needs to be 
supported by a ritual which members of a community perform so as to “share” the 
memory. This “sharing” does not refer to sharing something that exists physically 
exemplifying a memory, as the moralizing virtual-reality bites of the holocaust 
museums in America demonstrate, but the other way around: The ritual “sharing” 
of a memory by a number of individuals makes a “public memory….”

 (as 

geographers Nigel Thrift and John-David Dewsbury have described), and the material 

object(s), like the monument, around which that practice revolves. I argue that the 

persistence of the Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian cultural memory of the Great 

War was and still is largely contingent upon this reciprocal relationship between 

monument and ceremony. As artist-critic Yishai Jusidman observes: 

21

 
  

My iconographic reading of the imagery and inscriptions of these monuments, as 

performed in Chapters One, Two, and Four, typifying what literary historian Paul Fussell 

has characterized as the vocabulary of “‘high’ diction,”22

 

 will further buttress this claim. 

Corpus: Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian Capital and Battlefield National 
Great War Memorials 

 
In 1903, Alois Riegl, art historian and then Conservator General of Monuments in 

the Austro-Hungarian Empire, wrote an influential essay entitled “The Modern Cult of 

Monuments: Its Character and Its Origin.” In this essay he devised a basic taxonomy of 

monuments, categorizing them as either unintentional or intentional in purpose.23 The 

war memorial, as a species of monument, belongs to the latter category, which Riegl 

defined as “a human creation, erected for the specific purpose of keeping single human 

deeds or events (or a combination thereof) alive in the minds of future generations.”24 

Nearly a century later, James E. Young, in his 1993 study of Holocaust memorials, The 
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Texture of Memory: Holocaust Memorials and Meaning, lent greater specificity to the 

definition, whereby the term “memorial” encompasses the full array of commemorative 

manifestations: calendrical, educative, and spatial.25 Young specifies that “Monuments… 

will refer here to a subset of memorials: the material objects, sculptures, and installations 

used to memorialize a person or thing…. I treat all memory-sites as memorials, the 

plastic objects within these sites as monuments.”26

Although Young speaks only of Holocaust memorialization, his point that a 

memorial need not be monumental — but that a monument always remains a species of 

memorial — can be usefully applied to other commemorative contexts as well. 

Specifically, the memorialization of the Great War has engendered a vast ceremonial, 

material, and architectural culture of remembrance across all combatant nations. The war 

memorial, as monument, is the most conspicuous and commonly encountered form of 

First World War remembrance within the public sphere. City and town Great War 

memorials may be buildings themselves or parts thereof (stained-glass windows, wall-

mounted plaques, or dedicated spaces such as wings or extensions). Or, as public 

monuments, they may be discrete objects surrounded by the built environment. The siting 

of these monuments, however, although never arbitrary, is not inherently site-specific (as 

is that of Great War battlefield memorials; Chapter One).   

  

My reasons for conducting a monument-focused study are fourfold: (1) their 

public prominence, if not ubiquity; (2) their common but controlled access; (3) their art-

historical interest; and, not least, (4) their ritual incorporation into annual, official 

ceremonies of war remembrance. Together, monumental landscapes constitute the 

topography of Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian Great War national 
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remembrance as it is mapped in capital cities and in the former theatres of battle. Only 

the latter order, however, by virtue of its geographical indexical relation to the War, 

involves an actual sacralization of the monument site or, in the vocabulary of geographer 

Kenneth E. Foote, its sanctification.27

 

  

Corpus: The Memorial Landscape and Battlefield Sanctification 

 Violent and tragic events always physically alter, sometimes beyond recognition, 

the sites of their occurrence. Such landscapes, whether ravaged by natural catastrophes, 

industrial disasters, warfare, or other kinds of human-inflicted violence, are subject to  

memorialization. However, as Foote observes, not all such sites are formally 

memorialized; some sites simply revert or are restored to their former state. In other 

cases, in which the stigma of shame or horror associated with a particular place is too 

potent to overcome — when the common psychological and physical aversion to that site 

is insurmountable — they are abandoned or destroyed, most likely out of fear of 

associative mental or moral contagion. However, all such sites, by virtue of their 

preservation, restoration, neglect, desertion, or destruction, bear witness to individual, 

group and societal needs for, and levels of interest in, interpreting the tragic and violent 

past.28 According to Foote, “When ‘read’ carefully, these places also yield insight into 

how societies come to term with violence and tragedy.”29 The sociocultural legacy of 

these places can be categorized according to their degrees of sanctification, designation, 

rectification, or obliteration.30 In all instances the landscape may be altered significantly, 

albeit in very different ways. In Chapter One, I adopt Foote’s rubric of fields of care, 
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namely a sanctified site whose defining characteristics are delineated below, to couch my 

discussion of the Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux memorial landscapes. 

 The sanctification of a site ensues whenever the tragic or violent event that befell 

it is perceived as evincing an affirmative, enduring meaning — for example, a heroic 

deed or great sacrifice — thus making it worthy of remembrance. Conventionally, a 

monument is erected to denote a site’s sanctified status. Specifically, the process of 

sanctification transforms a hitherto unremarkable place into one that, in the parlance of 

geographers, is sacred. This marking out of a site, with few exceptions, includes either 

the erection or creation of some commemorative object, structure, or space, typically a 

monument or a memorial garden, park, or edifice that will be perpetually maintained or 

cultivated in memoriam of whomever or whatever its dedication speaks. Crucially, Foote 

adds, a site’s sanctified status, that is, its sacredness, is contingent upon its public, ritual 

consecration as a place of commemoration. Sacredness, then, although it carries an 

undeniable religious undertone, here denotes a site of civic veneration and custody rather 

than one under the express care of a religious body. Fundamentally, a site is not 

sanctified unless it is ceremonially consecrated, wherein the site’s historical importance is 

made clear and its commemorative value explained and justified. It is sanctification, 

above all, which points up how landscape and memory are inextricably bound.31

 Five characteristics, Foote continues, allow for the ready identification of a 

sanctified site. According to Foote’s criteria, the former battlefields of Beaumont-Hamel, 

Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux each qualify as a sanctified site. Firstly, such sites are 

clearly demarcated from the milieu that surrounds them, and all bear some marker 

indicating the specifics of what occurred there. Secondly, these sites are nearly always 
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immaculately kept for at least several years, if not decades, or even centuries. Thirdly, in 

sanctifying a site, a transfer of ownership usually occurs, whereby custody of the site 

shifts from private to public hands. Fourthly, these sites, once consecrated, invite ongoing 

ritualized commemorative activity, usually in the form of perennial memorial ceremonies 

or pilgrimages. Fifthly, once sanctified, a site frequently gathers layers of meaning that 

usually (but not always) bear some relational kinship to the original commemorative 

enterprise. Upon sanctification, then, a site may become the locus and focus of additional 

acts of commemoration. Together, these five defining characteristics of a sanctified site 

operate to qualify such a place as both sacred and, in Foote’s words, a field of care.32

 A former site of battle, upon sanctification, is a prime example of a so-called field 

of care. Battlefields are typically sanctified when they not only emblematize the trials of 

nationhood but are themselves the sites of military engagements that are perceived to 

have moulded national identity. In this regard, the battlefields of Beaumont-Hamel, 

Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux each constitute a field of care, as I elucidate in Chapter 

One. 

 

 
 

Thematic Orientation and Methodology: General 

 The broadest thematic orientation of my thesis is two-pronged: (1) the practice 

and politics of public commemoration as an operation of social remembering, and (2) the 

continuous moulding, mediation, and maintenance of cultural memory — textually, 

ritually, and materially— through commemorative ceremonies. Methodologically, I draw 

primarily upon philosopher Edward S. Casey and sociologist Paul Connerton to explore 

the enterprise of public commemoration as occurring through such mechanisms as 
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ceremonies, rituals, and texts. Through these performative and sanctioning agencies, the 

past(s) or person(s) being invoked, although unrecoverable, are reconstructed and made 

publicly meaningful according to the social and political exigencies of the present. 

Fundamentally, I understand public commemoration, after John R. Gillis, to be a 

politically and socially negotiated process that selectively mobilizes personal and group 

memories, resulting in commemorative expressions that, while seeming consensual, 

actually belie their often acrimonious and contested origins. My understanding of cultural 

memory, in turn, is drawn from the work of cultural scholars Mieke Bal, Andreas 

Huyssen, Jan Assmann, Marita Sturken, and Ann Rigney. These two phenomena — 

commemoration and cultural memory — are so central to this thesis that they merit 

extended examination in the following two subsections of my “Thematic Orientation and 

Methodology” discussion.  

 

Thematic Orientation and Methodology: Commemoration 

 All commemorative enterprises are fundamentally socio-political in nature. As 

John Gillis asserts, they involve both navigating and negotiating between personal and 

collective memories. The commemorative process, Gillis adds, is also frequently fraught 

by contestations, disputes, and in some cases even annihilating force, although these 

effects are often belied by an end product which may seem to be the achievement of a 

group consensus about memory.33 This crucial point is reiterated by William Kidd and 

Brian Murdoch who, in tracing the trajectory of commemorative practices in the 

twentieth century, the “memorial century,”34 agree with Gillis: “What we call collective 

memory and the commemorative practices, spontaneous or longstanding and either way 
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strongly ritualistic, which give it expression, often purport to present as unifying and 

homogenous what was pluralist and fragmentary.”35 Daniel Sherman, a leading historian 

of French First World War memorials, emphasizes the discursive dimension of 

commemoration, which he succinctly defines as “the practice of representation that 

enacts and gives social substance to the discourse of collective memory.”36 The 

commemorative operation of monument-building, Sherman argues, mobilizes a variety of 

intersecting discourses and practices, notably local/national, commercial/artistic, 

high/low, and history/memory.37 This notion that social remembering is a discursive 

practice is now widely held in the field of memory studies, although, as Alan Radley 

argues, its material dimension remains underexamined: something that my thesis directly 

addresses.38 This is an important point made by Radley, for whom “remembering is 

something which occurs in a world of things, as well as words, and…artefacts play a 

central role in the memories of cultures and individuals.”39

 Connerton’s influential study, How Societies Remember (1989), examines the 

ways and means by which social memory is transmitted and fostered. The crux of his 

argument is that visions of the past, and recollected information about it, are disseminated 

and cultivated in mostly ritual performances.

 It is precisely this relationship 

between commemoration and cultural memory that is most fully elucidated by sociologist 

Paul Connerton and philosopher Edward S. Casey. 

40

 If there is such a thing as social memory, I shall argue, we are likely to find it in 
 commemorative ceremonies; but commemorative ceremonies prove to be 
 commemorative only in so far as they are performative; performativity cannot be 
 thought without a concept of habit; and habit cannot be thought without a notion 
 of bodily automatisms.

 Thus:  

41
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For Connerton, then, social recollection occurs within two domains: commemorative 

ceremonies and bodily practices: concerns that I address in all my thesis chapters. The 

first bears directly upon an examination of the cultural memory of the First World War 

through the latter’s persistent public remembrance in ceremonial and material form. At 

the heart of commemorative ceremonies lies ritual action. All rites are inherently formal 

in nature. They are usually characterized by stylization, convention, and repetition. Given 

their intentional stylization, rites are generally immune to sudden mutations, although 

they may undergo minor alterations, never exceeding, however, their always well-defined 

parameters. The repetitive character of all rites immediately suggests some order of 

continuity between past and present. In this light Connerton singles out one species of 

rite, the expressly retrospective and calendar-defined kind, for further discussion. His 

discussion is apposite here because, as he notes, Remembrance Day ceremonies 

exemplify rites of this type.42

 The Remembrance Day ceremony is exemplary because it recalls a specific event, 

the Armistice of 11 November 1918, and is also part and parcel of a (Western) roster of 

calendrically designated commemorations. A calendrical ceremonial such as this one may 

draw willing attendees, others who consider it burdensome but obligatory to attend, and 

simply casual, mildly interested spectators. In all cases, though, what distinguishes such 

commemorative ceremonies from the genus of rites as a whole is that each expressly 

invokes, rather than merely suggests, a sense of continuity between the past and the 

present. This effect, Connerton argues, is principally achieved by “ritually re-enacting a 

narrative of events held to have taken place at some past time, in a manner sufficiently 

elaborate to contain the performance of more or less invariant sequences of formal acts 
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and utterances.”43 Commemorative ceremonies thus belong to the order of ritual and, 

accordingly, exhibit an essential formalism and performativity. However, within the 

collective body of ritual, they stand apart by virtue of their direct invocation of 

prototypical occurrences or persons, be these historic or mythological. This is done 

according to a mode of articulation that Connerton designates the rhetoric of re-

enactment.44

 The rhetoric of re-enactment itself is comprised of calendrical, verbal, and 

gestural repetitions. The calendrical repetition of a ritual re-enactment, such as occurs 

during the Remembrance and Anzac Day ceremonies, belongs to the temporal register of 

ritual time or, as Dorothy Noyes and Roger D. Abrahams put it, “calendar custom[s].”

  

45 

For Connerton this register is “qualitatively identical;”46 participants in this perennial 

ceremony “find themselves as it were in the same time: the same time that had been 

manifested in the festival of the previous year, or in that of a century, or five centuries 

earlier…. By its very nature, therefore, ritual time is indefinitely repeatable.”47 Noyes and 

Abrahams similarly remark that the “eternal return of the festival,”48 the hallmark of 

calendar custom, is by definition out of synch with quotidian time. Verbal repetition 

during ritual re-enactment functions as a mode of actualization, whereby participants, in 

repeating some original invocation or speech, restore to those words, in their secondary 

or sacramental performativity, the same effectual power they possessed during their 

moment of primary performativity.49 This mode of rhetorical re-enactment is realized 

during Remembrance Day ceremonies in the codified recitation, in part or whole, of 

Laurence Binyon’s poem “For the Fallen,” with its promise that “At the going down of 

the sun and in the morning/ We will remember them.”50 Similarly, during the Australian 
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War Memorial’s Anzac Day national service, Charles Bean’s Requiem is recited (Chapter 

Two). Likewise, rhetorical re-enactment through gestural repetition finds incorporation 

in these memorial services with the laying of commemorative wreaths. This gesture of 

wreath-laying lends a physical tangibility to the proceedings because, to apply 

Connerton’s words about the Christian Mass, “the substance of the narrative is 

communicated in physical signs that contain it.”51

 Connerton’s argument that commemorative ceremonies ritually re-enact 

something of prototypical significance by employing a triadic rhetoric of repetition 

largely finds its echo, despite terminological differences, in philosopher Edward S. 

Casey’s similarly in-depth analysis of the mechanics and meaning of commemoration.  

  

In Remembering: A Phenomenological Study (1987), Casey conceptualizes 

commemoration as a curious species of remembering. A defining characteristic of such 

remembering, at least in its public manifestations, is that it occurs in the company of 

others. Yet many attendees of commemorative events or ceremonies do not have any 

personal recollection of whatever is being commemoratively invoked. If this is inevitable, 

it also occasions the question whether commemoration can even be considered under the 

rubric of remembering, at least as the latter is conventionally understood.52

Casey’s approach to this problem harkens back to the oldest meaning of 

commemoration: a form of intensified remembering. In addition to this first meaning, two 

others, the eulogistic and liturgical, both longstanding, are also of critical importance. 

However, it is the sum of these meanings that grounds Casey’s understanding of the 

structural and operational dimensions of commemoration — namely, that in 

commemorative activity, remembering intensifies when it occurs through the invocation 
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of some text and in the context of some ritual, the full affective force of both being 

realized only when performed in the company of those with whom commemoration 

occurs in some public ceremonial fashion.53

Casey also proposes that, structurally, commemoration consists of so-called 

commemorabilia (mediating devices), and the commemorandum itself (that which is 

commemorated). Operatively, commemoration involves a remembering through the 

agency of given commemorabilia: principally — as noted in the preceding paragraph — 

ritual and text.

   

54

Ritual, for Casey, is fundamentally participatory, summoning its actors to engage 

in formally orchestrated action. That is to say, it is essentially performative, enacted in a 

series of physical gestures serving to anchor participants in their milieu by way of their 

bodily orientation and disposition, and thus enabling them to directly apprehend and 

interact with their fellows. For Casey, the ritual dimension of commemorative activity is 

characterized by four key aspects: (1) formal reflection or a moment given to reflection; 

(2) allusion to the occurrence or person to be commemorated, thereby heralding or 

endorsing the ritual to be enacted; (3) corporeal action; and (4) group enactment of the 

ritual.

  

55 The entombments of the Australian and Canadian Unknown Soldiers (Chapter 

Four), as well as the unveiling ceremonies of the Canadian, Newfoundland, and 

Australian capital and battlefield national memorials (Chapters One through Three), 

exemplify how these four qualities are an intrinsic part of the ritual component of 

commemorative activity, in this instance war remembrance. Specifically, these are 

illustrated by the observance of the Silence, a prescribed period of reflection, during these 

aforementioned ceremonies, the dedicatory speeches delivered, the wreaths laid before 
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memorials and tombs, and the participatory nature of the ceremonies themselves, the 

conventionalized programs of which incorporate standard hymns, prayers, and recitations 

that both enable and encourage collective ritual action and communion.  

At the core of ritualized commemoration, however, lies the human agent and 

his/her situation in space; commemoration is above all an embodied and situated practice. 

The body is the principal agent and conveyor of the commemorabila by which the 

commemorative act is instantiated and fully realized. The body conveys participants to 

and positions them within the designated ritual space wherein ceremonial observance is 

corporeally enacted. It also acts in textually based commemorative services, such as the 

recitation of a text. Still, even when a text, such as a war memorial inscription, is not 

recited, “the body is solicited,”56 prompting spectators to perform their survey of the 

memorial so as to consider its message from multiple vantage points.57

Operatively, though, it is participation that, in Casey’s words, constitutes the 

“functional essence”

     

58 of commemorative activity. Commemoration is not merely an act 

of homage paid to some honorific past, but the very process which creates the space and 

sustains the time for the commemorandum’s lastingness. From this formulation — 

namely, commemorative activity as a through-and-through participatory enterprise 

intended to sustain connectedness with the commemorandum by way of ritual, textual, or 

psychic engagement — emerge three points of consideration. Firstly, any 

commemorative activity cannot rely solely on representations, however effective, 

because these are necessarily individual in their appeal, if not their authorship. At bottom, 

the representational component of commemorative activity must permit mutability and 

greater profundity with the passage of time. Secondly, participatory action constitutes not 
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only a mental engagement but also a bodily and situational one. Thirdly, commemoration 

is inseparable from both body and place memories.59 James E. Young has made a similar 

observation about the role of participatory action in ritualized remembering. Young notes 

that “At some point, it may even be the activity of remembering together that becomes 

the shared memory; once ritualized, remembering together becomes an event in itself that 

is to be shared and remembered.”60

As previously noted, though, Casey argues that commemorative activity is both 

corporeally and textually mediated. Briefly, the latter’s discursive dimension is essential 

to mediating the fundamental quality of otherness that Casey identifies as inherent in any 

commemorative enterprise. Language, written or verbal, makes possible allusions to what 

is being commemorated, allows for and choreographs the communal participation of 

commemorators, and prescribes both the mood and program of the proceedings. 

Remembering-through, thus, requires some textual conduit. Commemorative texts, Casey 

notes, are recited, delivered, or posted in some appropriate public venue, and also 

demonstrate a spatiality or pseudo-spatiality in the Derridean sense of espacement, a 

point which is elaborated in my Chapter Four discussion of the eulogies delivered at the 

entombment of the Australian and Canadian Unknown Soldiers by, respectively, 

Australian Prime Minister Paul Keating (a copy of Keating’s eulogy for the Australian 

Unknown Soldier is mounted on an inside wall of the Villers-Bretonneux memorial) and 

Canadian Governor-General Adrienne Clarkson. Casey is thinking of marginalia, whether 

physical (as in the borders of epitaphs) or as part of a temporal sequence (as when 

emphatic breaks for contemplative effect are taken before and after the delivery of a 

eulogy or some other solemn text). This points out the essentially liminal aspect of 
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commemorative activity as a whole: the margins mark the very passage of that which is 

commemorated as either moving towards or having already gone beyond the pale of 

existence.61

 Meanwhile, the solemnity of commemorative activity issues from the seriousness 

it accords the past. Ceremonial observance, Casey writes, is what, at bottom, effects 

solemnization. In turn, four key qualities characterize such observance: repetition, re-

enactment, social sanction, and formality. Repetition confirms that ceremonial 

observance is never a one-off affair. Specifically, the ceremony will have been previously 

enacted, or, if it is inaugural, presupposes future observance, with or without variation. 

This has been the case with the observance of Anzac, Memorial, and Remembrance Days 

since their inceptions. Furthermore, the ceremonial programs of 25 April, 1 July, and 11 

November, respectively, were rapidly codified, and, hence, became endlessly repeatable. 

Repetition, too, typically marks the internal organization or program of the ceremony 

performed. Broadly, though, the ceremony itself constitutes a re-enactment of a past 

event; for example, the commemoration of the signing of the Armistice in 1918. This is a 

form of repetition Casey terms re-actualization. Thus, at the eleventh hour of the 

eleventh day of the eleventh month the War’s official termination is ceremonially re-

actualized. In turn, social sanctioning of the ceremony is achieved by invoking tradition, 

yet remaining open to modifications in its observance in a continuous bid for 

contemporary relevance and resonance: a point I consider especially with regard to the 

yearly Anzac Day ceremonies (Chapter Two). Although entrenched in ceremony and 

 Indeed, living memory of the Great War has been all but extinguished, but its 

cultural memory survives, in fact thrives. This phenomenon is largely contingent upon, as 

well as sustained and contained by, commemorative activity.   
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calendar, the Canadian and Australian official days of war remembrance have proven 

sufficiently malleable to admit historical developments, whereby, following the Second 

World War, Remembrance and Anzac Days no longer exclusively commemorated the 

Great War. Lastly, formality, whether verbal, gestural or situational, informs the 

appearance and conduct of the ceremony. As any spectator or participant in the 25 April, 

1 July or 11 November proceedings will attest, these are solemn, highly orchestrated 

affairs.62

Commemoration, as Casey profoundly elucidates, is a project of reconciliation 

with some ending. If it achieves this objective by not yielding to the absolute finitude or 

essential pastness of the past, it has done so only by a motion which conveys the past into 

the present and guarantees its future lastingness. Of course, this operation can only be 

realized when the past has assumed a “certain consistent selfsameness”

 Connerton, it will be recalled, makes basically the same points under his rubric 

of the rhetoric of re-enactment (calendrical, verbal, and gestural repetitions). 

63 following the 

loss of those specifics that once staged its presentation. Commemorative activity attests 

to the selfsameness of the past in the present by virtue of textual, ritual, or psychic re-

enactment but, by the same token, it permits, if not promises, its remembrance on into the 

future.64

Connerton’s and Casey’s respective emphases on the performative and ritualized 

character of commemorative ceremonies furnish two important and useful insights into 

the process of social remembering. However, as Neil Jarman cautions, these insights 

must be tempered by attentiveness to the content and social dynamics of such 

ceremonies, and not merely their structure. Specifically, the meaning(s) conveyed and 

produced in commemorative ceremonies like those on Remembrance, Memorial, and 
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Anzac Day are neither as ossified nor as controllable as their formal programs invariably 

suggest.65

 

 Thus, as noted above, in Chapter Two of my thesis I examine the observance 

of Anzac Day at the Australian War Memorial as a scripted performance that is neither 

impermeable to change nor immune to attempts at disrupting or subverting its ostensible 

meaning.  

Thematic Orientation and Methodology: Cultural Memory 

Theorizations of the act of public commemoration constitute one of the two 

primary methodological bases of my thesis. The other is the theorization of cultural 

memory itself. Since the mid-1990s, the study of cultural memory has elicited much 

academic interest across disciplines, notably from scholars Mieke Bal, Andreas Huyssen, 

Jan Assmann, Marita Sturken, and Ann Rigney, each of whom has contributed important 

writings to this wide-ranging field of inquiry. In the previous section, I stressed the 

essential performativity of commemoration whereby the past is ceremonially re-enacted 

in the present. Likewise, a common and crucial premise shared by Bal, Huyssen, 

Assmann, Sturken, and Rigney is that cultural memory, although inextricably bound to 

the past, is always negotiated in the present.66 All five, too, consider its operative 

dimensions. Bal emphasizes its performative aspect, Huyssen its quality of recherche, 

Assmann its cultivated character, Sturken its processual, negotiated dimension, and 

Rigney its vicariousness.67 If the Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian cultural 

memory of the Great War is perennially brokered and broadcast by commemorative 

practices, which are subject to contestation (Chapter Two), as well as thanatourism 

(Chapter Three), its articulation occurs within, and is aided by, a field of representations 
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and objects in which national war memorials claim physical, if not psychical, primacy 

(Chapters One, Two, and Four).   

For Bal, cultural memory is not some vestigial trace or artifact of the past. Nor 

does it hover in a present, severed from the past. Rather, cultural memory works to forge 

ties between the past, the present, and, the future. Fundamentally, this linking between 

past and present constitutes the bedrock of cultural memory and is “the product of 

collective agency rather than the result of psychic or historical accident.”68 Critically, for 

Bal, it is a phenomenon whose presentness and presence give rise to queries and concerns 

about individual and collective agency. Who are the constituents and constituencies 

performing acts of remembering? By extension, what is the worth ascribed to memory 

within the culture in which such remembering occurs?69

For Huyssen, all human memory is intimately bound to a culture and to the means 

by which that culture frames and experiences its temporal being. The configurations 

memory assumes are therefore necessarily contingent and variable.

   

70 It follows that all 

representations, irrespective of kind and media, are grounded in memory. Memory is 

always anterior to representation and yet instead of conveying us to some genuine origin 

or serving as an assured conduit to the “real,” memory is premised on representation. 

Simply put, the past does not simply exist in memory like so much sediment. Instead it 

requires articulation in order to be realized as memory. A chasm will always separate that 

which is experienced, and its representational remembrance. This gap is neither 

unfortunate nor should it be unacknowledged, Huyssen remarks. He urges that it instead 

be comprehended as a catalyst for creative enterprises, cultural or artistic. 

Correspondingly, then, memory’s operative mode is less a recuperative exercise than one 
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of recherche. Its temporal horizon is the present and not the past, although all memory 

must hinge upon past experiences or occurrences.71

Jan Assmann also emphasizes the contemporary dimension of cultural memory. 

For him, cultural memory “comprises that body of reusable texts, images, and rituals 

specific to each society in each epoch, whose ‘cultivation’ serves to stabilize and convey 

that society’s self-image.”

  

72 All public commemorative enterprises demonstrate this 

“cultivation” of texts, images, and rituals specific to particular societies and their self-

images. The latter, in turn, are dependent upon institutionalized channels of 

communication and specialized communicators,73 or what Casey deems commemorabilia 

and the “‘horizontal,’ participatory communitas.”74

 Marita Sturken, like the other theorists of cultural memory, asserts that it is a form 

of mediated engagement with the past in the present and not merely its summoning forth 

or invocation.

 

75 Her particular contribution to my discussion is that the production of 

cultural memory is also a highly politicized meaning-making enterprise, especially in 

relation to trauma. (See Chapters One, Two and Four, wherein I dissect the internal 

(committee) and external (governments and institutions) politics and policies that attend 

and affect the creation and construction of national war memorials.) Moreover, as a 

means of defining a culture, this politically invested process lays bare that culture’s 

fissures and embattled visions. Cultural memory thus constitutes a horizon of contestation 

in which various narratives compete for historical primacy. It involves both the 

mobilization and interplay of individuals in the manufacture of cultural meaning and 

manifests itself through various materialities and modes of representation or, in Sturken’s 

words, “technologies of memory… through which memories are shared, produced and 
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given meaning.”76 One of these “technologies” is the war memorial. Although Sturken’s 

use of the term “cultural memory” has a specific context — the United States during the 

1980s and 1990s, an era marked by the traumas of the Vietnam War and the advent of 

AIDS — her formulation of cultural memory as “a field of contested meanings” that 

“produce[s] concepts of the nation, particularly in events of trauma, where both the 

structures and the fractures of a culture are exposed,”77

Lastly, my understanding of cultural memory draws from the work of 

comparative literature scholar Ann Rigney. In Rigney’s conceptualization, a social 

constructivist one, cultural memory “is the product of representations and not of direct 

experience, it is by definition a matter of vicarious recollection.”

 is broadly applicable to Western 

culture and its memory work as a whole. In Chapter Two of my thesis this manifests 

itself, for example, in the protests organized by second-wave feminists over the 

observance of Anzac Day (and, by extension, the (white) male nationalist cult of Anzac 

itself), which they denounced as condoning male violence perpetrated against women in 

war.   

78 Accordingly, its 

emergence is wholly born of and borne along by cultural — not psychological or socio-

psychological processes — its chief conduits being “memorial practices” and “mnemonic 

technologies.”79 Thus, while a population may share common experiences of an event, 

the cultural memory of these experiences remains the working product of both publicly 

channelled communications and the exchange of memories in their myriad, mediated 

articulations. Significantly, these articulations of memories, whatever the media, may 

enjoy second-hand currency amongst persons and parties that lack any genuine, 

experiential relation to the event at hand (as is invariably the case with war memorials as 
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time passes), although they may come to relate to or be associated with certain of these 

vicarious recollections. Fundamentally, the scarcity factor, in Foucault’s sense,80 

influences the operations of cultural memory in five fashions. These are: “the selectivity 

of recall, the convergence of memories, the recursivity in remembrance, the recycling of 

models of remembrance and memory transfers.”81

Building upon Sturken and Rigney, I maintain that the war memorial is both the 

site of and the vehicle for the production and sharing of cultural memory. It is the focus 

and locus of an ongoing, if select, public discourse about historical narrative and 

nationhood, whether affirmative, denunciatory, or ambivalent in nature. Crucially, 

Sturken notes, cultural memory, as process and practice, is not inherently a form of 

therapy. Nor is it fixed or trustworthy. Instead, any genuineness it may seem to have 

resides in the particular kinds of investments that are made in manufacturing a culture’s 

 Certainly, the Canadian, 

Newfoundland, and Australian cultural memory of the Great War continues to be 

sustained by a multitude of commemorative means and media. Moreover, the forms, 

codes, and conventions of Great War remembrance, as these are epitomized by its 

commemorative days and memorials, have culturally endured as templates for the 

commemoration of subsequent conflicts. This “recycling of models of remembrance” is 

clearly evidenced by the way both Remembrance and Anzac Day ceremonies have 

incorporated all later wars into their commemorative purview. By the same token, the 

Tomb of the Unknown Soldier (Ottawa) directly references or “recycles” the iconography 

of the Vimy memorial altar. Likewise, although contemporary in creation (like the Tomb 

of the Unknown Australian Soldier, Canberra), the Ottawa tomb’s conceptual pedigree 

harkens back to, or is a legacy of, the commemoration of the Great War (Chapter Four).  
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values, and the material world that defines it. This process lends that culture a sense of 

continuity, rather than through any strict indexical relation to or evocation of some 

authentic past experience.82

 

 

Literature Review: Australian and Canadian Great War Memorial Scholarship 

Great War memorial scholarship has now broadened its geographical scope 

somewhat to encompass other allied combatant nations, although there is still a paucity of 

scholarly literature on both Australian and Canadian Great War memorials. A single 

book, Ken Inglis’s Sacred Places: War Memorials in the Australian Landscape (1998), 

and two monographs, Michael McKernan’s Here is Their Spirit: A History of the 

Australian War Memorial, 1917-1990 (1991) and Bruce Scates’s A Place to Remember: 

A History of the Shrine of Remembrance (2009), have issued from Australian university 

presses. Inglis, historian and Anzac scholar, observes that the 1916 anniversary of the 

disastrous but soon nationally mythic dawn 25 April 1915 Gallipoli peninsula landing of 

ANZAC (Australian and New Zealand Army Corps) troops, participants in a larger 

English and French-led campaign to secure the Ottoman-controlled Dardanelles, spurred 

a spate of Australian war memorial projects and actual unveilings. Precedent for 

honouring Australian war service, however, had already been set early in the War by the 

erection of so-named honour boards, modest but high-profile placards variously mounted 

in town halls, places of worship, clubs, schools, and businesses across Australia, all 

routinely noting and, as required, commemorating the voluntary military service of local 

men. Inglis further notes that the volume of public, official war memorial construction 

during the War itself is a phenomenon that separates Australian commemorative practice 
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apart from other allied combatant nations, including its nearest geographical ally, New 

Zealand, whose War experience was otherwise similar. Specifically, he attributes early 

commemoration of Australian war sacrifice and service to a single exception: Australia 

never introduced conscription. Thus, many of these local monuments were potent 

recruiting emblems; public proclamations of all who had not shirked their duty. Now 

inventoried, slightly over half of all Australian war memorials bear the names of those 

who served and survived alongside those of the fallen, a convention almost never 

observed in France and Italy, one very rarely observed in the United States, and 

altogether uncommon in Britain, Canada, and New Zealand. The inscriptions of 

Australian war memorials, in turn, run the gamut of high diction phrases, or less, often, 

cite biblical text. Above all, though, the Australian War Memorial, Canberra’s museum 

and shrine to the Great War, conceived in 1917, opened in 1941, and recently receiving 

the remains of Australia’s Unknown Soldier (1993), is the privileged site for the 

continued, daily enactment of the cult of Anzac or the nation’s civil religion. According 

to Inglis, drawing on American sociologist Robert N. Bellah, the origins of a civil 

religion are two-pronged: a divinely chosen population (American Manifest Destiny) and 

a massive ordeal marked by loss and sacrifice but from which would emerge a nation 

reborn (American Civil War). In the Australian context, the Anzac legend satisfied both 

counts, bearing all the trappings for a viable civil religion. On the first count, until 

Gallipoli, Australia (a settler colony) could not furnish any fabled episode capable of 

emblematizing or at least approaching “divine national purpose.” However, the acquittal 

of the AIF (Australian Imperial Force) at Gallipoli and subsequently in other Great War 

theatres of battle, as well as the legal protection of the name ANZAC from any 
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profanation, achieved this feat. On the second count, five factors, the first three shared by 

other combatant nations, coalesced to transform Australian participation in the Great War 

into the preeminent national ordeal of “death, sacrifice, and rebirth” required of a civil 

cult. These five consecrating factors were: massive military engagement at the moment of 

modern nationalism’s apogee; the mass death of a generation’s young men; the 

inadequacy of traditional Christianity to console many of the bereaved; a Dominion force 

proving its mettle on the battlefield, and the entirely voluntary constitution of the AIF. 

The last two were solely responsible for lending the cult its singular Australian identity.83

  Bruce Scates is also the author of Return to Gallipoli: Walking the Battlefields of 

the Great War (2006), his study of Australian pilgrimages, private and public, by 

civilians and veterans to the old battle theatres of the Australian Imperial Force, 

beginning in the 1920s and extending to this day. Scates, like Bart Ziino, and David 

Lloyd, the authors, respectively, of A Distant Grief: Australians, War Graves and the 

Great War (2007) and Battlefield Tourism: Pilgrimage and the Commemoration of the 

Great War in Britain, Australia and Canada, 1919-1939 (1998), provides a summation of 

the unveiling ceremony of the Australian National Memorial, Villers-Bretonneux, in 

1938.

 

My thesis, the Australian scope of which is restricted to national Great War memorials 

(Canberra and Villers-Bretonneux), similarly singles out the Australian War Memorial as 

the epicenter for the promotion and perpetuation of Australia’s cultural memory of the 

War, including the cult of Anzac, whose persistence and cultural purchase in large 

measure profits from and prospers by the high-profile Anzac Day services performed 

there each 25 April. 

84 Lloyd’s account of the 1936 Vimy pilgrimage emphasizes its protocol 
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considerations, as well as its political dimension and divisions, whereas mine, which I 

couch within the broader context of thanatourism, focuses primarily upon its 

performative aspect as an occasion that afforded pilgrims opportunities to engage in 

remembrance and recreational activities alike.85

In a related vein, detailed scholarly histories of Canada’s 1914-1918 official war 

art program, its artists, and the resultant collection, including its display and disposition, 

number only two: Maria Tippett’s Art at the Service of War: Canada, Art, and the Great 

War (1984) and Laura Brandon’s Art or Memorial? The Forgotten History of Canada’s 

War Art (2006). By contrast, Canadian Great War military history boasts a considerable 

body of literature, as well as a community of scholars, amongst whom Tim Cook is 

presently this field’s most prominent and prolific standard-bearer.

  

86 Chapter Two of 

Brandon’s book, “Sculpting a New Canada at Vimy,” provides a condensed but fully 

contextualized history of the Vimy memorial’s creation, as well as in-depth formal and 

iconographic analyses of its sculptures, designed by Walter Allward.87

The University of British Columbia Press has published the only scholarly 

cultural history of Canadian Great War commemoration: Jonathan Vance’s award-

winning book Death So Noble: Memory, Meaning and the First World War (1997). 

Briefly, Vance conceives of the Canadian public memory of the Great War during the 

interwar period as a mythic construction: an admixture of historical fact, partial truths, 

 Iconographic 

analyses of Allwards’s sculptures constitute a component of this thesis, which, however, 

concentrates upon the complexities of the memorial’s conception and its construction, 

and, in a completely novel way, considers the post-unveiling transformation of its 

grounds into a ‘field of care.’  
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nostalgic desire, and wholesale fabrication variously disseminated through elite and 

popular literary and artistic media, the performing arts, commercial enterprise, and both 

commemorative action and culture. These were the modes and channels through which 

the myth of the First World War — a privileged if still multifarious and contestable 

account of the conflict — was communicated to Canadian society at large, becoming the 

common sociocultural property of all regardless of whether they had experienced the 

1914-18 conflict or not. In this light, Vance claims, the circulating myth of the Canadian 

Great War experience simultaneously moulded and was moulded by Canadian society 

between the world wars. The myth’s construction, however, Vance cautions, was not 

simply a top-down initiative to shore up the status quo but rather a resonating narrative 

that satisfied a variety of wants. Chief amongst these were: consolation of the bereaved, 

explanation, moral and civic instruction, personal inspiration, and entertainment. 

Commemorating the War was a means to render its memory useful and meaningful, for 

example, in promoting national unity and consciousness, although the process of social 

remembering was, of course, selective and not without contrariant or dissenting voices, 

albeit always in the minority. Canadian war memorials, Vance observes, are 

overwhelmingly patriotic, in Antoine Prost’s usage of the term,88 because their 

iconography and inscriptions pronounce value upon Canadian war service and, 

especially, sacrifice. The latter was invariably couched in the visual and textual rhetoric 

of heroic and noble death, often replete with resurrection motifs like the apotheosis of the 

fallen soldier borne heavenwards by an angel. Such resurrection imagery was also 

encoded in the program sequence of memorial unveilings and Remembrance Day 

ceremonies in the playing of the Last Post, the ritual observation of the Silence, and the 
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sounding of Reveille, recalling both trench routine and battlefront burials and a host of 

Christian associations.89

Outside of academia, amateur historian Robert Shipley has written the sole book-

length survey of Canadian war memorials: To Mark Our Place: A History of Canadian 

War Memorials (1987). Shipley’s survey is a general history of mostly Great War 

commemorative monuments. The author cites several reasons (none of which, he argues, 

should preempt war memorial study) why this topic has hitherto been neglected within 

Canadian scholarship, art-historical or otherwise. Chief amongst these are the following: 

these memorials, most erected in the 1920s and early 1930s, are of no great antiquity and 

so do not merit examination; scant archival material exists for their study, especially at 

the local level; their style is inherited rather than domestic, not to say frequently banal; 

and, lastly, their subject matter (war death) appears either taboo or unpalatably 

militaristic to many scholars. The campaign to erect a local war memorial, Shipley 

observes, was typically spearheaded by veterans’ organizations or patriotically inclined 

community service groups such as the Imperial Order, Daughters of the Empire. Much 

debate usually ensued whether a memorial should be strictly commemorative or perform, 

in addition, some utilitarian function; he observes that the former choice prevailed across 

the nation. The immediate function of these memorials, Shipley continues, was to offer 

the community of bereaved a site where they could publicly articulate their grief. By 

 This thesis equally considers the practice of Canadian (as well as 

Newfoundland and Australian) Great War commemoration to be discursive and 

ceremonial in nature, whilst underscoring the codified character of both the inaugural and 

the perennial remembrance ceremonies performed at Canada’s, Newfoundland’s, and 

Australia’s capital and battlefield memorials.  
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virtue of their seeming permanence, however, memorials also served a didactic purpose, 

offering concrete civic lessons about war service and sacrifice for posterity. Although 

dedicated to the fallen, war memorials usually couched such human loss within the 

rhetoric of sorrowful community and, by extension, national pride about that sacrifice. 

Their iconography, as much as the Remembrance Day ceremony of which they are a 

perennial focus, is fundamentally Christian. Precisely, the very word cenotaph recalls 

Christ’s vacated tomb whilst the ceremonial sounding of Reveille symbolically marks a 

kind of soldierly resurrection. War memorial statuary, too, draws upon the heritage of 

Christian art, notably in its use of ascension and martyr imagery.90

Veterans Affairs Canada, too, has periodically published descriptive booklets 

about domestic and overseas Canadian First World War memorials, of which The 

  Shipley’s study of 

Canadian war memorials, the vast majority of which were erected to commemorate the 

First World War, is local in its context. However, his observation that the campaign to 

construct a war memorial was often characterized by conflict, controversy, or 

compromise before a design consensus was reached by the committee charged with its 

erection holds true, indeed is magnified, at the national level, as evidenced in my 

accounts of the creation of the St. John’s and Ottawa National Memorials, the Australian 

War Memorial, and the battlefield memorials to the Canadian and Australian 1914-1918 

dead and missing raised, respectively, at Vimy and Villers-Bretonneux. Likewise, his 

iconographic reading of these local First World War memorials, which stresses their 

overwhelmingly Christian symbolism, finds an echo in mine of the Vimy memorial, 

whose main sculptures, Canada Bereft, the Spirit of Sacrifice, and Sacrifice, are 

unambiguous in their allusions to the Virgin and martyrdom.    
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National War Memorial (1982) and The Canadian National Vimy Memorial (1990) are 

representative titles. The national inventories of Australian and Canadian war memorials, 

the latter still underway, whilst contributing valuable statistical information, do not 

constitute critical cultural analyses.91

 

 

Literature Review: The “Turn to Memory” in Academic Discourse and the 
Intellectual Context of this Thesis 

 
From the early 1980s onwards, the scholarly examination of memory’s history — 

and of historical memory’s articulation, mediation, and reproduction — has been a 

keystone of academic research across disciplines, especially within the humanities and 

social sciences.92 By the late 1980s, scholars were self-reflexively examining this 

omnipresent interest in memory and all things memorial, and the previous two 

subsections of this introductory chapter have surveyed some of the related literature 

under the guise of Methodology. One early and, in retrospect, influential measure-taking 

of and scholarly forum for this phenomenon occurred in the Spring 1989 special issue of 

the journal Representations: “Memory and Counter-Memory.”93 In that issue’s 

introductory essay, co-authors Natalie Zemon Davis and Randalph Starn made several 

important observations related to “thinking about memory” today: memory has multiple 

histories, it is frequently keyed to loss and rupture, and its invocation, wherever and by 

whomever, is revelatory of present-day relations to a given past.94 Accordingly, Davis 

and Starn bid scholars to query “by whom, where, in which context, against what”95

In the new millennium, however, after a decade’s worth of publications and 

myriad conferences about memory, critiques have emerged about the terminological use, 

 

memory is articulated.  
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abuse, vagaries, and over-extension of “memory” within academic discourse. In 

particular, Susannah Radstone and Kerwin Lee Klein have each expressed concern about 

memory’s catchword status and malleability in much current scholarly writing and 

research. 

For Radstone the “turn to memory” in the 1980s, which she dissects in her texts 

“Working with Memory: An Introduction” (2000) and “Reconceiving Binaries: The 

Limits of Memory” (2005), is the latest in a succession of theoretical shifts that have 

occurred in academia since the onset of the 1960s.96 This scholarly “turn” is, for 

Radstone, part and parcel of a broader cultural preoccupation with memory: one largely 

due to the advent of electronic culture and its attendant technologies. These have 

narrowed, if not dissolved, the temporal gap that hitherto divided an occurrence from its 

subsequent representation or media broadcast.97 Radstone also notes that academic 

interest in memory has surged at a moment when the interpretive pendulum (or “scales of 

equivocation”, as she puts it) has shifted, such that “memory’s late modern associations 

with fantasy, subjectivity, invention, the present, representation and fabrication appear to 

outweigh its modern associations with history, community, tradition, the past, reflection 

and authenticity.”98 She also remarks that memory studies have largely absorbed the 

lessons of psychoanalytic, semiotic, structuralist and post-structuralist interpretive 

practices as these have been carried out in the humanities and social sciences over the last 

four decades. For Radstone, what unites these diverse theoretical approaches as they have 

been applied to the study of memory is a rejection of reflectionism and essentialism; that 

is, of any notion of memory as simply the unmediated encryption of what has occurred.99 
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In her article “Reconceiving Boundaries: The Limits of Memory,” Radstone again 

takes the measure of memory studies, proposing that the discipline should now give 

greater, more careful consideration to how personal memory is both mediated and 

articulated throughout the public realm. She draws variously on the writings of theorists 

Raymond Williams, Louis Althusser, and Stuart Hall to distinguish between memory and 

“the past,” and to differentiate memory-related narratives and acts from memory 

proper.100 My thesis observes such a distinction, wherein public commemorative 

practices and the cultural memory of the Great War, both products of mediation and 

articulation, are never conflated with its living memory, which in any case has virtually 

expired now. That is to say, remembering and remembrance are not synonymous, neither 

are they mutually exclusive. They are period-specific, though, and this is attested by the 

experience of interwar battlefield tourists and pilgrims, many of whom, such as Great 

War veterans, in visiting the Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux 

memorials, battlefield sites of remembrance, remembered and relived their war 

experiences (Chapter Three). Radstone argues that applying the concepts of mediation 

and articulation to personal memory analysis is an effective corrective against crudely 

deterministic or reflective notions of memory, as well as a safeguard against the fancy 

that a memory-inspired narrative simply reflects this complex faculty. Furthermore, 

deploying these two analytic concepts can highlight just how complicated the relationship 

is between texts and cultural practices, on the one hand, and the wider social matrix from 

whence their meaning emerges.101

Radstone is primarily concerned with mediations and articulations of personal 

memory. Articulations such as the memoir must not be construed literally. Instead, 
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“literature remains literature, and a memorial statue continues to be a statue.”102 Her 

observation bears directly upon this thesis, which posits that capital and battlefield Great 

War memorials, and the commemorative services conducted at their sites, constitute core 

components of the Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian cultural memory of 1914-

1918, as well as contribute towards its public persistence, but they are not literal 

repositories of personal war memories. This also means, Radstone continues, that 

personal memory must be differentiated from those memories that are held and circulated 

across a greater social expanse. She is here referring to modes of memory that 

contemporary academic writing has variously termed collective, public, social, or 

cultural.103 This aspect of memory studies, she notes, is not yet fully theorized.104 Nor is 

there agreement amongst scholars about the expansion of memory to encompass publicly 

situated or circulating articulations of the past. Likewise, there is no consensus about 

how, in some scholarly work,105 such modes of memory are conceptualized strictly in 

terms of their materiality, sociocultural dimension, and performativity. However, 

Radstone’s critique specifically concerns the tendency within contemporary memory 

studies to “personalize” memory that is not strictly individual. (One example of this 

would be the application of clinical terms such as “traumatization” and “healing” to 

abstract entities like a nation or a culture — applications that effectively concretize what 

she argues is best understood as potently metaphorical.) Critically, this kind of literalness 

diverts scrutiny away from the modes and means by which events of the past are actually 

articulated and also away from how the meanings associated with these past events are 

manufactured, conveyed, and mediated in discourse.106   
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Kerwin Lee Klein’s critical take on the “memory industry,”107 articulated in his  

2000 article “On the Emergence of Memory in Historical Discourse,” parallels 

Radstone’s criticisms, although his account is both wider in its scope and more trenchant. 

(Indeed, it is “self-consciously polemical,”108 in Thomas Laqueur’s assessment of Klein’s 

important essay.) For Klein, like Radstone, the advent of memory studies occurred a 

quarter of a century ago. In his view, though, it was heralded by two seminal 

publications: Yosef Yerulshami’s 1982 book Zakhor: Jewish History and Jewish 

Memory, and Pierre Nora’s 1984 introductory essay (entitled “Between Memory and 

History”) to the multi-volume French anthology Les Lieux de mémoire. Certainly, the 

more influential of these two publications has been Nora’s (translated into English and 

reprinted in the 1989 issue of Representations mentioned earlier).109

Klein shares Radstone’s critical unease about memory work that projects 

attributes of personal psychology onto the memory of social groups or onto abstractions 

like the nation. This, he notes, is a common pitfall of collective, public, social, or cultural 

memory studies. Scholars whose work falls under these rubrics recognize this potential 

pitfall, and many attempt to circumvent it by conceiving of non-personal memory as a 

series of practices or a set of materialities.

  

110 Klein calls this the “new structural memory, 

a memory that threatens to become Memory with a capital M.”111 So conceived, memory 

becomes its own being: a kind of free-wheeling entity that can shuttle to and fro across 

temporal and cultural spans, liberating scholars to talk unhesitatingly of the memory of 

events long ago or the memories of a racial, ethnic, or religious group. This problematic 

anthropomorphization of memory has, as a result, occasioned the reckless couching of 

discussions of personal memory, group memory, and memory as material culture in the 
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same psychoanalytic vocabulary.112 According to Klein, “The new ‘materialization’ of 

memory thus grounds the elevation of memory to the status of a historical agent.”113

Even James E. Young’s roundly acclaimed study of Holocaust memorials, The 

Texture of Memory: Holocaust Memorials and Meaning, is not spared Klein’s criticism. 

That Young’s otherwise impeccable scholarship upon the politics and practices of 

Holocaust commemoration should also accord agency to memory, demonstrates just how 

entrenched this conceit is within contemporary memory studies.

  

114 Klein’s critique of the 

materialization of memory echoes Radstone’s counsel that personal memory, as it is 

creatively conveyed and conjured through such artistic productions as the memoir, 

remains just that: an articulation. Neither the memoir nor the memorial can literally 

possess memory, a human faculty.115

 

 This is pertinent to my study of Great War 

memorials. Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian national memorials of the First 

World War belong to that war’s public material culture of remembrance but they are not, 

I emphasize, the literal materialization of its memory.   

Literature Review: The Re-emergence of Public and Scholarly Interest in War 
Memory and Commemoration  

 
 In their introductory essay for the anthology The Politics of Memory: 

Commemorating War, cultural historians T. G. Ashplant, Graham Dawson, and Michael 

Roper give an account and analysis of the reemergence in the 1980s of public interest in 

war and its attendant practices of commemoration and memory construction, assigning 

four contributing factors to this recent cultural phenomenon.116

 The first and most potently evidenced is the widespread and heightened public 

profile now accorded to the Holocaust internationally, but especially in Germany, Israel, 
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and the United States. The Holocaust’s contemporary omnipresence derives from the 

boom in museum and memorial construction across nations, an ever-growing body of 

literature and film (documentary and fiction alike), global efforts to track down and 

prosecute Nazi war criminals, and ongoing campaigns to recover and return seized 

artifacts and property to Jewish victims and their heirs.117

 A second factor is that numerous social communities, all of which have in some 

way known the wounding, traumatizing, and unjust effects of war, are mobilizing their 

members in campaigns to gain public acknowledgment of their experience and of their 

identification as “victims” or “survivors.”

 

118 Chief amongst their ranks are Holocaust 

survivors, combat veterans, and non-combatants whose lives have been altered by their 

war experience. The process of publicly recognizing the traumas sustained by war 

survivors has, in recent years, gained momentum and has become an imperative of sorts 

in the face of the accelerating demise of the First and Second World War generations. 

The case is especially acute for the Great War, as it is currently poised to pass beyond the 

horizon of living memory, metamorphosing into cultural memory. As of 2010 Canada 

had no surviving Great War veterans, the last one, John Babcock, having died in 

February of that year.119 In Britain, for example, recognition of the impending passing 

away of the First World War generation was earlier evidenced by the spate of televised 

documentaries produced in 1993 and 1998 coinciding with the marking of the seventy-

fifth and eightieth anniversaries of the Armistice, as well as with a media-led campaign to 

reinstate the long-abandoned observance of the two-minute ritual silence on Armistice 

Day,120 greater numbers of young people donning poppies, and the publication in the 

early and mid-1990s of both Pat Barker’s Regeneration trilogy and Sebastian Faulk’s 
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Birdsong. These critically and popularly acclaimed novels demonstrate the rich and 

nuanced creative response the First World War has elicited from its third generation, 

often in the pondering of issues of cultural memory and the intricate ties that bind past 

and present.121 This persistent cultural resonance of the First World War, one might add, 

is a phenomenon equally observable in France and Canada, which have both witnessed 

the recent creation of probing and highly original literary and cinematic explorations of 

the Great War and its legacy.122

 A third reason that Ashplant, Dawson, and Roper identify for the resurgence of 

interest about war memory and commemoration in the last thirty years is the growing 

roster and heightened commemorative pitch of anniversaries marking conflicts. This 

development, though, is part of a broader anniversaries explosion, driven and intensified 

by the news media. This explosion apprises and primes the public with regard to 

upcoming commemorations, in a bid to foster all manner of cultural enterprises. 

Commemorative events now receive extensive coverage in the news media and, to a 

growing degree, are even specifically mounted for that industry, although their present-

day significance also garners examination and laudatory treatment in special-issue 

publications, investigative reports, and documentary programs which lend the cultural 

and political impact of war a human dimension by including witness accounts. As such, 

the commemoration of war effectively becomes a media spectacle, a phenomenon well 

illustrated by the press coverage and associated programming surrounding the 2007 

rededication ceremony of the Vimy memorial (Chapter Three).

 

123

 The fourth factor for this surge in awareness about, and attention paid to, war 

memory and associated memorial practices is the dual disintegration of the Soviet Union 
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and the neighboring Eastern bloc, signaling the Cold War’s end and a repositioning of the 

global power dynamic. The 1990s ushered in a new global era after communism: one that 

violently bore witness to a savage swell in ethnic conflicts across the world. Indeed, as 

Phil Melling notes, the events of 1989 did not sound the death knell of history and, by 

extension, war’s end, as Francis Fukuyama trumpeted,124 but rather witnessed the 

opposite phenomenon of history’s return and its related conjuring of cultural memories, 

disputes, and apprehensions once thought to be closed historical chapters.125 In particular, 

the “new world order” forged in the wake of the Cold War did not make good on its 

promise to guarantee a stable climate for economic and political development in Central 

and Eastern Europe. Indeed, as Melling adds, some spheres have since seen a 

pathologized embrace of war in the hands of such “ethnic ideologues”126 as Slobodan 

Milošević and Franjo Tudjman. It is in this context that Ashplant, Dawson, and Roper 

note that with the language of “ethnic cleansing” having gained common currency and 

entered the public debate about genocide, there is now an attendant opportunity to 

acknowledge the very degree to which contemporary conflicts and strife often capitalize 

upon or are sustained by the memories of previously waged wars. Embedded within them 

are culturally manufactured notions of the Other.127

 Historian Patrick Finney, in his article “On Memory, Identity and War,” locates 

scholarship on war memory and commemoration at the very core of the contemporary 

academic memory enterprise. Finney observes that although much of this work still 

concentrates upon the two world wars and especially upon the Holocaust, it continues to 

broaden its analytic scope by examining other conflicts.

 

128 Ashplant, Dawson and Roper 

concur with Finney, arguing that the study of war memory has received particular 
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attention in the United States. This is especially the case with regard to the Holocaust and 

the Vietnam War, and is increasingly a core feature of national historiography, primarily 

as practiced in Britain, France, Germany, and Australia. At the same time, there is a 

discernible shift in this field, heralded by J. M. Winter’s influential 1995 study of 

European commemorative culture of the Great War, Sites of Memory, Sites of Mourning: 

The Great War in European Cultural History, which privileges historical comparison 

across nations.129 Ashplant, Dawson, and Roper, however, express some trepidation 

about the “push for internationalization at the level of theory and method”130 — a push 

corresponding to the global surge in academic research about war memory — precisely 

because the locally or nationally specific character of some work may be “abstracted, 

decontextualized and robbed of its potent connection to the cultural and political conflicts 

which have underpinned and inspired it.”131

 

 

Literature Review: Interpretive Paradigms of the Study of War Memory and 
Commemoration 
 
 Ritualized remembrance characterizes the national commemoration of the First 

World War in Canada, Newfoundland, and Australia. Perennial, performative, and place-

specific — capital and battlefield memorials — the public practice of the War’s official 

commemoration, then as now, is inherently political and, at times, has also been intensely 

politicized (Anzac Day, Chapter Two). Ashplant, Dawson and Roper have taken critical 

stock of the prevailing interpretive frameworks adopted by scholars engaged in the study 

of war memory and commemoration. Their own participation in this enterprise, and the 

analytical position they stake out, is geared towards revealing and articulating the power 

relations that inform war and its remembrance    particularly state-organized acts of 
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public commemoration, survivor testimonies, cultural memory, and war crimes tribunals. 

Ashplant, Dawson and Roper underscore “the politics of war memory and 

commemoration,”132 seeking to point up the contested meanings that arise within and 

across these spheres of action, and the various, if unequal, bids to claim and culturally 

foreground particular memories. What is required now, they propose, is a theoretical 

model that can accommodate and synthesize insights furnished by each of the three 

dominant paradigms they identify as currently being applied to the study of war-related 

memory and commemoration: the state-centered, the social-agency, and the popular-

memory approaches. The state-centered model is characterized by its political bent, 

which considers war memory and commemoration as inextricably tied to ritual practices 

of national identity consolidation. On the other hand, the social-agency model 

underscores the psychological dimension of commemoration as a manifestation of 

mourning.133 The popular-memory approach, which originated in the work conducted by 

the University of Birmingham’s Popular Memory Group, meanwhile, draws upon oral-

history and life-story practices and techniques as primary research tools to interrogate the 

intersection of public articulations of the past with private memories about that same past, 

pointing up how this phenomenon is “a hegemonic process of ideological domination and 

resistance.”134

 Even though such a theoretical model has yet to be proposed, it is worth 

mentioning that Roger I. Simon, Sharon Rosenberg, and Claudia Eppert have also 

examined the political and psychological dimensions of historical trauma remembrance in 

remarkably similar ways, which they do in their essay “Between Hope and Despair: The 

Pedagogical Encounter of Historical Remembrance,” although the authors ultimately 
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conceive of remembrance as a fundamentally pedagogical exercise. Certainly, the 

didactic purpose of historical trauma remembrance or, more prosaically, “learning the 

lessons of the past,”135 is a commonplace, especially in school and museum 

programming, but Simon, Rosenberg, and Eppert’s point is that such forms of 

remembrance are always already pedagogical, and not merely when they serve the 

educational mandates of institutions. Specifically, remembrance presupposes pedagogy 

because it is “implicated in the formation and regulation of meanings, feelings, 

perceptions, identifications, and the imaginative projection of human limits and 

possibilities. Indeed, to initiate a remembrance practice is to evoke a 

remembrance/pedagogy.”136 Thus, in making remembrance coterminous with pedagogy, 

Simon, Rosenberg, and Eppert posit all practices of remembrance as harboring told and 

untold expectations about what is proper to remember, how it is properly remembered, 

who remembers and for whom, and what lessons such remembering presumes to deliver. 

Remembrance/pedagogy projects thus constitute “political, pragmatic, and 

performative”137 bids to marshal a public in creating, communicating, and fostering 

certain kinds of awareness of past (traumatic) events. Simon, Rosenberg, and Roper 

identify two paradigms of remembrance/pedagogy that dominate the framing and 

perpetuation of the social memories of history’s traumas: remembrance as a strategic 

practice and remembrance as a difficult return.138

 Remembrance as a strategic practice aims to construct, consolidate, and conserve 

social memory of past events. In this account social memories are constructed through an 

 These two paradigms, respectively, are 

roughly analogous to the state-sponsored and social-agency models identified by 

Ashplant, Dawson, and Roper. 
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array of texts, representations, material artifacts, and rituals whose associative value(s) 

also work(s) to elicit certain sentiments. Groups trade upon these associated sentiments 

and traffic in these “bounded sets of symbolizations”139 as a means of grounding and 

communicating select accounts of past events, but they do so in light of present-day 

concerns and with a view of the future in mind. According to this formulation, 

remembrance as a strategic practice is launched to secure identification with and 

knowledge about a certain past in ways that will benefit particular sociopolitical interests 

at a given moment. Simon, Rosenberg, and Eppert note that remembrance under this 

rubric has long been invoked to foster or shore up nationalist sentiment or cultivate ethnic 

or cultural belongingness. When such remembrance pertains to deliberate wholesale 

violence it has also launched calls for, and effected, judicial and other governmental 

action in the form of tribunals, committees of truth and reconciliation, apologies, 

reparations, and victim compensation. Here remembrance as a strategic practice becomes 

joined to and buoyed by the hope of a better future. But as Simon, Rosenberg, and Eppert 

point out, the omnipresence of violence across the globe implies otherwise: cultivating 

the social memory of traumatic history seldom protects against the future eruption of 

such episodes. To wit, Canada’s National War Memorial was unveiled a few months 

before the outbreak of the Second World War; commemoration, irrespective of rhetoric, 

is utterly useless as an inoculation against belligerence. Yet, they remark, remembrance 

as a strategic practice is not an abandoned enterprise. Indeed, social memory’s 

ineffectuality to instruct and immunize against the repetition of past traumas only serves 

to heighten both the stakes of remembrance as a pedagogically invested strategic practice 

and the moral absolutism which attends it.140  
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 Remembrance as a difficult return also carries pedagogical investments, albeit of 

a different sort. Bound to this kind of remembrance is a personal reckoning with and 

learning about living with the absences and losses that attend a traumatic past. This is not 

a remedy for exorcising the ghosts of the past. Rather, it is an effort to confront, 

negotiate, and comprehend the implications of “what it might mean to live, not in the past 

but in relation with the past, acknowledging the claim the past has on the present.”141 

Remembrance as a difficult return is thus skeptical that the traumatic past, with its legacy 

of social and psychic fissures, can ever fully and coherently be assimilated within the 

discourses of social memory. Remembrance as a difficult return  like remembrance as 

a strategic practice  claims a form of continuity between the living and the dead. 

Remembrance as a strategic practice makes this claim by compressing the particulars of 

the dead to suit present-day socio-political emblematic exigencies and economies.142 

Remembrance as a difficult return also involves some form of identification between the 

living and the dead, usually in the manner of a surrogate performance: one that risks 

plunging the survivor into the depths of melancholia. In both cases, however, the 

continuity stressed between the living and the dead often comes at the expense of 

acknowledging and maintaining terms of difference. In this regard, Simon, Rosenberg, 

and Eppert espouse a paradigm of remembrance/pedagogy that makes “discontinuity as 

necessary to a learning from the past, a learning that resides in a relationality that respects 

differences while honoring continuity.”143

 In the context of contemporary war memory and commemoration scholarship, 

however, as Ashplant, Dawson and Roper’s critique notes, it is the state-centered and 

social-agency models (which parallel Simon, Rosenberg, and Eppert’s remembrance as 
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strategic practice and difficult return paradigms) that hold sway in scholarly discourse. 

Much of the literature on the topic, they note, treats these two interpretive paradigms as 

mutually exclusive. To some degree this polarization can be explained along disciplinary 

lines, based upon whether scholars draw insights from schools of political science, 

sociology and international relations, or anthropology, culture and psychoanalysis.144 By 

way of illustration, Ashplant, Dawson, and Roper compare defining works by Eric 

Hobsbawm and Benedict Anderson (both having clear relevance to my thesis’s 

discussion of memory and the construction of national identities) with those of Jay 

Winter, describing them as proponents of, respectively, the “political” and 

“psychological” interpretive camps.145

 The Invention of Tradition, a vastly influential anthology published in 1983 and 

co-edited by Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, examines how the cultivation of certain 

traditions work to sustain, by formal and ritual means, politically motivated ties with a  

useable past. Hobsbawm, in his introduction to the anthology, provides this succinct 

formulation:  

  

 “Invented tradition” is taken to mean a set of practices, normally governed by 
 overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek to 
 inculcate certain values and norms of behaviour by repetition, which 
 automatically implies continuity with the past. In fact, where possible, they 
 normally attempt to establish continuity with a suitable historic past.146

 
 

At bottom, Hobsbawm argues, the study of “invented traditions” is important precisely 

because of these traditions’ indexical relation to often problematic underlying issues 

within society, culture, and politics. This kind of investigation illuminates the uniquely 

human relationship that is forged with the past. Indeed, “invented tradition,” whenever 

possible, avails itself of history to validate practices and shore up group solidarity. This 
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quality, Hobsbawm further notes, is of prime consideration and pertinence to scholars of 

the recent past, in which was incarnated the modern concept of the nation. And, as 

Hobsbawm notes, scholarly study of “invented traditions” invites interdisciplinarity, 

promoting dialogue and exchange between historians and their peers across the social 

sciences and humanities.147 In the context of First World War studies, a key example of 

the importance of “invented traditions” is Adrian Gregory’s analysis of the ritual 

observance of two minutes’ silence on Armistice Day in Britain between 1919 and 

1946.148

Benedict Anderson’s equally original Imagined Communities: Reflections on the 

Origin and Spread of Nationalism was, like Hobsbawm’s and Ranger’s book, published 

in 1983. Anderson’s chief query was how an amorphous, abstract entity like the nation 

gained a hold in the public imagination. For him, modern nationalism, the advent of 

which he situates in the late eighteenth century,

  

149

 No more arresting emblems of the modern culture of nationalism exist than 
 cenotaphs and tombs of Unknown Soldiers. The public ceremonial reverence 
 accorded these monuments precisely because they are either deliberately empty or 
 no one knows who lies inside them, has no true precedents in earlier times. To 
 feel the force of this modernity one has only to imagine the general reaction to the 
 busybody who ‘discovered’ the Unknown Soldier’s name or insisted on filling the 
 cenotaph with some real bones. Sacrilege of a strange, contemporary kind! Yet 
 void as these tombs are of identifiable mortal remains or immortal souls, they are 
 nonetheless saturated with ghostly national imaginings.

 is emblematized by cenotaphs and 

tombs of the Unknown Soldier: two types of memorials strongly identified with the First 

World War (even if the latter are created, as were Australia’s and Canada’s, decades after 

that War’s end, as I explain in Chapter Four). Anderson writes eloquently about such 

tombs: 

150
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The operative phrase here, of course, is “ghostly national imaginings,” wherein lies the 

crux of Anderson’s argument. Moreover, the nationalist imaginary, like its religious 

counterpart, is preoccupied with mortality and immortality, always symbolically 

conjuring up spectres of the past, converting “fatality into continuity, contingency into 

meaning.”151 This is so, as Jenny Edkins has recently argued in her book Trauma and the 

Memory of Politics, because the state, the West’s common species of political 

community, owes and continues to stake its existence upon an assumed capacity to 

conscript its citizenry into war service when its sovereign power is threatened. It 

therefore becomes incumbent upon the state to commemorate such deaths. 152

 Correspondingly, Jay Winter, a distinguished cultural historian of the Great War, 

is a major proponent of the social-agency interpretative paradigm of war memory and 

commemoration identified by Ashplant, Dawson, and Roper. According to Winter, 

commemorative enterprises are driven foremost by mourning rather than political 

exigencies. In his key work of 1995, Sites of Memory, Sites of Mourning: The Great War 

in European Cultural History, an analysis of European First World War commemorative 

culture, the sites of the book’s title simultaneously invoke Pierre Nora’s lieux de mémoire 

and emblematize the cultural legacy of the Great War: “the form and content of mourning 

for the dead of the Great War.”

     

153 Throughout his study, Winter endeavours to account 

for the marked persistence of the “traditional”154 visual and textual languages of 

commemoration that overwhelmingly characterize the material culture of First World 

War remembrance in the interwar period. This phenomenon, in his estimation, is 

inextricable from the universal condition of mourning, which swept across Europe in the 

Great War’s aftermath, and for which the vocabulary of conventional iconography  
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classic, romantic, or sacred in form   had greater consolatory force than would a 

modernist vocabulary.155

  Slightly later, Winter, in his co-authored (with Emmanuel Sivan) introduction to 

an anthology of writings exploring the remembrance of war in the last century, “Setting 

the Framework,” expounded on how the factors of  “agency”, “activity”, and 

“creativity”

  

156

 Collective remembrance is public recollection. It is the act of gathering bits and 
 pieces of the past, and joining them together in public. The ‘public’ is the group 
 that produces, expresses, and consumes it. What they create is not a cluster of 
 individual memories; the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. Collective 
 memory is constructed through the action of groups and individuals in the light of 
 day.

 each coalesce in the operation of collective remembrance:  

157

 
 

Winter and Sivan’s formulation is an important one, emphasizing the process-oriented 

nature of public war remembrance. Nevertheless, in 2006 Winter recast his earlier 

conceptualization of collective remembrance as historical remembrance, this time 

stressing its cultural component and nature as discourse: 

Historical remembrance is a discursive field, extending from ritual to cultural 
work of many different kinds. It differs from family remembrance by its capacity 
to unite people who have no other bonds drawing them together. It is distinctive 
from liturgical remembrance in being freed from a preordained religious calendar 
and sanctified ritual forms. And yet historical remembrance has something of the 
familial and something of the sacred in it.158

 
 

Furthermore, historical remembrance in practice, unlike its familial and liturgical 

incarnations, is always “informed by what professional historians and public historians 

write and broadcast.”159 Over the last four decades, this writing and broadcasting has 

been intimately bound up with the explosion of interest in the study of memory. It is 

confounding, though, that Winter’s otherwise useful definition of historical remembrance 

should distance, if not divorce, this undeniably discursive and cultural practice from its 
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clearly evident calendrical and ritual character. This, at least in the context of First World 

War remembrance, is abundantly evidenced during the perennial observance of Anzac, 

Memorial, and Remembrance Days, as well as during Great War-related events such as 

battlefield pilgrimages: phenomena my thesis interrogates (Chapters Two and Three).  

 However, Ashplant, Dawson, and Roper believe the one-sidedness of both the 

state-centered and the social-agency approaches has unduly and regrettably polarized the 

field of war memory and commemoration. They argue instead that politics and mourning 

are inseparable.160 Furthermore, each paradigm on its own fails to adequately explain the 

complex interplay between personal memory, commemoration within civil society, and 

state-orchestrated acts of national remembrance. On the one hand, scholars of war 

memory who draw on Hobsbawm’s top-down model of forging ties with a useable past 

are mindful that officially sponsored forms and practices of commemoration are selective 

in the recognition they accord to individual and group experiences. Yet they still risk 

overstating the cohesion of social elites and what is often presumed to be their ability to 

precipitate or galvanize a sense of shared identification amongst the broader 

population.161 Kirk Savage, in his book Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves: Race, War, 

and Monument in Nineteenth-Century America, has made a similar observation about 

monuments, noting that they do not “simply channel spontaneous popular sentiments, as 

the sponsors liked to claim in their standard rhetoric.”162

 On the other hand, Ashplant, Dawson and Roper remark, both the state-centered 

and the social-agency approaches to war memory and commemoration undercut the 

importance of subjectivity by diminishing the intricacy of personal memory and the 

degree to which it is mediated by the circulation of culturally manufactured 
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representations within the spheres of civil society and the state. Thus, in the state-

centered approach, what is left unaddressed is how public commemorative practices and 

forms attain their subjective appeal, while the social-agency model tends to homogenize 

subjectivity, assuming a collective psychic response to bereavement: one that crosses 

generational and national divides.163

 Although both interpretive paradigms go some way towards understanding the 

politics of war memory and commemoration, Ashplant, Dawson, and Roper concede that 

additional insights are offered by a third paradigm: the popular-memory approach. This 

approach is exemplified by oral historian Alistair Thomson in his influential 1994 study 

Anzac Memories: Living with the Legend, which examines (white) Australia’s 

foundational myth of a nation coming of age in the crucible of the First World War. 

Thomson’s approach is two-pronged, examining the hegemony of the Anzac legend in 

defining and framing the national significance of the Australian combat experience, and 

how this hegemonic discourse did or did not resonate with Great War veterans. The 

interweaving of public and private memory rests at the core of his analysis. Both types of 

memory are understood as an ongoing process. Specifically, Thomson demonstrates that 

the private memories of Australian Great War veterans were continuously renegotiated in 

terms of the Anzac legend, itself neither static nor uncontested, as well as in terms of the 

veterans’ own shifting sense of self as they advanced through life. For Ashplant, Dawson, 

and Roper, the popular-memory interpretive paradigm possesses two chief merits. Firstly, 

its public/private memory matrix reveals how subjective experience is moulded by and is 

understood in relation to culturally articulated narratives, national or otherwise. Secondly, 

the popular-memory approach also reveals, in contradiction of the social-agency model, 
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that articulations of mourning do not occur in a political vacuum but are firmly 

entrenched within and encoded by prevailing modes and codes of cultural narrative.164  

They, too, “may be mobilized on behalf of conflicting political positions.”165

 

  

Literature Review: The Advent of Cultural History in First World War Scholarship  
 
 Until the late 1970s, Catherine Moriarty writes, the remembrance and study of the 

First World War in the United Kingdom was a project largely attended to by a few 

constituencies: military historians (mostly concerned with critical analyses of campaigns 

and strategies); political, economic, and literary scholars; veterans and legionnaires; 

collectors of artifacts and memorabilia; battlefield tourists; and children following their 

school curricula. However, in the last twenty-five years a shift has been registered 

towards investigations that have been geared to the “common experience”166 of the 

conflict: one encompassing not only combatants but non-combatant war workers behind 

the lines or on the home front.167

 Moriarty addresses this shift by noting that, at nearly a century’s remove from the 

First World War, the project of remembering is no longer directly experiential, and has 

therefore become increasingly intricate. In this light, the First World War has broadly 

impacted, directly or indirectly, the personal and generational histories of the twentieth 

century. Accordingly, for Moriarty, this first global and industrialized war poses an 

especially engrossing and complex field of inquiry.

 Increasingly, as Moriarty remarks, academic writing 

about the War has expanded its scope and, indeed, now focuses largely upon both the 

immediate effect (the social, psychological, economic, and cultural impacts of this 

conflict) and its legacy for a broad population demographic. 

168   
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 If literary scholar Paul Fussell’s seminal 1975 study, The Great War and Modern 

Memory, inaugurated a new era of First World War scholarship, since the 1980s the 

gauntlet has largely been picked up by cultural historians such as J. M. Winter. For 

Winter, “The real test of Paul Fussell’s line of argument is to place his evidence 

alongside poems, novels, plays, paintings, sculptures, and films that have informed our 

imaginings of war in this century.”169 Winter himself is one of the pre-eminent 

practitioners of this “new cultural history of the Great War,”170 as he describes it. In his 

1992 survey of Great War cultural histories published between 1986 and 1991, he 

describes this spate of scholarship as possibly generational, many of the scholars having 

either come of age during, or served in, the Second World War, or having undertaken 

their university studies during the Vietnam conflict. Collectively, this cadre of scholars, 

including Modris Eksteins, Samuel Hynes and George Mosse, the authors, respectively, 

of the books Rites of Spring: The Great War and the Birth of the Modern Age (1989), A 

War Imagined: The First World War and English Culture (1990), and Fallen Soldiers: 

Reshaping the Memory of the World Wars (1990), has examined how this watershed 

event was articulated in the languages of both elite and popular culture.171 In 1998 Winter 

again surveyed recent publications,172 noting how cultural histories of the First World 

War had veered away from the social towards the cultural. This is a trajectory he 

describes as moving from “the history of defiance” to “the history of consent.”173

 A decade after Winter’s first survey of contemporary Great War academic 

writing, Pierre Purseigle and Jenny Macleod asserted in their introductory essay to the 

anthology Uncovered Fields: Perspectives in First World War Studies, the authors’ 2004 

reflections on the state and trends of First World War scholarship at the beginning of the 
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new millennium, that interest in the sociocultural facets of the War continues unabated, 

constituting one of the discipline’s most viable and compelling currents of inquiry.174 

Recent work stills falls under the rubric of “the new cultural history of the war” heralded 

by Winter and spearheaded some twenty-five years ago.175 It is notable that the 

trailblazing interdisciplinarity of the cultural history approach has opened up and 

legitimized the latest field of First World War studies: material culture. Briefly, this still 

emerging field of inquiry harnesses anthropological and archaeological perspectives and 

applies them to the study of the War’s materialities, the one ground of signification upon 

which, Nicholas Saunders argues in his introduction to the collection of writings entitled 

Matters of Conflict: Material Culture, Memory and the First World War, all disciplines 

engaged in the study of this conflict intersect.176 This is certainly true of First World War 

memorials, which elicit study in the disciplines of art history, cultural history, and, 

increasingly, material culture.177

 There has also been an upsurge in the significance and public prominence 

assigned to the Great War in the last decade or so, attributable broadly to both the 

contemporary fascination with commemoration across academia and, from without, 

growing solicitation of academics by the public, especially its media sectors and usually 

in the context of some controversy, to address the War’s persistent topicality. 

 

 However, Purseigle and Macleod write, the burgeoning literature on the First 

World War itself correlates with an across-the-board, global growth in the scholarly 

community at large in recent decades: the result of increased access to the pursuit of 

higher studies. Possibly, too, recent anniversaries of the War, the latest being (when their 

account was written) the eightieth anniversary of the Armistice (1998), have precipitated 
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cyclical spikes of interest in the topic. Most persuasive, though, is David Cannadine’s  

observation that a major shift in the practice of historical study has been its move away 

from a model of causality to one grounded in a quest of meaning.178 This is history-

writing as a meaning-making enterprise. This shift is a core factor in the increasing 

emphasis placed on cultural history in all domains of historical inquiry.179

 Purseigle and MacLeod both endorse the cultural history approach to First World 

War scholarship and champion the comparative method. The multi-national scope of the 

conflict fosters this approach: one seen as a means of overcoming the inherently eclectic 

nature of cultural history. Certainly, they acknowledge, embarking on a project of 

comparative Great War cultural histories poses particular challenges, not least the 

prospect of delving in depth and with understanding into multiple languages, cultures, 

and historiographic traditions. Language especially, beyond mere comprehension, 

presents a potential barrier precisely because scholars construct their historical 

investigations upon concepts and classifications embedded in a particular culture or a 

given domain of language, thereby giving rise to possible problems of translation. These 

in turn may signal a more profound historiographic issue. In certain instances, however, 

the difficulties may not be so acute.  

   

This thesis, a comparative examination of the national Great War memorials 

erected domestically and overseas by Canada, Australia, and Newfoundland, former 

Dominions of the British Empire whose respective War experiences and histories to some 

extent paralleled one another but were not synonymous, is a case in point, the research of 

which was not hindered by obstacles of language, access to archival holdings (abundant), 

or widely divergent traditions of Great War scholarship and commemoration. As such, it 
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contributes to the corpus of Great War cultural histories. Purseigle and Macleod further 

note that cultural historians of the First World War must also consider, among other 

things, the relationships between personal and group dimensions of the War experience. 

In the domain of commemorative activity, for example, these often intersect, whether in 

the public campaign to erect a war memorial, or individual participation in a 

remembrance service.180

 

 This dynamic played out, sometimes contentiously, between the 

myriad individuals involved with, and the various committees struck to realize, the 

capital and battlefield national commemoration of Newfoundland’s, Canada’s, and 

Australia’s Great War dead. As such, it serves as the narrative underpinning of Chapters 

One, Two, and Four, which dissect the campaigns waged to erect, followed by the actual 

construction, of national war memorials in St. John’s, Ottawa, and Canberra and at the 

former battlefield sites of Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux, as well as 

the creation of the Australian and Canadian Tombs of the Unknown Soldier. 

Drawing from the domains of art history, cultural history, and cultural geography, 

this thesis brings together, for the first time, a multi-disciplinary approach to the 

examination of Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian capital and battlefield Great 

War memorials. Hitherto, such a comparative study has not been essayed, and in so doing 

it seeks to expands upon existing but individual analyses of these memorials, whose 

commonalities in conception, context, culture, and cartography (Western Front), 

encourage, rather than discourage, comparison. Collectively, these memorials constitute 

the titular monumental landscape of this thesis, some having been erected upon 

commemorative grounds themselves (the ‘fields of care’ that are the Beaumont-Hamel, 
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Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux memorial sites) but all operating as the grounds for 

national war commemoration, where the consolidating, co-opting and cultivating of the 

cultural memory of the First World War, then as now, occurs.   
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Chapter One 
‘Fields of Care’ in France and the Newfoundland, Canadian, and Australian Great 
War Memorials to the Missing at Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux 
 

Cultural geographer Kenneth E. Foote observes that whenever shocking violence, 

whether accidental or intentional, natural or industrial in origin, is visited upon a site, the 

subsequently blighted landscape faces a quartet of potential human interventions: 

sanctification, obliteration, designation, or rectification.1 Furthermore, he notes, the 

discourses that circulate about such sites tellingly illuminate how a society both seeks to 

wrest meaning from some devastating act or event and wrestles with its own morally 

fraught relationship to violence. For Foote, a past locus of violence is sanctified by the 

erection, in situ, of a memorial or monument, either architectural or horticultural in 

design, if what ensued there is construed as commendably heroic or suitably sacrificial in 

the service of some greater good and thus worthy of remembrance. Conversely, it is 

obliterated if its violent history induces deep societal shame, thus requiring its complete 

physical erasure. Less profoundly altering are the processes of site designation and 

rectification, the former a matter of appellation, formally ascribing significance to a 

place, and the latter a function of rehabilitative restoration, whereby the venue of one-

time violence reverts to its original function and appearance.2

In this chapter, I draw upon Foote’s germane notion of site sanctification, in 

particular the special order he deems fields of care, as the conceptual frame upon which I 

hinge my discussion of the site-specific, emblematic value of the Newfoundland 

(Beaumont-Hamel), Canadian (Vimy), and Australian (Villers-Bretonneux) Memorials to 

the Missing in France (Fig. 1, 2, 3). Precisely, in Foote’s elaboration, the sanctification of 

a site is predicated upon its demarcation as sacred,

  

3 according to the nomenclature of 
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geography, whereby such ground, neither the property nor the province of care of any 

religious body, is segregated from its immediate environs and, critically, is made the 

object of public ceremonial consecration. Indeed, a site’s sanctification is contingent 

upon its ceremonial consecration, during which the officiant(s) of such ritual proceedings 

must clearly articulate the historical importance of this former place of violence and 

provide the commemorative rationale for remembrance.  

A sanctified site emerges as a field of care if it satisfies five criteria: (1) physical 

demarcation from its encompassing environment, wherein the commemorative precinct 

signage situates the locus of the historical action memorialized; (2) customary long-term 

maintenance, often spanning generations; (3) reassignment of site guardianship and 

custodial care to a public body; (4) emergence as the locus of supplementary 

commemorative activity, particularly perennial remembrance observances and 

pilgrimages; and (5) on-site accretion of usually associated memorial structures.4

Foote and fellow geographer and environmental studies scholar Maoz Azaryahu 

also provide the theoretical lens through which I view, from a spatio-rhetorical 

standpoint, the public presentation of these three memorial sites. They duly note how in 

the West the culture industry customarily promotes historical sites as concrete conduits 

to, as well as physical registers of, a given past. Staged thus, these places point up and 

point out that which is already latently there. Foote and Azaryahu, moreover, importantly 

underscore how historical sites, including former battle theatres, are, in fact, 

interpretively harnessed for the manufacture, as a cultural product, of their histories. To 

 

Following Foote’s five criteria, I collectively classify the memorial sites of Beaumont-

Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux as fields of care.  
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this end, the on-the-ground cultural manufacture of the past necessarily deploys display 

mechanisms that forge an interpretive matrix for site visitors. These mechanisms, as  

mediating devices and optics, provide prismatic impressions of place as history. Herein 

reside the so-called poetics of presentation governing historical sites, namely, the means 

by which history, as a temporally structured narrative, is played out spatially. Thus Foote 

and Azaryahu concern themselves with the means and methods by which historical 

narratives are configured for their conveyance in and across space, generating in the 

process history as so many spatial narratives.  

In practice this may merely entail the placement of a plaque bearing a simplified, 

synoptic account of an historical event at the point of its occurrence, or a constellation of 

site-specific installations. These can include signage, dedicatory panels, and structures, 

memorial and otherwise, arrayed to spatially plot an event’s unfolding or signal its 

defining spatio-temporal dimensions. The actual process of and possibilities for 

configuring history as a spatial narrative, though, are inextricable from the event’s 

originating circumstances. In other words, an historical event may constitute a discrete 

occurrence confined to a modest space, or a multi-faceted event spanning years in 

duration, as well as covering a great territorial expanse. The former scenario might 

proffer narrative prospects quite divergent from those suited to the latter.  

In the case of Beaumont-Hamel and Vimy, two memorial sites wherein the 

physical register of the Great War remains written (owing to its purposeful preservation) 

prominently across the landscape, chronological (Beaumont-Hamel) and geographic 

(Vimy) strategies of spatial narrative predominate. Specifically, at Beaumont-Hamel, the 

warscape, as preserved, expressly privileges the battle impress of 1 July 1916 (Fig. 4), 
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whereas the Vimy site, although it, too, contains cemeteries,5 shell-and mine-pocked 

ground (Fig. 5, 6), and other 1914-1918 features, notably the much-visited Grange 

Tunnel (Fig. 7, 8, 9), is primarily presented as a sprawling conglomerate of memorial and 

war markers. Each of those markers is a locus for narrative, but is not beholden to a 

precise battle chronology. By contrast, at Villers-Bretonneux, where no vestigial traces of 

the Great War have been commemoratively preserved, a declamatory approach to spatial 

narrative is privileged, whereby the geographical spread of the events of April 1918 is 

handily captured from a single observation post, the memorial’s tower, which affords 

sweeping views of the Somme landscape (Fig. 10).6

 

 Despite their differing spatial-

rhetorical presentations, the Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux sites, each 

sanctified by the national memorial that was erected in its midst, persist to this day as 

fields of care. 

1.0. Memorials and Naming 

 A key convention of Great War commemoration is the naming of the dead or the 

missing in combat, which I also interrogate in my examination of the Beaumont-Hamel, 

Vimy and Villers-Bretonneux memorials, the respective commemorative registers of 

missing Newfoundland, Canadian, and Australian First World War servicemen (the men 

whose names are engraved upon the memorials at Vimy and Villers-Bretonneux are those 

of soldiers killed in France and who have no known grave). Amongst all living beings, 

humankind is unique in its mental capacity to conceive of and envision its mortality. We 

are also singular in our persistent desire to envision the dead and accord them some 

form(s) of remembrance. Crucially, envisioning and remembering the dead both hinge 
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upon invoking — imaginatively, in speech, or in writing — the name(s) of the dead. 

Conversely, forgetting the name(s) of the deceased is tantamount to granting death the 

final say.7 A keystone of twentieth-century war commemoration is the permanent 

inscription somewhere, sometimes in multiple locations, of the names of fallen and 

missing soldiers. This practice, it is commonly held, only became widespread at the local, 

regional, and national levels in the face of the mass and unprecedented scale of human 

carnage that was the First World War.8

 What were the precipitating factors for this historically unmatched 

commemorative will, amongst all combatant nations of the Great War, to create a vast 

memorial landscape of aesthetically standardized battlefield cemeteries and monuments 

memorializing all fallen and missing soldiers? The usual reasons are, as Thomas Laqueur 

reiterates them: the Western democratic sensibility; a symbolic leveling of social 

distinctions; and an attempt to make materially concrete the immense human toll of the 

War which, as a mere numerical death count, would otherwise remain an unfathomable 

abstraction.

  

9 In this light, reading a name inscribed upon a Great War memorial offers a 

glimpse of, in Samuel Hyne’s words, “the sad army of the dead that they stand for,”10 or, 

as Robert Pogue Harrison writes in his discussion of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, it 

“allow[s] their names to occupy space and suddenly the ‘so many’ undone by the war 

find a measure for their immoderate excess.”11

 Laqueur argues that the premium placed on naming in commemorative practices 

of the First World War should also be understood, at the level of subjectivity, as 

symptomatic of the “modern anxiety of erasure or disintegration” and as a demonstration 

of the related claim that all persons are entitled to a biographical narrative or “life 
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story.”12 Daniel Sherman observes that the inscription of names upon local French Great 

War memorials serve as substitutes for bodies. Like Laqueur, Sherman argues that names 

announce and locate an individual within existing social formations, in this instance, a 

patrilineal one. Conversely, he notes, to be divested of one’s name is to effectively fall 

out of history, hence the primacy of names in First World War commemorative 

enterprises.13

  Death, meanwhile, Derrida has remarked, seems the decisive moment when a 

name is detached from the body it designates, its bearer no longer present to speak or 

hear their name. Yet this process of detachment, seemingly the prerogative of death 

alone, already occurs whenever a name appears apart from, or in lieu of, the body. This is 

so, Derrida remarks, when (for example) others deploy one’s name in their speech and 

writing about us, noting “the name begins during his life to get along without him, 

speaking and bearing his death each time it is pronounced.” Similarly, “a signature not 

only signs but speaks to us always of death.”

 The relevance of this phenomenon to the methodological bases of my thesis 

— public commemoration and cultural memory, is obvious.  

14 Derrida’s insight about the name, I would 

argue, contributes, alongside the context-specific arguments of Laqueur and Sherman, to 

a fuller understanding of the commemorative practice of naming the dead on First World 

War memorials, such as occurs at Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux (Fig.  

11, 12, 13). Names, in advance of and in death, always speak of mourning and they also 

constitute a body apart from the body, differentiating the “corpus from the corpse.”15
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1.1. Thomas Nangle and the Commemoration of the Newfoundland War Dead: 
Graves Registration and Battle Exploit Memorials  
 

The battlefield of Beaumont-Hamel could not, of course, be acquired by the 

Newfoundland government as a memorial site until the cessation of hostilities, an 

objective that intersected with the search for and registration of Newfoundland war 

graves and missing servicemen. In July of 1919 the Department of Militia, on the 

approval of the Newfoundland government, appointed the Reverend Captain Thomas 

Nangle to oversee the painstakingly grim and, in some instances, admittedly futile16 task 

of reconnoitering the former battle theatres of France and Flanders in search of the burial 

sites and lost bodies of Newfoundland soldiers, as well as the exhumation of solitary 

registered Newfoundland war graves for collection and consolidation in the various 

military cemeteries then under construction by the Imperial War Graves Commission 

(IWGC). Unregistered graves, once found and their geographical coordinates recorded, 

would likewise be later exhumed, with these soldiers’ remains also re-interred in an 

IWGC cemetery.17 Nangle’s appointment to the post of Director of Graves Registration 

and Enquiries, Newfoundland Contingent, for which he received the acting rank of 

Major, thus conferring upon him the necessary military authority18 to fully exercise this 

duty, was both far-sighted and felicitous, Nangle having served as the Newfoundland 

Regiment’s chaplain from July 1916 onwards.19 As a wartime military chaplain he was 

intimately acquainted with the life, and especially the losses, of the Regiment, including 

the locations of many of its men’s graves. 20 The deep mental impress of this necro-

cartography of the Western Front would guide Nangle in his work, although the 

successful execution of this geographically sweeping mortuary operation,21 concentrated 

within the French and Belgian combat theatres and hospital sites, was contingent upon 
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the cooperation of the Director of Graves Registration and Enquiries, the War Office, the 

Imperial War Graves Commission and its French counterpart, the Commission Nationale 

des Sépultures Militaires.22

This corpse-retrieval campaign

  

23 converged with another post-war imperative: the 

commemoration of the Newfoundland Regiment’s war dead. Here, too, Nangle would 

assume a pivotal role. In July 1919 the Newfoundland government entrusted Nangle to 

conduct, on their behalf, negotiations with both the IWGC and the responsible French 

bodies for the purpose of erecting a war memorial at Beaumont-Hamel and other, 

unspecified, locales identified with notable combat actions.24 As of September he also 

served as Newfoundland’s representative upon the Battle Exploit Memorials Committee 

(BEC).25

In Chapter Two, wherein I discuss domestic national memorials, I will 

demonstrate how in 1922 Nangle shrewdly traded upon his recently gained experience in 

the practice and politics of brokering the burying and memorializing of the 

Newfoundland war dead abroad by applying these very lessons in his dealings with the 

executive of the War Memorial Committee, the authority responsible for erecting the St. 

John’s National War Memorial.

  

26

 

 In the current chapter, therefore, I discuss Nangle’s 

instrumental role in both the nomination and purchase of, on behalf of the Newfoundland 

government, the Beaumont-Hamel site as a memorial ground. My goal in so doing is to 

demonstrate how the Beaumont-Hamel site, once sanctified with a memorial, emerged as 

a field of care.  
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1.2. Beaumont-Hamel  

Beaumont-Hamel, as a memorial site and cultural trope, dominates, then as now, 

Newfoundland’s Great War commemorative discourse, as well as its official calendar of 

public war remembrance. The latter includes Memorial Day, the first of July. In 1918 the 

Newfoundland branch of the Great War Veterans’ Association (GWVA) first observed 

what then was called Commemoration Day in St. John’s. On Memorial Day 1919 the 

Newfoundland governor reiterated the fittingness of this date (the previous year he had 

been adamant that the inaugural GWVA 1 July commemorative service remain foremost 

a ceremony of remembrance by refraining from any untoward expressions of 

“rejoicing”27), which now, in the post-War commemorative calendar, fell but a few days  

after the anniversary of the signing (28 June 1919) of the Peace Treaty,28 despite 

“[W]hatever date may eventually be accepted as the best for commemorating the 

achievements of the Royal Newfoundland Regiment.”29 Although preeminent in the 

commemorative calendar, the status of 1 July was not secured immediately.30 By 1924, 

however, Parliament legislated that Commemoration Day would always be observed on 

the first of July.31

It was, of course, on 1 July 1916, the first day of the Somme offensive, that the 

Newfoundland Regiment was nearly wholly felled in combat at Beaumont-Hamel. The 

Regiment, 801 men in full force, was compelled to make its advance, which it made 

alone, from St. John’s Road, a support trench 169 metres from the front line, where its 

men were immediately exposed to the unrelenting arsenal of German gunfire. The 

Regiment’s ill-fated engagement at Beaumont-Hamel, in which 752 of its men 

participated, lasted a mere half hour, but the resulting casualties were colossal: 710 
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officers and other ranks dead, injured, or missing.32 Almost immediately, this deadly 

ground of blasted forest was informally memorialized with the moniker St. John’s 

Wood,33

Three years later, in August 1919, Thomas Nangle made six battle theatre 

memorial site nominations for the Newfoundland government’s consideration: 

Beaumont-Hamel (less a nomination than a confirmation of the suitability of the 

government’s original selection of this site), Gueudecourt, Monchy, Marcoing, Keiberg 

Ridge, and Caribou Hill, Gallipoli.

 named for Newfoundland’s capital city.  

34 He further noted that the Canadian government had 

allocated £100,000 for the erection of eight battlefield memorials, prompting his query 

whether the Newfoundland government had budgeted for the same purpose, and what 

percentage of such an allocation would be matched by publicly raised monies.35 Captain 

Basil Gotto was preferentially invited to tender his proposal for a war memorial design. 

Gotto had been a staff officer at Hazeley Down Camp, in the vicinity of Winchester,36 

and the Royal Newfoundland Regiment became well acquainted with him during their 

1918 posting there. He was also, significantly, the creator of the belligerently titled 

sculpture The Fighting Newfoundlander, first exhibited at the Royal Academy of Arts in 

London in 1919.37 Crucially, he had accompanied Nangle on his tour of the old war 

zones, where they jointly appraised prospective memorial locations and then chose the 

above-mentioned sites.38 The sculptor’s memorial design, comprising a single caribou, 

the Newfoundland and regimental emblem, 39 was strikingly novel, with the animal’s 

head combatively raised in a “bellow of defiance…distinctive of the Regiment.”40 

Moreover, unlike the national fauna iconography of wartime allies South Africa and 

Australia, which Gotto pronounced visually wanting in physical majesty, the emblematic, 
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even totemic, caribou of his memorial design was uncommonly arresting, as well as 

noble in bearing: “Newfoundland is singularly fortunate in its National Emblem. Neither 

the Springbok [South Africa] nor the Kangaroo [Australia] lend themselves to sculpture. 

The Caribou on the other hand is eminently applicable being of fair proportions and 

strangely dignified.”41 Gotto also spoke of assiduously avoiding any intimation of the 

“bombastic,”42 an attitude antithetical, he asserted, to the spirit of the Regiment, although 

the anthropomorphism of his caribou arguably admits an appealingly innocuous symbolic 

evocation of bellicosity palatably couched in animal form. Gotto’s design passed muster 

with the Colonial Secretary’s Department, which, on 6 January 1920, called for the 

caribou to be cast in bronze and erected upon a stone mound at Beaumont-Hamel, 

Gueudecourt, Marcoing (Masnières), Monchy-Le-Preux, and Kieberg Ridge (Courtrai). 

The site installation cost of each (identical) memorial was not to surpass £1,000.43 Three 

months later, on Nangle’s advisement that the battlefield at Beaumont-Hamel should be 

bought, the Newfoundland government allocated $15,000 for the acquisition of it and 

other memorial grounds.44

Whether the Newfoundland government itself (as opposed to the British Colonial 

Secretary) would memorialize the missing men of its marine and army forces had not yet 

received formal consideration. Indeed, Nangle twice broached this topic. Initially, as 

outlined in his September 1919 “Preliminary Report On War Graves And Battle Exploit 

Memorials,” he enumerated the available options for commemorating Newfoundland’s 

missing soldiers: (1) the placement in each cemetery of a monument inscribed with the 

names of the missing identified with that locality; (2) the installation, in the cemetery 

presumed nearest to where each missing man was killed, of a mural tablet bearing his 
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name; and (3) the excavation of false graves, each capped by a headstone identifying the 

(mock) burial plot as belonging to a particular missing man. To his credit Nangle 

considered the creation of “dummy graves”45 an abominable fraud to perpetrate upon an 

unsuspecting bereaved public, and one that should never be entertained. He favoured the 

second rather than the first option, citing both its economy and greater sense of 

individualized commemoration, owing to the compartmentalization of each missing 

man’s name.46

Now, though, that fundraising plans were afoot for a Newfoundland National War 

Memorial in St. John’s, Nangle pondered whether the government would consolidate its 

efforts to memorialize the missing by erecting a single monument. If so, the National War 

Memorial fund could be significantly augmented by an estimated $18,000 grant from the 

IWGC, pending the Commission’s approval of the national memorial venture. In fact, the 

IWGC had requested that Nangle report to them no later than 18 October regarding the 

development of this commemorative project. Given this deadline, Nangle suggested to 

the Memorial Committee that they should defer their consideration of the Newfoundland 

National Memorial’s design and architect until he could return to St. John’s and 

 With the advent of the IWGC’s policy of allocating £5 pounds per missing 

sailor or soldier to defray the cost of erecting a memorial in their remembrance, Nangle’s 

query became specific. In a 7 October 1921 cablegram to Newfoundland’s prime 

minister, he asked outright whether the government intended to memorialize the 

Newfoundland missing in France, whose count was presently some five hundred men. As 

for the 205 Newfoundland sailors whose bodies were consigned to a marine grave, it was 

his understanding that the government’s commemoration of these lost lives would 

necessarily be a St. John’s undertaking.  
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personally participate in these discussions. For his part, he would inform the IWGC to 

await his report of the Newfoundland government’s intentions to commemorate their 

missing soldiers and sailors.47

  

 

1.3. Beaumont-Hamel Memorial Park (Somme, Picardie), France 

In the immediate post-war period, meanwhile, a series of processes, legal and 

contractual, resulted in the sanctification of the Beaumont-Hamel site as a preserved 

battlefield and memorial park. As of April 1921, some $3,500 remained to be raised by 

the Ladies’ Auxiliary Committee of the GWVA towards the site’s purchase, estimated at 

$10,000; the site was deemed by them a “sacred field.”48 Three months later, Nangle 

brokered the acquisition of the Beaumont-Hamel battlefield and its surroundings, a 16-

hectare (40-acre) parcel of warscape.49 This purchase, encompassing five French 

localities and necessitating his dealing with a staggering 250-plus property owners, was 

certainly a realty coup, albeit one that apparently skirted procedural protocol, the 

implications of which only garnered official concern during the 1930s.50 In the final 

analysis, however, on 28 December 1938, the Convention Concerning The Transfer to 

the French State of The Property in The Sites of British Monuments Commemorative of 

the War 1914-1918, was ratified in Paris.51 This accorded the British, Canadian, 

Australian, New Zealand, and Newfoundland governments, as well as the Imperial War 

Graves Commission, “free of charge and in perpetuity the use and enjoyment of the 

immovable properties,”52 providing these tracts of land remained expressly and without 

exception employed as memorial grounds, for the care of which the IWGC was the 

assigned guarantor. In the case of the Beaumont-Hamel Memorial Park, Article 1 applied 
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to all of the commemorative features: the caribou memorial, the 29th and 51st Division 

monuments,53 and the three IWGC cemeteries that were contained within its confines.54

 In 1922, Nangle solicited the aid of Dutch landscape architect Rudolph H. K. 

Cochius, the designer of Bowring Park (opened in 1914, this then fifty-acre park was 

gifted to the people of St John’s by the Bowring Brothers firm in celebration of their 

century-long Newfoundland history of commercial operation),

  

55

The Canadians, the South Africans, the Australians, the New Zealanders are all 
doing great things in commemorating their Dead and their deeds, and are 
spending millions in doing so. We will not, however, stand one foot behind any of 
them and though their millions will only be thousands in this case, Beaumont-
Hamel Park will not stand behind Vimy-Ridge Park or Delville-Wood (called the 
Devil’s Wood by the South Africans). No colossal and very expensive Monument 
will crown the Beaumont-Hamel plateau, nevertheless it will be the 
impressiveness of the whole place that will make the Newfoundland Park at 
Beaumont-Hamel a place of pilgrimage, not only for Newfoundlanders and 
Anglo-Saxons but for the French and others as well, as it is the only place along 
the whole front where part of the battlefield is being preserved; everywhere else 
the fields have been leveled and are put under cultivation again.

 to realize his 

commemorative vision of conserving, by way of its conversion to a memorial park, the 

battlescape of Beaumont-Hamel. Cochius accompanied Nangle on an inspection tour of 

the quintet (Caribou Hill, Gallipoli, although recommended as a memorial site, was not 

ultimately selected) of sites, somewhat jingoistically identified as the ‘Trail of the 

Caribou,’ selected for Newfoundland’s battle exploit memorials. Cochius wholly 

endorsed the warscape preservation tack of Nangle’s commemorative scheme for 

Beaumont-Hamel: 

56

 
  

In touring the old battlefield, Nangle and Cochius began at the site selected for the 

caribou memorial, from which vantage point they could survey the trajectory and, 

especially, the terminal line of the Newfoundland Regiment’s battle advance six years 

previous. From here they proceeded, much like future visitors would, through the warren 
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of trenches and remnants of wire into No Man’s Land, past the “re-erected”57 Danger 

Tree (marking the treacherously exposed assembly point for the infantry during the 1 July 

1916 offensive; today, a stand-in for this arboreal relic is rooted in a concrete-filled 

planter),58 traversed the German front line, descended into ‘Y’ Ravine, and concluded 

their walkabout by inspecting Hawthorn Ridge (No.2), ‘Y’ Ravine, and Hunter’s 

cemeteries. For Cochius this sweeping survey proved ample validation of Nangle’s 

commemorative prerogative to preserve the former battlefield as a single earthen 

sepulchre. In Cochius’s estimation, the core commemorative aspect and didactic value of 

the Beaumont-Hamel Memorial Park resided in its exploratory, experiential dimension, 

affording an affecting immersion in this relic-strewn warscape.59 The park’s bounds thus 

encompassed the entire British trench network occupied by the Newfoundland Regiment 

during the 1 July 1916 offensive, the terrain negotiated by them during their advance in 

battle, and the three cemeteries constructed by the IWGC. The emblematic arboreal 

layout of the park, meanwhile, entailed planting trees and bushes indigenous to 

Newfoundland (fortunately for the park’s horticultural team, each of these species easily 

acclimated to northern France), of which approximately 5000 specimens, predominantly 

white spruce, with smatterings of birch, dogwood, and berry-bushes, were shipped from 

Newfoundland to complete this landscaping scheme; altogether some 35,000 trees were 

planted at the park.60 But preserving the original condition of the battlefield was neither 

practicable nor, indeed, possible. Rather, Cochius employed certain strategic 

interventions for reasons of public accessibility, presentation, and protection, visitor and 

custodial amenities, and, not least, ground conservation. Alterations included the crucial 

reinforcement of both trenches and dug-outs to prevent collapses; the installation of a 
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ferro-concrete netting perimeter fence (stretching some five miles); the construction of a 

log cabin residence for the park’s keeper; a motorway approach; and a fitting entrance. 

This last component, Cochius explained, was of paramount importance, for it must signal 

to the visiting public that they are poised to enter a special and significant space. 

Accordingly, his entrance design strove for a restrained dignity, which he realized with 

the construction of a low wall of local rusticated stone punctuated at varying intervals by 

clustered masses of granite, visually echoing the rough-hewn stone mound upon which 

the caribou memorial stood (Fig. 14). Once the visitor gained entrance to the park, they 

shortly encountered, head-on, the 29th Division Memorial (Fig. 15), two German field 

guns planted to either side (since removed), at which point the pathway diverged left and 

right. Continuing beyond this juncture, the main pathway, sloping downwards, 

circumscribed the giant pedestal-mound, soaring some fifty feet in height, of the caribou 

memorial (Fig. 16). Here the surrounding ground, replete with attention-drawing vestigial 

markers of the War, had been carefully excavated to minimize their disturbance whilst 

providing the necessary foundation soil for the construction of the mound, which was 

‘naturalized’ to resemble a typical Newfoundland rock outcropping. A spiral path61 winds 

its way to the mound’s summit (Fig. 17), affording the visitor a far-reaching panorama, 

calculated to encompass No Man’s Land, the German trench system and strongholds, the 

neighbouring villages of Beaumont, Hébuterne, Miraumont, Grandcourt, Thiepval, and 

St. Pierre Divion, and weather permitting, those of Bapaume, Pozières, and Courcelette 

amongst others farther distant. The caribou memorial, meanwhile, was visible from 

nearly every area battlefield.  
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The total estimated cost of the park was $48, 815, of which land acquisition 

amounted to $25,000.62 7 June 1925 marked the ceremonial inauguration of the 

Beaumont-Hamel Memorial Park and the unveiling of the caribou memorial by Earl 

Haig, who had been the Commander-in-Chief of the British Expeditionary Force (BEF) 

from December 1915 until the War’s end.63 As the unveiling ceremony’s chief addressee, 

Haig was predictably lavish with praise for the loyal and courageous conduct of the 

Newfoundland Regiment at Beaumont-Hamel: ground whose “slopes where fell so many 

of your best and bravest are sacred to their memory.”64 He also professed faith in the 

instructive power of the memorial to impart a lesson in patriotism and imperial concord. 

Haig’s remarks, if mostly platitudinous, were prescient, singling out Beaumont-Hamel as 

an eventual and enduring site of pilgrimage. After the sounding of the Last Post, preceded 

by the two minutes’ Silence, the memorial’s dedication was performed by the Vicar 

General of Amiens, followed by a closing address made by Marshal Fayolle, Chief of the 

French General Staff, the whole of the inaugural proceedings concluding with two rounds 

of wreath-laying.65 Now officially open, the Beaumont-Hamel Park was superintended by 

a caretaker, although its management was administered by the Department of Home 

Affairs through the auspices of Newfoundland’s London Trade Commissioner.66 In 1951, 

the Department of Veterans Affairs assumed the administration and care of the park from 

the Department of National Defence, which had been its first custodian after 

Newfoundland joined Confederation in 1949.67

 Between its June 1925 opening and May 1926, Beaumont-Hamel Memorial Park 

attracted approximately 80,000 visitors, swiftly gaining a reputation as a premier point of 

interest along the Great War, especially Somme, battlefield circuit and even garnering a 
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fictional visit in F. Scott Fitzgerald’s 1934 novel Tender is the Night.68 In July 1926, 

three bronze tablets, a triptych inscribed with the names of the 814 men of the Royal 

Newfoundland Regiment, Royal Naval Reserve, and Mercantile Marine without a known 

grave, were installed at the base of the memorial.69 Until the onset of the 1960s, however, 

no substantive warscape interventions were performed, nor were any commemorative 

additions introduced at the park.70

Scholar-artist Paul Gough, in his keenly observed critical reading of the 

Beaumont-Hamel Memorial Park, persuasively proposes that three discursive dimensions 

— sacred, mnemonic, and, dramaturgical — define this space as it is presented to 

visitors. Discursively, he argues, the park is framed, physically and proscriptively, as 

hallowed ground evocative of the Somme offensive. Accordingly, its tour, as the slightly 

admonishing signage requests of visitors, should be conducted with respect, if not 

reverence (Fig. 18). The site’s presentational gambit also seeks to theatricize this war 

theatre, whereby select landscape features are reinforced to convey a specific spatio-

temporal story — or, in Foote and Azaryahu’s coinage, a chronological spatial narrative. 

This lattermost discourse is that which predominates at Beaumont-Hamel, whose various 

site installations, particularly the markers, the scripts recited by the VAC-sponsored 

student interpretive guides,

 

71 and the comprehensive minute-by-minute account of the 

Newfoundland Regiment’s movements on the morning of 1 July 1916, delivered in easily 

digestible diagrams and didactic panels on display at the Visitor/Interpretive Centre,72 

(Fig. 19) all cue visitors to reflect upon the park’s selectively shored-up battleground 

character: its indexical relationship to a single moment during the War. Reciprocally, the 

park’s visitors, then as now a broad-based constituency drawn by the site’s not 
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necessarily mutually exclusive attractions of on-site remembrance and recreation, 

performatively reconstitute the meaning(s) assigned to this space. The park’s 

commemorative narrative, contingent upon the choice preservation and reinforcement of 

the 1 July 1916 Beaumont-Hamel warscape, is — as Gough rightly reminds us — 

inherently one-sided from the outset. That is to say, it willfully omits, alongside the 

physical erasure73 and neglect of the site’s war features that rest outside of or are 

peripheral to the Newfoundland-centric battle account presented, narratives of both the 

German military manoeuvres over this same ground and those of the Scottish forces 

engaged there towards the year’s end.74

In March 2000, the roving five-day First International Workshop on Conservation 

of Battlefield Terrain, orchestrated by Veterans Affairs Canada, was mounted at points 

across the Pas-de-Calais and Somme regions of France, two départements within the 

Western Front battlefield and memorial site circuit. The thirty attendees of this inaugural 

workshop, whose sessions were organized under the rubric of “Preserving Meaning and 

Emotion through Battlefield Terrain,” addressed the crucial, and sometimes conflicting, 

protection and presentation concerns surrounding the present and future preservation of 

battlefield landscapes.

 

75 Visits to both Beaumont-Hamel and Vimy, the “living 

laboratories”76 of this workshop, furnished participants with the necessary immersive 

experience to appreciate the fragility of the warscapes and, by extension, the measures 

that must be implemented to preserve them as commemorative and cultural resources. To 

this end, the workshop’s members prepared a draft version of the Vimy Charter for 

Conservation of Battlefield Terrain. Article 22 of this twenty-five-article draft document 

emphasizes that battlefield sites are, indeed, fields of care, along the lines of analysis 
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presented at the beginning of this chapter, and that their naming should reflect their status 

as such:  

It is appropriate for the names given to battlefield sites to convey a sense of 
history, and promote visitor understanding and appropriate use. It is 
acknowledged that the term ‘park’ suggests a recreational focus that may conflict 
with the appropriate conservation and presentation of battlefield terrain.77

 
 

As a result, the designation ‘park’ was removed from all signage at Beaumont-Hamel, 

whose grounds are now officially identified as the Beaumont-Hamel Newfoundland 

Memorial Site,78

 

 (Fig. 20) although a vestigial trace of its original ‘park’ conception 

survives in the wording of a dedicatory plaque (Fig. 21). All the same, as a bona fide field 

of care, the sanctified status of the Beaumont-Hamel memorial and site has never been in 

question.  

1.4. The Canadian Battlefields Memorials Commission and the Vimy Memorial 

In 1919, Canada initiated its plans to raise eight battlefield memorials in France 

and Belgium. This commemorative initiative paralleled that of Newfoundland, which, as 

the preceding section explicated and examined, chose, also in 1919, five battlefield sites 

for commemoration and a single memorial type, the caribou, to be erected therein. Only 

the Beaumont-Hamel battlefield, however, was selected, owing to its emblematic value, 

for partial preservation as an historic warscape, as well its development as a memorial 

park. Likewise, it is only at the Vimy memorial site, much of which was also reforested, 

that portions of the battlescape and some prominent war features survive, both having 

been preserved because of their mutual commemorative and historic value. By contrast, 

the construction history of the Vimy memorial, unlike that of Beaumont-Hamel, as will 
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be seen, was both protracted and complicated; however, as a sanctified site, the Vimy 

memorial and park similarly emerged as a field of care.   

Brigadier-General H. T. Hughes, just like Thomas Nangle, was selected to serve 

on the Battle Exploits Memorials Commission79 as Canada’s representative. Sometime 

after his appointment in February 1919, a meeting, chaired by Sir Arthur Currie, 

commander of the Canadian Corps, and attended by several high-ranking officers, was 

called to decide which Canadian battle exploits were deserving of formal 

memorialization. Eight battles were selected and Hughes was dispatched to France and 

Belgium to stake out their geographical positions. In the meantime, the scope and cost of 

this commemorative enterprise were further examined by an assembly of ministers, 

members of the Department of Militia, the Canadian high commissioner, and the 

Canadian House of Commons, where the project was put to vote, resulting in 

Parliament’s appropriation of $500,000 to cover this venture’s initial expenses. In 

September 1919 Hughes was commanded to travel once more to France and Belgium to 

survey the eight chosen battlefield memorial locations and finalize their acquisition. This 

he did, completing his assignment in December. The three Belgian locations, St. Julien, 

Passchendaele, and Hill 62 (Sanctuary Wood), were freely offered by Belgium’s 

government, whilst in France Hughes purchased the Vimy, Dury, Courcellette, and Caix 

sites from their individual owners. The mayor of Bourlon, the Comte de Francqueville, 

gifted to Canada the parcel of ground known as Bourlon Wood, the fifth of the Canadian 

memorial sites in France.80 In April 1920 a resolution was passed in the House of 

Commons calling for the formation of a special committee on battlefield memorials to 
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consider what type of memorial might be raised upon the former combat theatres of “the 

late war to commemorate the gallantry of the Canadian troops.”81

On 6 May 1920, the Special Committee on Battlefield Memorials submitted its 

first report. In his testimony General Currie expounded upon the eminent suitability of 

the selected sites and, with report contributor Percy Nobbs of the McGill School of 

Architecture, reviewed options for memorial designs. He recapitulated Vimy’s symbolic, 

strategic, and scenic significance. The Battle of Vimy Ridge, he testified, saw the first 

ever deployment of the entire Canadian Corps in a coordinated assault, resulting in the 

successful taking of an enemy stronghold, whereas previous attempts by French and 

British forces had resulted in failure. Specifically, at dawn on 9 April 1917, all four 

divisions of the Canadian Corps, led by General Sir Julian Byng, and ten divisions of the 

British Expeditionary Force (BEF), launched their attack upon Vimy Ridge. This three-

day attack, which was part of the larger Battle of Arras that ended on 17 May, was a 

costly victory for the Canadians, who, in capturing the Ridge, suffered 3,598 fatalities, 

for a total casualty toll of 10,602 men.

  

82

 As for the siting of the memorial at Vimy, Currie was steadfast that it should be 

raised upon Hill 145, overlooking Lens. Contradicting subsequent developments, he did 

not advocate producing one showcase memorial and various serviceable monuments. 

This had been the Australian approach on the Western Front, whereby each of the five 

Australian Imperial Force (AIF) divisions had selected the battleground associated with 

its greatest combat engagement, and with an AIF memorial erected at Villers-

Bretonneux. Currie stated that if the choice was for a single Canadian memorial in 

Belgium or France, “I do not think it [Vimy] was the most outstanding battle, or had the 
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greatest material or moral effect on the winning of the war….”83 His preference was for 

eight memorials of the same character: not identical, but all — unlike the Australian 

practice — equally impressive. Currie’s call for a Vimy memorial that would consist 

chiefly of a combination shrine and information bureau, met with opposition. He was 

firm in his conviction, however, that, whatever kind of memorial was contemplated, each 

monument should furnish a structure, albeit not “a great outstanding shaft,” from which 

to survey the fields below and afar.84

In the event, the Special Committee on Battlefield Memorials decided in May 

1920 that eight memorials should be raised at the selected sites.
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(a) That all eight Memorials should be of the same general character, and erected 
at approximately the same cost; 

 No decision was 

rendered as to the type(s) of memorials to be erected, although two scenarios were 

contemplated:  

(b) That one of the eight, in a central position, should be of a more imposing 
design than the other seven.86

 
 

Furthermore, the report recommended that an open competition, in which all Canadian 

architects, artists, designers, and sculptors were eligible to submit memorial designs, be 

held. Percy Nobbs had already drafted the conditions for such a competition, which was 

unanimously approved by the President of the Royal Canadian Institute of Architects and 

the presidents of the provincial architectural associations. Lastly, the Special Committee 

on Battlefield Memorials, although lacking the information to formulate a precise 

projection of the necessary funds, submitted an estimate of $1,500,000. That estimate, 

however, would need to be larger if the decision was rendered to raise one memorial of 

considerably greater magnificence than the other seven.87  
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Immediately on the heels of this report, the Minister of Militia and Defence 

recommended that, temporarily, and in order to expedite the preparatory work required to 

realize the battlefield memorials project, the funds granted by parliamentary 

appropriation be administered through the auspices of his department and, furthermore, 

that the posts of chief engineer and manager of landscape work (amongst other essential 

project positions) be assigned without delay, to be filled, he proposed, by Hughes and 

landscape architect Lt. Col. N. M. Ross, respectively. In August of that year (1920), the 

Minister called for the formation of a five-man commission to administer the whole of 

this memorials operation.88

 

  

1.5. The Design Competitions for the Canadian Battlefield Memorials 

 At the first meeting of the newly constituted Canadian Battlefields Memorials 

Commission (CBMC), held on 26 November 1920, its members examined the Conditions 

of Open Preliminary Competition for the Selection of Designers for Eight (8) Canadian 

Battlefields Memorial Monuments in France and Belgium. Three professional assessors, 

Professor C. H. Reilly (Royal Institute of British Architects), Paul P. Cret (Societé 

Centrale des Architectes, Paris), and Frank Darling (Royal Architectural Institute of 

Canada) were appointed to adjudicate the preliminary competition and, circumstances 

permitting, the final as well; Nobbs was retained as the CBMC’s architectural advisor. 

Two rounds of competition would be held, with closing dates of 15 March and 20 July 

1921. The number of entrants would not be capped during the preliminary round, when 

competitors submitted architectural drawings of their memorial schemes; however, the 

elimination round, requiring competitors to submit plaster models of their designs, would 
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be restricted to between ten and twenty finalists. Entrants would be instructed to recall 

that, whilst the eight memorial sites presently bore the extreme ravages of war, each 

would eventually revert to its pre-war agrarian appearance “characterized by a 

spaciousness about halfway between that of rural England and our Prairie provinces.”89 

In consideration of these surrounds, landscaping was proposed for the eight memorial 

sites. Competitors were also advised that their memorial schemes should incorporate a 

plastic element, whether a single sculpture or sculptural grouping,90 and, ideally, 

approach a height of one hundred feet. They would not, however, be required to submit 

plans for specific kinds of commemorative structure (for example, a memorial arch, 

column, tower, or obelisk), or be restricted in their choice of materials at least in the first 

stage of adjudication. Each memorial should bear distinguishing attributes vis-à-vis its 

base and the treatment of its surrounding environs, but all eight should be readily 

identifiable as belonging to the family of Canadian memorials on the Western Front. The 

execution of the winning memorial design(s) would be entrusted to the CBMC.91

 A total of 970 copies of the brief were distributed to associations representing the 

architectural, artistic, and sculptural professions. The competition was also advertised in 

prominent provincial papers and selected veterans’ publications. Competitors’ questions, 

for which provision had been made, were addressed by Nobbs, whose responses were 

published in pamphlet form and posted to all persons implicated, as well as printed in one 

newspaper per province, save Quebec, where it appeared in both The Gazette and La 

Presse. One assessor, C. H. Reilly, conducted inspections of the eight memorial sites.

 

92 

Throughout the winter of 1921 Hughes and his staff were busily engaged in Belgium and 

France, where they took possession of the memorial sites, commenced the necessary 
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construction of access and contractors’ roads, began memorial ground clearance, and 

established nurseries for eventual landscaping.93

At the close of the preliminary competition, 160 designs had been received. A 

short list of seventeen proposals was drafted over a three-day period in April 1921.

   

94 The 

revised competition conditions required the finalists to consider additional design criteria 

when refining their first-round entries, including: adherence to a prescribed monument 

height of eighty to one hundred feet; the recommended inclusion of an observation post 

that might also include a battlefield map as a permanent fixture; a “bold”95 handling of 

sculpture and architectural ornamentation; and the modest treatment of the memorial’s 

surrounds, limiting, if not eliminating altogether, any additional commemorative 

installations such as museums or site facilities and amenities.96

The design drawings of the seventeen finalists, each of whom was also the 

recipient of a $500 stipend to offset costs, were published in 1921 in the journal 

Construction,

   

97 with an accompanying text by Nobbs. All seventeen models were 

received in Ottawa by the submission deadline of 5 September, after which they were put 

on display. The assessors convened on 6-10 September.98 Meanwhile, Colonel H. C. 

Osborne, the honorary secretary of the CBMC and the secretary general of the Canadian 

Agency of the IWGC, delivered to the CBMC a synopsis of his recent discussion with 

Major-General Sir Fabian Ware, vice-chairman of the IWGC, about how the CBMC 

could commemorate the Canadian missing in Belgium and France: approximately 14,000 

servicemen. Initially, the idea was entertained that commemoration of the empire’s 

missing might occur within the cemeteries closest to their presumed place of death, or, as 

it was later suggested, in one or two cemeteries in every combat theatre (as designated by 
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the Battle Nomenclature Committee). On consideration, though, this means of 

commemorating the missing could not be performed with anything remotely approaching 

exactitude, at least with regard to the British units, if not the Canadians, and perhaps the 

Australians as well.99 The sites of the eight battlefield memorials to be erected by the 

CBMC in France and Belgium did, however, encompass the whole of the territory in 

which the Canadian missing lost their lives. At bottom, these memorials were 

appropriately situated, as well as convenient structures, for the commemoration of the 

missing. Indeed, Colonel Osborne had been informally advised that the IWGC would 

cooperate with the CBMC should they choose to commemorate their missing upon these 

battlefield memorials, an offer that included the customary provision of £5 per missing 

individual to defray the cost of each memorial’s erection.100

In the interim, the CBMC examined the hitherto undisclosed contents of the 

assessors’ final competition report, ranking the eight designs that had passed final muster, 

with Walter Seymour Allward and Frederick Chapman Clemesha clinching the first and 

second places. Acclaimed Toronto sculptor Allward already boasted a decade-plus 

history of prominent monument commissions when his war memorial design was 

awarded first place by the CBMC’s panel of architectural assessors. A monument 

specialist, his oeuvre reflected his pre-eminence in this field: the South African War 

Memorial (Toronto, 1904-1910); the Baldwin-Lafontaine Monument (Parliament Hill, 

1907-1914); the Alexander Graham Bell Memorial (Brantford, 1908-1917); and the King 

Edward VII Memorial (Ottawa, 1912-1923, although only the figures of Truth and 

Justice were executed, both of which were later installed before the Supreme Court of 

Canada). After the War, Allward also received the design commissions for the Stratford, 
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Peterborough, and Brantford war memorials.101 Clemesha was a Regina architect who 

had also served with the Canadian Expeditionary Force, having enlisted in September 

1915.102

  The assessors advocated, in light of the excellence of these two designs, 

serializing that of Clemesha in seven of the battlefield memorials, and erecting a single 

monument based upon Allward’s exceptional concept, which they praised for its “very 

high appeal to the imagination”

 

103 and deemed “a design of such individuality and 

complexity that its character precludes it from the possibility of repetition.”104 Striking in 

scale, symmetry, and silhouette, Allward’s multi-storey memorial design was 

characterized by its strong verticality and horizontality, and its abundance of sculpture. A 

visual and physical equilibrium existed between the memorial’s vertical and horizontal 

components, the former characterized by its centered, twin pylons and the latter by its 

massive front and back walls. Perched atop the front wall there would stand a towering, 

sculpted female personification of a mourning nation, Canada Bereft (Fig. 22); at both 

ends of this wall, by the base of a stairwell, there would rest a tableau of so-named 

Defenders, sculptural groupings identified, respectively, as the Breaking of the Sword 

(Fig. 23) and the Sympathy for the Helpless (Fig. 24). Likewise, a pair of sculpted, 

reclining figures (mourners), the Youth of Canada (male, Fig. 25) and the Reader of the 

Scroll (female, Fig. 26), would flank the central staircase of the back wall. The 

memorial’s remaining allegorical sculptures would be fixed to the pylons, as well as 

stand in the fissure between them, where the Spirit of Sacrifice (Fig. 27), torch in hand 

(an unambiguous reference to John McRae’s poem “In Flanders Fields”), stood behind 

his spiritual brother Sacrifice, whose pose recalled that of a Christian martyr, both figures 
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prominently positioned to great dramatic effect and natural illumination.105

At the base of the strong impregnable walls of defence are the Defenders, one 
group showing the Breaking of the Sword, the other the Sympathy of the 
Canadians for the Helpless. Above these are the mouths of guns covered with 
olive and laurels. On the wall stands an heroic figure of Canada brooding over the 
graves of her valiant dead; below is suggested a grave with helmet, laurels etc. 
Behind her stand two pylons symbolizing the two forces — Canadian and French 
— while between, at the base of these is the Spirit of Sacrifice who, giving all, 
throws the torch to his Comrade. Looking up they see the figures of Peace, 
Justice, Truth and Knowledge etc., for which they fought chanting the hymn of 
peace. Around these figures are the shields of Britain, Canada and France. On the 
outside of the pylons is the Cross.

 Allward 

drafted this description of his memorial design: 

106

 
 

 Clemesha’s design was by virtue of its simplicity easily replicated. Allward’s 

memorial design, however, demanded in the opinion of the assessors a site of modest 

elevation where it would be seen and experienced to maximum advantage. They 

recommended Hill 62, which commanded a view of the entire Ypres Salient, dismissing, 

ironically in retrospect, “a continuous lofty bluff or cliff like Vimy Ridge, where its 

delicacy of line would be lost in the mass of the ridge.”107 The CBMC agreed, noting 

both the centrality and accessibility of Hill 62, including a mile-long approach road, and 

the concentration of missing Canadian soldiers within the Ypres Salient. Allward’s 

design, they suggested, was particularly suited to receive their inscribed names.108 In 

Nobbs’s estimation Allward’s memorial would cost $341,000, with the sculptor receiving 

$12,000 per annum of a proposed five-year contract as remuneration for his sculpture 

modelling and superintendent duties. The seven-time serialization of Clemensha’s design, 

on the other hand, would, per memorial, cost approximately two-thirds less, or $125,000. 

Altogether, the tally for the eight memorials was a projected $1,216,000, the benchmark 

sum the CBMC cited for appropriation in the following parliamentary session.109  
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Although Hill 62 had emerged as the preferred location for Allward’s memorial 

(it was so indicated in the five-year contract Allward signed with the CBMC on 27 April 

1922110), dissenting views were aired.111 True to his earlier recommendations, Sir Arthur 

Currie advocated locating the memorial at Vimy, although he was adamant that its siting 

there should not be publicly couched as emblematizing the Canadian Corps’ most 

significant or decisive combat action during the War. At the same time, Prime Minister 

William Lyon Mackenzie King advised obtaining a sizable stretch of land upon Vimy 

Ridge, the acquisition of which would serve as a dedicated space honouring the wartime 

accomplishments of the Canadian fighting forces, provide commanding vistas of the 

former war zone, and preempt the erection of aesthetically incompatible structures in the 

vicinity of the memorial. In light of the prime minister’s and the military command’s 

preference for the placement of Allward’s memorial at Vimy, the CBMC agreed that 

Hughes and Allward should survey the site and identify the choicest location for its 

erection.112

 

 

1.6. The Commemoration of the Canadian Missing  

Next under consideration, and in conjunction with the Allward memorial, was the  

issue of commemorating the Canadian missing. To be sure, the Vimy site would be 

sanctified by the erection of this memorial, although its transformation into a field of care 

was contingent upon additional factors, including its future draw as a pilgrimage site. 

This, though, was almost assured if the memorial, as was contemplated, commemorated 

the Canadian missing. The CBMC had learned of the IWGC’s intention to raise several 

monuments memorializing the British missing in the various combat sectors. The 
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IWGC’s interests, as well as its sphere of political and cultural influence, of course, 

extended to the dominions, each of whom was given representation upon the Commission 

and, reciprocally, made financial contributions towards its operation. Literary scholar 

Thomas Richards’s concept of the British “imperial archive” or the “fantasy of 

knowledge collected and united in the service of state and Empire”113 is a useful tool here 

to contextualize the monumental administrative efforts and projects of the IWGC. 

Moreover, it permits a better comprehension of the broader ideological, as opposed to 

strictly memorial, sensibility from which the IWGC’s commemorative enterprises (war 

graves registration, cemetery construction and burial registries, and memorials to the 

missing) sprang. The notion of empire, Richards explains, is itself a partial, if sustaining, 

fictive construct. A nation’s imperial ambitions and corresponding global stretch always 

fall short of the state’s actual ability to administer and control its multitudinous territorial 

holdings. Hence British Victorian fiction is replete with narrative imaginings of an 

empire bound primarily by the bonds of (boundless) information rather than outright 

military might. British imperial symbolism, as it was circulated in the colonies, drew 

upon a reservoir of existing national emblems. At the colonial level, British institutional 

bodies, museological or otherwise, established their presence. Taken together, these 

extensions of national identity allowed British Victorians to fancifully conceive of their 

empire as a unified entity, irrespective of reality. To be sure there co-existed a broad 

cognizance that the empire was also largely a haphazard formation or “collective 

improvisation,”114 and that the Foreign Office, originally founded to direct European 

dealings, could not administer every aspect of imperial management. Indeed, no single 

British body ever did manage the empire; rather, in the absence of a formal imperial 
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bureaucracy, a kind of auxiliary civil service, drawn from the ranks of various social 

elites, assumed this gargantuan task. These civil servants were acutely aware that an 

enormous knowledge deficit about their colonies existed, spurring them to gather all 

manner of information: demographic, cartographic, scientific and the like. Indeed, this 

tireless amassing of facts and figures was something of a surrogate activity in the face of 

the sheer impossibility of maintaining anything but a semblance of the kind of civil 

structure and order that was entrenched within Britain.115 In this regard, the IWGC 

contributed to the vast imperial archive. Founded in May 1917 by Royal Charter, the 

IWGC was responsible for reconnoitering and recording the graves of the empire’s Great 

War dead across all battle fronts, as well as creating a register of those imperial 

servicemen whose remains had not been located. After the War, the IWGC constructed 

permanent cemeteries for the 1914-1918 dead, as well as erected a number of memorials 

to commemorate the missing of the various combat sectors. The Commission’s vast 

record-keeping enterprise was, besides its essential commemorative dimension, wholly 

emblematic of the bureaucratization that attended all facets of the War’s waging and, by 

extension, the functioning of the empire itself.116 By the same token, the IWGC was 

acutely aware that its immense and ever-growing archive was (and still is117) the 

cornerstone of its operations, always guiding present and future projects, as well as an 

institution of tremendous popular attention and cultural importance.118

The general opinion within the CBMC was, given the impossibility of 

memorializing the Canadian missing in the vicinity of their mortal wounding, that a 

greater impact, not to say facility, would arise from their collective commemoration upon 
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the Vimy memorial. At the time, their numbers, certain to rise, were estimated at 18,570 

servicemen.119

The matter was discussed in the autumn of 1922, when Brigadier-General H. T. 

Hughes, Colonel Osborne, and the Hon. Rodolphe Lemieux, the Canadian delegation, 

met in London with Sir Fabian Ware and other IWGC personnel. Hughes, Osborne, and 

Lemieux agreed that the Canadian missing ought to be commemorated upon the Vimy 

memorial. According to the IWGC’s estimations, between £3.10.0 and £4 would be 

allocated by the IWGC to commemorate each missing man by name on IWGC 

memorials. Considering, however, that the Canadian government would be 

memorializing its missing servicemen, the CBMC and IWGC agreed that “an equitable 

[financial] adjustment should be made,”

 

120 whereby the Canadian government would not 

receive IWGC funding in excess of what the Commission itself would have expended to 

commemorate the Canadian missing.121 This decision was complicated by a formal 

announcement from the Australian government on 14 November 1922 proposing 

Australian involvement in the commemoration of its missing upon the Menin Arch, 

which was also dedicated to the British, Indian and South African missing of the Ypres 

Salient. Geographically speaking, this would, in all likelihood, encompass St. Julien, 

Passchendaele, Sanctuary Wood, and Maple Copse (Hill 62), each a battle locale bearing 

strong ties with Canada. The CBMC was thus faced with reconsidering the 

memorialization of its missing upon a single memorial at Vimy. The crux of the matter 

lay in the historical significance and scope of Canadian battle engagements in the Ypres 

Salient, which eclipsed Australian efforts. Moreover, from a symbolic standpoint, the 

Salient stood for the outset of the War with respect to the mobilization of Canadian 
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troops, who had arrived there in the spring of 1915 and, during April, fought at St. Julien 

with great distinction. CBMC opinion therefore leaned towards the inclusion of the 

names of the Canadian missing upon the Menin Arch.122

However, on 15 November, Hughes, Osborne, and Lemieux proposed a two-

pronged commemorative approach that would readily satisfy governmental demands: the 

Vimy memorial would record the names of all Canadian servicemen with no known 

graves whilst the names of the approximately 5000 men lost in the Ypres Salient would 

be recorded, a second time, upon the Menin Arch. This proposed duplication of several 

thousand names of missing Canadian servicemen across two memorials reflected how 

politically fraught both the process and public perception of the national memorialization 

of the war dead could be.

  

123

 

  

1.7. The Vimy Memorial Site (Pas-de-Calais, Nord-Pas-de-Calais), France 

The preliminary process of acquiring additional land for the Vimy site had been 

initiated in the autumn of 1922 by Hughes, who, accompanied by Allward, chose for the 

memorial an area abutting, at its eastern edge, Hill 145. Hughes’s intention was to broker 

a series of land purchases from local property owners, acquiring a sizable portion of the 

Ridge, later to be rededicated as a Canadian national park. This would be complex and 

protracted, for all distinguishing features of the Ridge had been destroyed in the War, 

plans of the area were not obtainable, and the location of many of the landowners could 

not be ascertained. Despite these difficulties, Hughes detected an opportunity, given that 

Vimy Ridge was located within a so-called Zone Rouge: war-ravaged territory that the 

French government had slated for reforestation. The Canadian authorities contemplated 
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that their French counterparts might prove amenable to formally bequeathing this ground 

for Canada’s memorial use. Rodolphe Lemieux, Speaker of the House of Commons, 

conducted the delicate task of sounding out and seeding the idea amongst persons of 

influence.124

This Lemieux did with great aplomb amidst his circle of French contacts in Lille, 

which numbered important deputies, a former minister, the president of the Council (M. 

Poincaré) and a Cabinet chief, as well as senators and other worthies. Through their 

offices, Lemieux was first favorably received by the Minister of the Liberated Regions 

and, during the final stage of negotiations, obtained the sympathetic ear of both the 

president of the Republic, Alexandre Millerand, and the president of the Council, 

Raymond Poincaré.

  

125 Lemieux’s efforts resulted in the Agreement between Canada and 

France Respecting the Cession to Canada of the Use of a Tract of Land on Vimy Ridge 

(Pas-de-Calais), signed on 5 December 1922. Article I of the Agreement formalized this 

gift of land, whereby “The French Government grants, freely and for all time, to the 

Government of Canada the free use of a parcel of 100 hectares located on Vimy Ridge in 

the Department of Pas-de-Calais.”126 The Canadian government resolved to develop this 

land as a park and raise a memorial, but should they fail to maintain both, the French 

government could reclaim this territory, save for the ground upon which the memorial 

would stand. The French government agreed to waive all taxes and duties normally 

applied to foreign ownership of French soil. This agreement became binding when the 

Chamber of Deputies and the Senate ratified its clauses five years later.127 The 100-

hectare grant of land would undoubtedly exceed the needs of the CBMC, and Osborne 

proposed that any unused portion become the possession of the French government.  
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The blanket identification of this site as a park was something of a misnomer, 

given that Vimy Ridge, a bleak and blighted warscape, was utterly devoid of vegetation, 

its ground scarred and pocked by shell holes and mine craters. The CBMC’s intention 

was to reclaim and rework in an appropriate manner enough of the Ridge to serve as the 

memorial’s backdrop, as well as an effective no-build perimeter, thereby preempting the 

future encroachment at the site of any unsuitable buildings. Some of this surrounding 

land would also be staked out for the contemplated park, although its grounds would 

primarily remain undeveloped, save for some modest reforestation, monument access 

routes, and circulation pathways. The IWGC, on account of the Canadian government 

overseeing the commemoration of several thousand of its missing men upon the Vimy 

memorial, would, having been divested of the practical and physical demands of this 

responsibility, make a sizable payment towards defraying the expenses.128

Lieut.-Colonel M. N. Ross, the CBMC’s landscape architect, wrote to Walter 

Allward in March 1923, providing his assessment of the memorial’s siting and vistas. 

Regarding its sightlines, he observed, visitors gazing northeast would view a broad, 

heavily inhabited expanse of rural France crisscrossed by several vital railway lines. If 

they cast their gaze towards the northwest continuing southwest, the agrarian area in view 

was only sparsely peopled, although serviced by roads and rail. While no appreciable 

view of the memorial might be had by the residents there, the memorial could, 

significantly, be seen clearly from the Lorette Ridge (Fig. 28), a key node on the French 

(Catholic) pilgrimage trail.

  

129 The principal Arras-Cambrai road, though, offered but a 

faraway glimpse of Allward’s monument.130 And, as Ross informed Allward, “On the 

East side the effect to be secured is that the front wall of the Monument shall appear to 
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grow naturally out of the ground on each side”131 (indeed, the completed memorial does 

appear to emerge organically from the soil beneath it),132 whereas the western, or rear 

approach, should be free of any arboreal interference that would obstruct the view or mar 

the long vista stretching below the Ridge when looking east. As for the memorial’s 

immediate surrounds, Ross intended to minimize the pronounced impression of 

environmental “isolation and desolation”133 by way of “quiet and restful”134 landscaping 

effects, suggesting that this focal area of the Vimy site be converted to a rolling grass 

cover, upon which sheep would be pastured (Fig. 29), naturally controlling its growth as 

well as imparting a hint of animation and vitality. Conversely, he thought that leaving this 

area scarred by shell holes and choked with weeds was an error, although “such treatment 

can be reserved for more distant areas.”135 There these potent reminders of the War could 

be comfortably consigned, to satisfy at a safe physical (if not necessarily emotional) 

remove the appetite for tangible traces of battle that would be probably shared by future 

curiosity- novelty-and nostalgia-seeking visitors. In the opinion of chief engineer Hughes, 

only the surrounds of the memorial, approximately 10 hectares, needed landscaping, with 

the remainder of the site, some 90 hectares, to be re-planted as a forest-park. This 

proposal for the preparation, then planting, of the site, for which he had received a cost 

figure of $17,500 (250,000 francs) from the Paris Director of Reforestation, would entail 

its leveling, including the removal of natural and war detritus, the planting of 800,000 

three-year-old Austrian black pine seedlings, and, lastly, the installation of perimeter 

fencing of some four miles. A year later, the CBMC formalized its arrangement with the 

French Department of Agriculture for the reforestation of 200 acres of the Vimy site with 

a “monoculture of Austrian pines.”136 Ross and Hughes (in cooperation with the French 
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government) each achieved their respective (but not conflicting visions) for the Vimy 

site: the preservation of portions of the battlefield and some war features, and the 

regeneration of the war-ravaged landscape as a managed forest. The conservation of the 

Vimy warscape, as well as the management of its surrounding forest (which continues to 

this day), testifies to its conception as a field of care.137

 

 

1.8. The Construction of the Vimy Memorial 

In October 1924 Allward communicated to the chairman of the CBMC the results 

of his research concerning the best-suited (according to his prime considerations of 

aesthetics and durability) stone for use in the construction of the Vimy memorial. He 

concluded French stone, by and large, was not lasting, with the Pouillenay kind, quarried 

near Dijon, the most durable. He believed that brown Pouillenay, unlike Italian Sarevezza 

marble, which was “a trifle too white,”138 was the most suitable stone for the memorial’s 

masonry.139 In addition, Percy Nobbs convinced the CBMC that Italian marble was too 

expensive, unlikely to weather well under the harsh conditions experienced at the highly 

exposed Vimy site, and, echoing Allward, “too white,”140 with an uncannily “ghostly 

appearance.”141 The Commission agreed to brown Pouillenay stone, provided the 

necessary quantities of the requisite quality could be procured.142

Of the two tenders received by the CBMC for the erection of the Vimy memorial, 

those of Messrs. Duyvewaardt (Roulers, Belgium) and Jenkins (Torquay, England), that 

of Jenkins proved the less expensive, calculated at £73,172, a figure to be necessarily 

augmented by an estimated additional £20,000 for the execution of the memorial’s 

sculptural work. Messrs. H. T. Jenkins and Son Ltd. signed their contract on 1 April 
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1925.143 Now began a difficult and protracted phase of the memorial’s construction 

history. Jenkins was unable to provide the agreed-upon six-feet-deep blocks of intact, 

unblemished brown Pouillenay stone required for the memorial’s multiple sculptures, as 

well as the single, unmarred thirteen-feet-deep block needed for the allegorical figure of 

Canada. Allward’s search for a stone physically and aesthetically suited to the 

memorial’s sculptures and structure therefore resumed, culminating nearly two years 

later.144 It was not until February 1926 that Trau stone, a white limestone also known as 

Seget, quarried in the vicinity of Spalato (Split, Croatia) on the Dalmatian coast, had been 

effectively selected for the Vimy memorial by Allward and Jenkins, both of whom were 

now en route to perform an in situ examination of the quarry.145 On 9 March Jenkins was 

granted authority to replace brown Pouillenay with Trau stone.146 That month Osborne 

and Hughes visited Vimy and toured the site accompanied by the assistant engineer 

stationed there. Osborne, despite his first-hand involvement with the construction of the 

memorial, was duly “astonished at its impressive scale,”147 as he would report in March 

with genuine awe, noting that, with construction of its concrete portions significantly 

underway, the memorial’s immense massing was now appreciable.148

Meanwhile, Allward’s design for the memorial had elicited the curiosity and 

scrutiny of André Ventre, the Architecte en chef des monuments historiques, who had 

written to the sculptor asking him to expound upon the meaning of and his rationale for 

its unconventional design. Allward’s response included this elaboration upon the 

memorial’s symbolism (Fig. 30):  

  

The long walls are intended to suggest a line of defence, and also to be in 
harmony with the long and clean cut of the Ridge. 
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The two pylons were an endeavor to create an outline against the sky[,] that 
would not be easily confused with towers or other landmarks, also, the pylons and 
walls suggest the upper part of a Cross. In the afternoon when a shaft of sunlight 
will break through the space between the pylons, and, illuminating part of the 
sculptures, [it] will suggest a cathedral effect.149

 
  

However, the memorial’s tremendous scale caused the Commission des Monuments 

Historiques considerable unease, the commission being concerned that the French 

population a century or more hence might draw “an unkind comparison”150

There is evidently a symbolical idea to which the sculptor has desired to give 
expression, but which escaped the immediate comprehension of the gentlemen of 
the Commission, and without rejecting the proposal, they have requested that the 
idea desired to be expressed in this Monument, should be explained to them. 
There are various figures which appear to be climbing up a kind of pylon. What 
do these figures symbolize [?].

 between the 

scale of domestic versus foreign memorials to the 1914-1918 war dead. This point was 

aired before the seventh meeting of the Anglo-French Mixed Committee of the Ministère 

de la Guerre, the body responsible for reviewing proposals for Great War foreign 

monuments in France. Foreign governments, though not bound by law to submit 

proposals to the committee for its approval, did so voluntarily. However, it was, once 

more, the perplexing symbolism of Allward’s design that most impressed itself upon the 

commission. M. Jean Verrier, the archiviste paléographe chargé de l’Inspection 

Générale des Souvenirs et Vestiges de la Guerre au Ministère de l’Instruction Publique 

et des Beaux-Arts, explained: 

151

 
 

That the “symbolical idea” of Allward’s design so clearly eluded the grasp of the 

members of the Commission des Monuments Historiques speaks plainly of the 

paradoxical hermeticism of allegory. Yet Allward’s extensive use of allegory in his 

conception of the Vimy memorial, if opaque for some, also speaks of the sculptor’s dual 

grappling with the very language and project of war commemoration itself. As Stephen J. 
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Greenblatt asserts, “one discovers that allegory arises in periods of loss, periods in which 

a once powerful theological, political, or familial authority is threatened with 

effacement.”152 Its emergence, Greenblatt continues, thus springs from this acutely felt 

void, or “the painful absence of that which it claims to recover.”153

Allegory is speech that is other than open, public, direct. It is hidden, deviant, 
indirect — but also, I want to emphasize, public. It folds the public onto itself. It 
names the conflictuality of the public sphere and the necessity of negotiating 
those conflicts rhetorically.

 Barbara Johnson 

elucidates allegory’s essential and contradictory interplay between openness and 

concealment of meaning:  

154

 
 

As such, even Colonel Osborne of the CBMC apprehended that the memorial’s 

allegorical meaning was endlessly negotiable by the viewing public, remarking in 1928: 

“In looking at a great work of art everyone really supplies his own symbolism. It suggests 

one thing to one person and another to another.”155 Osborne thought Allward’s 

description of the memorial (quoted on page 95) to be “good”156 on the whole, even if he 

found the elaboration of the pylons’ symbolism “a little inadequate”157 and mildly 

troubling, owing to his impression that only France and Great Britain were given 

prominence as Canada’s wartime allies. He acknowledged, though, that he understood 

Allward’s logic; the memorial was, after all, in France. For him, the pylons were less 

concrete national emblems than, esoterically speaking, “a gateway with the spirit of 

Sacrifice standing in it. Perhaps the gateway is the entrance to a fair country where 

prevail all the beautiful ideas expressed by the chanting figures above.”158

In September 1926 Osborne, in his routine correspondence with Allward, casually 

broached the topic of the names of the missing to be commemorated upon the Vimy 

memorial. To be sure, these could not be engraved until the memorial’s walls were 
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actually erected; nonetheless, he felt that Allward might give some preliminary thought to 

their eventual configuration and location. Osborne mentioned that he would, if so desired, 

send Allward both a photograph of the Cloister (University of Toronto) and a blueprint of 

a section of its lettering,159 knowing, as the sculptor had previously informed him, that 

Allward’s “idea was to lay the names out on a somewhat similar plan, that is, so that the 

lettering would appear to form part of the texture of the wall and not be in ugly 

perpendicular columns.”160

The memorial’s upper terrace would furnish 7600 square feet of surface space for 

the inscription of the names. By contrast, if the names were engraved in a band between 

the buttresses of the rear and side walls, a mere 1150 square feet would be available to 

receive them, slightly less than if the face of the second wall, yielding 1199 square feet, 

were so employed. The inside of the terrace’s parapet walls would, in turn, provide 800 

square feet, albeit ill-suited for the inscription of names because these walls measured 

less than three feet in height. Collectively, these three surface areas, unappealingly spread 

apart, amounted to 3050 square feet, also inadequate for legible lettering, compared with 

more than double that space on the floor. Beyond ample square footage, Allward cited 

other compelling reasons, practical and formal, in favour of the floor stones. Firstly, each 

wall stone would be affixed to the memorial’s underlying concrete structure using bronze 

cramps. Thus, should an error in order or orthography occur in the engraving of the 

 Allward prefaced his response by noting the placement of the 

names posed a considerable design obstacle, for he had never conceived of his memorial 

as a receptacle for so immense a register of names. He advocated recording the names 

upon the floor stones of the memorial’s upper terrace as the most suitable, perhaps even 

the sole means to accomplish their listing.  
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names, and these were probable, removing and repositioning the affected stone would 

prove exceedingly difficult, whereas a floor stone could simply be re-laid. Secondly, 

from a formal standpoint, whatever the pattern adopted for the distribution of the names 

across the floor stones, none would disrupt the aesthetic coherence, volumetric and 

planar, of the memorial’s design, whereas if the names were engraved upon its wall 

surfaces their appearance might well undermine its visual flow. Sentiment, too, he 

argued, recommended the placement of the names upon the floor stones as the most 

metaphorically fitting location, for the missing were themselves lost to the earth of 

France, and visitors to the memorial, unless they be “poor in spirit,” would summon  

feelings of “veneration” and “respect”161 for those without known graves as they 

navigated the field of names beneath their feet. Visitor foot traffic to the memorial would 

be minor, he added, unlike that experienced in cathedrals, wherein floor inscriptions, 

even in well-travelled corridors, had remained visible for centuries. However, the 

sculptor remarked that if the CBMC so wished, a pathway might be added to walk 

amidst, not across, the names. If, though, the CBMC did not select the floor stones for the 

placement of the names, he would like to defer his choosing an alternative location until 

the memorial’s walls were raised, to better envision the impression produced. As for the 

memorial’s vast front wall, he was decidedly unenthusiastic about its allocation for this 

purpose. Although it remained a last option, he was extremely wary of the possible visual 

effect, bemoaning that “[t]here might be a danger of having it look like a huge sign board, 

thus spoiling its strength.”162

Allward was relieved to learn from Osborne that the names of the missing 

numbered an estimated 11,500, rather than approximately 18,000, as he had previously 
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believed.163 A year later, during an 8 November 1927 London conference, a concord was 

reached between Allward, Hughes, Lord Arthur Browne, and Lieut.-Colonels H. F. 

Robinson and E. H. Jarvis, the latter three representatives of the IWGC, regarding the 

appearance and spatial distribution of the names. Robinson noted that the IWGC would 

never accept Allward’s suggested placement of the names on the memorial’s terrace 

pavement; this was anathema to their commemorative sensibilities. Hughes added that the 

authorities in Ottawa were of identical conviction.164

Allward, “in deference to the wishes of both the Commissions,”

  

165 did not pursue 

the issue beyond reminding those present that when he first conceived of the memorial it 

had been without knowledge of this commemorative feature. He also circulated two 

earlier architectural drawings from 1923 and 1924, now annotated to indicate his planned 

configuration of the names.166 He was emphatic that the names should not be ordered in 

column form, the system adopted for the Menin Gate, as such an arrangement would 

undermine the aesthetic coherence of his design. Rather, he called for the engraving of 

the names and ranks to be ordered alphabetically and reading left to right across the 

memorial’s walls. Lord Browne, however, reminded those present that citing the names 

with their corresponding military units carried much significance with the IWGC, whose 

other memorials bore this additional identifying detail.167 Two days later, though, the 

IWGC authorized Allward’s plan, without the inclusion of military units, pending 

Ottawa’s approval.168

Given the critical importance Allward attached to the spatial distribution of these 

names, a task “not only an artistic effort, but a mechanical one as well,”

  

169 he required 

from Osborne a complete and precise register of all those names beginning with the first 
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two alphabet letters, as well as the final number of names actually to be engraved upon 

the memorial. With such information in hand, he prepared a full-size sample section of 

wall to calculate the necessary distance between names for their essential legibility, gain 

the general impression effected, and, not least, determine the average number of names 

each surface area between the wall buttresses might receive to visual advantage. This 

mock-up was of critical importance, the sculptor reiterated, because the process of name-

cutting was irreversible. Neither names nor stones would be removable afterwards.170

Working cooperatively, the IWGC and the CBMC managed the lists of names,  

with Osborne noting to Allward that a difference of some one hundred existed between 

the totals tabled by the two commissions, although he ventured that the final figure would 

be closer to 11,400 names.

  

171 Osborne had, though, previously remarked to Allward that 

only a small percentage of the Canadian bereaved would actually voyage to France to 

visit the memorial, and, indeed, nearly a whole decade had already passed since the 

Armistice. A significant proportion of the relatives of the missing, he hazarded, would die 

before witnessing its completion, although their descendents might well wish to travel 

there and locate the name(s) of a missing kinsman. He therefore queried whether Allward 

knew of any recent developments regarding a domestic “Back-to-France movement”172 

modeled after the American Legation’s recent cemeteries and battlefields tour, which had 

boasted an impressive 20,000 or so participants and had been conducted in conjunction 

with its 19-24 September 1927 annual conference, held in Paris.173 This movement was, 

in fact, periodically proposed by different camps, all of whom planned to time their 

voyages to France to overlap with the unveiling of the Vimy memorial. Osborne had 

already been contacted by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company regarding this 
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prospective venture, and asked Allward for his opinion about whether, if a publicity 

campaign was mounted in 1928, a pilgrimage might then occur the following year.174

Pilgrimage or no, the task of preparing scale and full-size drawings of the lettering 

of the names of the missing was handed to Englishman Percy Smith, an eminent 

instructor, author, and practitioner of typography, as well as a noted etcher and painter.

  

175 

The meticulous process of their actual engraving, meanwhile, achieved by sandblasting  

through a rubber template, 176 proved, of course, exceptionally time-consuming, although 

Hughes could report in October of 1930 that all the names spanning “A” to “R” had been 

engraved (Fig. 31).177 As for other surface treatments of the memorial, there was 

agreement amongst Osborne, Allward, and Lieut.-General R. E. W. Turner that the 

principal inscriptions, prominent and bilingual, should be reserved for the north and south 

faces of the pylons, but as these were still incomplete the phrasing could be drafted at 

leisure. Meanwhile, another bilingual inscription, that commemorating the taking of 

Vimy Ridge by a united Canadian Corps, significant yet subordinate to the larger 

meaning of the memorial, would grace the inner side of the second front wall,178 the 

English version reading: “The Canadian Corps, on April 9th, 1917, with Four Divisions in 

Line on a Front of Four Miles Attacked and Captured this Ridge.”179 A Latin inscription, 

the sole one, was chosen for the memorial’s symbolic tomb, the focal point of its lengthy 

frontage and the object of the downwards, sorrowful gaze of the female personification of 

a mourning Canada commandingly positioned atop its front wall (Fig. 32).180 It reads 

(translated): “In Memory of 60,000 Canadians Who in the Years 1914-1918 Serving in 

Arms Overseas of Their Own Free Will Gave Up Their Lives for Their Country.”181 This 

inscription, couched in the rhetoric of voluntary martial self-sacrifice for the nation, 
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replaced a previously proposed verse drawn from John Bunyan’s 1678 book182 the 

Pilgrim’s Progress: “So He Passed Over and All the Trumpets Sounded for Him on the 

Other Side.”183 The latter garnered the support of the CBMC but was denounced by 

Allward for its implied singularity, the bombast conjured by the blasting of trumpets, and 

the suggestion that “the men themselves — out of sheer weariness, would fain go quietly 

into the great rest.” 184 Ultimately, the inscription’s referral to the dead as men who of 

“their own free will gave up their lives,” clearly alluding to the Passion narrative,185

If initially no prefatory inscription had been contemplated to explain the import of 

listing the names of the Canadian missing, men not elsewhere memorialized, either for 

perceived want of space or as self-evident, it so happened that unused wall space, panel 

eighteen, remained free for this purpose after all the names had been engraved. The 

CBMC at its 15 July 1931 meeting approved the inscription:  

 

prevailed. The Passion is also strongly suggested by the empty sarcophagus itself, whilst 

the iconography of its lid, a soldier’s helmet (a synecdoche for the fallen), sword, and 

laurel branch, conflates Classical, martial, and medieval emblems in an iconographic 

ensemble evocative of just battle and glory in death.   

Here Ends the Roll of 11285 Canadians Who Gave Their Lives in the Great War 
but the Site of Whose Grave is Unknown. The Whole Number of These is 18283. 
The Names Not Recorded Here are Engraved on the Memorial Arch to the 
Armies of the British Empire at the Menin Gate of Ypres (Fig. 33).186

 
   

The names of the 6,998 Canadian missing of the Ypres Salient, which are not recorded 

upon the Vimy memorial,187 are engraved upon the Menin Gate.188

 If this phase of the memorial’s realization had progressed relatively smoothly and 

satisfactorily, the CBMC expressed its mounting concern that the completion of its other 

essential design components, Allward’s sculptural groupings, was seriously stalled. They 
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were of the mind that a concerted effort by all parties, especially the contractor and the 

sculptor, both of whom, it was felt, had not been sufficiently aggressive, must be 

launched. A strict schedule and course of action was devised in the summer of 1931 to 

hasten the carving of the memorial’s twenty statuary figures,189 of which but one, the 

shrouded, grieving female embodiment of Canada, had been nearly finished.190Allward’s 

preference had always been for his statuary, conceived in thematic and spatial concert, to 

be carved serially. This arrangement, however, was deemed inefficient and a different 

approach, one calling for simultaneous sculpting work to be undertaken, was put forth. 

This proposal generated much debate and dissent, but an understanding was eventually 

reached whereby Luigi Rigamonti, previously engaged under a one-off contract to carve 

the figure of Canada, would now be charged, in his new CBMC-salaried capacity as 

Master Carver, with managing the carving of the memorial’s remaining statuary. 

Rigamonti would also appoint, subject to Allward’s approval, the additional carvers and 

pointers needed to assist him in his work.191 A revised schedule setting out the sequence 

and dates for the completion of all outstanding carving was prepared by Allward and 

outlined in a letter to Osborne dated 16 June 1931.192 Allward expressed confidence that 

the implementation of this carefully coordinated carving schedule would coincide with 

the memorial’s planned completion in 1934, all the more pressing in light of increasing 

popular sentiment over its lengthy construction, underscored by an equally pronounced 

sense of public expectation.193

 By the autumn of 1932, after months of earnest deliberation, multiple revisions, 

and vetting by a series of evaluators, the CBMC finally approved the wording of the 

memorial’s main inscription, which now simply and solemnly intoned: “To the Valour of 
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Their Countrymen in the Great War and in Memory of Their Sixty Thousand Dead this 

Monument is Raised by the People of Canada.”(Fig. 34)194 The CBMC also agreed to the 

chronological tabling of the Canadian Corps’s notable combat engagements between 

1915 and the Armistice. Allward determined the spatial configuration of this list of 

battles on the memorial’s north and south pylons (Fig. 35, 36).195 Lastly, the CBMC 

contemplated engraving upon the memorial, likewise later executed, a brief homage to 

the servicemen of France and Britain. This tribute, inspired by the IWGC’s Thiepval 

memorial to the missing of the Somme, which bears a comparable dedication (Fig. 37), 

reads: “Frères D’Armes Français et Britanniques [,] Le Canada Se Souvient!” (Fig. 38)196 

This homage was equally conceived as a gesture of political courtesy.197 In December 

1934, the sculptor sought his own discreet tribute, electing, with the approval of the 

CBMC, to engrave at the base of the memorial’s south pylon his signature and 

professions: Walter Allward, Sculptor and Architect (Fig. 39).198

All this time, work upon the memorial’s sculptures continued apace. Heightened 

attention, too, was paid by the CBMC to the Canadian Legion of the British Empire 

Services League’s proposed mass pilgrimage by ex-servicemen and their families to the  

battlefields of France in the spring or summer of 1936. This pilgrimage, initially slated 

for 1930, had been deferred because of the depressed economy and, later, because of the 

memorial’s unfinished state. The Legion’s present Dominion President, Major J. S. 

Roper, a recent visitor to the Vimy site, had issued several public proclamations, notably 

not long ago in an issue of Our Empire, about the imminence of this pilgrimage. In light 

of the foreseeable arrival of a multitude of veterans and civilians in France, the CBMC 

concurred that whatever national ceremony might be conducted for the memorial’s 
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unveiling it ought to be coordinated with this commemorative convergence. The precise 

date of the memorial’s inauguration remained, of course, subject to the executive 

approval of the Canadian government.199

To this end, S. C. Mewburn, chairman of the CBMC, wrote to Prime Minister R. 

B. Bennett in November 1934, explaining that the memorial’s sculptural elements would 

be fully realized, at latest, by year’s end 1935. The memorial itself would require a final, 

cosmetic sandblasting treatment to eliminate the staining produced by its earlier 

encasement in a supporting wood armature, as well as to give its surface a smooth, 

unblemished finish. Thereafter, the CBMC would transfer custody of the memorial to the 

Canadian government within the first six months of 1936. The CBMC nominated 3 July, 

a Sunday, as a fitting date for the inauguration.

  

200 The prime minister agreed in January, 

although he registered his general displeasure that the memorial could not be finished 

earlier than the beginning of 1936.201 (A discussion of the memorial’s unveiling, 

performed by the king,202

After its unveiling, the memorial and its site was managed and maintained by a 

very modest staff — a caretaker, an assistant caretaker, a guard and, seasonally, two 

guides to direct visitors exploring the Grange Tunnel, which remained open during the 

summer months. These men were directly employed by the Canadian Battlefields 

Memorials Commission and reported to Major Simson, previously the commission’s 

onsite engineer during the memorial’s construction phase, and now a special attaché to 

the Canadian Legation in Paris, where he was serving as the Supervisor of Canadian 

memorials in France and Belgium.

 will follow in Chapter Three, which deals with the broad theme 

of battlefield pilgrimages and tourism.)  

203 During the Nazi occupation of France the caretaker, 
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George Stubbs, was removed from his post by the German forces and interned at the St. 

Denis prisoner of war camp, although his son and one other worker remained at the site. 

The memorial remained undamaged during the war, despite accounts to the contrary.204 

In the post-WWII period, responsibility for the custody and care of the Vimy memorial, 

one of eight Canadian First World War memorials in France and Belgium, was entrusted 

to the Minister of National Defence. In 1951, Veterans Affairs Canada (VAC) inherited 

this portfolio as part of its overseas battlefield memorials program.205

The Vimy memorial and its preserved warscape constitute a quintessential field of 

care. Specifically, VAC oversees all operations associated with the memorial, including: 

(1) the commemoration of both the Canadian Corps’ successful taking of the Ridge in 

battle between 9-12 April 1917, and the Canadian 1914-1918 war dead; (2) the 

organization of remembrance ceremonies there; (3) the development, review, and 

implementation of site interpretation programs; and (4) the control and care of the 

memorial and its surrounding landscapes, a triad of warscape, woods, and visitor roaming 

areas. The remembrance ceremonies orchestrated by VAC and conducted at the Vimy 

memorial vary in their frequency, ranging from the annual to once every five years. Both 

the observance of Remembrance Day and the anniversary of the memorial’s unveiling on 

26 July occur annually. The anniversary of the Battle of Vimy Ridge, 9 April, is 

ceremonially marked twice every decade, at five-year intervals. The commemoration of 

the Battle’s centenary in 2017 will surely be staged as a major Canadian national and 

media event. Although its commemorative character will remain intact, of course, I 

would argue that these ceremonial proceedings will undoubtedly take on a decidedly 
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‘heritage’ gloss; that is, as an occasion for historical reflection, as Canadian living 

memory of the Great War has already expired.  

French veterans’ organizations, meanwhile, also conduct commemorative 

ceremonies at the Vimy memorial. Lastly, the Vimy site also contains several, mostly 

related, commemorative features in the form of memorials and plaques, accretions that 

also inhere in the idea of a field of care. The oldest of these is the Moroccan Division 

memorial (Fig. 40), which commemorates the men and officers who fell in battle here on 

9-11 May 1915; an application for its erection was made to Hughes, the chief engineer of 

the CBMC, by former officers of the Division in 1924.206 This memorial sits flush with 

the north side of the Vimy site’s perimeter road, abutting the western edge of the park’s 

pine forest. Associatively, if not aesthetically, it appears to belong with the Vimy 

memorial, although it does not in terms of VAC custodial purposes. Dispersed across the 

site are four mounted bronze plaques indicating France’s free, and for all time, grant of 

this land to Canada (Fig. 41); the date of their installation has not been traced. By 

contrast, the Lions Club International Memorial, erected in 1967 and to which have since 

been appended two plaques, one in 1987, honouring the club’s 70th anniversary, and the 

other in 1994 in recognition of Paul Raot, the individual who arranged the memorial’s 

placement, is completely incongruous, if not exactly an antithetical accretion. VAC has 

not developed a policy governing the acceptance or removal of these insidious and 

inappropriate commemorative accretions. A particular offender, in this regard, is the 

Lion’s Club Memorial and its dedicated maple grove, both of which are sited dead in the 

centre of the Vimy/Neuville St. Vaast viewing corridor, significantly detracting from this 

important vista. In 1997 Parks Canada (National Historic Sites) authored a “Conservation 
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and Presentation Plan for the Canadian National Vimy Memorial, Pas de Calais, France,” 

wherein the agency made two principal recommendations: (1) VAC should implement an 

operational policy for the site that contains strict suitability criteria vis à vis the form, 

content, and placement of any additional memorial, commemorative plaque, or 

planting(s) contemplated for its grounds and (2) that this policy be retroactively applied 

to existing but unsuitable or out of place memorial and arboreal accretions. This 

recommended operational policy has not (yet) been implemented, even though it has 

significant and positive implications for the Vimy site’s continued cultivation as a field of 

care.207

 

  

1.9. The Australian National Memorial, Villers-Bretonneux (Somme, Picardie), 
France 
 

The third of this chapter’s ‘fields of care’ is that at Villers-Bretonneux, France. 

Although Villers-Bretonneux was chosen as the site for Australia’s national Great War 

memorial in Europe shortly after the War, a decision that was contemporaneous with the 

selection of the Beaumont-Hamel and Vimy sites, the memorial that was eventually 

erected there was not unveiled until 1938, the last of the Dominion 1914-1918 memorials 

to be realized. A spate of difficulties, practical, political, and financial, conspired to 

prolong this memorial’s realization, a project that was even briefly suspended by the 

Australian government, beyond the decade-plus taken to construct the Vimy memorial. 

Once unveiled, however, the memorial, like those at Beaumont-Hamel and Vimy, 

sanctified its site, which, too, is an explicit and implicit deathscape by virtue of its 

adjacent CWGC cemetery and as a former World War One battlefield, albeit one that has 

not been preserved. Similarly, the Villers-Bretonneux site also operates as a field of care, 
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if in a decidedly lower key than its counterparts at Beaumont-Hamel and Vimy. 

However, its cultural presence, but not its commemorative importance, is distinctly 

weaker, having been effectively eclipsed by that of Gallipoli.  

In 1919 Villers-Bretonneux was selected, “after much deliberation”208 and an 

approving inspection tour by the Prime Minister, William Hughes,209 as the location for 

the Australian National Memorial.210 The memorial’s specific site was chosen by General 

Sir Talbot Hobbs,211 accompanied by Hughes, early in 1921. Having determined the 

memorial’s locus, both men deliberated what form and features it should assume. 

Amongst their conclusions was the provision of a chamber commodious enough to house 

“all records of deeds of every Australian soldier,”212 a space to be further dignified by the 

installation, “as a pièce de resistance,”213 of a sculpture symbolic and honorific of 

soldierly conduct. Advantage, they stated, must be taken of the panoramas afforded by 

the site, as these encompassed almost entirely the Somme battlefield upon which the 

Australian Imperial Force (AIF) attained some of its greatest combat feats.214 For Hobbs, 

the memorial’s hill siting possessed tremendous “sentimental value,”215 for it demarcated 

where the 14th Australian Infantry Brigade “stood their ground — under the most trying 

conditions”216 on 24 April 1918, halting the German advance towards this critical summit 

long enough for the 13th and 15th Australian brigades to mobilize and mount a nocturnal 

counter-attack, which resulted in the Australian forces regaining control of Villers-

Bretonneux (a vital gateway to Amiens) the next day.217 These instructive views, they 

thought, would best be appreciated by visitors from some elevated observatory within the 

memorial. The design of the memorial and its sculptural components, as determined by 

public competition, would, of course, be Australian in authorship. It was also stipulated, 
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understandably if impractically, that the memorial utilize Australian materials, with its 

structural components, if not its sculptural elements, fashioned domestically prior to their 

transportation to France for on-site assembly. The estimated cost to realize this design 

might be as much as £250,000, although Hobbs and J. S. Murdoch, the Chief 

Commonwealth Architect, agreed that £100,000 appeared ample to erect a commendable 

national memorial.218

At the third meeting of the War Memorials Committee,

   

219

A few months later the ten-acre Villers-Bretonneux site, adjoining the Villers-

Bretonneux Military Cemetery (Fig. 42),

 whose largely military 

membership comprised Lieutenant-General Sir Harry Chauvel, Brigadier-Generals H. W. 

Grimwade and T. A. Blamey, as well as civilians J. M. J. Tait and J. S. Murdoch, the  

proposal for the Villers-Bretonneux memorial was well received, save for the inclusion of 

the suggested record chamber, which was deemed superfluous in the French context but 

ideally suited for a domestic national memorial.  

220 which is situated along the Bray-Corbie road 

and contains mostly Australian graves, had been surveyed and its perimeter staked out 

with concrete posts. Access to the site, positioned atop a ridge, would be gained through 

the cemetery’s central, ascending “Avenue of Honor.”(Fig. 43)221 At the outset of 1922, 

however, in a report on foreign Australian war memorials submitted to the Secretary for 

Defence, Lieutenant Seccombe of the Australian Graves Services observed that sentiment 

in London, and perhaps in Australia as well, was increasingly wary, given the economic 

and political climate, of initiating the construction of a costly national memorial without 

greater review. 222 The Official Secretary [at Australia House] in England, he noted, was 

thought223 to champion the wholesale jettisoning of the venture, a position that would, of 
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course, greatly undermine Australia’s “prestige” within France and certainly not appease 

domestic “public feeling.” In addition, the proposed site for the memorial, although 

“commanding,” discouragingly lay outside of Villers-Bretonneux and above a low-traffic 

road, with few travellers likely inclined to take the pathway through the cemetery in order 

to reach the memorial. Moreover, despite its long-distance visibility, any glimpse caught 

of the memorial by the casual observer would obviously not communicate to them its 

Australian identity. Lastly, the pairing of the cemetery with the memorial, although not 

conceptually or physically incompatible, did evoke, at least to English commentators, two 

distinct commemorative objectives, “the one, reverence and remembrance of the dead; 

the other, pride in a national achievement.” As an alternative, Seccombe proposed that 

the site be sold and that, as its replacement, the property of the Chateau Delacourt, 

conveniently and prominently located within Villers-Bretonneux, with both the railway 

station and the route to Amiens situated nearby, be purchased instead.224

The War Memorials Committee examined, then rejected, Seccombe’s proposal in 

February 1922.

  

225 At their tenth meeting, held in June, the Committee members resolved 

that the 18,000-plus missing Australian soldiers and sailors should be memorialized, for 

an expenditure of some £16,000, by name upon monuments of spare but suitable design 

erected in each Australian state capital, their names distributed across these memorials 

according to each serviceman’s origin of enlistment; as opposed to their commemoration 

within cemeteries closest to their presumed place of death, which comparatively few 

Australians would ever visit.226

However, the possibility that the Australian missing in France and Belgium, 

numbering about 12,000, might also be commemorated in France was put to Cabinet’s 
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attention early in 1924. Australia was party to the IWGC’s project to raise memorials to 

the thousands of British and Dominion missing of the various war sectors, of which only 

one, the Menin Gate, had been initiated. It was now incumbent upon Australia to decide 

whether the Villers-Bretonneux memorial would commemorate the Australian missing in 

France and Belgium. On 8 May the Australian prime minister informed the high 

commissioner that the Villers-Bretonneux memorial would indeed commemorate the 

Australian missing in France and Belgium. However, as the Menin Gate was already 

under construction, the names of the Australian missing in the Ypres Salient would not be 

withdrawn from this memorial.227

 

  

1.10. The Design Competition for the Villers-Bretonneux Memorial 

The Department of Defence draft for The Architectural Competition for the 

Australian War Memorial at Villers-Bretonneux, France: Conditions Regulating 

Submission of Designs, conformed entirely to the customs and conventions of such a 

design contest. Beyond the criterion of Australian citizenship, eligible entrants were also 

to belong to distinct, if related, classes: Australian architects or designers, irrespective of 

their residency, who enlisted for service in the Great War with the “sea or land forces of 

the Commonwealth of Australia,”228 or those whose children had done so. Unlike the 

Vimy memorial competition conditions, the full guidelines specified that from the outset 

the Villers-Bretonneux memorial was conceived with a combined commemorative 

purpose in mind: It was to be an “enduring material symbol of those ideals which were 

the bases of participation by Australia in the great [sic] War,” and a record of the “names 

of those Australians who were known to fall or who were missing in war operations in 
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France and Belgium, but who have no known graves upon which a permanent monument 

can be erected.”229 A budget of £100,000 was contemplated to cover the construction 

costs, of which £10,000 would be reserved for such expenditures as the administration of 

the design competition, the clearance and preparation of the site, the creation of roads, 

and landscaping. The competition guidelines were published in October 1925, with the 

enlistment criteria for competitors modified to include any service with the forces of the 

British Empire.230 A domestic and international press release, the latter including the 

major daily newspapers of New Zealand and Great Britain, announced, on the first of 

December, the launching of the architectural competition for the Australian National War 

Memorial at Villers-Bretonneux.231

 Thirty-three memorial designs were received for examination and ranking.

 

232 The 

three Australian adjudicators, Major-General Sir J. Talbot Hobbs (architect), George 

Sydney Jones (architect), and J. S. Murdoch (Chief Architect of the Commonwealth 

Government)233 noted in their 5 October 1926 report that the outcome was “very 

disappointing,”234 despite receipt of a number of designs of “a very high order”235 which 

regrettably were disqualified owing to their creators’ discounting of expense 

considerations. Conversely, a handful of designs that did not exceed the budgeted cost of 

the memorial were of such inferior quality that these, too, were eliminated. But three 

meritorious designs — numbers 8 (Lucas), 18 (Russell and Lightfoot), and 26 

(Robertson) — fully honoured the conditions of the competition. These, ranked first, 

second, and third, respectively, were considered in the final round of adjudication, 

performed in London by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott of the Royal Institute of British 

Architects.236  
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 On 7 March 1927, Scott submitted his report, awarding first place to design 

number 8, that of William Lucas, remarking that “it is original in form, and should 

produce in actual execution an impressive effect,”237 although its cruciform conception, if 

symbolically appropriate, would require opening the sides of the memorial, thus visually 

diluting its appearance of strength. Likewise, Scott considered the space allocated in 

Lucas’s design for the top row of engraved names of the missing, fifteen feet above 

ground, and the one and one-eighth-inch scale of their lettering, compounded, in places, 

by their poor illumination, to be notable design demerits.238 Otherwise, Scott thought 

Lucas’s memorial conception a “fine”239 one. Lucas, a somewhat belligerent personality, 

surely felt professional validation and vindication in having finally won a major 

Australian architectural competition (notwithstanding the weak field of entrants) in the 

twilight of his career. By this time, he had been a practicing architect for over four 

decades, alongside having served his profession in other capacities, including his 

appointments as the vice-president and president of the Natal Institute of Architects 

(South Africa) and as the editor of the journal published by the Royal Victorian Institute 

of Architects. In 1924, however, Lucas had gained considerable notoriety by 

sensationally accusing Philip Hudson and James Wardrup, the first-place finishers of the 

architectural competition for the design of Melbourne’s Shrine of Remembrance (the 

State’s Great War memorial), of having plagiarized their winning design. Lucas himself 

had placed second in this competition. Embittered and aggrieved by his runner-up status, 

he filed his spiteful but groundless charges, an action roundly denounced by the 

architectural profession and the press. This action immediately earned him his suspension 

from the Board of the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects and, the following year, 
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their investigation of his “breach of professional etiquette,”240 of which he was found 

guilty and, as a consequence, expelled from the Board. Despite his considerable 

professional standing and long career, Lucas, who favoured classicism, remained a 

mostly undistinguished architect (his best-known building is the Pietermaritzburg [South 

Africa] post office) remembered most for his vindictive character and graceless 

acceptance of professional setbacks.241

The memorial’s design was, of course, also of critical interest to the IWGC, which 

had advised Australia House (London) in January 1927 that Sir Edwin Lutyens would be 

designing Villers-Bretonneux Cemetery. The IWGC naturally wished to ensure that 

Lutyens’s conception of the cemetery would aesthetically harmonize with and physically 

relate to the memorial.

  

242

 A mere £2,500, including the cost of the competition, Lucas’s advance fee, and 

the site expenses, had been expended when the prime minister gave his verbal directive in 

November 1929 to suspend funding for the memorial, given both the economic climate 

(the international stock market crash had occurred the previous month) and the fact that 

“certain difficulties”

  

243 had emerged regarding the drafting of an agreement with Lucas, 

who took exception with a number of its principal clauses.244 In July 1930, the IWGC, 

proclaiming “diffidence in the matter, as design and material [of the memorial] obviously 

one for Australia’s decision,”245 nevertheless suggested that it would still be feasible to 

raise a creditable memorial at significantly reduced cost, if local stone were employed. 

The Imperial War Graves Commission, for its part, would be pleased to partner with 

Major-General J. Talbot Hobbs (he had played a commanding role in the April 1918 

recapture of Villers-Bretonneux, was an architect himself, having recently designed 
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Perth’s war memorial and, of course, had served as one of the Australian adjudicators of 

the Villers-Bretonneux memorial design competition)246 and conceive of replacement 

design proposals. Should Australia approve of this action, a platform-type memorial, 

Hobbs’s idea, for instance, could be erected for £30,000-40,000.247

In January 1931, Fabian Ware wrote High Commissioner Granville urging him, in 

light of the Australian government’s suspension of plans for the memorial, to fully 

appreciate the “very difficult position”

 

248 in which the IWGC had, as a consequence, 

been placed. As per the IWGC’s mandate, the commission was charged with 

commemorating the missing servicemen of the British Empire. With the names of the 

Australian missing in Belgium having been engraved upon the Menin Gate, the Villers-

Bretonneux memorial, according to the Australian government’s wishes, was to receive 

the names of the Australian missing in France, but work had been halted. However, given 

that the engraving of names upon all of the Western Front memorials to the missing had 

now been accomplished, none of these could receive the names of the Australian missing 

not yet commemorated elsewhere. Bearing in mind Australia’s desire these men be 

memorialized at Villers-Bretonneux, the IWGC was therefore willing to design and erect 

there a memorial upon which could be engraved the names.249 Such a memorial would be 

conceived so as to complement any kind of monument the Australian government might 

later erect and, should Australia take no action, would stand “quite dignified and 

effective”250 alone. The high commissioner, himself a member of the IWGC, brought 

Ware’s proposal, which he favored and which could be executed for some £20,000, 

before the Australian authorities for their examination.251  
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  Four years would elapse before concrete action was taken by the government. At 

a Cabinet meeting held 20 February 1935, a memorandum prepared by the Minister of 

Defence, in which he outlined three possible scenarios to memorialize the estimated 

11,000 Australian missing upon the Western Front still without commemoration, was 

submitted.252

(i) Abandon the proposal to erect a national memorial and authorise the 
Imperial War Graves Commission to erect at Villers-Bretonneux a 
MEMORIAL TO THE MISSING (11,000) ON THE WESTERN 
FRONT NOT AT PRESENT COMMEMORATED ELSEWHERE. 
Funds — approximately £20,000 — are at the disposal of the Imperial 
War Graves Commission for this purpose and no additional 
contribution would be required from the Australian government in 
respect of either construction or subsequent maintenance. 

 The three scenarios were as follows:  

(ii) Authorise the Imperial War Graves Commission to erect with European 
materials at Villers-Bretonneux a national memorial to commemorate 
also the whole of the missing (19,000 on the Western Front —Total 
cost not to exceed in English currency — £30,000.[)]  

(iii) Authorise the Imperial War Graves Commission to erect with European 
materials at Villers-Bretonneux a national memorial of a slightly more 
imposing design than would be possible under (ii) to commemorate 
also the missing (11,000) on the Western Front not commemorated 
elsewhere. Tablets to be erected on the memorial indicating that an 
additional 8,000 Australian missing on the Western Front have been 
commemorated at Menin Gate, Fromelles and Arras. Total cost not to 
exceed in English currency £30,000.253

 
 

The adoption of design scenarios two or three, however, would require that the 

Australian government supply the IWGC with £10,000 of supplementary financing. 

Cabinet favoured proposal three, conceding, however, that a decision regarding its 

implementation be deferred until plans had been prepared and examined.254 In June 1935, 

M. L. Shepherd directed an Australia House official to notify the IWGC that the 

Australian government had severed its ties with Lucas and, as such, now called upon the 

Imperial War Graves Commission to draft its plans for the Villers-Bretonneux memorial 

(option # 3). The scheme was to be realized for no more than £30,000. Edwin Lutyens’s 
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design was praised in a September Department of Defence memorandum as “eminently 

suitable,”255 but that in order for the memorial to include a look-out over the Somme a 

75-foot observation tower would need to be added to Lutyens’s design. However, this 

would require design-specific savings elsewhere.256 Both Lutyens and the IWGC 

believed that one hundred feet was the minimum height required for a tower; otherwise 

the impression created would be “disappointing.”257 The memorial’s design, as per 

Lutyens’s suggested adaptations would cost approximately £35,000-40,000, whereas the 

allotted budget was £30,000. His revised design met with the approval of the IWGC, but 

in November Prime Minister Joseph Lyons informed the high commissioner he was 

against exceeding the approved budget. The IWGC accepted the government’s 

instruction that the memorial’s cost be kept within the budget, which, Lutyens 

counselled, was feasible. The prime minister pronounced the amended design 

“satisfactory”258 and the War Memorials Committee, in turn, at their 4 February 1936 

meeting, called for the approval of Lutyens’s design for the Villers-Bretonneux 

memorial.259

   

     

1.11. The Construction of the Villers-Bretonneux Memorial  

In March 1936, the Department of Defence instructed the high commissioner to 

inform the IWGC that Lutyens’s revised design had been approved and that construction 

could commence. Only three firms had submitted tenders for the construction; the 

legislated forty-hour work week in France, which dictated wages and hours, had clearly 

deterred others from competing. The lowest tender had been received from a British firm; 

however, in light of French labour law, which had to be observed, their quoted price 
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would amount to £4,000 above the £30,000 cap. Furthermore, they would be 

contractually bound to honour any rise in labour rates, increasing construction costs by 

perhaps an additional £2,000. The IWGC, for their part, counselled that the Australian 

government accept and absorb this probable £6,000 expense. The high commissioner, 

too, thought that the government should accede to the IWGC’s request for this additional 

funding, if required, in light of the just-completed and magnificently unveiled Vimy 

memorial, where no expense had been spared; he cited a total expenditure of more than 

£250,000 on Vimy.260

The contracts for the memorial’s work were finalized in November 1936, and 

were awarded to the Parisian firm of Messrs. Maple Ltd. for the construction work and to 

the British one of Messrs. Smith & Lander for the supply and carving of the Portland 

stone of the main wall, which would also bear the names of the missing. The memorial’s 

foundations had already been laid by the Amiens firm of Messrs. Giloux. The memorial 

itself was oriented nearly due west, with the centre of its tower to be axially aligned with 

the avenue that bisected the cemetery, whilst its two terminal pavilions were to be set on 

axis with the cemetery’s entrance structures (Fig. 44).

 

261 Portland stone would be 

employed for its façade, save for its back walls, where brick would be left exposed. 

Ashlar facing, however, would clad the tower, whose core was also composed of brick. 

Ornamentally, a carved, stylized rendition of the Rising Sun AIF badge would appear 

above the tower’s entranceway. Capping this emblem, surmounting the keystone, would 

be a rendering of the Imperial Crown. Lastly, the memorial’s principal inscription, in 

English and French, would be engraved at the tower’s base, the two versions balancing 

one another on either side of its entranceway.262  
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A month later, the IWGC submitted for consideration its suggested phrasing for 

the memorial’s principal inscription: “To the Glory of God and in Memory of the 

Australian Imperial Force in France and Flanders 1916-1918 and of 10,860 of Their Dead 

Who Have No Known Grave.”263 The Commission also furnished a list of battles, dated 

1916-1918 in which the AIF had participated. These battle locations, it observed, might 

be carved as a continuous frieze to surmount the name panels of the missing (Fig.  45). 

As for the names of the missing, this roster had been organized, following the precedent 

of the Menin Gate, according to military units and, within these, alphabetized by rank.264 

In May, the Department of Defence noted that, on examination, the IWGC’s proposed 

wording for the main inscription was “quite suitable.”265 As the tower’s frontispiece, the 

carved reproduction, rather than an exact replica, of the Rising Sun AIF badge, was 

deemed an “emblem… more than any other to be spiritually appropriate” in the context 

of the memorial’s ornamentation. The suggested installation of a reference map of other 

Australian Western Front memorials, too, was considered an “excellent” proposition, as 

was the indicated organization for the names of the missing.266

By mid-July 1937 construction of the memorial was well underway, with the 

tower having been raised to six feet and the laying of the lower stone courses of both its 

so-called surround wall and the northern pavilion begun. A sizable shipment of Portland 

stone already engraved with the names of the missing had also been conveyed to the site 

and stored, to be affixed later to the memorial’s wall frontage.

  

267 The memorial’s chosen 

facing stone was Liais de Brauvilliers, with quantities of Morley Javot employed for its 

“columns, caps, and bases.”268 On the matter of identifying the number of missing 

servicemen, the IWGC observed that the catch-all phrase “eleven thousand” (rather than 
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the more precise 10,860) arguably bore a more “impressive”269 ring, further noting that 

the official tallies of the missing were routinely downgraded and, in all likelihood, would 

continue to be so as more bodies were recovered.270 Lutyens, for his part, thought the 

memorial would benefit from the inclusion of a list of battle engagements,271 also 

submitting his idea for the reference map: a “circular tablet of fine ashlar,”272 indicating 

the geographical positions of the five Australian divisional memorials and the four 

memorials to the missing.273 As for the Australian Coat of Arms, its shield would be 

engraved upon the keystone, above which would appear, subject to the advice and 

approval of the College of Heralds, the Imperial Crown and associated regalia.274 The 

Garter, Gerald W. Wollaston (College of Arms, London), counselled the omission of the 

Crown,275 such that the IWGC was prepared to notify Lutyens of this amendment, 

pending approval to do so from the Australian authorities.276

As of October 1937 the carving of the panels bearing the names of the missing 

had been completed (Fig. 46).

 

277 The next month, the circular stone AIF Western Front 

memorial reference map was installed in the entranceway of the tower stairwell (Fig. 

47).278 Preparations were also underway to configure the layout and wording of the main 

inscription, which received its final approval from the Department of Defence on 9 

March 1938: “To the Glory of God and in Memory of the Australian Imperial Force in 

France and Flanders 1916-1918 and of Eleven Thousand Who Fell in France and Have 

No Known Grave.”279 (Fig. 48) Three weeks later, the definitive list of battle names to be 

engraved upon the memorial was also confirmed.280
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1.12. Preparations for and the Unveiling of the Villers-Bretonneux Memorial 

 In the summer of 1937 the Department of Defence sounded out the IWGC 

regarding potential dates for the unveiling of the memorial the next year.281 The 

Commission recommended either 4 July or 8 August; the latter date was also favoured by 

the Department of Defence, which it subsequently approved for the memorial’s 

unveiling, given its importance in Australia’s Great War history, notably as the launching 

date of the Battle of Amiens, 1918.282

Meanwhile, the high commissioner reminded Prime Minister Lyons of the 

precedent set by the royal unveiling of the Vimy memorial,

  

283 remarking that “the 

character and extent of our War effort would justify us in asking the present King to 

unveil the Australian Memorial.”284 Lyons assented to the high commissioner’s 

request.285 In February 1938 the Australian government was apprised of the king’s 

decision to accept the invitation to unveil the Villers-Bretonneux memorial, which he 

would do on the occasion of his and the queen’s scheduled four-day state visit to Paris, 

28 June to 1 July.286 Further to this, the following month the Returned Sailors and 

Soldiers’ Imperial League of Australia (RSSILA) received notification that the 

government would provide Australian returned soldiers, either resident in Great Britain or 

visitors there during this period, with a subsidy to defray the cost of travel from England 

to Villers-Bretonneux, as well as a single night’s hotel accommodation. The government 

also wished ex-servicemen of the AIF to constitute the Guard of Honour at the unveiling. 

The ministers of Commerce and Trade and Customs, as well as the Attorney-General, 

would serve as the government’s representatives during the ceremony, now scheduled for 

1 July. The high commissioner, too, would attend. Representing Australian returned 
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soldiers would be a delegate elected by the RSSILA whose travel costs would be 

assumed by the government,287 a contentious decision construed as discriminatory by the 

other ex-servicemen’s groups, as well as by one Ellen Kinchington, who protested on 

behalf of mothers whose sons served and fell in the War.288

The unveiling ceremony’s proceedings, including its broadcast to Australia and 

Empire via the BBC (with direct pick-up from the CBC) and, within France, by the 

national broadcasting station, had been finalized, as well as received the king’s approval, 

when it was learned on 28 June that the queen’s mother had died. Under these 

circumstances, the royal couple would defer their visit to France until 19 July, requiring 

the rescheduling of the memorial’s unveiling, formerly to be held 1 July, until 22 July.

 

289

 King George VI unveiled the Villers-Bretonneux memorial the afternoon of 22 

July, delivering the main address, his speech followed by the ceremonial addresses of the 

president of the French Republic and the Rt. Hon. Sir Earle Page, the Minister for 

Commerce. The memorial’s dedication was performed by the Rev. George Green, former 

AIF chaplain to the 13th Infantry Brigade. After the sounding of the Last Post, came the 

observation of the one-minute Silence and the Réveillé [Reveille], with the Bishop of 

Amiens directing the recitation of the de Profundis and a prayer. The king, the president, 

and Page each laid a wreath before the memorial as the ceremony’s concluding gesture. 

As a documentary record, the unveiling, which cost an estimated £7,673 (Expenditures 

incurred by the Canadian authorities for the Vimy memorial unveiling had amounted to 

$66,000.),

 

290 was filmed, under the direction of the Paris branch of 20th Century Fox 

Movietone News, and later screened for the king and queen at Balmoral, prior to its 
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dispatch to the Australian War Memorial for their collection. A special public screening 

of the film was conducted in Canberra on 24 May 1939.291

Although the Villers-Bretonneux site neither has conspicuous

      

292 memorial 

accretions nor boasts a notable post-unveiling pilgrimage history, unlike the sites of 

Beaumont-Hamel and Vimy, it remains a characteristic field of care by virtue of its 

physical sequestration, routine maintenance, and assignment of a permanent custodian,  

the Office of Australian War Graves (OAWG) in the Department of Veterans’ Affairs; 

this is the government body responsible for maintaining national memorials abroad, with 

— in the case of Villers-Bretonneux (a World War One memorial to the missing with an 

adjoining military cemetery) — the Commonwealth War Graves Commission. The 

OAWG also orchestrates, with the aid of the Australian Embassy in France, and the 

municipality of Villers-Bretonneux, the annual Anzac Day dawn service observed at the 

memorial. Presently, a three-year horticultural restoration of its adjacent cemetery293 is 

nearing completion in preparation for the commemorative ceremonies that will be 

presumably held at the memorial in 2018, the centenary of both the War’s end and of 

notable Australian battle engagements in this locality.294

 

  

In the aftermath of the Great War, the battlefields of Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and 

Villers-Bretonneux were sanctified (rather than designated, rectified, or obliterated, the 

other three possible site interventions and, by extension, symbolic investments, that can 

be brought to bear upon a former locus of extraordinary violence, as geographer Kenneth 

E. Foote has argued) by the erection therein of national memorials. These memorials 

commemorate the Newfoundland, Canadian, and Australian war dead of 1914-1918 and 
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memorialize, respectively, all of the missing servicemen of the Royal Newfoundland 

Regiment, Royal Naval Reserve, and Mercantile Marine (Beaumont-Hamel), as well as 

the men of the CEF (Vimy) and AIF (Villers-Bretonneux) who fell in France but who 

have no known grave. The Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux sites, 

moreover, irrespective of the vastly differing construction histories and aesthetics of their 

memorials, also qualify in spirit, if not letter, as fields of care, that special category of 

sanctified site, according to five qualifying conditions, Foote further identifies. To 

reiterate, these three sanctified sites constitute fields of care in the following ways: all are 

physically demarcated from their surrounding environment; each has been maintained 

since their respective opening to the public in 1925, 1936, and 1938; a government body, 

today Veterans Affairs Canada and the Australian Office of War Graves, is responsible 

for their stewardship; all continue to operate as venues for annual remembrance 

ceremonies, as well as have been battle anniversary pilgrimage destinations; and, lastly, 

the Beaumont-Hamel and Vimy memorial sites alike have attracted (overwhelmingly) 

allied memorial accretions. To be sure, the Villers-Bretonneux site evidences no on-site 

accretion of commemorative installations, sympathetic or not, to its memorial, although 

such add-ons always remain a possibility. Hence, I would argue, this lack does not 

preclude the site’s conceptualization as a field of care, alongside those of Beaumont-

Hamel and Vimy, a metaphor that is both apt and memorable for this triad of monumental 

landscapes.  
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that conveys Agamemmon, the father of Elektra, to Greece following his successful battle exploit at Troy; 
or even the watercraft of Canada’s colonial period. Regardless, in this first sketch, Allward’s female 
embodiment of Canada stands “triumphant, proud — and mobile.” Moreover, if Allward’s figure of Canada 
in this initial drawing was conceived as Elektra-like, the sculptor’s accompanying annotation to the image, 
“The failure of Germany in the wall of broken France,” rings eerily prescient. Indeed, this sketch also 
portrays the French bearing their dead as they ascend stairs towards a monument from which Germany is 
perpetually denied admittance. Allward’s completed figure of Canada Bereft for the Vimy memorial, 
however, differs from his earlier conception. This allegorical Canada-Elektra sculpture, a cloaked woman, 
her head covered by a cowl and bowed in mournful contemplation, is classically beautiful, even eroticized, 
her flowing robe both concealing and revealing her body, its drapery having seemingly casually slipped 
from one shoulder, partially exposing a breast. Both her countenance and stature speak of stoically borne 
but profound sorrow. She is now, of course, poised alone and atop the memorial’s massive front wall, 
divested of her ship, stranded or shipwrecked, as it were. Her downwards gaze is fixed upon the 
sarcophagus below, a figure caught in thought, either, Scott suggests, “contemplating her own fall” or 
planted, one might imagine, “on an ocean shore.” The latter reading, given the figure’s detachment from 
the protective confines of the memorial’s interior echoes Canada’s distance, an ocean away from Europe, as 
well as a nation saddled with nearly unfathomable and unbearable war losses. The isolation and loneliness 
of Canada Bereft, a figure, it seems, consumed by inconsolable grief, despite her dignified bearing, Scott 
opines, “suggests a broken mother who will wait in vain for her son’s remains.” Indeed, the Vimy 
memorial is most affectingly a memorial to the missing. Jill Scott, “Vimy Ridge Memorial: Stone with a 
Story,” Queen’s Quarterly 114.4 (Winter 2007): 509-510, 512. 
If Scott’s analysis of Allward’s Canada Bereft sculpture presupposes specialist knowledge about the 
sculptor’s conception of the Vimy memorial and a deeper cultural literacy, Dennis Duffy’s reading of this 
allegorical figure highlights its recognizably Christian references, allusions that, presumably, would not be 
lost upon the first generation of visitors to the memorial. The figure of Canada Bereft, apparently modeled 
after one Edna Moynihan, a former dancer, Duffy observes, is clearly cast as a Madonna figure mourning 
her dead son(s). The alignment of her sorrowful gaze with the Tomb below recalls the Pietà, albeit 
“decoupled.” The limp bouquet of arum lilies she clutches in her right hand, however, is a curious 
iconographic departure on the part of Allward, he argues. Certainly, poppies or laurel would have been 
more conventional choices as horticultural attributes for a war memorial figure. Yet, these wilting lilies, 
Duffy conjectures, lend dual possible meanings to this allegorical figure, as they are common to both 
wedding and funeral floral arrangements, although their sad state aligns them more with the latter event. 
Similarly, although lilies are an Easter flower, and the taking of Vimy Ridge occurred on its occasion, their 
lack of vitality militates against any promise of resurrection. For Duffy, then, this personification of a 
mourning Canada can potentially assume a host of allegorical identities, begging whether “the Madonna of 
Vimy is the bereft bride? The downcast mother? The Eternal Woman? All of the above?” The sculpture of 
Canada Bereft thus invites, on the part of the viewer, further personalization as an emblem of Canadian 
bereaved mothers, daughters, sisters, widows, and wives, although it also broadly speaks, at least within a 
then familiar Christian framework, to all who were left bereft of their loved ones by the War. Dennis Duffy, 
“Complexity and Contradiction in Canadian Public Sculpture: The Case of Walter Allward,” American 
Review of Canadian Studies 38.2 (Summer 2008): 192.      
191 Rigamonti was paid £650 for the carving he had performed upon the Canada Bereft sculpture under a 
previous contract he had signed 3 May 1930. That contract was annulled and a new one, dated 14 July 
1931, was drawn up and signed by the carver. Under this new contract, Rigamonti was appointed the 
memorial’s Master Carver, a salaried post he would hold for one year, earning £950 for his labours. 13 July 
1931 letter to Luigi Rigamonti from G. Howard Ferguson, High Commissioner, and Memorandum of 
Agreement dated July fourteenth, 1931, between Luigi Rigamonti of 62, Acacia Road, St. John’s Wood, 
London, N.W.S. hereinafter called the Master Carver, and His Majesty the King, represented by the 
Minister of National Defence of Canada, hereinafter referred to as the Canadian Battlefields Memorials 
Commission (C.B.M.C.), Walter Seymour Allward fonds, Queen’s University Archives.    
192 16 June 1931 letter to Colonel Osborne from [Allward. Although the letter is unsigned, it is clearly 
authored by Allward.], Walter Seymour Allward fonds, Queen’s University Archives. 
193 Minutes of the Proceedings of the 21st Meeting of the Canadian Battlefields Memorials Commission 
held in Ottawa, July 15th, 1931, LAC, RG 38, vol. 419, file CBC, vol. 3. 
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194 The west faces of the pylons were selected for the English and French versions of the main inscription. 
Minutes of the Proceedings of the 22nd Meeting of the Canadian Battlefields Memorials Commission held 
in Ottawa October 3rd, 1932 and Minutes of the Proceedings of the 23rd Meeting of the Canadian 
Battlefields Memorials Commission held in Ottawa, November 15th, 1933, LAC, RG 38, vol. 419, file: 
CBC, vol. 3.  
195 The battle list is distributed between the two pylons. The south pylon carries these: 1915—Ypres—
Gravenstafel—St. Julien—Frezenberg—Bellewaarde—Festubert—Givenchy—1916—St. Eloi—Mount 
Sorrel—Somme—Bazentin—Pozieres—Flers-Courcelette—Thiepval—Ancre Heights—Ancre—1917—
Arras—Vimy— La Coulotte—Arleux—Scarpe—Souchez River—Messines—Hill 70—Ypres—Pilckem— 
Langemarck—Menin Road-- Polygon Wood—Broodseinde—Poelcappelle—Passchendaele—Cambrai. 
The north pylon records battles of the War’s last year: 1918—Somme—St. Quentin—Bapaume—
Rosieres—Arras—Moreuil Wood—Avre—Amiens—Damery—Albert—Scarpe—Drocourt-Queant—
Hindenburg Line—Epehy—Canal Du Nord—St. Quentin Canal—Beaurevoir—Cambrai—Seille—
Valenciennes—Sambre—Grande Honnelle—Mons. Minutes of the Proceedings of the 22nd Meeting of the 
Canadian Battlefields Memorials Commission held in Ottawa, October 3rd, 1932 and Minutes of the 
Proceedings of the 23rd Meeting of the Canadian Battlefields Memorials Commission held in Ottawa 
November 15th, 1933, LAC, RG 38, vol. 419, file: CBC, vol. 3.     
196 One of the Thiepval inscriptions reads: “Aux Armes Française et Britannique L’Empire Britannique 
Reconaissant.” Minutes of the Proceedings of the 22nd Meeting of the Canadian Battlefields Memorials 
Commission held in Ottawa, October 3rd, 1932 and Minutes of the Proceedings of the 23rd Meeting of the 
Canadian Battlefields Memorials Commission held in Ottawa, November 15th, 1933, LAC, RG 38, vol. 
419, file: CBC, vol. 3. 
197 Minutes of the Proceedings of the 22nd meeting of the Canadian Battlefields Memorials Commission 
held in Ottawa, October 3rd, 1932 and Minutes of the Proceedings of the 24th Meeting of the Canadian 
Battlefields Memorials Commission held in Ottawa, 25th February, 1935, LAC, RG 38, vol. 419, file CBC, 
vol. 3.   
198 Minutes of the Proceedings of the 24th Meeting of the Canadian Battlefields Memorials Commission 
Held in Ottawa, 25th February, 1935, LAC, RG 38, vol. 419, file: CBC, vol. 3; 1 April 1935 letter to W. S. 
Allward from H. C. Osborne; 29 April 1935 letter to W. S. Allward from H. C. Osborne, Walter Seymour 
Allward fonds, Queen’s University Archives; and author’s visit to the Vimy memorial in May 2007.     
199 Minutes of Proceedings of the 20th Meeting of the Canadian Battlefields Memorials Commission held in 
Ottawa on October 15th, 1930; Minutes of the Proceedings of the 22nd Meeting of the Canadian Battlefields 
Memorials Commission held in Ottawa, October 3rd, 1932; and Minutes of the Proceedings of the 23rd 
Meeting of the Canadian Battlefields Memorials Commission held in Ottawa, November 15th, 1933, LAC, 
RG 38, vol. 419, file CBC, vol. 3.      
200 20 November 1934 letter to Mr. Hennett [sic] from S. C. Mewburn and Minutes of the Proceedings of 
the 24th Meeting of the Canadian Battlefields Memorials Commission held in Ottawa, 25th February, 1935, 
LAC, RG 38, vol. 419, file CBC, vol. 3.  
201 Bennett had expressed concern about the slow progress of the memorial’s erection since his time as 
Leader of the Opposition in 1928. After gaining the office of prime minister, Bennett, accompanied by 
Simson and General Ware of the IWGC, toured the Vimy site and inspected the unfinished memorial in late 
1930. Simson reported to Allward that “his attitude was critical,” given that the IWGC erected its 
memorials in a year or eighteen months, acknowledging, however, that the supply of flawed sculpture 
blocks and a portion of the masonry stone had unduly delayed the advancement of work. Allward twice 
spoke with Bennett shortly following the prime minister’s visit to Vimy, the second time in a meeting at the 
Mayfair hotel, London, also attended by the CBMC’s solicitor, Biggar, when the three men reviewed the 
legal implications of Jenkins’ contract. On its review, they agreed the contract did not contain a time limit 
specifying when the construction of the memorial’s pylons must be completed, thus no legal action on this 
count could be pursued against the contractor. Bennett, for his part, recognized that the carving of the 
memorial’s sculptures was necessarily slow work but remained “emphatic” about accelerating the slack 
pace of its masonry construction. A little later Bennett wrote Allward requesting from him a memorandum 
indicating what measures had been taken towards realizing the memorial’s swift completion, tersely noting: 
“This work must be completed in 1932. That does not mean 1933 but in June or July of that year.” 18 June 
1928 letter to W. S. Allward from H. C. Osborne; letter to W. S. Allward from D. C. Unwin Simson 
[undated but clearly dating from late, probably November, 1930]; 1 December 1930 letter to Captain 
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Simson from [unsigned but clearly from Allward]; 4 December 1930 letter to Colonel Osborne from 
[unsigned but clearly authored by Allward]; 23 March 1931 letter to W. S. Allward from H. C. Osborne, 
Walter Seymour Allward fonds, Queen’s University Archives; and Copy, 5 January 1935 letter to S. C. 
Mewburn from R. B. Bennett, LAC, RG 38, vol. 419, file CBC, vol. 3.      
202 L.[?] W. for Secretary, C. B. M.C, Department of National Defence, Estimates 1939-40, Memorandum 
re Canadian Battlefields Memorials Commission and the whole of the work undertaken by it, 16.2.39 [16 
February 1939], LAC, RG 38, vol. 419, file: C. B. C. vol. 4.  
203 L.[?] W. for Secretery, C.B.M.C, Department of National Defence Estimates 1939-40, Memorandum re 
Canadian Battlefield Memorials Commission and the whole work undertaken by it, 16.2.39 [16 February 
1939], LAC, RG 38, vol. 419, file: C.B.C. vol. 4.  
204 “Vimy Memorial Intact Says Sir Fabian Ware,” and “Postscript to Vimy,” The Legionary vol. XVIII.9 
(March 1943): 13, 32.  
205 Parks Canada National Historic Sites, “Conservation and Presentation Plan for the Canadian National 
Vimy Memorial, Pas de Calais, France, for Veterans Affairs Canada,”April 15, 1997, 1.0-1 and Veterans 
Affairs Canada, “First World War Memorials in Europe,” http://www.vac-
acc.gc.ca/remembers/sub.cfm?source=Memorials/ww1mem (accessed 23/08/2010). 
206 Application of ‘La Division Marocaine’ for Permission to Erect Battlefield Memorial on Vimy Ridge, 
Minutes of Proceedings of the 11th Meeting of the Canadian Battlefields Memorials Commission held in 
Ottawa on Friday, July 24th , 1924, LAC, RG 38, vol. 419, file C.B.C. pt 1. 
207 Parks Canada National Historic Sites, “Conservation and Presentation Plan for the Canadian National 
Vimy Memorial, Pas de Calais, France, for Veterans Affairs Canada,” April 15, 1997, 1.0-5, 2.0-12-2.0-13, 
4.0-17, 5.0-1-5.0-2, 6.0-9-6.0-10 and “Vimy Ridge National Historic Site of Canada, France: 
Commemorative Integrity Statement,” October 2005, 9, 11. The latter document is available at VAC 
Charlottetown. 
208 14 July 1919 letter to General Griffiths from [name illegible], Captain, A. I. F. Graves Registration Staff 
Officer, NAA (Melbourne), series MP 367/1, item 528/1/134. 
209 From the outset, Hughes harboured definite ideas about the siting and design of the national memorial. 
These he had discussed during an April 1919 Paris conference attended by General Hobbs and a third party, 
Pearce, at which time the three men resolved, pending Cabinet’s approval, this plan of action: 
“National Memorial to be erected Villers Bretonneux on site about ten acres, if so much can be obtained. 
Memorial to be worthy of our great soldiers, their sacrifice, heroism, endurance, decisive battles fought in 
neighbourhood, and through-out every theatre of great war, and of Australia, the country for which our dear 
boys fought and died. This memorial will stand through this and future generations as monument of 
Australian soldiers and of Australia. It must be worthy of both. It is to be designed by Australians in open 
competition, built wholly of Australian marble [,] trachytia, timber etc. It must be artistic, inspiring, 
enduring. It will cost say about £100,000. A Committee composed of Hobbs[,] Mackennal and one other 
will draft preliminary conditions for competitive designs and select one French architect, one British 
member of Institute of British Architects and one Australian architect, who will in their turn select one 
French artist [,] sculptor [,] architect to act as sole judge of designs.” 30 April 1919 wire from Hughes 
excerpted in 8 July 1922 summary, “Proposed Australian National Memorial at Villers Bretonneux,” NAA 
(Canberra), series A461, item H370/1/15 Part 1.  
210 14 July 1919 letter to General Griffiths from [name illegible], Captain, A. I. F. Graves Registration Staff 
Officer, NAA (Melbourne), series MP 367/1, item 528/1/134. 
211 At the outset of the War, Hobbs was appointed commander of the artillery, 1st Division of the A.I.F. 
From March 1916 onwards until the War’s termination he was stationed in France, where Hobbs continued 
his leadership of the 1st Division artillery before serving as acting commander of the 1st Anzac Corps 
Artillery between October and December. Thereafter he led the 5th Division, gaining the rank of Major 
General as of 1 January 1917. Hobbs was instrumental in orchestrating the retaking of Villers-Bretonneux 
by Australian forces in April 1918. Immediately after the Armistice he was named successor to Monash as 
acting Lieutenant-General of the Australian Corps, although he gave up his post in May 1919. Hobbs, 
though, remained intimately involved in the commemoration of the five A.I.F. Divisions, including 
choosing the five divisional memorial sites, drafting designs for these, four of which were adopted, and 
organizing their construction. A. J. Hill, “Hobbs, Sir Joseph John Talbot (1864-1938),” Australian 
Dictionary of Biography-Online Edition, http://adbonline.anu.edu.au/biogs/A090322b.htm (accessed 
13/02/2010).  
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212 10 February 1921 report, “Australian National Memorial, Villers Bretonneux,” to the Director-General 
of Works from J. S. Murdoch, Chief Architect, NAA (Canberra), series A 106, item G 1927/780. 
213 10 February 1921 report, “Australian National Memorial, Villers Bretonneux,” to the Director-General 
of Works from J.S. Murdoch, Chief Architect, NAA (Canberra), series A 106, item G 1927/780.  
214 26 January 1922 letter to the Secretary, Department of Defence, from J. Talbot Hobbs, NAA 
(Melbourne), series MP367/1, item 528/1/292. 
215 26 January 1922 letter to the Secretary, Department of Defence, from J. Talbot Hobbs, NAA 
(Melbourne), series MP367/1, item 528/1/292.  
216 26 January 1922 letter to the Secretary, Department of Defence, from J. Talbot Hobbs, NAA 
(Melbourne), series MP 369/1, item 528/1/292. 
217 Press notice, “The Villers Bretonneux Memorial. Australia’s Main Oversea Monument. Competition 
Opens Today,” attached to 20 November 1925 letter to the Publicity Officer, Prime Minister’s Department, 
from Trumble, NAA (Canberra), series A461, item H370/1/15 Part 1. 
Villers-Bretonneux was targeted for capture by the German army during its sweeping spring offensive of 
1918, initiated 21 March, because the town was a vital gateway to Amiens, a strategically significant city 
not only for its convergence of railways, but also as the juncture where the British and French armies met 
on the Western Front and for its position as the final frontier separating the German forces from the 
Channel Port. The protection of Villers-Bretonneux was the responsibility of the British Eighth Division, 
commanded by Major General W. C. G Heneker, with the 15th A.I.F. Brigade, under the leadership of 
Harold ‘Pompey’ Elliott, stationed in reserve as a back-up force. Elliott had always felt that Heneker’s 
defence preparations for Villers-Bretonneux would be inadequate and that his brigade would be summoned, 
in the predictable event of a German assault, to mount the counter-attack and then regain control of the 
town. Accordingly, Elliott devised a plan for this exact purpose.  
Villers-Bretonneux was first unsuccessfully attacked by the Germans on 4 April. A second assault, though, 
was mounted by them in the very early morning of 24 April and this time the Eighth Division could not 
prevent the town’s and its outlying area’s occupation. Even though the British high command had ordered 
Villers-Bretonneux’s swift recapture, Elliott was denied permission to implement his counter-attack plan, 
despite its approval and advocacy by Major General J. J. T. Hobbs, commander of the 5th A.I.F. Division. 
Rather, Henecker squandered valuable time, as the Germans solidified their stronghold within and around 
the town, devising several counter-attack scenarios that would instead employ his division. Towards the 
afternoon, however, a counter-attack strategy, virtually the same as Elliott’s original proposal, did emerge: 
the 13th A.I.F. Brigade, commanded by Brigadier General T. W. Glasgow, would launch its assault south of 
the town, with Elliott’s brigade doing the same from the north, the two brigades then converging, in a 
pincer formation, east of Villers-Bretonneux. Units from Heneker’s division, in turn, would follow the two 
counter-attacking brigades in a sweep-up operation. This daring counter-attack, to be executed at night, also 
dangerously courted disaster, for the two brigades, that of Glasgow doubly disadvantaged  because its men 
had already marched eight miles and they lacked familiarity with the territory they would now traverse, 
were to penetrate German-occupied ground, then assemble as a joint force, without the benefit of strong 
artillery cover. Despite experiencing some disorientation in the darkness and periodic enemy fire, the 15th 
Brigade prevailed and secured its position. On the other hand, the 13th Brigade encountered greater 
resistance from the Germans and thus were compelled to retreat, albeit securing a location south of the 
town’s core; Heneker’s division, meanwhile, could not perform their planned follow-up sweep of 
remaining German strongpoints. Still, by break of day 25 April, scores of Germans had been taken prisoner 
and the counter-attack was declared a distinct success, as well as a symbolically charged one, having 
coincided with Anzac Day. The recapture of Villers-Bretonneux was costly, though, resulting in 1200 
Australian deaths and the near leveling of the town itself. Ross McMullin, “‘Perhaps the greatest individual 
feat of the war’: The battle of Villers-Bretonneux, 1918,” Wartime 2 (April 1998): 51-55 and Linda Wade, 
“‘A memorial of the fine work they did for their country’: The Victorian Education Department and the 
Villers Bretonneux School,” Flinders Journal of History & Politics (FJHP) 24 (2007): 68-69.  
218 War Memorials Committee, Minutes of first meeting held on 24th January, 1921 and 10 February 1921 
report, “Australian National War Memorial, Villers Bretonneux,” to the Director-General of Works from J. 
S. Murdoch, Chief Architect, NAA (Canberra), series A 106, item G 1927/780.  
219 The War Memorials Committee, which met for the first time on 24 January 1921, appears to have 
operated within the Department of Defence, as well as in close cooperation with the Department of Works 
and Railways. War Memorials Committee, Minutes of the First Meeting held on 24th January, 1921; 10 
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February 1921 report, “Australian National War Memorial, Villers Bretonneux,” to the Director-General of 
Works from J. S. Murdoch, Chief Architect; War Memorials Committee, Minutes of the third meeting held 
on 12 April 1921; War Memorials Committee, Agenda of Fourth Meeting to be held at Victoria Barracks, 
Melbourne, at 2.30 p.m. on Tuesday 27th September, 1921; and 26 February 1926 letter to J. S. Murdoch 
from the Secretary, War Memorials Committee NAA (Canberra), series A106, item G1927/780. 
220 See http://www.cwgc.org/search/cemetery_details.aspx?cemetery=63701&mode=1 (accessed 
15/02/2010). 
221 26 January 1922 letter to the Secretary, Department of Defence, from J. Talbot Hobbs, NAA 
(Melbourne), series MP 367/1 item 528/1/292; and 23 May 1921 report, “Australian War Memorials,” to 
the Official Secretary; 24 June 1921 Memorandum for the Secretary, Prime Minister’s Department, 
Australian Graves Services, by M. L. Shepard; and 19 January 1922 report to the Secretary for Defence 
regarding Australian War Memorials abroad by C. P. Seccombe, NAA (Canberra), series A 106, item 
G1927/780.    
222 19 January 1922 report to the Secretary for Defence regarding Australian War Memorials abroad by C. 
P. Seccombe and War Memorials Committee, Minutes of the seventh meeting held at Victoria Barracks, 
Melbourne on 1st February, 1922, NAA (Canberra), series A 106, item G1927/780.  
223 Later, in a letter excerpted in the 25 September 1922 report to the Secretary, Department of Works & 
Railways, upon War Memorials, France, by [author’s name illegible], NAA (Canberra), series A 106, item 
G1927/780,  the Official Secretary writes: “I do not know what the feeling at your end is with regard to 
proceeding with construction of the Corps Memorial on the land which we purchased at Villers-
Bretonneux, but I feel strongly, and Sir Joseph Cook agrees with me, that the original project should be 
abandoned.” 
224 19 January 1922 report to the Secretary for Defence regarding Australian War Memorials abroad by C. 
P. Seccombe, NAA (Canberra), series A 106, item G 1927/780. 
225 War Memorials Committee, Minutes of the seventh meeting held at Victoria Barracks, Melbourne on 1st 
February, 1922, NAA (Canberra), series A 106, item G1927/780. 
226 War Memorials Committee, Tenth meeting held at Victoria Barracks, Melbourne, on 20th June, 1922, 
NAA (Canberra), series A 106, item G1927/780. 
227 E. K. Bowden, brief, “For Cabinet Consideration: National Memorial at Villers-Bretonneux,” NAA 
(Canberra), series A 106, item G1927/780 [ A notation of 24/1 suggests the brief dates from January 1924]; 
Decypher of cablegram forwarded by the Prime Minister (Mr. Bruce) to Sir Fabian Ware, War Graves 
Commission, London, dated 3 May 1924; Decode of cablegram from the Prime Minister’s Department to 
the High Commission’s Office, 8 May 1924; 8 May 1924 letter to Mr. Bruce from Fabian Ware; Decypher 
of cablegram despatched by the Prime Minister (Mr. Bruce) to Sir Joseph Cook, London, dated 14 May 
1924; and Decypher of cablegram sent by the Prime Minister (Mr. Bruce) to Sir Fabian Ware, London, 
dated 14 May 1924, NAA (Canberra), series A461, item H370/1/15 Part I.  
228 Draft, Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Defence, Architectural Competition for the 
Australian War Memorial at Villers-Bretonneux, France: Conditions Regulating Submission of Designs, 1, 
NAA (Canberra), series A106, item G1927/780. 
229 Draft, Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Defence, Architectural Competition for the 
Australian War Memorial at Villers-Bretonneux, France: Conditions Regulating Submission of Designs, 2, 
NAA (Canberra), series A106, item G1927/780. 
230 Draft, Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Defence, Architectural Competition for the 
Australian War Memorial at Villers-Bretonneux, France: Conditions Regulating the Submission of 
Designs, 2-4, NAA (Canberra), series A106, item G1927/780 and Commonwealth of Australia, Department 
of Defence, National War Memorial, Villers-Bretonneux, France. Architectural Competition. Conditions 
Regulating Submission of Designs (Melbourne: H. J. Green, Government Printer, October 1925) 3, AWM 
93, 12/8/13. 
231 20 November 1925 letter to the Publicity Officer, Prime Minister’s Department, from Trumble, NAA 
(Canberra), series A461, item H370/1/15 Part 1. 
232 J. Talbot Hobbs, J. S. Murdoch, and G. Sydney Jones, 5 October 1926 Adjudicators’ Report, “National 
War Memorial: Villers Bretonneux: France,” NAA (Canberra), series A106, item G1927/780. 
233 Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Defence, National War Memorial, Villers-Bretonneux, 
France. Architectural Competition. Conditions Regulating Submission of Designs (Melbourne: H. J. Green, 
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Government Printer, October 1925), 6, AWM 93, 12/8/13 and 23 December 1925 letter to George Sydney 
Jones from J. S. Murdoch, NAA (Canberra), series A106, item G1927/780.  
234 J. Talbot Hobbs, J. S. Murdoch, and G. Sydney Jones, 5 October 1926 Adjudicators’ Report, “National 
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Chapter Two 
Capital Commemoration and the Construction of National War Memorials in St. 
John’s, Ottawa, and Canberra 
  

The advent of the 1920s inaugurated a decade-long period of fervent local First 

World War memorialization in Canada, Newfoundland, and Australia alike. This was an 

expected post-war phenomenon in each nation because “the memory of war…,” as Susan 

Sontag reminds us, “like all memory, is mostly local.”1 Yet the socially sweeping nature 

and vast geographic swath cut by this flurry of community-based commemorative 

activity across Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian soil were historically 

unprecedented. Indeed, throughout this first post-war decade and, infrequently, the early 

1930s, Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian localities everywhere commemorated 

their communities’ participation in the 1914-1918 conflict, primarily by erecting 

memorials to the fallen, although other modes of memorialization, particularly utilitarian, 

such as memorial hospitals and halls,2

This chapter chronologically examines, from conception through completion, 

three capital Great War commemorative enterprises: the Newfoundland National War 

Memorial (St. John’s, 1924), the National War Memorial (Ottawa, 1939), and the 

Australian War Memorial (Canberra, 1941). The construction histories of the St. John’s 

and Ottawa memorials are comparatively brief and straightforward. To be sure, the 

realization of these two national war memorials was not without the complications and 

complexities common to such projects, including — at various points in the two cities — 

 won rare civic favour. Meanwhile, at the capital 

level, ambitious and invariably protracted war memorial schemes were initiated in St. 

John’s, Ottawa, and Canberra by key military, government, and civilian stakeholders in 

the public commemoration of the Great War.  
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the loss of the original designer (dismissal and death), design modifications, political 

wrangling at the prime ministerial or committee level, and site selection and 

improvement. The compounded effect of these factors was to delay each memorial’s 

completion, modestly in the case of St. John’s and considerably for Ottawa. By contrast, 

the Australian War Memorial boasts a long and complex creation process, owing to its 

final conception as a museum and national memorial commemorating two world wars. 

This was a departure from its founding vision as a record, and as a record repository, in 

remembrance of the service and sacrifice of the Great War Australian Imperial Force 

alone. Over two decades passed before the official opening of the Australian War 

Memorial during the Second World War, which is reflected in this chapter’s 

comparatively detailed account of its creation and construction.  

At bottom, though, discussion of these three capital war memorials primarily 

hinges upon two axes of critical interest: site and rite. Specifically, the capital war 

memorial is interrogated as the prime perennial locus of official ritualized 

commemorative activity, especially on the national day(s) of remembrance. In this 

regard, Australia’s national day of war remembrance, Anzac Day (25 April), is singled 

out for discussion and analysis because its public observance domestically, as well as by 

the Australian expatriate community, carries a unique sociopolitical and pop-cultural 

charge well beyond the merely memorial. This makes Anzac Day wholly unlike 

Remembrance Day (November 11) as it is observed in Australia, Canada, and other 

former World War One combatant nations, or Memorial Day (July 1), marked officially 

in Newfoundland. By the same token, although each of these three memorials has, since 

their unveiling, been reinvested with new meanings by way of commemorative add-ons, 
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in-depth examination of this phenomenon is reserved for the Australian War Memorial 

because it is with reference to the Canberra monument that add-ons can be most tellingly 

examined. Commemorative add-ons to this (indeed, to any) memorial can be profitably 

understood as exemplifying a process geographer Owen Dwyer identifies as symbolic 

accretion, whose manifestations may be allied or antithetical in nature.3

   

 Specifically, 

symbolic accretions may be permanent (plaques) or impermanent (wreaths), as well as 

performative, such as when a memorial’s space is commandeered for an event or an 

action that either confirms or criticizes the venue’s commemorative import. In providing 

a comprehensive post-inauguration history of the Australian War Memorial’s ongoing 

and evolving ceremonial function, epitomized by its observance of Anzac Day, this 

chapter underscores how the meaning and symbolism of all memorials is mutable against 

an ever-changing horizon of social and cultural developments.  

2.0. The Newfoundland Regiment and the Great War 

The Newfoundland Great War dead were commemorated overseas, including at 

Beaumont-Hamel, as well as in St. John’s. Although a small fighting force, the 

Newfoundland Regiment participated in many of the War’s major campaigns, the first of 

which was Gallipoli. These men, formally attached to the 29th Division, disembarked on 

20 September 1915 for active service at Suvla Bay (situated to the north of Anzac Cove 

in Turkey),4 their combat base until the evacuation of the peninsula some months later. 

The losses and casualties sustained by the Regiment during its four-month engagement 

here totaled forty-four dead and seventy wounded, the majority of deaths, however, 

attributable to disease, especially enteric dysentery. The Regiment then enjoyed a three-
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month recuperative stint in Egypt until mid-March 1916, during which time their reduced 

numbers were bolstered by an influx of just-drafted men and the rejoining to their ranks 

of both the Gallipoli convalescent and the men of the transport corps, back from their 

recent deployment with the Western Frontier Force. The Regiment left Egypt for France 

on 14 March 1916, disembarking at Marseilles a week later en route to the Western 

Front, arriving at Louvencourt at the beginning of April. The Regiment’s first frontline 

tour of duty, two raids on the German trenches, was conducted at Beaumont Hamel, later 

the site of their own iconic Great War engagement, on 1 July 1916, the inaugural day of 

the Battle of the Somme. For the remainder of hostilities they served in various French 

and Belgian battle sectors. At the War’s end the regimental casualty count amounted to 

1,304 men, or one-fifth of the 6,179 who had served.5

 

  

2.1. The War Memorial Committee of the Patriotic Association of Newfoundland, 
1918-1920 
 

Nearly half a year before the signing of the 1918 Armistice the task of 

commemorating Newfoundland’s fallen in the Great War had already received formal 

consideration, with a governor-appointed commemoration committee resolving on 26 

July 1918, in consultation with the Patriotic Association of Newfoundland (PAN), to 

erect a war memorial in St. John’s.6 The Patriotic Association was founded in 1914 and 

was chaired by the governor himself, Sir Walter Davidson. Until late 1917 it orchestrated 

regimental affairs, including recruitment, stores, finances, transportation and 

accommodation, and medical treatment, until these responsibilities were assumed by the 

Department of Militia. It was aided by its auxiliary, the Women’s Patriotic Association.7  
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At the Patriotic Association’s 29 December 1919 meeting, a brief of the War 

Memorial Committee, the successor body to the governor-appointed commemoration 

committee, was read and much debated. The governor was of the opinion that the total 

expense of the war memorial should not exceed $40,000-$50,000. Others present 

expressed their predilection for a memorial comprising “something symbolic in 

Statuary,”8 citing the caribou memorial that was soon to be erected at five Great War 

battle sites significant to the Newfoundland Regiment. A model of this was presented to 

the PAN by Major T. Nangle. (See Chapter One for a full discussion of the overseas 

memorials, especially the caribou cairn erected at Beaumont-Hamel.) Lt. Col. Bernard 

apprised those gathered of the war memorial resolutions made by the Great War 

Veterans’ Association (GWVA), whose members favoured the local installation of a 

caribou memorial, as well as the construction of a complex comprising both normal and 

technical schools and facilities for the GWVA. This meeting, marked by vigorous and 

opposing discussion over the nature (symbolic or utilitarian or both), of the war 

memorial, adjourned with the PAN agreeing that the resolutions put forth by the War 

Memorial Committee and the GWVA be reviewed jointly by those two bodies.9

The prolongation of the war memorial issue lay with the two competing 

proposals. As before, advocates and detractors of the schemes abounded. Sir William 

Lloyd, Newfoundland’s prime minister in 1918 and 1919,

  

10 for example, pronounced the 

caribou memorial eminently “fitting,”11 whilst the secretary of the PAN declared such a 

vision “unsuitable.”12 Furthermore, the proposed site, Bannerman Park,13 was itself 

problematic, since this location could not accommodate the normal school, now approved 

by the government and for which $100,000 had been earmarked. In the wake of these 
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discussions a resolution was passed, whereby authorization was granted to the War 

Memorial Committee to consult with the eminent British architect George Gilbert Scott 

regarding the preparation of plans.14 Scott’s prospectus, including a sketch, passed muster 

with the GWVA in November 1920. At the committee’s regular meeting three days later, 

attendees similarly approved Scott’s prospectus but, in the absence of many members that 

evening, it was thought preferable to defer formally endorsing his memorial plan. It was 

then resolved that a one-month moratorium be observed before the plan was further 

considered but that, in the interim, it be published in the press, so that the public might be 

better apprised of the scheme. Mayor Gosling of St. John’s, for his part, observed that the 

government, having already allocated $100,000 for the construction of a normal school, 

could also finance a memorial school, whose cost would be absorbed over a number of 

years. Lloyd rejoined that the normal school was a government matter, but that he was 

confident that a concerted lobbying effort would yield governmental financial assistance 

for the Memorial School. Lloyd’s resolution to this effect was unanimously acclaimed 

and a PAN delegation was elected to lobby the government.15

All was not smooth-sailing, however. The Patriotic Association of Newfoundland 

was instrumental in spearheading the national war memorial initiative. However, their 

efforts were perceived as ineffectual by P. E. Outerbridge, the vice-president and 

treasurer of Outerbridge and Daly Limited (Brokers and Manufacturers’Agents),

  

16 who 

organized a public assembly on 9 June 1921, held at the Board of Trade and attended by 

an estimated 80-100 men and women, including the president of the GWVA, John G. 

Higgins. The purpose of the meeting was to broach how best to expedite the process of 

memorializing Newfoundland’s war dead. Outerbridge called for the immediate 
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implementation of a three-month fundraising campaign which, he was confident, could 

easily generate $10,000 by 1 September. Thereafter, should donations cease, this sum 

alone would permit the erection of a “simple but dignified Memorial.”17 Before this 

meeting’s close, eight resolutions were acclaimed, two of which, resolutions three and 

four, are of particular interest. Firstly, the memorial would commemorate all the 

Newfoundland fallen of the Great War, whether these men had served with the Royal 

Newfoundland Regiment, the Royal Naval Reserve, the Newfoundland Mercantile 

Marine, or allied regiments and navies. Secondly, the memorial would be erected in St. 

John’s.18

A War Memorial Sub-Committee on Design and Location was formed. A short 

list of sites was presented at the 9 August 1921 meeting of the executive committee. 

Bannerman Park was the majority choice.

  

19 It was soon thereafter agreed that, upon 

determining the kind of memorial to be erected, an architect would be appointed to draft 

various designs.20 However, the limited progress made thus far towards the war 

memorial’s realization prompted the Rev. Lieut.-Col. Nangle to propose a new tack 

before the executive committee’s 3 February 1922 assembly. At this meeting Prime 

Minister Richard Anderson Squires also informed those present that the PAN war 

memorial committee was now “defunct.”21 Squires’s government had been contacted by 

PAN regarding their “grandiose scheme for a Memorial School that would cost a Quarter 

of a Million dollars.”22 When, however, he had pressed the PAN’s lobbyists about their 

willingness to furnish the additional $150,000 required (the government had budgeted 

only for $100,000), they could not, and no further contact was pursued. Gosling, who had 

been the PAN’s chairman, did contact Outerbridge’s war memorial committee, proposing 
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the absorption of the PAN’s former membership into that of Outerbridge’s war memorial 

committee: a proposal that was outright refused.23

Thomas Nangle, it will be recalled, had served as the wartime Catholic chaplain 

to the Newfoundland Regiment; post-war, he was engaged as the director of Graves 

Registration and Enquiries, Newfoundland Contingent, in which capacity he worked 

closely with the Imperial War Graves Commission, as well as other agencies. From 1919 

to 1921 Nangle represented Newfoundland upon the Commission’s National Battlefields 

Memorial Committee.

  

24 He lauded the efforts of Outerbridge’s committee before 

pronouncing its fundraising strategies no longer tenable. As for the war memorial itself, 

Nangle was steadfast in his conviction that it be a memorial “purely and simply.”25 Most 

urgent, however, was the need to generate additional funds, with an eye to augmenting 

the existing $15,000 to a handsome $50,000. The executive committee was receptive to 

Nangle’s proposal, undoubtedly persuaded by his proven commitment to the 

commemoration of the Newfoundland war dead overseas, including his involvement with 

the organization of their graves in France, an endeavour personally witnessed by Dr. J. 

Alex Robinson, which the latter briefly recounted with visible emotion.26

Two months later, Nangle reported that $48,002.34 had been raised for a 

memorial to be located in St. John’s. Once all outstanding pledges had been honoured, 

the net total would exceed $50,000. Now that the executive committee had guaranteed 

funds, it could proceed with the urgent matter of site selection. Although a committee had 

already been appointed to scout and assess locations, the question was put to the floor for 

consideration. Nangle seized this opportunity to exert a determining force in shaping the 

committee’s war memorial vision, as well as expediting its realization. He noted that the 
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memorial’s original completion deadline, July of that year (1922), obviously could not be 

met. Handily, he produced a ready-made resolution to address this situation:  

WHEREAS the King’s Beach is the Corner stone [sic] of the Overseas 
Empire, and 
WHEREAS the King’s Beach is the site that overlooked the embarkation 
of so many of those for whom the Monument will stand and also 
overlooked the return of the broken and maimed…, and 
WHEREAS it is the only site approved by the general public, 
BE IT RESOLVED THAT THIS EXECUTIVE OF THE NATIONAL 
WAR MEMORIAL COMMITTEE DECIDE THAT THE NATIONAL 
WAR MEMORIAL BE ERECTED ON THE KING’S BEACH.27

 
  

The King’s Beach is where explorer Sir Humphrey Gilbert reputedly landed in August 

1583 and claimed Newfoundland for the Crown. This alleged landing site lies slightly 

westward of the Customs Examining Store and other waterfront developments.28 The 

Hon. W. R. Warren expressed reservation about the site, and asked whether its present air 

of “delapidation [sic]”29

 Undoubtedly buoyed by his successful bid to commandeer the war memorial 

campaign, Nangle next proposed his concept (an allegorical one) for it. Specifically, he 

conceived of it as a “Leading [L]light,” both practical and symbolic; the memorial would 

operate as an illuminating device, safely guiding mariners to St. John’s harbour, but the 

beacon would be discreetly incorporated within a sculptural ensemble. This grouping 

would comprise personifications of Newfoundland and Liberty, the latter figure receiving 

 could be rendered presentable by drawing modestly from the 

$50,000 now held in trust. Nangle replied affirmatively, adding it was also his wish that 

City Council deny a construction permit for any structure slated to be built near King’s 

Beach, should its aesthetic jar with that of the war memorial. This response satisfied 

Warren and, no further queries being aired, Nangle’s resolution passed unanimously. 

Bannerman Park was thus removed from the picture.  
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the “torch of liberty” (where the beacon would be concealed) from the “failing hands” of 

the other. An inscription, “We throw to you the torch. Be Yours to hold it high,”30 left no 

ambiguity about the ensemble’s commemorative import. Nangle acknowledged that the 

central conceit of his war memorial conception (surely obvious to the audience, too) was 

drawn directly from John MacRae’s popular war poem “In Flanders Fields.” The 

chairman thought the conception “a nice one.”31

Nangle subsequently obtained the permission of the Minister of Marine and 

Fisheries for his proposed ‘Leading Light’ war memorial, but its adoption was not 

absolute.

  

32 Instead, design work would be performed in England during the winter of 

1922-1923; for his part, Nangle recommended the architect W. H. Greene, who would 

waive his professional fee. Nangle was emphatic, however, that whatever the final artistic 

conception of the memorial, its aesthetic must be uniquely evocative of Newfoundland 

and its structure weatherproof. From Europe, where he would shortly be returning, he 

would administer the war memorial design solicitation process. When a design had been 

approved by the Newfoundland committee as well as by the Imperial War Graves 

Commission, its execution would be undertaken in England over the course of the winter, 

thus allowing the war memorial to be shipped over in the spring. Once erected, the 

memorial would be entrusted to the Newfoundland government’s care.33

By September 1922 a British draftsman, overseen by Greene and working to his 

specifications, was preparing plans for the memorial’s base and its surrounds. 

Meanwhile, Nangle had preferentially permitted Basil Gotto, the sculptor who had 

designed the caribou memorial that would soon be installed at Newfoundland’s five 

battlefield memorial sites on the Western Front, to submit a design.

  

34 A month later 
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Nangle related how Greene’s appointment, since terminated, had proven ill advised, the 

architect having persistently pursued his personal architectural vision for the memorial 

despite repeated criticisms that it was unsuitable. Greene had also accused Gotto of 

design theft. A disgruntled Greene then deluged a host of War Memorial Committee 

members with venomous letters, which Nangle was anxious should remain private, for 

fear of poisoning public sentiment about the memorial’s management. Meanwhile, 

Nangle’s energies were occupied with the war memorial’s groundwork, for which he 

submitted two to-scale mud-and-matchstick models.35

Conspicuous gaps exist in the archival record documenting this next phase of the 

memorial’s creation; however, key facts are ascertainable, even if certain decision-

making processes, as well as the precise unfolding of events, cannot be reconstructed, 

except indirectly. As of February 1923, plaster models of the five figures now comprising 

the war memorial had been modeled by the sculptors F. V. Blundstone and Gilbert Bayes, 

both members of the R.S.B.S.

   

36 Blundstone designed three of the memorial’s figures: a 

torch-carrying and sword-wielding female personification of Liberty (Fig. 49),37 a Royal 

Naval Reservist (Fig. 50), and a Soldier (Fig. 51). The memorial’s Forester and Merchant 

Marine (Fig. 52) figures were the creations of Bayes. The casting in bronze of all five 

sculptures was performed by the Art Bronze Foundry, West Kensington.38 Evidently 

Gotto forfeited his first-pick status as the war memorial’s designer. It remains unclear 

what circumstances or events precipitated his removal from this, perhaps, casually 

appointed post. Regardless, the fallout was acrimonious, with Gotto having served 

Nangle, Whitty, and Rendell a writ for either breach of contract or damages for work 

executed and goods furnished.39 By the same token, Englishman G. H. Kitchin replaced 
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Greene as the memorial’s architect. The archive-preserved correspondence between 

Nangle and Kitchin is scant. These communications date from autumn 1924, but, 

importantly, there is no indication that their working relationship, whatever the precise 

duration, was anything but amicable.40 Legal troubles aside, back in St. John’s 

preparations for work upon the war memorial’s site were initiated.41

On 6 March 1923, P. E. Outerbridge arranged a meeting with R. G. Rendell, 

chairman of the war memorial committee, at the Board of Trade, where a select party 

would be privately shown three finalist memorial models dispatched by Nangle. Two 

groups, Outerbridge’s invitees and the Dominion Executive of the GWVA,

   

42 ultimately 

inspected prospective models and blueprints for the war memorial’s spatial disposition, 

including its circulation patterns and physical barriers. As for the granite samples 

provided for examination, the GWVA executive favoured employing locally quarried 

stone for the memorial’s construction for reasons practical, sentimental, and economic. 

Ultimately, the war memorial’s construction contract, totaling nearly 160 tons of granite, 

was given to the English firm of Messrs. Fenning & Co., Ltd., Hammersmith.43

In the winter of 1924 Nangle conceived of his idea for the war memorial’s 

dedicatory plaque. This, he explained to Blundstone, the sculptor to whom he was 

entrusting its design, should assume the appearance of a ribbon-bound laurel wreath. The 

ribbon should be emblazoned with the names of the four primary battle theatres in which 

the Newfoundland Regiment were engaged: Gallipoli, Egypt, France, and Belgium. As 

executed, the plaque, mounted beneath the feet of the Forester and Merchant Marine 

sculptures, conforms exactly to Nangle’s specifications, albeit with additional 

emblematic embellishments (Fig. 53).

  

44  
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2.2. The Unveiling of the Newfoundland National War Memorial 

On 20 August 1923, nearly an entire year in advance of the war memorial’s 

official unveiling on 1 July next, Nangle formally invited Lord (Field Marshal) and Lady 

Haig to attend the 1924 unveiling ceremony and for the Field Marshal to perform the 

day’s honour.45 Haig, it will be recalled, was the commander-in-chief of the British 

Expeditionary Force; after the war, he was elected president of the British Legion 

(London and Edinburgh) and grand president of the British Empire Service League, 

gaining both presidencies in 1921.46 In his formal invitation Nangle took pains to politely 

impress upon Haig the immense symbolic and practical value that would obtain from his 

ceremonial visit. He was thinking specifically of the ex-servicemen’s association 

(although unnamed, Nangle must surely mean the GWVA) whose Newfoundland 

membership had stagnated at two thousand members. If Haig, a staunch advocate of the 

empire’s veterans,47 performed the unveiling, his doing so would confer public respect 

upon, as well as revitalize, the ranks of Newfoundland’s moribund ex-servicemen’s 

association. Two days later Nangle received notice that Field Marshal Haig had accepted 

his invitation.48

With the Haigs’ visit confirmed, Nangle next extended, first on behalf of 

Newfoundland veterans, then, again, formally, in the name of the government, an 

invitation to Rudyard Kipling to attend, as an official guest, the 1924 unveiling.

   

49 Kipling 

was certainly acquainted with Nangle’s personal commitment to memorialize 

Newfoundland’s participation in the Great War and honour its dead, having some two 

years earlier agreed to draft, at Nangle’s request, the text for a memorial tablet that 

Nangle was having mounted in Amiens cathedral for their remembrance. Indeed, Nangle 
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had once more prevailed upon him to exercise his literary gift in commemorating 

Newfoundland’s Great War participation by asking him to compose an inscription for the 

very war memorial whose unveiling ceremony he was urged to honour with his 

presence.50 Nangle’s bid was unsuccessful, however, with Kipling, albeit reluctantly, 

claiming an already overextended schedule.51 Invitations to the unveiling were also 

issued to Brig.-General A. F. Home and Captain Simson of the British Empire Service 

League, who would represent all British veterans, as well as to Lt. Col. J. Forbes-

Robertson, Border Regiment.52

A full six years in gestation, the Newfoundland national war memorial was finally 

unveiled by Field Marshall Haig on 1 July 1924, the eight anniversary of the near 

annihilation of the Newfoundland Regiment at Beaumont-Hamel. Along parallel lines, 

The Veteran reported in April that caribou memorials were already erected at the 

Gueudecourt (1922, Fig. 54) and Masnières (1923) sites; meanwhile, a caribou bronze 

had been crated and shipped to Courtrai, where it would be installed shortly.

  

53 Memorial 

site preparation, however, was still underway at both Monchy-le-Preux and Beaumont-

Hamel, with the former of these two battlefields being “the only one which has not yet 

been tackled seriously.”54

A parade preceded the memorial’s unveiling. Its military, civilian, and musician 

marching parties, the former representing various branches of the Newfoundland, 

imperial, colonial, and allied forces, congregated at the railway station, their departure 

point. The parade route — Water Street — was, The Veteran reported, thronged by “tens 

of thousands”

  

55 of spectators. En route to the memorial the parade participants briefly 

paused at the Court House, where, at ten o’clock sharp, Haig took the salute. The parade 
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then resumed, terminating at the memorial. There, the ceremony’s presiding officials and 

invited dignitaries had already assembled to await the arrival of Haig and Governor 

Allardyce. The playing of the Recessional heralded their appearance, after which the 

chairman of the War Memorial Committee invited the governor to formally receive, for 

all Newfoundlanders, the National War Memorial. Allardyce, in accepting the memorial, 

delivered a brief address, which was followed by prayers. Following Haig’s speech, 

unusual only in its statement that the Battle of Masnières exemplified the Regiment’s 

gallantry, but otherwise extolling both the sacrifice and service of Newfoundland’s 

sailors and soldiers during the Great War and expressing sympathy for the relatives of the 

fallen, the memorial was unveiled (Fig. 55). Haig was then joined by the governor and 

together they laid the first wreaths. Other wreath-layers, including Newfoundland’s prime 

minister, St. John’s mayor, naval representatives, and other organizations and citizens, 

followed.56

Three flights of granite steps with iron railings ascend from Water Street to the 

monument in its platform: a semi-circular, partially walled terrace upon which is erected 

the memorial itself. Its height appears flush to the eye, with the two-storey buildings that 

line Duckworth Street its bustling backdrop (Fig. 56), but from which it is physically 

separated by ornamental metal fencing. This fencing, as well as the memorial’s perimeter 

landscaping, both demarcates and segregates this monumental space from its competing 

urban surrounds, if not sounds. Surmounting the memorial’s central granite pedestal, 

upon which is prominently engraved a cross, lending this stone shaft the uncanny (and 

probably deliberate) appearance of a massive tombstone, is the imperious female 

personification of Newfoundland/Liberty who in her left hand holds aloft a lit torch, and 
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in her right hand clenches a sword, albeit lowered non-aggressively. Beneath her, 

standing before the cross and side by side in symbolic unity of duty are the figures of a 

Merchant Marine, garbed in the traditional waterproof oilskin cap, jacket, slacks and 

rubber boots of the Newfoundland fisherman, warily scanning the horizon, and that of a 

strapping Forester who appears to take a moment’s repose from his labours, his axe 

casually raised but resting against his right shoulder. Upon the pedestal’s two sweeping 

side arms kneel, poised in perpetual battle readiness, (on the left-hand side)  a Royal 

Naval Reservist, spyglass in hand, and (on the right-hand side) a fully armed Soldier. 

This sculptural tableau of four stalwart, roughly life-size figures of Newfoundland Great 

War servicemen blends verisimilitude of uniform with idealized physiognomies and a 

generic handsomeness of appearance. The inscription of the memorial’s dedicatory 

plaque reads:  

To the glory of God and in perpetual remembrance of one hundred & ninety-two 
men of the Newfoundland Royal Naval Reserve, thirteen hundred men of the 
Royal Newfoundland Regiment, one hundred & seventeen men of the 
Newfoundland and Mercantile Marine, and all of those Newfoundlanders of other 
units of his Majesty’s or Allied forces who gave their lives by sea and land for the 
defence of the British Empire in the Great War, 1914-1918. For enduring witness, 
also to the services of the men of the Island who during that War fought not 
without honour in the navies and armies of their Empire. This monument is 
erected by their fellow countrymen and was unveiled by Field Marshall Earl Haig, 
K.T., G.C.B., O.M, etc. First of July 1924. 
 
Let them give glory unto the Lord and declare His praise in the islands. Isaiah 
42.12  
 
Three years after the unveiling, a general-interest pamphlet about the war 

memorial was drafted for publication.57 A half century later, in 1977 and 1980, plaques 

honouring the service and sacrifice of Newfoundlanders in the Second World War and 

those of Canadians (Newfoundland having joined confederation in 1949), as well as 
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United Nations forces during the Korean War, were added to the memorial (Fig. 57, 58), 

each an allied form of symbolic accretion in Owen Dwyer’s coinage. For stylistic 

cohesion, both of these plaques were modelled after that dedicated to the Newfoundland 

dead of 1914-1918.58

 

 The erection of the Newfoundland national war memorial at King’s 

Beach was not arbitrary, for this was a site freighted with mutually reinforcing historical 

associations: the foundational and the martial. Thomas Nangle, in convincing the War 

Memorial Committee of the location’s emblematic appropriateness, emphasized that it 

had served as both the embarkation and disembarkation points for Newfoundland’s 

fighting forces in the Great War. The memorial’s surrounding streetscape is, now as then, 

a heavily populated one, with an abundance of pedestrian and vehicular traffic. This high-

traffic environment accords the memorial, which is situated between two major urban 

arteries, its necessary civic prominence. The memorial, of course, occupies its own space, 

signalling that its grounds, whilst public, are reserved for contemplation and 

commemorative activity and thus stand separated (but not removed) from the commerce 

and cars that lie just beyond its physical confines. Here, site and rite coalesce in 

ceremony, where, each Memorial and Remembrance Day, commemorative observances 

are held.  

2.3. The National War Memorial, Ottawa 

Between the world wars, Ottawa’s national Great War commemorative landscape 

emerged, beginning with the parliamentary precinct and, later, with the erection of the 

National War Memorial (Fig. 59), the monumental lynchpin and the ceremonial locus, to 

this day, of Remembrance Day observances. If the realization of the Newfoundland 
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National War Memorial rests largely with the efforts and interventions of one individual, 

Thomas Nangle, so too does the National War Memorial, a commemorative project in 

which Prime Minister William Lyon Mackenzie King staked tremendous personal and 

political interest, as part of his larger vision for the urban development of the nation’s 

capital. Just as Nangle parlayed his authority as the appointed custodian of 

Newfoundland’s fallen, including their commemoration, to exert a determining force 

upon the siting and the design of the St. John’s memorial, King exercised his political 

muscle in ensuring that Ottawa’s National War Memorial was installed in his chosen 

venue, Confederation Square, although its design was left to competition. Despite 

progress-halting situations like the premature demise of the memorial’s designer and the 

Depression, the erection of the National War Memorial was relatively straightforward, 

and thus requires only a short account here.  

In 1925 the government launched its competition for the design of the National 

War Memorial, for which a budget of $100,000 had been allocated. The pool of eligible 

entrants was restricted to architects, artists and sculptors possessing citizenship from a 

country allied to Britain during the Great War or who were British subjects. The 

competition brief, General Conditions for the Guidance of Architects, Artists and 

Sculptors in Preparing Competitive Designs for the Proposed National Commemorative 

War Monument for the Dominion of Canada in Ottawa, Canada, was issued by the 

Minister of Public Works in February 1925. The brief renders clearly the intended 

message and purpose of this commemorative enterprise. It also acknowledges, however, 

the project’s core problem: the complicating two-sidedness of the War’s memorialization 

in monumental form, which must carefully negotiate between evocations of martial 
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valour, heroism, sacrifice, and victory without conjuring vainglorious militarism or 

delighting in the plight of the vanquished.59 The brief is specific on these two counts, 

directing competition entrants to submit designs for a monument extolling “the spirit of 

heroism, the spirit of self-sacrifice, the spirit of all that is noble and great that was 

exemplified in the lives of those sacrificed in the Great War, and the services rendered by 

the men and women who went Overseas,” whilst aiming not to “glorify war or suggest 

the arrogance of a conqueror.” The brief reiterates that “While the spirit of victory is 

essential it should be expressed so as to not only immortalize Canada’s defenders, but 

convey a feeling of gratitude that out of this great conflict a new hope has sprung for 

future prosperity under peaceful conditions.”60 The site cited as most appropriate for the 

National War Memorial was Connaught Place, an expanse surrounded by the Chateau 

Laurier, the main Post Office, and Central [train] Station. The privileging of this location 

was entirely the doing of Prime Minister William Lyon Mackenzie King, who, a month 

prior to the release of the competition brief, had declared this his site preference.61

Indeed, the siting of the National War Memorial must also be seen as inextricably 

bound up with the capital’s urban revitalization as envisioned and effectively controlled 

by King, Canada’s prime minister for much of the interwar period.

     

62 To this end, King, 

who first held the prime ministerial post from 1921 to 1930, assumed guidance over the 

activities of the Ottawa Improvement Committee, also appointing its latest chairman, 

Thomas Ahern. This body was reconfigured by King in 1927 as the Federal District 

Commission (FDC), which boasted a broader vision and a greater operating budget than 

the Ottawa Improvement Committee. Although King was an advocate of the federal 

district idea, the notion was perceived negatively in Quebec amidst apprehension over its 
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linguistic and cultural implications, and thus the FDC morphed into a parks 

administration body with offices in both Ottawa and Hull but without municipal powers 

and with little scope to affect urban planning.  

With the strengthening of the economy during the latter half of the 1920s, King, 

in partnership with Ahern, devised a plan for the capital’s urban revitalization: an 

impressive downtown plaza (an idea recalling the plan previously drafted by Chicago 

architect Edward Bennett in 1915 for the Federal Plan Commission Report) bounded by 

the Rideau Canal and both Elgin and Wellington Streets. When the Russell House Hotel, 

a Connaught Place fixture, was razed by fire towards the end of 1927, King first 

opportunistically quashed its proprietor’s bid to raise another hotel there, followed by his 

expropriation of the whole city block upon which it had once sat. He then saw to 

wrangling a bill through Parliament that would amend both the Act governing the 

operations of the FDC and commit three million dollars for the redevelopment of 

Connaught Place into an impressive plaza, Confederation Square. The prime minister 

subsequently played the federal funding card to strong-arm City Council into 

acquiescence over his ambitious plaza vision, the Council conceding to move City Hall 

and broaden Elgin Street for this purpose. In a bid to imbue his Confederation Square  

project with the necessary sense of political urgency, King called for the installation there 

of the National War Memorial, whose commission had been awarded to the English 

sculptor Vernon March in January 1926.63

March’s winning entry, chosen from a total of 127 submissions (most of which 

were of Canadian origin, although a good number of entries were also received from 

Britain, France, Belgium, and the United States, as well as one from Trinidad), was 
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entitled Canada’s Great Response. It originally comprised an ensemble of 17 figures, 

mounted upon a pedestal and representing the various branches of the armed services. 

These were depicted as passing through a colossal archway surmounted by 

personifications of Peace, laurel wreath in hand, and Freedom, carrying aloft a torch.  

March, accompanied by his brother Sydney, an architect, inspected Connaught Place in 

the spring of 1926, when they realized that the Great Response would benefit from 

enlargement, so that it would not appear unduly diminished in scale by sightline 

comparisons with the Chateau Laurier and Central Station, thus reducing its monumental 

majesty and affective impact. Their recommendations to widen the pedestal, raise the 

arch, and enlarge the sculpted figures received the government’s consent. Well-

intentioned, if misguided criticism, from some quarters took March to task for designing 

an exclusionary vision of the Canadian Expeditionary Force (CEF) because its seventeen 

figures did not stand for all the different Canadian units enlisted in service during the 

Great War. The charge was, of course, ridiculous to even contemplate, considering that a 

good 2600 units belonged to the CEF, but March politely countered that his monumental 

vision commemorating the servicemen and women of 1914-1918 was emblematic of the 

entire CEF, rather than a literal conception. Still, he accommodated his critics with the 

addition, in the spring of 1929, of another two figures. Once more his contract was 

rewritten and the monument’s budget readjusted, having now escalated to $200,000. The 

following July, March unexpectedly died; his death, however, did not derail the 

realization of the Great Response, although it did suspend its progress for a time. 

Fortunately, March, assisted by his six brothers and one sister, had finished nearly all of 

the clay models for the sculptures before his untimely demise at the age of 39.64 The 
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Canadian government withheld payment for work still in progress until the March estate 

was settled. Accordingly, the casting of the sculptures by Sydney March did not occur 

until 1932.65

King, meanwhile, had not won a second term in the 1930 election, and plans to 

commence construction of Confederation Square were held in abeyance. However, as a 

member of the Opposition, he exhorted Prime Minister R. B. Bennett to see that the city 

honour its commitment towards the realization of Confederation Square. As it happened, 

City Hall fortuitously burned down in 1931, forcing the municipal government to seek 

new lodgings. In the event, it was decided that the municipal government, after 

repeatedly nixing plans for its own installation in an edifice facing the square, would be 

relocated outside the downtown sector. This decision was propitious as far as it eased the 

path towards the realization of King’s vision of Confederation Square, although the 

timing was not. The dire economic conditions wrought by the Depression necessarily 

suspended grand public works projects such as this. When King was re-elected prime 

minister in 1935 the economic climate was healthier and he could again contemplate 

pushing through his vision for Confederation Square.

  

66

 Sydney March, on having learned in 1932 that the federal government had still 

not confirmed its action plan for Confederation Square, King’s hold-out site for the 

National War Memorial, sought and received approval to exhibit the figures of the Great 

Response, mounted on a makeshift display apparatus, in Hyde Park. Public acclaim for 

the figures was positive, although one perceived miscalculation was brought to his notice: 

the dimensions of the archway (simulated Laurentian granite) were presumed 

insufficiently wide to permit passage of the 18-pounder field gun. The public, who 
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shortly learned that March would heighten and broaden the archway, so as to better 

showcase the memorial’s sculptural tableau, attributed these modifications to this 

“joke.”67 In a 1937 interview with the Globe and Mail, though, Sydney March debunked 

this humorous story, for the field gun was “obviously unlimbered”68 and, hence, already 

immobile or grounded. Beyond this conceptual conceit, in the battlefield, he added, the 

strength of many more men would need to be harnessed to draw forth an artillery piece of 

such weight. All the same, to satisfy his curiosity, measurements were taken: “We 

actually measured it after that outcry and found the cannon could get through the arch 

with two inches to spare.”69 In the event, March duly redrafted the plans for the archway, 

broadening its span, a modification that left visually disruptive spatial voids, marring the 

original aesthetic harmonization between the sculptural ensemble and its architectural 

frame. He remedied this displeasing optic with the addition of another three figures, 

increasing their number to twenty-two.70

King, meanwhile, never relented in his efforts. The decisive turning point 

occurred in 1936, one year after he again assumed the office of prime minister, while 

being personally guided about the grounds of the 1936 Paris World’s Fair by its principal 

architect, Jacques Gréber. The two developed an instant rapport, with King inviting 

Gréber to Ottawa to draft a number of plans for the capital’s improvement. Gréber visited 

Ottawa in 1937 and immediately set to work. His proposal to relocate the National War 

Memorial slightly northward to Major’s Hill Park on Nepean Point, citing the excessive 

traffic of the square, was rejected by King. Suitably chastened, Gréber returned to his 

hotel drafting board and produced a design, approved by King, which entailed the 

demolition of the Connaught Place Post Office, the latter to be rebuilt looking onto the 
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square. At long last, the construction of Confederation Square was a certainty, as was the 

installation of the National War Memorial there. Also in 1937, the March sculptures were 

shipped to Ottawa from England and the contract for the memorial’s Quebec granite 

pedestal and archway granted to a Montreal firm in the last months of the year. By 

September 1938 the Memorial’s pedestal and archway were ready to receive the twenty-

two figures (Fig. 60, 61); the first to be mounted being the personifications of Peace and 

Freedom. The dedication of the National War Memorial, originally slated to occur on 

Remembrance Day 1938, the twentieth anniversary of the signing of the Armistice, was 

subsequently deferred until 1939, the occasion of the royal visit, at which time King 

George VI was asked to perform its dedication.71

The dedication on 21 May 1939 was attended by some 100,000-plus spectators.

 

72

What is particularly interesting is that I had to do, at the outset, with the character 
of the memorial, its location, the competition by which the choice was made, with 
increase in its size, and have had everything to do of late with determining its 
approaches, surroundings etc. I had thought, at one time, that I might have 
occasion to prepare a speech to deliver myself, if when the time of the unveiling 
came, I should be in office. Little did I dream that the speech which I should write 
would be the one for the King himself to deliver. That, too, came as it were part of 
a plan.

 

King, an inveterate diarist, privately confided in his journal’s pages:  

73

 
 

King George VI, in dedicating the National War Memorial, spoke: 

For the cause of peace and freedom 60,000 Canadians gave their lives, and a still 
larger number suffered impairment of body or mind. This sacrifice the national 
memorial holds in remembrance for our own and succeeding generations. 

This memorial, however, does more than commemorate a great event in 
the past. It has a message for all generations and for all countries — the message 
which called forth Canada’s response. Not by chance do the crowning figures of 
peace and freedom appear side by side. Peace and freedom cannot long be 
separated. It is well that we have, in one of the world’s capitals, a visible reminder 
of so great a truth. Without freedom there can be no enduring peace, and without 
peace no enduring freedom.74
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Notwithstanding the dedication speech’s requisite invocation of the heroic self-sacrifice 

of the Canadian servicemen and women of the Great War, its tenor was also distinctly 

future-oriented, inviting the assembled crowd to draw another moral lesson from their 

study of the Great Response: the inseparability of Peace and Freedom.75

Both the Second World War and the Korean War are now commemorated on the 

National War Memorial; their respective dates, allied symbolic accretions, are rendered 

in bronze numerals (Fig. 62), which conform in style and size to those of the original 

1914-1918 bronze numbers.

 These remarks 

would shortly prove uncannily apt, if profoundly ironic, for but three months hence 

Canada was once more at war.  

76

The monumental space surrounding the National War Memorial continues to be 

developed as a venue for the commemoration and celebration of Canada’s military in 

ways that are not in evidence at the site of the Newfoundland memorial. On 5 November 

2006, the Sunday preceding Remembrance Day, Governor-General Michaëlle Jean 

unveiled the Valiants Memorial, a sculptural installation honouring fourteen individuals, 

two women and twelve men whose lives span the seventeenth to twentieth centuries, for 

their commendable war service. The Valiants Foundation, an organization whose 

membership is primarily composed of military historians and veterans, with heritage 

architect Julian Smith and former Dominion Sculptor Eleanor Milne both representing 

 The codes and culture of First World War commemoration 

thus persist as the framing device, as well as the literal frame, for the commemoration of 

other wars and all wars (as occurs with the St. John’s memorial). The May 2000 

installation of the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier before the National War Memorial (see 

Chapter Four) is the most complex attestation of this extraordinary persistence. 
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the cultural sector and providing their professional counsel, initiated plans for this 

eponymous memorial in 2003, as well as selected the fourteen individuals to be 

memorialized. The National Capital Commission then launched a national design 

competition, awarding Canadian sculptors John McEwen and Marlene Hilton Moore the 

commission to execute the figures for the Valiants Memorial. These ‘Valiants’, nine of 

whom are rendered as herms and five as full figures, represent four centuries of Canadian 

military history, spanning the French Regime (1534-1763) to the Second World War 

(1939-1945). Three individuals who served in the First World War are recognized: 

Matron Georgina Pope, RRC; General Sir Arthur Currie, GCMG, KCB, VD (Fig. 63); 

and Corporal Joseph Kaeble, VC and MM. Collectively, these individuals are valorized 

by an inscription drawn from Virgil’s Aeneid: “No day will ever erase you from the 

memory of time.”(Fig. 64) The sculptures, which are ordered chronologically, ring, at 

street level, the National War Memorial (Fig. 65). Significantly, they are positioned in a 

pedestrian space and at pedestrian eye level, rather than the monumental space of the 

Memorial itself. Thus, these fourteen sculptures occupy and are encountered in the 

quotidian realm, whereby they operate, amidst the flux and flow of daily city life, to 

heroicize and historicize Canadian military participation, which is symbolically posited 

and spatially plotted as instrumental to and inextricable from Canada’s transformation 

from colony to full-fledged nation.77

 

  

2.4. The Australian War Museum as the Progenitor of the Australian War 
Memorial 
 

Although the Australian War Memorial (Fig. 66) was opened only in 1941, its 

conception precedes both that of the St. John’s National War Memorial and Ottawa’s 
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National War Memorial. If originating as a museological enterprise, one initially 

modelled along the lines of London’s Imperial War Museum,78 this venture was also 

couched as one essentially memorial in character by those responsible for its realization 

administratively and in the field. From the outset, its hybrid nature as a museum and 

memorial (a nature obviously absent from the St. John’s and Ottawa memorials) was 

enthusiastically embraced by all who were intimately involved with its development. 

Driven by this operative assumption, the officers of the Australian War Museum 

Committee, as this body was known during its developmental period (it became the 

Board of Management in 1925),79 were indefatigable in their efforts, as were the scores 

of contributors to the Museum’s collections. All were motivated by their conviction that 

the Australian War Museum would be duly designated the nation’s war memorial proper. 

However, as late as year’s end 1921, this conviction had not yet received any formal 

validation by the government.80

An Australian War Museum Committee brief makes explicit that the tacitly 

understood but officially undeclared status of the Museum as the nation’s 1914-1918 

memorial was a pressing concern for its membership. As the brief’s author notes, a 

government proclamation signalling its formal recognition of the Australian War 

Museum as the nation’s Great War memorial was sorely needed, the sooner the better, for 

 Government recognition did follow shortly thereafter, 

however, and with it the emergence of a clear-cut institutional identity, although the 

Memorial’s bricks-and-mortar presence was many years in the making, variously 

frustrated by design deficiencies, compromises, and the practical considerations of 

creating a cohesive and coherent memorial and museum complex. These problems are 

recounted below at length.  
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this reason: “Various appeals are on foot for what are inappropriately termed national 

memorials, and there is danger of assistance, financial and otherwise, being lost to local 

and piecemeal efforts.81 The committee brief concludes by acknowledging that even an  

announcement confirming the Museum as the nation’s war memorial would not 

immediately result in the final relocation of the Museum, which would be contingent first 

upon the completion of Canberra’s construction and the provision therein of a suitable 

building to permanently house the Museum’s collection. Crucially, though, on that 

occasion the Australian War Museum would necessarily assume a more germane public 

title, the Temple of Honour, for example, finding favour. This name was wholly in 

keeping with the committee’s July 1919 decision, on the recommendation of Charles 

Bean (official war correspondent and historian, as well as founder of the Memorial),82 

that the Australian War Museum/Memorial be classical in its conceit and conception. 

Also in July, Bean had advocated that the collection be temporarily distributed to and 

warehoused in Sydney and Melbourne, where samplings of its holdings would be 

displayed, as well as put on tour to other exhibition venues across the States. Indeed, the 

committee had already agreed in March that a show of war photographs would be 

mounted at Melbourne’s Exhibition Building, which, however, was cancelled owing to 

the Spanish Flu pandemic (beyond the fact that public assemblies were now prohibited, 

the exhibition venue itself had been converted to a hospital). This show eventually 

opened on 20 August 1921 at the Melbourne Aquarium.83

Bean’s allusively antique architectural vision, as such, ambitiously aspired 

towards a certain history-making of its own both in the creation of a memorial complex 

unprecedented in the annals of Australian architectural history and by way of the 
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hallowed history honoured therein. Bean’s severe yet serene conception of the proposed 

national memorial’s structure and surrounds was rearticulated in the Committee’s brief:  

…the building should stand on an eminence in the Federal Capital; that it should 
have gardens around it; that it should be in a pure Greek style of architecture with 
as much simplicity as possible (the idea being of such a monument as records 
Australia’s Thermopylae), of white Australian marble or brilliant white stone on a 
wide platform of white stone; and set in heavy formal native trees of the nature of 
cypress. In front will be a memorial group of statuary with a simple inscription. 
On a frieze around the main hall should be engraved the names of the fallen 
appropriately arranged by towns or units.84

 
 

So conceived, the actual realization of this provisionally named Temple of Honour would 

necessitate, according to a July 1919 estimate, an expenditure of some £200,000. The 

committee favoured generating this sum by public subscription, a fundraising initiative 

that would require Cabinet permission.   

Two years later, in March 1921, the committee again considered its fundraising 

options, although now with a coterie of voices in favour of Parliament putting to vote the 

building’s budgetary allowance. Although no committee consensus was reached 

regarding funding, there was agreement amongst its membership that the prime minister 

be next approached to consider various means of financing this commemorative 

enterprise.85 Accordingly, the chairman of the Committee, A. Poynton, wrote Prime 

Minister Hughes on 29 November 1921, seeking to ascertain both the government’s 

(presumed) willingness “to provide a permanent building in which to house the national 

war records in the Committee’s custody, and that this building and its contents will be the 

national memorial to the naval and military forces.”86 Knowingly, Poynton noted that the 

“collection will certainly be of intense interest to the present and future generations of 

Australians and will for ever keep green the memory of our soldiers and sailors.”87  
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 Arguing that “Under the general approval obtained during the war, the Australian 

navy and army and others were asked to contribute to the Museum on the understanding 

that it would be the National Memorial,”88 the committee eventually succeeded in 

gaining Cabinet approval for the project on 15 March 1922. Senator Pearce thought the 

most expeditious means of submitting Cabinet’s decision for parliamentary deliberation 

next session would be for the treasurer, on the occasion of his budget announcement, to 

consider Parliament’s “passing of the Museum’s vote”89

Pearce’s deftly played political intervention yielded him complete success some 

months later when it was publicly announced that he, as Minister for Home and 

Territories, would present before a 7 November Cabinet meeting the Federal Capital 

Advisory Committee’s (FCAC) Canberra siting criteria for the just-approved National 

War Memorial.

 as tantamount to its acceptance 

of the Museum’s re-conception as the National War Memorial.  

90 Shortly thereafter Cabinet selected the Mount Ainslie site for the 

Australian War Memorial, as it was now identified in the press (this institutional name 

change was made official in 1925 by the passing of the Australian War Memorial Act),91 

and seconded the committee’s recommendation to declare an open design competition for 

the Memorial’s architectural realization.92

 

       

2.5. The Australian War Memorial, 1924-1936 

Initially, it appears that the unique nature of the Australian War Memorial as a 

memorial/museological complex was ambiguously articulated to the public, with at least 

one prominent sculptor, George E. Wade, labouring under the illusion that the Memorial 

now slated for construction in Canberra was fully sculptural rather than architectural in 
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conception. The career-minded Wade, having read in The Times of plans for the erection 

of a national war memorial in the Australian capital, ambitiously wrote the prime 

minister’s secretary on 7 February 1924 to offer his sculpting expertise in realizing this 

high-profile commemorative scheme.93

Wade’s solicitation did spur an official response and, crucially, a correction:   

  

It would appear from your letter, however, that you are under a misapprehension 
as to the nature of the edifice which is to be, not a piece of sculpture, but a 
memorial building for the purpose of housing records, relics, pictures, 
photographs and battlefield models so closely associated with the experience and 
achievements of the Royal Australian Navy and Australian Imperial Force. 
Although it is probable that the building, both inside and out, will be adorned with 
a certain amount of sculpture, that aspect is, at present [,] at any rate, a matter for 
the architects or others who submit designs.94

 
  

Wade was instructed to bide his time until the Memorial’s competition guidelines were 

released.95

In August 1925 the government announced the architectural competition. 

Compared to the Ottawa project, the eligibility criteria for aspiring competitors were 

restrictive: only entrants domiciled in Australia (British subjects) or the Australia-born 

living overseas were permitted to compete. The competition’s entries, meanwhile, would 

be subject to two elimination rounds, with the first-round ranking of design submissions 

performed by a five-member Canberra panel composed of three architects and two 

laymen (including Bean) instructed with selecting ten finalists, and the second, 

elimination round assigned to a single adjudicator: Sir Reginald Blomfield of the Imperial 

War Graves Commission. Bean, although personally convinced Australians were 

eminently capable of designing a world-class war memorial, nevertheless, seems to have 

supported, or at least saw as a necessary, London’s final selection, and thus validation, of 

the Memorial’s design.

 

96  
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When the competition closed in April 1926, however, of the sixty-nine entries 

received, none, save one, could be realized without exceeding the inherently design-

limiting budget of £250,000 set by a peacetime government keen on effecting economies. 

As the adjudication panel wryly noted: this stipulation would yield “a building of 

exceedingly simple character, and of smallest possible dimensions,”97 a condition 

distinctly at odds with the inherent monumentality, physical and symbolic, of this 

commemorative project. In addition, competitors were clearly hampered by the 

guidelines’ specifications for stylistic simplicity and modesty of scale: design constraints 

anathema to the inherited architectural tradition of grandiose memorial buildings. Only 

the memorial plan of entrant number forty-one, as he was identified, could be executed 

for the designated sum, but did so at the expense of not satisfying other guideline-

imposed design criteria. Commendable, however, was this design’s spatial economy, 

which resided in listing the names of the war dead, an estimated sixty-five thousand, 

upon cloister walls enclosing a garden court, thus accommodating this essential register 

of the war dead without sacrificing the all-important legibility or visibility of the names; 

other competitors, in having chosen the Hall of Memory as the locus for this nominal roll, 

necessarily did so at greater cost, owing to the optics and dimensions of the space. The 

Canberra adjudication panel concluded that no finalists could be declared. This stance 

slighted both Blomfield, who, as the chief adjudicator, felt he ought to have been made 

party to this recommendation, and angered competitors in Australia, some of whom 

formally objected. A concerned Bean convinced his fellow adjudicators to compromise 

with entries forty-one and fifty-two, although neither fully complied with the 

competition’s design conditions. (Number fifty-two, though above cost, ably combined 
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clarity of form with a sober stylistic treatment.) To Bean, a solution was eminently clear: 

collaboration between the creators of the two entries. The competitors, subsequently 

identified as John Crust and Emil Sodersteen, were amenable to Bean’s January 1927 

proposal. Their co-produced plan was submitted in September, receiving praise from all 

quarters, including Bean, the Australian War Memorial Board, the Federal Capital 

Commission, and even Canberra’s urban designer Walter Burley Griffin, who, in a 

gesture of professional collegiality, lent his approval of both the building’s plan and its 

relocation. Early in 1928 Cabinet submitted the Crust-Sodersteen plan by the 

Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.98

  

  

2.6. The Inauguration of the Australian War Memorial 

In the interim before the actual commencement of construction, the Australian 

War Memorial was officially inaugurated on 25 April 1929. This occasion, purely 

ceremonial, was calculated to coincide appropriately with Anzac Day, thus conveniently 

and cost-consciously incorporating the day’s usual commemorative observances with the 

unveiling of the Memorial’s commemorative stone by the governor-general. This latter 

ceremonial overture was a carefully considered modification of the foundation stone-

laying practice customary to such occasions: one that respected the custom of the 

Imperial War Graves Commission, because it “set the precedent for the Empire of not 

permitting the name of any living person to appear on memorials erected in honour of the 

sailors and soldiers of the Empire who fell in the Great War.”99 Instead, this 

commemorative stone would serve as the lapidary record of the Memorial’s conceptual 

and built history, its various faces inscribed with the respective inception, inauguration, 
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and completion dates of the institution. Sentinel-like, the stone was to be prominently 

positioned before the Memorial’s garden court, a peaceful, transitional space leading to 

the commemorative core of this complex: the Hall of Memory.  

On inauguration day, the Museum’s Board of Management confidently forecast 

the Memorial’s completion in three years’ time.100 Yet such a projection, whether 

grounded in idealism or simply meant to appease a public growing impatient with the 

protracted state of the Memorial’s development, could not account for political 

contingencies. Indeed, very soon thereafter, a Labor government, led by James Scullin, 

assumed power and, in the face of an economic depression, suspended the Memorial’s 

erection until the government’s fiscal situation improved. After what amounted to a 

three-year deferral, Scullin’s political successor, Joseph Lyons, leader of the United 

Australia Party, launched construction on 1 June 1933, with completion slated for 

1936.101 What the 1929 inauguration programme did correctly intimate, however, were 

the essentially Classical conceptual underpinnings of the Memorial’s ceremonial and 

commemorative grammar — something underscored by the inclusion of two memorial 

passages: an excerpt from Pericles’s celebrated funeral oration for the Athenian war dead 

of the Peloponnesian War, as recounted by Thucydides, and lines 4-8 of the third stanza, 

“The Dead,” of Rupert Brooke’s popular, eventually canonical, war poem “1914.” The 

two texts articulated the Memorial’s mandate as envisaged by its chief intellectual 

custodian, Bean. Pericles’s ancient, elegiac words (powerfully resonant for Bean and 

boasting an impressive modern-day pedigree of appropriative oratorical usage, having 

been alluded to in Lincoln’s Gettysburg address),102

They gave their lives. For that public gift they received a praise which never ages 
and a tomb most glorious — not so much the tomb in which they lie, but that in 

 solemnly intone:  
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which their fame survives, to be remembered for ever when occasion comes for 
word or deed.103

 
 

Pericles’s elegy was pitch-perfect for Bean’s purposes, also appearing in 

excerpted form on memorial project letterhead for a time.104 Bean admired both the 

oration’s justly celebrated rhetorical splendour and its memorial and martial context. 

Precisely, Thucidydes recounts in his history of the Peloponnesian War how, in the 

winter of the year marking the onset of hostilities, Athenians, observing the custom of 

their forebears, conducted a public funeral for their war dead. A retinue of mourners 

accompanied the procession to the cemetery grounds, where the female relatives of the 

dead were already assembled in lamentation. It was there, before this assembly of the 

bereaved, that Pericles delivered his oration.105 It was equally important to Bean that 

Pericles’s address, specific yet generic in content, was composed to serve the Athenian 

bereaved, not their war dead.106 This of course paralleled the purpose of the Australian 

War Memorial. Furthermore, as Peter Londey remarks, the passage from Pericles’s 

oration, with its emphasis upon voluntary martial sacrifice posthumously rewarded by 

eternal public gratitude and remembrance, was wholly fitting for an institution situated at 

great distance from both the Imperial War Graves Commission cemeteries in which lay  

tens of thousands Australian Great War dead, known and unknown, and where were 

situated the monuments dedicated to them.107

In a broader sense, Pericles’s funeral oration also jibed nicely with Bean’s general 

predilection for ancient Athens as a political and cultural exemplar worthy of mining in 

his own pursuit to referentially frame and memorialize the Australian Great War 

experience. His model Athens was that which emerged in the aftermath of the Persian 

War (490-479 BC),

  

108 inaugurating a half century of vigorous growth, politically and 
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culturally, until its decline, precipitated by the ravages of the Peloponnesian War. During 

the Persian War, however, the Athenians, receiving minimal military support, had scored 

a significant victory at Marathon in 490 BC, thwarting the Persian forces. This was a 

storied engagement that the Athenians took care to commemorate, composing both 

dedicatory inscriptions and a memorial roster for the 192 men who fell in combat at 

Marathon. Moreover, in 490 BC Athens was still a young democracy (this transformation 

of its political system, formerly aristocratic, had been spearheaded a mere decade and a 

half earlier), but it boasted a vibrant citizenry who, buoyed by their city’s political, civic, 

and cultural vitiation, were primed for great achievements, prompting Bean and his 

contemporaries to also draw the irresistible parallel between the newly democratic 

ancient Athens and a fledgling Australian nation in 1915. Such a portrait of wartime 

Australia, of course, comes very close to national caricature, but Bean still found the 

parallel salutary, largely convincing himself that his fellow citizens demonstrated an 

Athenian-like sensibility best exemplified by their collective loyalty to and concern for 

the well-being of their nation, as well as in the premium they placed upon personal 

initiative.109 In commemorating the Australian experience of 1914-1918, Bean would 

crucially couch his conception of the Memorial as “such a monument as records 

Australia’s Thermopylae,”110 with the battle of Thermopylae (480 BC) serving, like 

Gallipoli, as a catchphrase for and parable of military heroism in the face of extreme 

adversity and insurmountable odds. The enduring emblematic value of Thermopylae rests 

in its sheer malleability, inviting all manner of parallels and lessons to be drawn, with, for 

example, Lord Byron conjuring the battle in verse as a rallying point for the Greek people 
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of his day.111

 

 Bean and others formally or casually read in the classics knew the battle of 

Thermopylae to be synonymous with steely soldierly self-sacrifice.  

2.7. The Australian War Memorial, 1936-1938 

In August 1936, Parliament approved additional funding for the Memorial,112 

allowing for construction to proceed with the Hall of Memory, cloisters, and garden court 

(the building’s commemorative core, Fig. 67), as well as such cosmetic work as stone 

cladding for the structurally sound but aesthetically prosaic red brick of the building’s 

exterior.113 Confusion, however, continued to reign publicly regarding the intended 

commemorative and ceremonial function of the Memorial, including, most unexpectedly, 

amongst the executive of the Federal Capital Territory Branch (Canberra) of the Returned 

Sailors’ and Soldiers’ Imperial League of Australia (RSSILA). Under this persistent 

public misapprehension, F. B. Dawkins, the Canberra RSSILA honorary secretary, wrote 

the prime minister’s secretary on 12 August 1937, informing him that his executive had 

long entertained the prospect of erecting a local cenotaph, noting that Canberra held the 

dubious distinction as the sole capital city within the Commonwealth without such a 

commemorative public installation. Citing the modest membership of the Canberra 

RSSILA and, by extension, its limited financial resources, as justification for their not 

realizing a national capital cenotaph scheme themselves, Dawkins suggested his branch 

might, nevertheless, “submit a scheme to the Government which would not be too costly, 

but a lasting memorial to those who fell in the Great War 1914-1918.”114 He received a 

response four days later informing him that the Minister of the Interior, T. Patterson, 

would instead meet for discussion with the branch executive’s cenotaph lobbyists.115 The 
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Canberra RSSILA executive quickly and successfully sought official endorsement of 

their proposal by the RSSILA’s federal president, Gilbert Dyett.116 It is confounding that 

Dyett, privy to the latest internal deliberations at the Memorial over the design of its Hall 

of Memory, should formally endorse the redundant scheme of the Canberra cenotaph.117

Marshall-Wood proposed that a cenotaph, modeled after the Whitehall 

monument, albeit less imposing in its dimensions, be erected near Parliament House: a 

requisitely solemn environment. This cenotaph would serve as the appropriate locus for 

commemorative wreath-laying on the part of visiting dignitaries and delegations to the 

nation’s capital, as the Australian War Memorial was not synonymous either in its 

symbolic signification or as a ceremonial site with a cenotaph. The minister rejoined that 

governmental funding was already allocated for the construction of the National War 

Memorial, now underway, which, upon its opening, would be the designated public site 

of assembly for Anzac and Armistice Day observances. He further noted that, save for 

Sydney’s Martin Place, which boasted a cenotaph alongside its war memorial, the war 

memorials of all other state capitals were the default sites for commemorative 

ceremonies. The Australian War Memorial, when finished, would preclude the need for a 

capital cenotaph. The RSSILA, amongst others, had simply misconstrued the 

government’s intentions, which, he elaborated for Marshall-Wood and his companions, 

were:  

 

In any case, on 31 August 1937, the Minister of the Interior officially received the 

RSSILA cenotaph lobbyists H. Marshall-Wood, A. W. Cripps, and F. B. Dawkins.  

…the form the National War Memorial will take…will not be a War 
Museum only — it will incorporate a Hall of Memory, which will be developed 
as a shrine of remembrance, and will be approached through a garden courtyard 
and cloisters, on the walls of which will be recorded the names of those who fell 
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during the war. This part of the Memorial is about to be erected. The plans for the 
internal treatment of the Hall of Memory have not been completed but the 
intention is that, by the wise use of sculpture, of murals, and mosaics, and all the 
resources of modern art, it shall be developed as a beautiful shrine with some 
appropriate central feature — perhaps a recumbent soldier — besides which floral 
tributes may be placed by distinguished visitors, by relatives, and by others 
wishing to honour the fallen.118

 
 

Marshall-Wood replied that his Executive would be “reasonable,” knowing now that the 

Memorial, as described, was altogether unlike what they had previously envisaged, 

adding he was pleased with its thoughtful architectural and artistic integration of multiple 

memorial aspects.119

 The Minister’s comments, however, knowingly downplayed the actual situation. 

Paterson was fully aware of the current internal division amongst the Memorial’s board 

of management with regard to the Hall of Memory and its appropriateness of scale as 

designed. Indeed, criticism had long been levelled against the modest dimensions of the 

Memorial itself, (Paterson had already persuaded Cabinet in June 1934 to allocate an 

additional £5000 in construction funding so that the height of the Memorial’s walls might 

be increased amidst widespread ministerial criticism that the structure was “a little 

squat”

  

120), which, for its critics, undoubtedly suggested the mundane rather than the 

magnificent. Sodersteen, in fielding such criticism, suggested increasing the vertical span 

of the Hall of Memory by an additional 65 feet. Sodersteen’s revised conception found 

key advocates in Bean and Dyett. Cabinet elected to appease both camps, allowing for the 

adjustment in the Hall’s height but otherwise calling for the preservation of the 

architectural integrity of the original design. Months of mostly unproductive deliberation 

ensued, exacerbated by the deteriorating architectural partnership, strained from the 

outset, of Sodersteen and Crust, until October, when Paterson chaired a meeting at which 
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a modest increase in the elevation of the Hall of Memory was approved. It was also 

decided that the dome would be copper (not terracotta, as first intended) and that two 

entrance-flanking pylons would lead back, by way of a roofed corridor, to the Memorial’s 

courtyard. The architects complied but their already fragile partnership was nearing its 

breaking point, and Sodersteen subsequently resigned in December.121

   

 

2.8. The Opening of the Australian War Memorial   

Despite the outbreak of the Second World War, construction of the Memorial was 

not suspended. The onslaught of hostilities did, however, precipitate a radical rethinking 

of its once clear-cut mandate. The Memorial had been conceived in 1917 to 

commemorate that war alone, but in February 1941, after much fraught discussion, the 

board of management conceded that “the view of history will be that the war now in 

progress is a continuation of the struggle which took place in 1914-1918. To extend the 

scope of the Memorial will therefore not only be logical but will add to its interest and 

will increase the number of Australian families which will have a direct interest in it.”122

Most pressing, though, was the completion of the Memorial itself in time for its 

official opening by the governor-general on Armistice Day 1941.

 

By contrast, Ottawa’s National War Memorial — exclusively a memorial — could be 

readily and simply updated to commemorate other wars, unlike a museum.  

123 Thereafter, the board 

of management began planning in earnest for the occasion, including the early decision in 

March to prepare a collections’ guidebook in time for the opening.124 With great haste, 

the first 500 copies of this comprehensive 108-page guidebook were dispatched by train 
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to the Memorial a mere three days before the opening ceremony. The venture proved a 

success, with 2276 copies sold by year’s end.125

The temper of the opening ceremony was, given the current war climate, planned 

to be “of a simple form but solemn in character,”

  

126 which, of course, was also consistent 

with an official day of war remembrance. Of particular interest and significance, 

however, is the dry account of the opening ceremony that the official programme 

provides, presumably in a preemptive bid to condition the expectations of guests who, in 

the absence of such preparatory information, might otherwise feel underwhelmed by the 

necessarily scaled-back nature of the proceedings.127

The ceremony on this occasion will be confined to the opening of the collections 
to the public. The dedication of the War Memorial cannot take place until after 
the termination of hostilities, since, consequent on the extension of the scope of 
the Memorial to include the present war, it is not yet possible to complete the Roll 
of Honour and the Hall of Memory and to collect and display the records and 
relics of the Australian forces now serving.

 To wit, the programme’s 

introductory passage soberly reads:   

128

 
 

A religious but non-ecumenical service (by Church decree, representatives of the 

Catholic faith could not formally participate in this multi-denominational service, 

although they could, and did, in the combined Remembrance Day/opening ceremony129) 

preceded the customary 11 a.m. Remembrance Day rituals. Governor-General Lord 

Gowrie delivered the first of several speeches heard that morning by the assembled 

public and those listening to the national ABC broadcast of the ceremony. Following this 

round of formal addresses, officials laid their wreaths upon the Stone of Remembrance 

(Fig. 68), after which Lord Gowrie mounted the steps leading to the Memorial’s principal 

entrance, unlatched the gates, and so signalled the opening of this commemorative 
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complex; the public entered some ten minutes later after the vice-regal party had made 

their exit.130

 

 

2.9. ANZAC, or From Military Acronym to Cultural Trope  

Linguists differentiate between two species of language abbreviation: initialisms 

and acronyms: the former are distinguished from the latter, itself phonologically spoken, 

by having each letter individually pronounced.131

Of specific interest here is the linguistic legacy of the Great War. Some thirty 

years ago Paul Fussell influentially and extensively mined prose and poetry for extant 

deposits of such bygone language, recovering vestigial traces mostly, if not surprisingly, 

in trench-originated vocabularies.

 The chronic usage of these 

abbreviations as dual means of effecting spoken and written economies is a hallmark of 

twentieth-century corporate communications, whether civilian or military. As such, it is a 

phenomenon of no mean interest to the cultural historian of this period. Precisely, this 

practice of verbal shortening has bequeathed a considerable, sometimes surprisingly 

potent, and, not least, ever-expanding vocabulary to the already rich reservoir of formal 

and informal English expression. The military can claim a sizable, if not arguably the 

greatest, portion of authorship of this linguistic bequest. This large corpus of abbreviated 

martial language, all etymologically traceable to this and the preceding century’s wars 

and their respective logic and mechanisms of warfare, encompasses the realms of military 

bureaucracy and combatants alike. In varying degrees such language has permeated the 

deep fund of colloquial and literary parlance, albeit in ways that are both cross-national 

and nation-specific in their cultural significance and resonance.  

132 The lexicon of 1914-1918 has thus tenaciously 
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survived into the present, a full nine decades removed from its eventuating 

circumstances, if only in fragmentary words and phrases (such as trench coat), which, 

although still possessing measures of conversational and cultural currency, are now 

frequently divorced from their original contexts of use. A notable exception, and the 

focus of the following discussion, is the Great War acronym ANZAC (Australian and 

New Zealand Army Corps).  

Although the coining of military initialisms and acronyms really only gained 

momentum during the Second World War, a conflict which witnessed a veritable 

burgeoning in their creation,133 none that were generated then or since can boast of the 

same, indeed singular, malleability, sheer cultural force and profundity, as well as the 

legally protected134 and nominally sacrosanct status that ANZAC holds within (white) 

Australia. (The New Zealand component of this pairing of nations-in-arms, except in 

official ceremonial contexts and discourse, “tends to be elided and half-forgotten,” Ann 

Curthoys observes.135) How did a mere military acronym, first adopted for use in 1915 by 

Australian military administrators stationed in Egypt136 in response to the wartime 

exigencies of communicating in cable-ese become a potent amalgam of place (Anzac 

Cove137), a proper name (Anzacs), a national martial ethic, and legend? A process of 

popular and political alchemy performed this grammatical sleight of hand, whereby the 

acronym ANZAC became, in Graham Seal’s words, an iconic neologism.138 Anzac is the 

paradoxically plural yet monolithic signifying pivot upon which the public 

commemoration of Australian wartime participation, especially its combat losses, has 

hinged since 25 April 1916, the first anniversary of the Gallipoli landing. At bottom, 

Anzac is an enduring cultural trope and touchstone comprising powerful notions of the 
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martial, the masculine, and the mythic, which, however, has not been immune from 

contestation nor is it unchanging, always, as it were, subject to potentially conflicting, 

even contradictory, readings.  

 

2.10. Anzac Day 

Anzac Day is enshrined in the Australian commemorative calendar as the national 

public day of war remembrance. Remembrance Day, by contrast, while officially 

observed with all due ceremonial and rhetorical gravity customary to this day since the 

Armistice (Fig. 69), nevertheless lacks cultural resonance as a quintessentially Australian 

public exercise in remembrance.139 Anzac Day, in contrast, is the subject of perennial, 

and at times polarizing, plumbing by media pundits, academics and polemicists, all of 

whom variously seek to popularize, politicize, problematize, and probe its social, 

political, and cultural import. The first Anzac Day (1916) was widely observed, formally 

and informally, on scales both minor and major, within Australia, across the Western 

(France) and Eastern (Egypt and the Middle East) fronts, and in London.140 Full-blown 

contestation over the celebration, conduct, and, most markedly, the exclusions of Anzac 

Day, only erupted in the early 1980s, a phenomenon coincident with the growing 

empowerment, public profile, and political gains, real and symbolic, achieved by the 

various activists of the 1960s and 1970s. The 1981-1982 annual report of the Australian 

War Memorial, for example, observes with relief that Anzac Day 1982 was not marred by 

any untoward disturbances, unlike the previous year, when certain disruptive “events,” as 

they are obliquely referred to in the report, compromised the Memorial’s ceremonial 

proceedings.141 The most vehement forms of public protest against the observance of 
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Anzac Day throughout the 1980s, but especially during the first half of the decade, were 

those orchestrated by radical second-wave feminist fronts such as Women Against Rape 

and the Anti-Anzac Day Collective, a meta organization whose membership included 

Women Against Rape and Women for Survival. Amongst these 1980s second-wave 

feminist protest bodies, Women Against Rape, whose acronym, WAR, was, of course, a 

deliberate, delicious irony, held the highest national public profile, staging from 1981 

onwards volatile Anzac Day protests at nearly all the state capital memorial services, 

although by 1985 such subversive interventions only occurred at the day’s Melbourne 

and Sydney commemorative observances.142 Women Against Rape categorically 

disavowed Anzac Day as being synonymous with war-sanctioned male violence against 

women. Their reductionist rhetoric and radical tactics, though, seriously undermined the 

legitimacy of both their cause and claims and, not surprisingly, failed to endear the 

organization to Australians at large. Indeed, both WAR and the Anti-Anzac Day Collective 

were routinely vilified by the popular, and especially the conservative, press, by Anzac 

Day ceremony attendees themselves (who hurled their own invective and abuse), and by 

the Returned and Services League of Australia (RSL) command. All vociferously 

protested against these feminist organizations as profaners and interlopers of a de facto 

sacrosanct day of commemorative observances. Within the ranks of WAR itself, though, 

opinion was actually divided amongst members as to the legitimacy and efficacy of their 

most strident strategies, in particular the vandalization of war memorials and the targeting 

of ex-servicemen as rapists by association, even if they were not actual rapists 

themselves. From mid-decade, the organization’s previous considerable public profile, 

albeit a resoundingly negative one, was much diminished, while their protest manoeuvres 
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had considerably softened, too. The feminist critique of Anzac, however, remained 

vigorous, if now mostly wary of militant measures that were apt to repel not attract public 

favour. The most sophisticated of such criticism issued once more, and continues to do 

so, from within academia, the original conceptual bedrock of incisive feminist analyses 

and accounts of Anzac.143

From the mid-1980s onwards, scholarly scrutiny of the Anzac legend and legacy 

gained in momentum, as well as broadened its critical purview by extending across 

academic disciplines and ideological lines.

   

144 Meanwhile, in 1985, the Australian War 

Memorial, a popular, if always belated, barometer of shifting cultural sensibilities about 

Anzac Day recognized this paradigmatic shift in scholarship by sponsoring and 

publishing, for the occasion of the seventieth anniversary of the Gallipoli landing, a 

commemorative book entitled Anzac Day: Seventy Years On. This venture, part 

remembrance record, part critical reflection, also notably signalled the AWM’s full 

about-face as an institution that had suffered from chronic stagnation (cautious 

programming, lackluster galleries, acute understaffing, inadequate facilities and so forth) 

during the 1960s and the early 1970s. Instead, after a decade-long effort of internal 

administrative and professional revitalization, as well as physical refurbishment, it was 

willing to tentatively enter the fray of intellectual debates about the message, medium, 

and meaning of Anzac Day.145

Primarily a photographic compendium (the AWM issued a public call for 

photographic submissions from professionals and amateurs alike) of that year’s 25 April 

observances across Australia, this glossy tome, which might have otherwise been just a 

wistful exercise in nostalgia, was, in fact, injected with a good dose of intellectual 
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gravity, thoughtfully punctuated as it was by five commissioned two-page impressionistic 

but also incisively observed essays about commemorative events as they unfolded in the 

large urban centres of Sydney and Melbourne, the modestly populated town of Wynard, 

Tasmania, and the rural community of Dangarsleigh, New South Wales. These essays 

were authored by a quintet of carefully selected and respected commentators, including 

three academics (two men, one woman), a WWII veteran-poet/novelist/memoirist, and a 

Catholic priest. As such, the prevailing sensibility of this publication, billed as unique by 

the AWM, is one peculiarly poised between a coffee table book and a considered cultural 

critique.146

Five years later, on the occasion of the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Gallipoli 

landing, the AWM again canvassed a panel of Australians, ten in number this time and 

representing a broader range of professional appointments and personal histories, to offer 

their reflections about ‘Anzac,’ whose meaning, from the outset of this 1990 symposium, 

was prefatorily framed by its institutional sponsor as expressly multifarious not 

monolithic in character; or, as the AWM succinctly stated: “the word ‘Anzac’ has a 

variety of meanings. Anzac is a place, a military formation, a day, a soldier, a legend; for 

some, Anzac means more than all of these things.”

  

147 As might be expected, a variety of 

responses were received from the symposium’s invitees, numbering amongst them ex-

servicemen (WWII AIF, Vietnam), scholars, a poet/novelist, and the last national 

president of the RSL.148

Cultural historian Richard White remarks in his contributed response that Anzac 

Day rests indisputably at the heart of Australian commemorative culture, a memorial 

enterprise inextricably bound up with the project of national validation. Thus, for White, 
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acts of remembrance such as those enacted during 25 April observances doubly work to 

forge and embroider the narratives that impart to the nation, otherwise just an abstraction 

(Anderson’s ‘imagined community’), a tangible sense of cultural meaningfulness, 

coherence, and semblance of historical continuity. Such expressions of nationalism, as 

well as those that are not expressly commemorative in character, are inherently politically 

conservative. In a related vein, such conservatism also frequently permeates the politics 

of veterans’ organizations, which gradually extend their original mandate as special-

interest lobby groups to appoint themselves the moral gatekeepers and guardians of a 

culture of remembrance inseparable from the nation’s socio-cultural signification. The 

RSL, in this regard, is somewhat remarkable as a lobbying body, given the considerable 

political power and influence it wields. It has been enormously successful in parlaying its 

public and political prominence into a virtual ownership of Anzac. That the RSL and 

Anzac alike should be so esteemed within Australian social and cultural consciousness, 

White argues, has much to do with the notion, pervasive until quite recently, that the 

nation’s colonial past was wanting owing both to its brevity and the burden of its (penal) 

history. In the context of a newly federated Australia, however, Anzac was widely seen 

as eminently useable and potent Australian history and was deployed discursively to 

bolster the claims of nationalism. Thus the Great War looms large in the nationalist 

imaginary as a commemorative cult whose cultivation depends upon both a public 

material culture of remembrance and perennial memorializing observances.149

In 2002, a state funeral was conducted in Hobart honouring 103-year-old Alec 

Campell, the last documented Australian Anzac and participant, worldwide, in the 

Gallipoli campaign.

  

150 But although — as I have argued — Anzac was a loaded, 
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complex, and often contradictory cultural phenomenon that manifested itself in a 

multitude of ways in Australian cultural memory, its life is most assured by an altogether 

singular institution: the Australian War Memorial. 

 

2.11. The Australian War Memorial and Anzac Day 

In 1943, the Memorial’s 25 April two-ceremony tradition of dawn and morning 

services was established. (That year the Canberra R.S.S.A.I.L.A. branch conducted its 

sunrise service, as well as an afternoon ceremony.) The next year witnessed yet another 

commemorative add-on or (performative) allied accretion to the ceremonial proceedings: 

the introduction of Bean’s Requiem, his elegy to the Australian war dead and prayer for 

the nation and its allies.151 Originally invoking only the dead of the two world wars, the 

Requiem was subsequently revised to include and commemorate Australian participation 

in later conflicts.152

 The Requiem reads:  

 The original 1944 text, however, is worth citing at length, for it 

encapsulates and concretizes, much in the same way as Pericles’s funeral oration does, 

the Memorial’s institutionalization of Australian war commemoration, especially its 

foundational moment, the Gallipoli landing. Its annual recitation on Anzac Day is a prime 

illustration of what Paul Connerton designates as rhetorical re-enactment (its tripartite 

character consisting of calendrical, verbal, and gestural repetitions), which is a hallmark 

of commemorative ceremonies like this one. In analogous fashion, Edward S. Casey has 

argued that commemorative activity, as occurs during the ceremonial observance of 25 

April at the AWM, is solemnized by repetition, re-enactment, social sanction, and 

formality. 
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On this day, above all days, we recall those who did not return with us to 
receive the welcome of their nations; those who will sleep where we left them, 
amid the holly scrub in the valleys and on the ridges of Gallipoli, on the rocky, 
terraced hills of Palestine, in the lovely cemeteries of France, in the shimmering 
haze of the Libyan desert, of Bardia, Derna, Tobruk; amid the mountain passes 
and olive groves of Greece and Crete, the rugged, snow-caped hills of Syria, the 
rich jungle of Malaya, New Guinea and the Pacific Islands; amid loving friends in 
our Mother Country and in our own far north; and in many an unknown resting 
place in almost every land and every sea. We think of those of our women’s 
services who gave their lives in our own and foreign lands, and particularly of 
those who proved, in so much more than name, the sisters of our fighting men. 

We recall also those staunch friends who fought beside us on the first 
Anzac Day — our brothers from New Zealand who helped to create that name; 
the men of the Royal Navy, and of the 29th and other British divisions, the Indian 
mountain gunners and our brave French allies. We recall all those who have since 
fallen fighting shoulder to shoulder in both World Wars…. 

May they rest proudly in the knowledge of their achievement, and may we 
and our successors in that heritage prove worthy of their sacrifice.153

 
   

Until the onset of the 1990s, the wording of the Requiem changed little, despite some 

abridgement. In 1991, however, a radically revised Requiem appeared.154 This altogether 

different but not, of course, demilitarized text is decidedly more inclusive, enjoining 

Australians to contemplate the war-related sufferings, physical and mental, of those who 

served, whether so afflicted during or following their discharge from military duty, the 

grief of the bereaved, and, indeed, all who have endured the injurious effect of war. 

Furthermore, the text, in another departure from its previous incarnation, now emphasizes 

the “memory”155 of the fallen, again echoing a larger pop-cultural trend, the institutional 

and societal ‘mnemonic turn’ of the 1990s. In 1999, the Requiem was altered once more, 

this time as an amalgam of the 1991 version and the 1972 updating of the original text.156 

The perennial recitation of the Requiem, paradoxically form-bound yet adaptable, has 

thus operated as a cultural register of the evolving meaning of Australian war 

commemoration, pointing up the recent premium placed upon memory in social, political, 
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and academic discourse. Likewise, the Anzac Day national ceremony programmes, 

simultaneously documentary and ephemeral, have since the millennium registered a key 

cultural shift regarding the day’s observance: its increasing heritage character. This new 

heritage gloss, particularly as it pertains to the Great War, is evidenced in two ways by 

the programmes themselves. Firstly, there is the predominantly 1914-1918-related 

artwork/photography, overwhelmingly weighted towards Gallipoli, which adorned the 

covers of the programmes between 2001 and 2008,157 replacing the plain typeface of all 

preceding issues. Secondly, introduced in 2004, there is the explanatory fact sheet What 

is Anzac Day?.158

The first such diplomatic crisis arose on 13 January 1953 when the acting 

secretary for External Affairs, A. H. Tange, learned from the RSL state branch 

(Canberra) vice-president that his constituents were vehemently opposed to the Japanese 

ambassador, Haruhiko Nishi, participating in that year’s ceremony,

 Such material acknowledges the demographic reality of present-day 

Australia, whose population is increasingly removed by a generation or more from the 

world wars or for whom these and later conflicts have no familial or cultural bearing. 

Conversely, the observance of Anzac Day at the Memorial, although still dictated by 

protocol, is no longer fraught by old wartime animosities or political reprehensibility on 

the part of a former ally, as exemplified by the periodic diplomatic controversies that 

dogged the day’s Canberra observance during the 1950s and 1960s.  

159 so much so that it 

would precipitate a “breakaway movement”160 within the local RSL, including a demand 

to stage an alternative ceremony without Japanese diplomatic representation. The ensuing 

conversation launched a procedural review of the Anzac Day ceremony by the Consular 

and Protocol division of External Affairs, focusing on the desirability of adopting the 
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“family”161 model of Anzac Day ceremonial orchestration. This was a procedural 

adaptation of the Canadian observance of Armistice Day, whereby Canadian agencies 

and representatives of the British Commonwealth nations alone comprised the official 

wreath-laying contingent, with the other members of the diplomatic corps permitted to 

lay wreaths only prior to or following the commemorative service. The adoption of a 

similar system, they argued, was both sensible, given the recent expansion of the 

diplomatic community in Canberra, which now included representatives of several 

former enemy nations, as well as fitting, considering Anzac Day’s special meaning within 

the British Commonwealth.162 Soon thereafter, the question of the Japanese ambassador’s 

presence at the 1953 Anzac Day ceremony was broached to the local president of the 

RSL, who remarked that the ambassador’s attendance in of itself was not objectionable 

but, should he proceed to lay a wreath, a “demonstration”163 would surely ensue. 

Similarly, H. W. Piper, the state president (South Australia) of the Thirtyniners’ 

Association, wrote Prime Minister Menzies directly, strenuously opposing any motion to 

extend the official Anzac Day wreath-laying privilege to the Japanese diplomatic consul, 

protesting that “No diplomatic niceties can explain this invitation which, to those who on 

this day remember their dead friends, will seem extraordinarily insulting.”164 The 

Minister for the Interior, Wilfred Kent Hughes,165 was more measured in his assessment 

of this brewing diplomatic predicament, coolly observing, “Why the R.S.L. should take 

exception to the Japanese Ambassador now that the Peace Treaty has been signed is 

perhaps understandable but entirely illogical. No exception was taken last year to the 

German Ambassador, and I cannot think the Japanese atrocities ever reached the heights 

of Belsen as far as premeditated mass extermination was concerned.”166 For Hughes, the 
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logic of historical grievance was emotional and capricious. He cited recent press accounts 

intimating that Turkish General Tahsin Yazici,167 presently engaged in Korea, would be 

invited to participate in that year’s Anzac Day ceremony, perhaps even the march: a once 

unthinkable scenario now openly countenanced, however, owing to Turkey’s neutrality 

during the Second World War and its present status as an ally in the Korean conflict. 

What distinction could be drawn, Hughes pondered, in the exercise of moral politics, as 

they pertained to former belligerents, now that Japan, a signatory of the Peace Treaty, 

was furnishing military bases for Australian use in the present, so-called Third War in 

Korea, albeit not as members of the allied forces? Hughes recommended that the 

government persuade the RSL to reevaluate its stance; however, should they not reverse 

their position, then the adoption of the ‘family’ approach for the ceremonial proceedings 

was advised.168 The latter was in fact implemented in time for Anzac Day 1953. The 

diplomatic community at large received this procedural change without objection, save 

for disappointment expressed by the French ambassador and the minister for Belgium.169 

In 1958, the Japanese diplomatic consul again inquired about laying a wreath during that 

year’s 25 April ceremony but was advised by the Department of External Affairs that it 

“would certainly not take it amiss if he refrained.”170 Undoubtedly the Department had in 

mind the December 1957 state visit of the Japanese prime minister, Kishi Nobusuke, 

during which, as is customary for visiting dignitaries, he had laid a wreath upon the 

Memorial’s Stone of Remembrance, a gesture which did not fail to generate public 

dissection and discomfiture. In February, the visiting German foreign minister had done 

the same, albeit without controversy. The RSL, for their part, publicly acquitted 

themselves with decorum and dignity, at least officially.171   
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In 1960, J. H. Scholten of the Prime Minister’s Department, with whom the 1953 

change of Anzac Day protocol (then under consideration for adoption on 11 November as 

well) rested uneasily, began sounding out the Consular and Protocol Officer for the 

Department of External Affairs, W. G. Landale, as to whether he would consider 

rescinding the 1953 ruling, which he had never considered to be “cricket.”172 The 

prevailing sentiment within External Affairs, however, was that nothing would be gained 

by reinstating the original Anzac Day ceremonial protocol of inviting each and every 

diplomatic mission to lay a wreath during the ceremony.173 Meanwhile, the expulsion of 

South Africa from the Commonwealth presented another ceremonial predicament for the 

Department: whether to continue permitting the laying of a wreath by the South African 

Ambassador at the Memorial’s Anzac and Remembrance Day services. This question was 

much debated in the ensuing years. Then, in 1969, another, albeit Anzac Day-specific, 

protocol change was aired, this time recommending that the wreath-laying by the heads 

of Commonwealth diplomatic missions, save for the New Zealand high commissioner, be 

dispensed with altogether. Instead, it was proposed, the New Zealand high commissioner 

and the Australian prime minister would jointly lay wreaths, symbolizing the military 

heritage that is ANZAC. According to F. T. Homer of the Head Consular and Protocol 

Branch, this tidy solution would foreclose charges of historically selective discrimination 

against allied nations in both world wars whilst tactfully also excluding South Africa 

from the official proceedings.174 In 1972 the streamlining of the Commonwealth roster of 

official Anzac Day wreath-layers was implemented; since that year, only the New 

Zealand and British high commissioners have laid their wreaths during the 

commemorative service proper.175 Controversy next plagued Anzac Day ceremonies at 
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the Memorial during the early 1980s, as previously discussed. These, disruptions, too, 

abated, succeeded by a two-decade period of settled ceremonial routine. Still, it is only 

since the millennium that the observance of 25 April at the Australian War Memorial has 

assumed a sufficiently safe historical distance and, concomitantly, gained its present 

preeminently heritage dimension: a dimension that strives with noteworthy success to 

bring present-day Australian society into harmony with the culturally very different 

Australia that conceived and constructed the Australian War Memorial. 

 

2.12. The Australian War Memorial as a Capital Shrine 

The Australian War Memorial is, literally and figuratively, a capital shrine to 

Anzac. Nestled against the foot of Mount Ainslie, its siting there simultaneously manages 

to minimize the monumentality of the Memorial yet, paradoxically, seen against this 

arboreal backdrop and greater vertical rise, also serves to set its monumental architectural 

silhouette in stark, bold relief. Spectacular natural setting notwithstanding, it’s the potent 

signification of the Memorial’s sightlines, real and symbolic, which leave an 

unmistakable and determining impress upon the commemorative and cultural optic of 

Canberra. Precisely, the Memorial marks the terminal point of Canberra’s Land Axis, so 

named by Walter Burley Griffin and Marion Mahoney Griffin, the original authors of the 

Australian capital’s urban development scheme.176

Since the 1920s there has been a deliberate axial alignment of the AWM with, 

respectively, the Old and New Parliaments, Commonwealth Place, and Reconciliation 

Place (Fig. 70, 71, 72).

  

177 Although Lake Burley Griffin, an artificial expanse of water, 

does physically separate the Memorial from this string of notable political and inherently 
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politicized official spaces and structures (Fig. 73), this aquatic expanse was largely 

conceived for ornamental and recreational ends and affords all-round uninterrupted 

vistas, thus forming a visual bridge, not barrier, between elements of its symbolically 

freighted environs. The insistent spatial alignment or axiality of its surrounding spaces, as 

much conceptual as optical, also invites, by virtue of their perceived visual and official 

fixedness, willful disruption by the ‘intrusive’ addition of the altogether unofficial but 

resolutely defiant Aboriginal Tent Embassy to this symbolic axis delineating both the 

Australian body politic and war remembrance.  

The Aboriginal Tent Embassy,178 originally a makeshift compound of tents and 

placards, was installed before the steps of the Old Parliament House (now the National 

Portrait Gallery) on 26 January 1972 — Australia (or Invasion) Day — to protest the 

government’s outright unwillingness to countenance the land claims of Australia’s 

indigenous people. Though always under threat of dismantlement, it has succeeded in 

staking, guerilla-style, both a territorial and symbolic claim upon this, the Australian 

capital’s foremost commemorative and political landscape.179 And it is precisely 

landscape, as scholar Christopher Vernon has argued, which has always defined Canberra 

and been its “preeminent”180

Canberra’s official commemorative landscape continues to evolve, although its 

character and growth are carefully controlled by the National Capital Authority (NCA). 

In August 2002, this regulatory body issued its Guidelines for Commemorative Works in 

the National Capital. This benchmark document clearly delineates the permissible 

 feature, as it were. The axial configuration of the capital’s 

official sites and spaces, including the AWM, is the work of its first appointed urban 

developers, the Griffins, as well as their successors. 
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grounds for local memorial projects, as well as prescribes their geographic and design 

parameters. The NCA is charged with administering and planning Canberra’s “nationally 

significant” public spaces.181 In conceptualizing the capital, the NCA’s National Capital 

Plan identifies key operative capacities unique to Canberra: the city as the seat and site of 

the Australian federal government, its status as the nation’s administrative nucleus and 

institutional centre for the visual and performing arts, post-secondary education, research, 

and sports, and, not least, its role as “a symbol of Australian national life and a location 

for memorials and national events.” This last function, if notoriously nebulous, “is one of 

the most important but also [one of the] most intangible roles that the city will be called 

on to play.”182

Important as our history of sacrifice, service and valour has been in the shaping of 
our nation, it is by no means the singular driving force; so many other individuals, 
groups, events and historical moments, drawn from a multiplicity of cultural 
areas, have had profound impact.

 In the new millennium, the NCA has placed a premium upon devising 

considered and original tacks towards capital commemoration, meaningfully engaging 

the senses and sensibilities of tomorrow’s Australians. If the commemorative landscape 

of Canberra has long assumed a wholly militarized air, the NCA — like the evolving 

Anzac Day ceremonies discussed above — is now determined to strike a more balanced 

approach, albeit without dismissing or downplaying the importance of Australia’s 

military heritage. Rather, the Authority proposes a more inclusive commemorative 

vision: 

183

 
  

Of particular importance here is the NCA’s focus on the emblematic value of 

capital commemorative projects that operate to both consolidate and convey (presumed) 

collectively held ideals. The work of commemoration, so conceived by the NCA, is thus 

primarily understood as an exercise in public cultural communication. Seen in this light, 
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the NCA predictably places a premium upon memorials to perform the public operation 

of commemoration. The NCA’s faith in the power of memorials is unsurprising. 

Memorials, owing to their permanence and their public prominence, have long been 

invested with the capacity to convey a particular cultural message. To the NCA’s credit, 

however, there is the knowing recognition that memorials are necessarily “historically 

located,” that is, era-specific material manifestations of once (and perhaps still 

prevailing) officially sanctioned ideals and values. Moreover, the NCA acknowledges 

that Canberra’s extant commemorative landscape is neither wholly reflective of nor 

harmonious with past or present governmental dictates, noting, however, that it duly 

“accepts the presence of these ‘inconsistencies’ as a part of the unique cultural tapestry of 

the National Capital.”184

Although tolerant, at least in print, of these so-called inconsistencies, the NCA’s 

commemoration charter certainly does not espouse an ‘anything goes’ policy. The NCA’s 

guidelines, in fact, work to carefully control the future development of Canberra’s 

commemorative landscape; siting criteria, in this context, are rigourously applied. 

Specifically, the guidelines furnish a quartet of thematic site categorizations governing 

the placement of commemorative works within the capital’s Central National Area.

  

185 

Convention, in this instance, reigns. For example, the siting of “commemorative works 

honouring military and non-military sacrifice, service, valour and achievement,”186 are all 

located beyond the north shore of Lake Burley Griffin, an area encompassing seven 

distinct districts, including Anzac Parade (Fig. 74) and the Australian War Memorial; 187 

these latter two are reserved for, respectively, “Memorials that commemorate Australian 

Defence Force service in all wars or warlike operations,” and “Commemoration related to 
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the service and sacrifice of Australians in war, in war-like operations, or in peace-

keeping.”188 Conversely, the region extending south from Lake Burley Griffin, 

encompassing the Parliamentary Precinct, is conceived as a decidedly non-military 

commemorative zone of nineteen sites expressly dedicated to valorizing Australian and 

non-Australian attainments and undertakings, as well as the nation’s global 

involvements.189

 

 Thus the NCA’s guidelines, whilst aiming for a cohesive, consistent, 

and complementary capital commemorative landscape, have simultaneously  

implemented a plan of commemorative site containment and dichotomization ultimately 

at odds with the Authority’s professed tolerance for the messy “inconsistencies” that 

already characterize Canberra’s existing “cultural tapestry,” privileging instead a 

conceptual and cartographic clarity of purpose and placement regarding the capital’s 

commemorative grounds. 

Once unveiled, the St. John’s and Ottawa National War Memorials, as well as the 

Australian War Memorial, appeared (as do all memorials) to be the culminations of an 

aesthetic and commemorative consensus, belying the difficulties, deliberations, and 

debates that variously coloured and shaped their realization. This is particularly evident 

in the geography of the Australian War Memorial and in the annual ceremonies that take 

place there. In the decades since their unveiling, each of these capital memorials has been 

subject to allied symbolic accretions, whether in the form of affixed plaques or memorial 

installations, such as the Valiants Memorial in Ottawa. However, only the Australian War 

Memorial boasts a heightened profile and history, albeit periodic, as a site of protest and 

demonstration, a performative and ephemeral mode of antithetical symbolic accretion.   
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This chapter has documented the delays and the sometimes fraught design and 

construction processes that attended the creation of the St. John’s, Ottawa, and Canberra 

national Great War memorials, reserving extended discussion for the Australian War 

Memorial because its long genesis and protracted building history arose from its dual 

rather than strictly memorial nature. Their sites and the rites of remembrance routinely 

enacted therein are the two critical axes upon which the commemorative import and 

impact of these memorials, physical and performative, hinge and are (re)negotiated. Each 

of these memorials was sited to forge associative links and symbolic sightlines with 

spaces and structures evocative either of nation-founding or of each nation’s political 

foundation. The continuity of these phenomena, according to the optic produced, was 

preserved and purchased by war sacrifice, with the St. John’s National War Memorial 

erected at King’s Beach, and Ottawa’s National War Memorial and the Australian War 

Memorial visually aligned, respectively, with the Canadian and Australian Parliaments.  

Fundamentally, this chapter has mined the interrelationship that obtains between, 

as a matter of consolidating and communicating national war commemoration, these 

capital war memorials and the annual government and veterans’ organization-sponsored 

rituals of remembrance. In so doing it has focused upon the observance of Anzac Day at 

the Australian War Memorial. Anzac Day, as it is ceremonially marked at the AWM, 

exemplifies, more explicitly than Canada’s or Newfoundland’s Memorial Days, how 

perennial, ritualized war remembrance, although tradition-bound and site-bound, remains 

sufficiently malleable, despite its codification, to admit cultural as well as protocol 

changes. At bottom, national war remembrance is as much a ritual as it is a situated 
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practice. Its chief locus, the national war memorial, is both the stage and the set piece for 

the yearly promotion, parsing and perpetuation of the national remembrance of war.  

These domestic national war memorials have overseas counterparts at Beaumont-

Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux, where national memorials to the Newfoundland, 

Canadian, and Australian 1914-1918 dead and missing have been erected. Their 

commemorative and site specificity distinguishes them, although each, too, is the venue 

for the annual observance of national days of war remembrance, as well as battle 

anniversary commemorations. Furthermore, the performance of war remembrance takes 

on an additional dimension at Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux, which 

may therefore be analyzed as sites of battlefield tourism and pilgrimage: the focus of the 

following chapter.  
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Chapter Three 
Returning to the Western Front: Battlefield Tourism and Pilgrimages to the 
Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux Memorials 
 
 In Chapter One, I posited that the Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-

Bretonneux memorial sites were, adopting the concept and coinage of Kenneth Foote, 

fields of care. In large part their selection and subsequent development as memorial sites, 

wherein landmark(s) and landscape(s) are commemoratively conjoined, hinged upon their 

status as significant battlefields in Newfoundland, Canadian, and Australian Great War 

history. These former battlefields (and in the case of Beaumont-Hamel and Vimy, 

preserved warscapes) are a potent species of landscape, polyvalent in meaning and being: 

historical, cultural, and commemorative. The preamble to the Vimy Charter for 

Conservation of Historic Battlefield Terrain, drafted a decade ago, encapsulates well 

their physical and symbolic polyvalency, as engendered by a confluence of processes and 

purposes: 

Battlefields are poignant landscapes where physical geography has been 
transformed into symbolic space through war, pilgrimage, memorialization and 
tourism, and by its ambiguity as a living tomb for the missing. The vivid, visceral 
imagery of battlefields, cemeteries and memorial monuments has impressed itself 
on historical consciousness and on our cultural memory of war.1

 
     

All along the Front, the War damaged or destroyed the natural and built 

environment; the physical impact of this violence upon inhabited regions, beyond its 

horrendous human toll, was as much structural as it was cultural: an assault upon the 

architectural and artistic heritage of the occupied areas. Numerous heritage sites and 

structures, in the aftermath of an attack, suffered partial or complete ruination. These 

places and buildings, such as cathedrals, which often boasted a significant pre-War 

history as tourist attractions, were reduced to ruins. Paradoxically, however, war ruins, 
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the cities and towns laid to waste, as well as the former battlefields themselves, became 

tourist attractions. Indeed, the War’s end witnessed the advent of a new (but actually old) 

phenomenon: battlefield and war tourism. This chapter examines the associated 

phenomena of battlefield tourism and pilgrimage, past and present, as they relate to the 

memorial sites of Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux. In the larger context 

of this discussion, the metaphor of performance, as it is applies to both memorial 

landscapes and the actions enacted therein by battlefield tourists and pilgrims, provides a 

useful framework for understanding the ritual interface that exists between the visiting, 

touring public and these places of remembering, remembrance, and ruination. The 

commemoration of the Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian Great War dead is a 

ritual, situated, and site-specific practice, as I have argued in Chapters One and Two, just 

as much as it heralds and occasions a return to the sites of the War itself, a phenomenon 

this chapter locates and examines within and through the rubric of thanatourism. A 

detailed discussion of the Vimy memorial’s unveiling, performed by King Edward VIII 

on 26 July 1936,2

  In the post-Armistice reconfiguration and symbolic re-investment of these former 

battlefields as memorial sites, their encounter by tourists and pilgrims occurred in a 

theatre of experience altogether different than that previously lived by combatants and 

other wartime front-line workers. I refer here specifically to the performative. 

Geographers Owen J. Dwyer and Derek H. Alderman note that performance, employed 

metaphorically, highlights how memorial landscapes function as staging grounds or loci 

 will follow. An account of this unveiling, deferred in Chapter One, is 

inextricable from that of the historic Vimy Pilgrimage, the two events intimately related 

to and mutually reinforcing of one another. 
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of memory wherein a whole gamut of performances —“public dramas, rituals, historical 

re-enactments, marches and protests, pageants, civic ceremonies, and festivals”3 — are 

realized. These are, at bottom, what geographer Steven Hoelscher characterizes as 

cultural performances or “nonordinary, framed public events that require participation by 

a sizable group and that, as planned-for public occasions, invest their participants with 

meaning.”4

In reciprocal fashion, memorial landscapes are themselves created, as well as gain 

their significance, from the demonstrations of collective memories and choreographed 

corporeal performances enacted therein. Given that such landscapes, including the 

network of Great War commemorative sites under examination here, are integral to the 

so-called heritage tourism market, the presentation of these sites via performance extends 

beyond the scripted actions and narratives delivered by venue guides, as occurs at 

Beaumont-Hamel and Vimy,

  

5 to encompass the daily, routine activities performed by site 

employees, be these custodial tasks or casually conversing with visitors regarding the 

place and its history. Dwyer and Alderman further underscore that the frequently 

underconsidered “practices and performances of tourists and their agency”6

Lastly, what Dwyer and Alderman call community performances (i.e. festivals 

and pageants) powerfully illustrate how such exercises privilege the performance of 

 — for 

example, photographs taken and postcards purchased — are equally instrumental and 

influential as actions forming and framing memorial landscapes and their associated 

meanings. Fundamentally, performance(s) operate(s) as a driving force towards 

reinforcing and reinvesting memorial landscapes with meaning that is continuous, 

changing, or contested.  
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given historical narratives at the expense and exclusion of others whilst ensuring, in the 

mounting of such “landscape spectacles,”7 that certain constituencies should and should 

not participate as performers.8 This point is well illuminated by the planning and 

proceedings of the 1936 Vimy pilgrimage organized by the Canadian Legion of the 

British Empire Service League on the occasion of the memorial’s unveiling. Although 

this pilgrimage, in which the ritual consecration of the site by King Edward VIII was 

witnessed by the thousands of assembled pilgrims, is a clear instance of an official 

“performance[s] of consensus,”9 much like a royal coronation, it cannot be overstated 

that ritualized performances always already contain the potential, if never realized, or at 

least never reported, for subversion and deviations. These are contingencies that those 

presiding over the proceedings may neither predict nor prepare for.10

As places and platforms for battlefield tourism and pilgrimage, the memorial sites 

of Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and Villers-Bretonneux typify what cultural studies scholar 

Tim Edensor identifies as enclavic tourist space. Specifically, he asserts that tourism, as a 

species of performance, is subject, by degrees, to social and spatial strictures and 

enforcement. Meanwhile, the kind and character of tourist space frames and informs — 

albeit without determining — the nature of the tourist performance. Characteristically, an 

enclavic tourist space is one that is closely controlled, eases visitor mobility, and is 

replete with material markers mapping the space wherein performance can be arranged 

and enacted. Inversely, the heterogeneous

 

11 tourist space, where frontiers remain porous 

and vague and space is populated by a motley crew engaged in a variety of role 

performances, is traversed every which way. The whole of its scenography is never static, 

nor is it predictable. Although enclavic and heterogeneous tourist spaces are conveniently 
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generalized as polar opposites, it must be said that virtually no space is entirely 

impervious to infiltration and disruptions of whatever kind. This was illustrated by, for 

example, the 2009 conviction and fining of two French couples for producing a sexually 

explicit video, the third such case since 2008, in the shadow of the Vimy memorial.12 The 

act, shocking some, did not surprise others, especially the regional authorities, given the 

site’s considerable history as a venue for incidents of “exhibitionism and voyeurism.”13

Still, an enclavic tourist space is defined by its clear parameters and its centrally 

administered, regulated environment, where visitor observance of its rules and 

restrictions regarding appropriate conduct is both expected and enforced, albeit 

imperfectly. Management ensures that the site’s presentation and amenities conform to 

particular measures and levels of appearance, atmosphere, and service. In addition their 

ongoing custodial care diminishes troublesome “underlying ambiguity and 

contradiction.”

 

Efforts to sanctify and sanitize spaces are constantly countered by and come up against 

complicating ambiguous elements. Thus, the atmosphere of even a highly regulated 

tourist stage like the Vimy memorial site can be altered by the appearance of tourists 

observing other behavioural precepts.  

14 Meanwhile, subtle forms of monitoring and security such as guides, 

guards, and surveillance cameras, otherwise known as soft control, are exercised to shape 

and contain tourist behaviour. Tourist conduct, though, is just as much shaped through 

the social and cultural internalization of, as well as daily habituation to, norms and codes 

that situate and specify acceptable comportment in a given environment, which, in the 

context of an enclavic space, most recognize and abide, willingly forsaking self-assertion 

to gain the comforts of a standardized, dependable, and smooth site experience.15 
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3.0. Thanatourism or Dark Tourism 

The Vimy, Beaumont-Hamel, and Villers-Bretonneux sites are enclavic tourist 

spaces that have, both before and after the erection of their memorials, largely drawn a 

particular species of tourist: the dark or thanatourist. Scholars Malcolm Foley and John 

Lennon are credited with introducing the designation dark tourism to academic discourse 

in the late 1990s. To be sure, earlier scholars had examined death-associated tourism, 

albeit within the larger purview of heritage tourism.16 Foley and Lennon define dark 

tourism as “the presentation and consumption (by visitors) of real and commodified death 

and disaster sites.” This explanation they later qualified by adding that the phenomenon is 

also “an intimation of post-modernity.”17 On this last point, they elaborate by remarking 

that both interest in and the interpretation of death-related occurrences are very much 

contingent upon the power of global media to communicate these events in real time, as 

well as to realize their endless repetition. Moreover, Foley and Lennon maintain that the 

majority of dark tourism locations confront and counter notions about modernity’s innate 

qualities of “order, rationality, and progress.”18 Likewise, most of these venues have 

blurred the boundary between their pedagogic or politicized message and their 

commercialized presentation. As such, they discount sites whose draw rests upon events 

that did not occur within living memory and which do not muster any unease concerning 

the project of modernity.19 Thus, Foley and Lennon locate the origins of dark tourism in 

the twentieth century and as a cultural development mostly confined to the West, where it 

is primarily undertaken for reasons of “serendipity, the itinerary of tour companies or the 

merely curious who happen to be in the vicinity.”20  
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However, some criticism has been levelled against Foley and Lennon’s account of 

the phenomenon because of its overall disregard of the manifold tourist motivations for 

visiting dark sites. Those motivations may, for example, include framing the visit as an 

affirmative or positive experience. A. V. Seaton also addresses thanatourism, which he 

qualifies as “travel to a location wholly, or partially, motivated by the desire for actual or 

symbolic encounters with death, particularly, but not exclusively, violent death,”21 and as 

originating in the Middle Ages: it belongs to the thanatoptic tradition (or the meditation 

upon death), which gained in momentum from the eighteenth century onwards.22 The 

motives, he continues, stretch across a “continuum of intensity”23 in relation to the 

reasons for undertaking travel to a dark site, as well as to the degree to which the site’s 

death attraction is generalized or is specific to the demise of (an) individual(s). Seaton 

identifies five categories of dark tourism, two of which are relevant in the context of my 

discussion of past and contemporary Great War battlefield tourism and pilgrimage. These 

are: visits to the sites of individual or group deaths, and visits to both the burial places of 

the dead and the memorials erected in their honour.24

Edensor’s categorizations of tourist modes of performances, namely the 

disciplined collective and the improvised kinds, in turn, are useful in examining the 

performative element of battlefield tourism and pilgrimage by thanatourists or (dark) 

tourists.

  

25 To be sure, the designation “thanatourist” postdates the lexicon of earlier 

generations of battlefield tourists and pilgrims, just as it rests outside the jargon of 

popular tourist discourse. Indeed, Frank Baldwin and Richard Sharpley conclude that 

“[m]any would be horrified to think that academia places them in the same category as, 

for example, those who travel to witness the sites of disasters or visitors to sites of 
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murder or execution, linked by a common thread of visiting places of death.”26 This 

general popular reluctance or refusal to identify with the term, they explain, resides partly 

in the fact that war service grants individuals government-sanctioned license to kill, and 

partly in the ambiguous status of the combatants themselves (who may be killer and 

victim alike). Baldwin and Sharpley distinguish, as does Tony Walter in identical 

fashion,27 between battlefield tourism and battlefield pilgrimage, defining the latter as 

“travel to and visitation of battlefield memorials for remembrance, the focus being on the 

spiritual value of visiting a grave.”28

Although they are a largely grief-and genealogy-driven constituency, battlefield 

pilgrims are nevertheless not a homogenous group. Their ranks commonly include 

veterans, war widows and the immediate family of killed combatants, as well as second- 

or third-generation relatives of the war dead. Walter, in addition, identifies as 

“representative pilgrims”

 In contrast, the prime motivation for the former 

action is to comprehend both the battle and the reasons and rationales for its occurrence, 

which may equally constitute an act of remembrance by gaining a better comprehension 

of what those involved experienced in combat, as well as how they conducted themselves. 

Crucially, they point up that battlefield tourism and pilgrimage are frequently conflated, 

rather than separate, undertakings.  

29 those persons who join a battlefield pilgrimage at the behest 

of, and as personal stand-ins for, individuals who cannot attend themselves. Officials, he 

observes, often serve in this capacity, and he cites members of the British Royal Family 

who have long visited Imperial War Graves Commission (later Commonwealth) 

cemeteries as representative pilgrims. Veterans, for their part, may embark upon a 

battlefield pilgrimage to both retrace and exorcise their war experiences and to render 
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homage to those who fell in combat. Descendants of the war dead, even if two or three 

generations removed from the fallen, may also seek out the grave of their forebears to 

acknowledge, even mourn, their loss. Their journey may thus mingle sorrow with familial 

interest, identity, and often pride in their relative’s participation in a significant historical 

event.30 Meanwhile, the public ceremonial dimension of battlefield pilgrimages, greatly 

magnified on the occasion of significant anniversaries of battles, officially validates the 

pilgrim’s presence, lending “visible evidence of the support of the nation’s custodians of 

remembrance.”31

Battlefield tourists, like their pilgrim counterparts, represent a mixed demographic. 

Their membership typically includes veterans who, in returning to these former war 

zones, may wish to better understand their combat experience within the context of a 

war’s larger manoeuvres. Veterans, however, constitute a minority of battlefield tourists. 

Most of the latter are so-named leisure visitors: individuals such as living history 

enthusiasts, collectors, and preservationists. Notably, there are also schoolchildren and 

military personnel, whose battlefield visits are primarily pedagogical in purpose, 

involving in situ history or tactical lessons.

  

32 Some battlefield tourists, meanwhile, may 

assume the identity of an “unintentional pilgrim” when immersed in this potentially 

poignant environment, finding that, momentarily, they “have connected with something 

very deep.”33

Battlefield tourists and pilgrims alike may participate in what Edensor identifies 

as disciplined collective tourist performances, which are “typical of religious and 

ceremonial rites performed at symbolic sites,” where the actors — such as the 1936 

Vimy pilgrims — assist “in the production of the spectacle;”

   

34 in this instance, the 
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spectacle was the pilgrimage itself, as well as its focal moment, the memorial’s unveiling. 

Their actions, Edensor elaborates, are typically rehearsed, or at least guided, lending an 

en masse, competent air to the ceremonial proceedings. Indeed, both group identity and 

general conformity of dress and conduct were stressed by the leadership of the Legion-

led 1936 Vimy pilgrimage. Thus, the pilgrims, all of whom also received, courtesy of the 

Canadian government, a complimentary souvenir pilgrimage passport, were instructed to 

wear, for the entirety of their journey, special-issue, colour-coded berets that 

distinguished ex-servicemen and women (in khaki berets) from their fellow travellers, 

the immediate relatives of those who served (blue berets). The Vimy pilgrimage medal 

or badge, meanwhile, would be fastened upon the right lapel, opposite the wearer’s 

identification button. Former servicemen were encouraged to wear their war medals and 

decorations during ceremonial functions.35

Some tourist performances, Edensor continues, reveal improvisation, but these 

still draw upon contextual cues and directives furnished by external sources, both of 

which are clearly delineated and disseminated within enclavic tourist spaces. Information 

obtained from guide books or tourism personnel, for example, may provide the 

parameters, or the general operating frame, in which such improvised actions might 

occur. That operating frame includes a number of activities broadly considered part and 

parcel of tourist performance, including arranging travel schedules to visit symbolic sites, 

photography, and souvenir purchases. The 1936 Vimy pilgrimage, too, provided ample 

 Lastly, he notes, participants in such 

spectacles also perform, individually or in groups, by posing for photographs. Their 

actions are thus encouraged by the inherent theatricality of the occasion and its venue, 

whilst photography itself is a ceremonial form of expression.  
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scope for improvising tourist performances, whereby the pilgrims chose to conduct 

cemetery visits or join arranged battlefield tours.36 Thus, although improvising tourist 

performers may not always elect to engage in what Edensor calls collective rituals, a 

commemorative ceremony performed at a memorial site, they still do draw for reference 

upon a host of “scripts and stage directions.”37 Typically, though, these reference 

materials, including the Guide Book of the Pilgrimage to Vimy and the Battlefields, July-

August 1936,38 only serve as general sources around which improvising tourist 

performers arrange their performances.  Reference materials, though, remain but 

rudimentary guides that cannot account for or make sense of all unexpected situations. 

Hence, there is the necessity of on-the-spot tourist improvisation.39

 

 

3.1. Great War Battlefield Tourism and Pilgrimages during the 1920s and 1930s 

The Great War wrought destruction upon existing tourist sites, famously Reims 

Cathedral and the Cloth Hall, Ypres, as well as created new ones: war ruins and 

battlefields. In the War’s wake, battlefield tourism attracted both former combatants who 

desired to revisit and relive the places of their war service, as well as remember those 

who served with them. Civilians, too, ventured to these sites, whose access and entry had 

been strictly controlled during the years of conflict but which nevertheless existed in the 

realm of highly mediated accounts and images.40

Michelin commenced publishing its tour guides to the Western Front in 1917, 

with the majority of its battle theatre titles issued in the year and a half following the 

Armistice. In late 1918 and early 1919 the London travel agency Pickfords, following 

Michelin’s suit, was preparing the launch, that spring, of their luxury and economy 
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battlefield tours of France. That August, Thomas Cook’s41 company also entered the fold 

as a battlefield tour operator. In the War’s immediate wake, travel to the war zones of the 

Western Front was physically challenging, owing to its devastated state. Travellers were 

required to navigate mud-choked and shell-pocked terrain that was strewn throughout 

with war detritus, greatly impeding passage.42 Indeed, such travel was downright perilous, 

given the vast quantity of live ordnance scattered everywhere.43 Hence, entry was denied 

to a number of regions, whilst other areas required so-called white passes to gain 

admission, although photography in these areas was prohibited. Cultural historian Modris 

Eksteins suggests that people primarily bought the Michelin guides either as miniature 

histories of the War, as these titles contained comprehensive descriptions of significant 

battles, or as souvenirs. Still, a small number of intrepid travellers, men and women, 

many of whom were already in France and Belgium because they had served in the War 

or were engaged by relief agencies such as the Red Cross, ventured to the devastated 

areas and the battlefields. This environment they found both alien and abandoned, and the 

travel equal parts excitement and exhaustion.44 If, Eksteins writes, Western Front war 

tourism was characterized at the beginning of the 1920s by the seeking of visceral and 

“vicarious experience,”45 towards that decade’s end the cemeteries, rather than its 

battlefields, had emerged as the principal tourist draws and foci. Great War tourism in the 

late 1920s was increasingly commemorative, instead of being curiosity-driven, although 

the two forces had always co-existed as motivating factors. In any case, the bereaved, 

officials, and royalty now all visited cemeteries and memorials in ever-growing 

numbers.46 This shift, Eksteins notes, is attributable on the one hand to the gradual 

effacement, if not total erasure, of the physical damage wrought between 1914 and 1918, 
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as the processes of natural regeneration, land cultivation and rebuilding all worked to 

conceal the landscape’s wreckage. On the other hand was the ongoing construction and 

completion of the war cemeteries and memorials, whereby with the softening of “the 

physical scars, the psychological wounds were covered by a carapace of piety.”47 This  

age of the battlefield pilgrimage, private and public,48 reached its apogee in 1928-1929 

on the occasion of the massive, nearly 15,000-strong, British Legion Pilgrimage that 

summer.49

David W. Lloyd, in his study of Great War battlefield tourism and pilgrimage 

between the world wars, observes that in the course and practice of the War’s 

remembrance and the commemoration of its dead “the sacred merged and was in tension 

with the profane.”

   

50 This binary tension manifested itself as a component of battlefield 

tourism and pilgrimage, resulting in the moral dichotomization — noted earlier in this 

chapter — of tourists and pilgrims. This in itself reflected a wider anxiety about whether 

the presence of battlefield tourists at war-related sites and memorials profaned these 

sanctified spaces, as well as diminished or trivialized the grief of the bereaved and the 

sacrifices of the war dead. This dichotomy originated in, as well as perpetuated, the 1914-

1918 socio-cultural construction of masculinity and femininity, as well as the separation 

of the battle and home fronts. However, as Lloyd explains, the reality in Britain was 

somewhat more complicated, with the phenomena of interwar battlefield tourism and 

pilgrimage simultaneously affirming and dissolving the wartime flux and intricacy of 

gender relations, as well as the experiential and emotional gulfs that lay between the lives 

of combatants and those of civilians. To be sure, the experiential divide of combat stood 

between all civilians and servicemen and, hence, was a source of friction. Nonetheless, 
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grief was not gender-specific. Nor were civilians, if not direct witnesses to combat 

casualties and deaths like those in war service, any less affected by the colossal scale of 

human injury and loss engendered by the War.51

In pilgrimage, the bereaved accompanied former servicemen to commemorate the 

dead, the two constituencies being “aligned against another indeterminate group 

described as ‘tourists.’”

  

52 However, as Lloyd notes, even though the conduct, real or 

perceived, of tourists was often decried in the accounts and commentary surrounding 

visits to the battlefields during the 1920s and 1930s, only a small percentage of these 

visitors would have self-identified as tourists, with most recognizing they were traversing 

hallowed ground.53 As other commentators note, the binary categorization of visitors to 

Great War sites as either tourists or pilgrims is inherently inflexible, yet it must be 

acknowledged that these dichotomized terms held definite currency and meaning during 

the 1920s and 1930s.54 Still, as tourism scholar Caroline Winter has suggested, “Great 

War tourism may be more appropriately accommodated within the field of dark tourism 

or thanatourism.”55

 

 Just as, arguably, it may be considered more profitably from, as I 

have outlined earlier, a performative, rather than a moralizing perspective. Nevertheless, 

the terms pilgrim and tourist remain entrenched within the discourse surrounding post-

1945 Great War tourism, with, for example, government-sponsored, battle anniversary-

coordinated visits to Beaumont-Hamel and Vimy expressly couched as pilgrimages. 

These reductive designations, although problematic, therefore cannot be dispensed with 

summarily.   
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3.2. The 1936 Vimy Pilgrimage 

In March 1934, Major J. S. Roper, the Dominion President of the Canadian 

Legion of the British Empire Service League, in his keynote address delivered at the 

Legion’s fifth Dominion Convention, announced that a committee had been struck to 

arrange the Vimy Pilgrimage, which was scheduled for 1936.56 Colonel H. C. Osborne, 

who had maintained an intimate and long-running correspondence with the Legion’s 

command, to whom he promised the enthusiastic support and the assistance of the 

Canadian Battlefields Memorials Commission (CBMC), informed his fellow 

commissioners that the Legion preferred to postpone the unveiling ceremony until 

Sunday, 26 July, given cross-Atlantic shipping schedules and the Legion’s wish that 

pilgrimage participants be accorded three “clear”57 days while in France. The CBMC had 

no objections. It would also administer and execute the unveiling ceremony should the 

government prefer such an arrangement, citing, as precedent, the inauguration of the St. 

Julien memorial. Of course, as Mewburn, Chairman of the CBMC, had mentioned to the 

prime minister in November 1934, the protocol and arrangements for the ceremony’s 

programme would entirely depend on the rank of the person invited to preside over and 

marshal its proceedings. Should this official prove to be royal, their presence would 

surely prompt the French president’s attendance, with corresponding complexity of 

protocol.58

At the outset of 1936 the Department of National Defence announced that the 

memorial would indeed be unveiled on 26 July and that the ceremony would cost some 

135,000 francs.

  

59 In March, the Legion held its sixth Dominion Convention, at which 

time attendees learned that the pilgrimage could not accommodate more than 6,000 
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participants, owing to the limitations of local “lines of communications and of the 

billeting accommodation.”60 The number of applications already received, the Legion’s 

President predictably ventured, would assure that the enterprise would be a successful 

one.61 Prospective participants, identified as “Canadian and Imperial Ex-Servicemen, Ex-

Servicewomen and Immediate Relatives of Those Who Served,”62 were held to a 

standard of behaviour commensurate with the commemorative purpose of the pilgrimage. 

Thus, every signatory of the Application for Participation in the Official Pilgrimage to 

Vimy and the Battlefields agreed “to conduct myself during the entire trip in a proper 

manner, appropriate to such a pilgrimage.”63 The form also permitted applicants to 

indicate which battlefields, in addition to Vimy, they were most interested in visiting,64

By June 1936, all crucial arrangements for the Vimy pilgrimage had been 

finalized. Briefly, the pilgrimage, adopting military practice, consisted of the advance and 

presidential parties, as well as five regular parties, each subdivided into eight to eleven 

companies numbering 120 to 135 pilgrims and overseen by a company leader.

 as 

well as whether they desired to visit any cemetery in France. These travel provisions 

underscore how the Vimy pilgrims were cast as none other than thanatourists.  

65 Each of 

the five parties, in turn, was assigned to one of the five Cunard-White Star passenger 

liners that were commissioned to transport the 6200 pilgrims. These pilgrims included 

two delegates representing the Japanese chapter of the Canadian Legion, Saburo Shinobu 

and the ex-serviceman Bunshiro Furukawa,66 along with the president of the Japanese 

Association and his wife. As Vimy pilgrims, this group had arranged to render homage to 

the fifty-four Japanese-Canadian combatants who had been killed, or who had died as a 

result of their battle wounds, in the Great War.67 In the course of the pilgrimage, Shinobu, 
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Furokawa, and the Kagetau couple also visited a number of cemeteries, locating and 

photographing the graves of several of the twenty-seven Japanese-Canadian servicemen 

interred in France, where they also left floral tributes.68 The five passenger liners set sail 

from Montreal on 16 and 17 July.69 Meanwhile, the travel agency of Thos. Cook & Son 

Limited obtained the contract for organizing the whole of the pilgrimage’s ground 

transportation and billeting requirements.70 On the morning of 25 July the five liners 

disembarked at either Antwerp or Le Havre in accordance with Belgium and France-

specific touring itineraries that included the option, that afternoon, of cemetery or 

battlefield visits.71

Additional battlefield tours, dedicated primarily to the Ypres and Somme regions, 

were scheduled for 27 July,

 As for the 200 or so ex-servicemen passengers who had been engaged 

in the Mons-area operations of 1918 immediately before the Armistice, a designated train 

conveyed them to Mons for a ceremony organized in their honour, and thence to 

Valenciennes to participate in a memorial service for Victoria Cross recipient Sergeant 

Hugh Cairns. The five pilgrimage parties, variously billeted overnight in Lille, Douai, 

and Arras, reconvened the next day at Vimy Ridge for the memorial’s unveiling by King 

Edward VIII. The pilgrims were then invited to explore the memorial and the site’s other 

key attractions: the Grange Tunnel and its preserved trenches. Thereafter they returned to 

their evening billets.  

72 terminating this leg of the pilgrimage. The pilgrimage 

concluded with a four-day London visit, 28-31 July.73 The French government, for its 

part, had generously extended an invitation to all Vimy pilgrims to remain in France after 

the official conclusion of the pilgrimage on 31 July, as the nation’s guests,74 for a six-day 

tour, spanning 1-6 August and encompassing visits to: Versailles, the Chateaux St. 
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Germain, Malmaison, Amboise, Blois, and Rouen. The Legionary reported in July that 

4850 pilgrims had accepted the French government’s offer.75

A series of busses transported the Vimy pilgrims to the memorial site on the 

morning of 26 July 1936, allowing ample time for them to explore its principal attractions, 

although they were not permitted to move around or upon the memorial until after the 

unveiling ceremony. At 12:45, 90 minutes prior to the ceremony’s commencement, the 

pilgrims were signalled by sight (a green smoke bomb) and sound (a Klaxon horn) to 

proceed towards the parade ground. On the arrival of King Edward at 2:15, the unveiling 

ceremony proper commenced, beginning with his inspection of the Canadian Guard of 

Honour, which comprised crew members of the HMCS Saguenay, the destroyer that had 

accompanied the five liners on their trans-Atlantic voyage, and the 100-member Pilgrims’ 

Guard of Honour. The king then mingled with the pilgrims for a half hour, making a 

point and good show of speaking to the first Silver Cross Mother, Mrs. C. S. Woods,

     

76 

blind and amputee veterans, as well as French ex-servicemen. The reception of the 

President of the French Republic, Albert Lebrun, followed, after which both men 

advanced to the dais for the unveiling. The latter was thunderously heralded by 

ceremonial fly-bys conducted by two squadrons each of the Royal and French Air Forces. 

Thereafter, three religious leaders, representing the Church of England (Canada), the 

United Church of Canada, and the Roman Catholic faith, directed the unveiling’s 

Christian service. Addresses were delivered by Canadians Ernest Lapointe, the Minister 

of Justice, and Ian Mackenzie, the Minister of National Defence, whilst C. G. Power, the 

Minister of Pensions and National Health, read the communication of Prime Minister 

William Lyon Mackenzie King to the estimated crowd of 100,000 (Fig. 75). The entire 
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ceremony was broadcast for the benefit of the listening audiences in Canada, Europe and 

the United States.77

In unveiling the Vimy memorial (Fig. 76), the king declared: 

  

It is the inspired impression in stone, chiselled by a skilful Canadian hand, 
of Canada’s salute to her fallen sons. It marks the scene of feats of arms which 
history will long remember and Canada can never forget. And the ground it 
covers is the gift of France to Canada. 

All the world over there are battlefields the names of which are written 
indelibly on the pages of our troubled human story. It is one of the consolations 
which time brings that deeds of valour done on those battlefields long survive the 
quarrels which drove the opposing hosts to conflict. 

Vimy will be one such name. Already the scars of war have well-nigh 
vanished from the fair landscape spread before us. Around us here today there is 
peace and the rebuilding of hope. 

And so also, in dedicating this memorial to our fallen comrades, our 
thoughts turn rather to the splendour of their sacrifice, and to the consecration of 
our love for them, than to the cannonade which beat upon its ridge a score of 
years ago.78

 
 

The ceremony continued with the customary sounding of the Last Post, the observance of 

the Two Minutes’ Silence, and the playing of Reveille. The proceedings drew to a close 

with a speech made by the French president, and, at their conclusion, both the king and 

the president deposited wreaths before the memorial. After Edward VIII, the president, 

and the official parties had left the grounds, Archdeacon Scott and Reverend Sydney 

Lambert performed, hors programme, an additional commemorative gesture: Lambert 

scattered, at the foot of the memorial, the ashes of tokens of remembrance collected from 

Canadian Armistice Day ceremonies. Thereafter, the pilgrims were invited to lay wreaths 

and to tour the memorial.79 Many of them would, in so doing, have enacted what Tim 

Edensor has called reverential and romantic gazes.80 The reverential mode of gazing, 

whether adopted by lone visitors seeking spiritual communion or conducted en masse in 

the context of a pilgrimage or ritual, fixes “upon the divine, the sacred or the 
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commemorative.”81 In its romantic incarnation, this manner of beholding rests more with 

“the contemplation of an aesthetic(ised) object”82 such as the Vimy memorial. The 

enactor of a reverential gaze, Edensor qualifies, although optically concentrated upon 

something physical like the memorial, may primarily “view it as a symbol, a metaphor or 

metonym for a religion or community.”83

 Immediately after the unveiling, the touristic component of the pilgrimage, which 

was contained during the ceremony, segued into the commemorative. As pilgrims made 

personal memorial gestures, such as locating names upon the memorial, they also 

recorded, on film and in writing, their experiences of this historic occasion. Scholar 

Susan Stewart has written intriguingly about the paradoxical function and force of the 

souvenir. The souvenir, she observes, commands and directs one’s attention to the past. It 

is not, however, simply a de-contextualized object whose presence persists in the present. 

Instead it operates to “envelop the present within the past.”

 The reverential gaze, as it has been trained 

upon Allward’s memorial by thousands of visitors for decades, thus focuses less upon its 

monumentality than upon its message, and upon the Canadian 1914-1918 war dead, 

surviving servicemen and women, and the bereaved.  

84 Indeed, it is precisely the 

souvenir’s de-contextualization, its severance from its originating circumstance, which 

allows it to stand for a vestige of that circumstance whose reconstitution requires 

narrative or reverie. (The conventional repositories of souvenirs — attics or basements — 

signals their typically negligible material and monetary value.) As a mnemonic device, 

the souvenir, paradoxically, ultimately fails. Stewart concludes: “The souvenir is destined 

to be forgotten; its tragedy lies in the death of memory, the tragedy of all autobiography 
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and the simultaneous erasure of the autograph. And thus we come again to the powerful 

metaphor of the unmarked grave….”85

Still, at Vimy, where the spectre of the unmarked grave, real and metaphorical, 

loomed large, a popular and novel attraction on the day of the unveiling was the 

establishment of a post office,

  

86 where pilgrims could mail the souvenir postcards of the 

memorial, issued as a set of ten by the French Postal Administration (Fig. 77). These 

postcards, available for purchase only between 25 and 27 July from the designated postal 

offices in Lille or, on the day of the unveiling, from the memorial site postal bureau, were 

commemoratively date-stamped “Vimy, France-Canadian Memorial,”87 provided they 

were mailed at the participating postal offices or returned to the manager of any hotel 

housing the pilgrims.88 Pilgrim Arnold du Toit Bottomley did exactly that following the 

unveiling ceremony, mailing to his daughter and himself commemorative postcards (Fig.  

78).89 A number of written reminiscences of the pilgrimage, some published, 

innumerable others found amidst archival collections, also abound, as pilgrims committed 

their thoughts and recollections of this journey to paper for personal remembrance, 

familial record, or posterity.90 The Canadian Legion, for its part, announced in August 

1936 that it would publish a souvenir volume, The Epic of Vimy. The book went to press 

in November. A deadline of 15 January 1937 was set for the receipt of orders for the 

book’s second edition, the stock of the first edition having been depleted in December.91

A bona fide success, the Vimy pilgrimage netted the Legion an $18,453.21 profit, 

of which $2,500 was released to the Canadian Corps Association, the veterans’ 

organization that had assisted the Legion’s Toronto Committee with its preparations for 

the pilgrimage.

  

92 In light of this profitable outcome, a four-week reunion pilgrimage was 
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scheduled for the same period the next year, to include extended tours of the battlefields, 

a 25 July (Sunday) ceremony to be held at the Vimy memorial, and visits to Paris, 

Versailles, Malmaison, and London. Once more, Thos. Cook & Son Ltd. and the 

Canadian Pacific and Cunard-White Star companies were contracted, with the addition of 

Donaldson Atlantic Line, to handle all travel, transportation, and lodging arrangements. 

Pilgrims who were Canadian Legion members, along with their dependents, and 

immediate family members of the war dead also qualified for a saving of twenty percent 

on the cost of their trans-Atlantic crossing fare.93 The 1937 Vimy reunion pilgrimage, 

however, was neither a remarkable nor a winning enterprise, with but a very small 

contingent of Canadians in attendance. The next year, the Legion nevertheless 

contemplated another large-scale pilgrimage two years hence: plans which never 

materialized because of the outbreak of the Second World War.94

However, the 1936 Vimy pilgrimage was unique, given that it coincided with the 

memorial’s unveiling. The much-delayed but long-anticipated completion of the 

memorial, dedicated to the nation’s 1914-1918 dead and its missing servicemen in France, 

as well as its unveiling by the king, were key factors in generating the high level of 

interest about and subsequent participation in the Legion’s pilgrimage. The Vimy 

pilgrims were, of course, acutely conscious that they were witnesses to an historic 

occasion, as well as participants in the culminating event of Canada’s commemoration of 

the War. Indeed, as thanatourists they engaged in both disciplined collective and 

improvised remembrance-related performances throughout the course of the pilgrimage. 

With the unveiling of the Vimy memorial, the project of memorializing the nation’s Great 

War losses and participation in monumental form was now completed. In this regard, the 
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ceremonial dimension of the 1937 Vimy pilgrimage could only have been perceived as an 

anti-climax, which undoubtedly contributed to the venture’s overall failure. The 

onslaught of the Second World War quashed plans for the Legion’s follow-up Vimy 

pilgrimage, the promise of which was apparently not renewed again in 1945, when the 

commemoration of the latest world war superseded that of the last, and would do so for 

the next two decades. Large-scale pilgrimages to the Vimy memorial resumed at this 

point, although these were now organized through the auspices of the Department of 

Veterans Affairs.  

 

3.3. Government-Sponsored Pilgrimages to Beaumont-Hamel and Vimy after the 
Second World War 
 
 The 1960s marked the half-century point since the waging of the Great War 

battles at Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy Ridge, and Villers-Bretonneux. This decade of fifty-

year battle anniversaries witnessed an associated resurgence of public interest in the First 

World War, which was precipitated by a number of converging factors. First, veterans, 

whose population was still considerable, had reached retirement age, prompting many to 

write their war memoirs, a number of which were published, although few attained the 

popularity of the ‘classic’ war novels and reminiscences issued in the late 1920s. Second, 

a good number of ex-servicemen’s organizations continued to operate during this period, 

revitalized by the new leisure time now at the disposal of their members, although by 

decade’s end the public presence and involvement during commemorative ceremonies of 

both these organizations and veterans, as a whole, had begun to dwindle in tandem with 

the ex-servicemen’s advancing years and increasing infirmities. Third was the emergence 

of a new generation of Great War scholars, a phenomenon coincident with the opening of 
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military archives and part and parcel of the marked growth in the number of professional 

historians at this time: the result of heavy government investment by former combatant 

nations in university development and education, with an attendant rise in an evermore 

educated reading public keen to consume such histories. And fourth, both the British 

Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) aired its seminal 26-part television series The Great 

War in 1964, and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) produced a considerably 

more modest 90-minute televised history of Canada’s participation in the First World 

War, And We Were Young, which aired on Remembrance Day 1968 and which was 

punctuated by footage of its narrator, actor Raymond Massey, touring battle sites of the 

Western Front.95

The first notable instance of these pilgrimages was arranged by the Department of 

Veterans Affairs at the behest of Myles Murray, the Newfoundland Provincial Secretary, 

to bring eight Royal Newfoundland Regiment survivors of 1 July 1916 to Beaumont-

Hamel as attendees of the opening on 2 July 1961 (the Sunday nearest Memorial Day) of 

the Park’s newly constructed Caretaker’s House, followed by the dedication and the 

unveiling by Premier Joey Smallwood of a memorial plaque honouring the feats of the 

Regiment at Beaumont-Hamel. Following these ceremonies, a commemorative service 

was held at the caribou memorial, after which the pilgrimage party visited the battlefield. 

The previous evening, the Beaumont-Hamel survivors had toured the Memorial Park, 

revisiting their old combat ground, as well as No Man’s Land and the German sector of 

the front line. Survivor Ken Goodyear recounted: “The trenches are practically as they 

 This was the popular and cultural background against which a number 

of Newfoundland and Canadian government-sponsored pilgrimages to the battlefields 

and memorials of the Great War were organized throughout the 1960s.  
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were in 1916, except for the fact that there are old rifles with the wood decayed from 

them, steel helmets rusted out, barbed wire posts in the ground, and old bombs lying 

around that we never had a chance to use.” One could also, he continued, readily situate 

the points where the different companies had made their advance during the attack, 

although he could only approximate the location where he himself had been wounded in 

battle. The Danger Tree, Goodyear noted, had since died, although “its foundation” was 

preserved, as a landmark, in concrete.96 The ex-servicemen also attended, on the evening 

of 2 July, the Ceremony of the Perpetual Illumination, which inaugurated the 

floodlighting of the Vimy memorial at night.97

  In commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the Battle of Vimy Ridge, the 

Department of Veterans Affairs organized two ceremonies, conducted at the Vimy 

memorial and the National War Memorial on 9 April 1967. Both were attended by 

surviving members of the battalions, as well as the auxiliary services that had been 

present at the Ridge fifty years ago. Just as with the 1936 pilgrimage, the Vimy survivor 

participants in the 1967 pilgrimage were issued a souvenir passport, whilst the Royal 

Canadian Legion provided participants of both the Ottawa and Vimy commemorative 

services with wreaths, each one distinguished by a ribbon identifying the Canadian 

Expeditionary Force unit of its bearer, to deposit before each memorial.

 

98

 The following year, to mark the signing of the Armistice fifty years previously, 

the Department of Veterans Affairs orchestrated a pilgrimage to the battlefields, 

memorials, and cemeteries of the former Western Front. Ninety-seven Canadian Great 

War veterans participated. Highlights of this two-week pilgrimage, undertaken in 

November 1968, included visits to all thirteen Canadian Great War memorials, with 
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commemorative ceremonies conducted at each one, as well as a series of Remembrance 

Day services in Mons and Paris.99

 The Department of Veterans Affairs commemorated the sixtieth anniversary of 

the Battle of Vimy Ridge in much the same way as they had the fiftieth. The April 1977 

pilgrimage also included a contingent of twenty-four Vimy survivors, each of whom had 

been nominated to participate by the Canadian Legion and the National Council of 

Veterans Associations in Canada.

  

100 Eight Canadian and Newfoundland battlefield 

memorials,101 as well as the Menin Gate, were visited, with commemorative services 

observed at all of them. Pilgrimage participants were also given the opportunity to visit 

the graves of relatives or fellow combatants who were buried in a CWGC cemetery. A 

“major” commemorative service was performed at the Vimy memorial, the ceremonial 

focus of which was its Tomb, on the anniversary of the battle, 9 April.102

 The eightieth anniversary of the Armistice was the last time the Department of  

Veterans Affairs (now Veterans Affairs Canada) commemorated this historic event with a 

pilgrimage. The November 1998 pilgrimage to France and Belgium, whose official 

delegation included seventeen First World War veterans, incorporated ceremonies at a 

number of Canadian and Newfoundland memorials, 11 November services at Mons and 

Ypres (the latter a Belgian-British ceremony attended by Queen Elizabeth and the 

Belgian monarchs), cemetery visits, and, concluding the pilgrimage, the interment of 

Private John McArthur in Adanac Military Cemetery, McArthur’s remains having been 

found in July that year in the vicinity of Courcelette.

  

103

 Unlike Beaumont-Hamel and Vimy, the Villers-Bretonneux site and memorial has 

never boasted a significant government-sponsored pilgrimage history.

  

104 In 2009, 
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however, just before Anzac Day, the Minister for Veterans’ Affairs, Alan Griffin, 

announced that the Australian Government would, in the next four years, allocate $10 

million for the development of an “integrated Anzac trail of commemoration”105 across 

the old Western Front in an effort to better “foster a deeper appreciation of what 

Australians achieved and endured in the main theatre of conflict of the First World 

War.”106 This government initiative, prompted by the approaching centenary of the Great 

War and the growing international attention that would be paid to the commemoration of 

1914-1918 in its lead-up, would be realized in consultation and partnership with 

stakeholder French and Belgian levels of government and local communities. It is a first 

step towards redressing the general lack of government recognition accorded to 

Australian 1916-1918 wartime feats in France and Belgium (the AIF and its war dead are, 

of course, commemorated there), with the attendant objective of drawing greater numbers 

of (Australian) visitors to these battle and memorial sites. Preliminarily, the proposed 

Anzac Trail will connect seven sites: Villers-Bretonneux, Pozières, Bullecourt, Fromelles, 

Mont St. Quentin, Ypres, and Tyne Cot.107

 

 As delineated, it would seek to combine 

heritage and dark tourisms. 

3.4. The 2007 Vimy Pilgrimage: Commemorating the 90th Anniversary of the Battle 
and Rededicating the Memorial   
 
    In March 2006 Veterans Affairs Canada (VAC) launched its new pilgrimage 

model for the commemoration of war anniversaries. In formulating the policy for the 

twenty-first century, during which it consulted with veterans’ organizations,108 VAC 

made the following resolutions, as well as re-affirmations: to observe the international 

imperative and responsibility of commemorating war service and death; to arrange 
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commemorative services and functions at overseas locations where Canada participated 

in a war; and, on these occasions, to be represented by a delegation composed of the 

Minister of Veterans Affairs, parliamentarians, veterans, representatives of veterans’ 

organizations, and youth. This new pilgrimage model was first implemented on the 

occasions of the ninetieth battle anniversary pilgrimages to Beaumont-Hamel (2006),109 

and Vimy (2007), at which time Allward’s memorial, newly restored,110 was rededicated. 

The lead-up to and the rededication of the Vimy memorial, broadcast live on CBC 

Television and Newsworld, received extensive Canadian (English) press coverage in 

print and online, as well as on television and the radio. The CBC also produced a four-

hour series, The Great War, a combination documentary-drama, and as its complement, a 

one-hour World War One-themed reality TV special, The Great War Experience, airing 

the two programs over the course of the evenings of 8 and 9 April.111

The 2007 Vimy pilgrimage was the most complex in scope that Veterans Affairs 

Canada ever orchestrated. Companion memorial events were held in Ottawa both prior to 

the embarkation of the VAC contingent for France on 5 April, as well as 9 April, the 

anniversary of the Battle, when a remembrance and wreath-laying ceremony, led by 

Governor-General Michaëlle Jean, was performed at the National War Memorial and the 

Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.

   

112 The night of 8 April, a Vimy vigil was also held at the 

National War Memorial. The names of the 3598 Canadians who fell in the Battle of Vimy 

Ridge (9-12 April 1917) were projected upon the Memorial from sundown to sunrise: an 

idea conceived by R. H. Thompson, a Toronto actor, and Ottawa lighting designer Martin 

Conboy. Both Veterans Affairs Canada and Public Works and Government Services 

Canada assisted in the vigil’s realization.113 This act of projecting the names of the Vimy 
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dead upon the Memorial, although an ephemeral act of remembrance, points up how the 

name, as Sandra M. Gilbert has ruminated, simultaneously specifies and speaks of 

individuality, and, in the context of grief, the individuality of the death one mourns. To 

be sure, a name pronounces someone’s existence and the “circumstantiality”114 of their 

being; however, that name can be wholly severed from them (Derrida’s important insight) 

as well as circulate beyond the horizon of their day-to-day living and, ultimately, life.115 

Hence, the naming of the war dead and missing upon memorials is a touchstone of Great 

War remembrance. By the same token, such commemorative naming, whether permanent 

(the Vimy memorial) or impermanent (the Vimy vigil), validates death in the service of 

the nation. Precisely, “official naming,” as Pierre Bourdieu explains, is “ a symbolic act 

of imposition which has on its side all the strength of the collective, of the consensus, of 

common sense, because it is performed by a delegated agent of the state, that is, the 

holder of the monopoly of legitimate symbolic violence.”116 The Vimy vigil’s projection 

component perfectly exemplified official naming on behalf of the state, whose claim 

upon, and exercise of, sanctioned violence was not explicitly stated. Rather, the 

monumental locus and focus of the projected names did so implicitly, whereby, as the 

practice of Polish artist Krzysztof Wodiczko117 has critically illustrated, memorials 

concretize, communicate, and celebrate state power. Since the 1980s, Wodiczko has 

projected subverting images upon monuments and memorials, a fleeting and fugitive 

form of visual intervention that seeks to undermine their authority as symbols of political 

will and persuasion.118

On the eve of the memorial’s rededication, six Canadian soldiers were also killed 

in Afghanistan by the explosion of a roadside bomb. Inevitably, the announcement of 
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their deaths in the press the next day was made alongside the mention of the concurrent 

rededication of the Vimy memorial.119 Reportage aside, the National Post, in its editorial 

dedicated to the observance of the ninetieth anniversary of the Battle of Vimy Ridge, 

acknowledged that these six deaths had no equivalence with the colossal death toll of 

Canadian servicemen in the First World War. However, from an ideological standpoint, 

Canadian troops serving in Afghanistan were engaged in a “just and important cause.”120 

By contrast, the editorial musings of Canada’s other, more liberal, national paper, the 

Globe and Mail, couched its weighing-in upon the significance of the Canadian victory at 

Vimy Ridge nine decades ago in terms of its legacy, a consolidated sense of nationhood, 

with the Canadian fatalities in Afghanistan the previous day framed as a continuation of 

the war sacrifice “that keeps Canada strong and free.”121 Prime Minister Harper’s public 

announcement of the six Canadian combat deaths in Afghanistan was incorporated, on 

the fly, into a speech he delivered in France on the occasion of an Easter dinner, attended 

by veterans and officials, organized to commemorate the ninety-year anniversary of the 

battle of Vimy Ridge. That speech, as drafted, already drew parallels between the 

difficulties and dangers Canadian servicemen of the Great War had confronted and those 

which soldiers now engaged in Afghanistan encountered, with the latter troops cast as the 

heirs of Vimy.122 Harper, however, refrained from invoking the deaths of the six soldiers 

in the address that he delivered during the rededication ceremony of the Vimy memorial, 

although both Queen Elizabeth and the French prime minister did so, positioning these 

fatalities within a history of Canadian war sacrifice stretching back across the twentieth 

century.123 The prime minister’s silence on the subject was calculated, as he was 

undoubtedly mindful that the Afghanistan mission was divisive amongst Canadians,124 
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two-thirds of whom, according to the findings of a recent national poll, pronounced that it 

would, ninety years hence, be perceived as but a “minor event in history,”125

As for the pilgrimage itself, a host of commemorative ceremonies were conducted 

in France between 7 and 9 April. Chief amongst these was the religious service held for 

Private Herbert Peterson, whose remains were found near Avion in 2003,

 neither 

formative nor profile-raising for Canada, as was the capture of Vimy Ridge.  

126 at the 

Chapelle Saint Louis, Arras, on the morning of 7 April, followed by his re-interment in 

La Chaudière Military Cemetery, Vimy.127 That evening a music-and-manoeuvres sunset 

ceremony was performed by the Canadian Forces contingent of the pilgrimage at the 

Vimy memorial. This martial-themed event, premised upon the military custom of 

mustering troops to their garrison for a night’s rest, was followed by a Lighting 

Presentation, a more serene and contemplative spectacle incorporating illumination, 

music, and narrative, and conceived to “explore the many levels of meaning of the Vimy 

monument”128 as well as to foreground its aesthetic, cultural, and historic importance. 

The next day, Arras was the scene of the celebratory Freedom of the City parade, which 

saw the Canadian Forces contingent march through the town.129 The focal point of the 

Vimy pilgrimage was, however, the rededication of the memorial by Queen Elizabeth on 

the afternoon of the ninetieth anniversary of the Battle of Vimy Ridge. The sole critical 

element that emerged in the press coverage of the events and ceremonies marking that 

anniversary was an attempt to ‘unpack’ the mythology surrounding Vimy, as well as 

forewarn against its glorification in light of Canada’s present involvement in 

Afghanistan.130  
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As with the 1936 unveiling of the memorial, its rededication seventy-one years 

later, witnessed by an estimated crowd of 20,000-25,000, was performed by a British 

monarch. Attending the Queen, as platform guests, were Prince Philip, French Prime 

Minister Dominique de Villepin, Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper, and their 

wives. The order of the ceremony was much the same, too, featuring the Queen’s 

inspection of the troops, addresses delivered by the French and Canadian prime ministers, 

prayers, the sounding of the Last Post, the observance of the One-Minute Silence, the 

playing of the Rouse and the Lament, and the recitation, by two veterans, of the Act of 

Remembrance. The laying of wreaths was followed by the Commitment to Remember, 

proclaimed by 5000 Canadian youth. If remembrance of the war dead was couched as 

their inheritance and legacy, so too, in part, was Allward’s memorial. The Queen, in 

rededicating it, pronounced:  

Canada’s commemorative monument here in Vimy bears witness to 
Canada’s great strength and its dedication to freedom. It also bears witness 
to the profound solidarity that binds Canada and France. Finally, it 
demonstrates the valour, the courage, and the sacrifice of the brave 
Canadians that inspired a young country to become a magnificent nation. 
To those who have so recently lost their lives in Afghanistan, to Canada 
and to all who would serve the cause of freedom, I rededicate this 
magnificently restored memorial.131

 
  

The memorial rededicated, the ceremony drew to its close with a musical interlude, a 

ceremonial fly-by performed by the French Air Force, and a final round of blessings. 

Before the Queen, Prince Philip, and the two prime ministerial couples left the memorial 

grounds, they mingled, as had King Edward VIII seven decades earlier, amongst the 

assembled Canadian and French veterans and youth.132

 The memorial landscapes of Beaumont-Hamel, Vimy, and, to a much lesser 

extent, Villers-Bretonneux, as I have elucidated above, have, since their unveiling, served 
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as stages for both commemorative and touristic performances, whether disciplined, 

collective affairs or improvised. Such performances have been enacted there on the 

occasion of large and small-scale battlefield pilgrimages, government-sponsored and 

personal, or when these sites have been frequented by travellers upon the Western Front 

battlefield tourism circuit. Visitors to these enclavic tourist sites, whom I collectively 

identify as thanatourists, a more felicitous and nuanced designation than the 

dichotomized and implicitly judgmental terms of “pilgrim” and “tourist,” are principally 

performers. Thanatourists are participants in, as well as spectators of, the rituals of 

remembrance, public and private, majestic and modest, that are routinely performed in 

these memorial landscapes: theatres of history and memory, lived and vicarious. Their 

memorial dimension, the monuments and preserved war features therein (at Beaumont-

Hamel and Vimy), render them poignant grounds of remembrance, wherein some visitors 

once also surely remembered their war experiences and losses. If living memory of the 

Great War has now been extinguished, the last Canadian veteran, John Babcock, having 

died in February 2010,133
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Affairs,” 4, attached to a 22 March 2006 memorandum for the Minister of Veterans Affairs from Jack 
Stagg; and “Guide for Selection of Veterans: 90th Anniversary of the Battles of the Somme and Beaumont-
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Chapter Four 
What Remains: Repatriating and Entombing the Australian and Canadian 
Unknown Soldiers of the Great War in Canberra and Ottawa 
 

In this chapter, I revisit Owen Dwyer’s concept of allied accretion, which I 

elucidated in the Introduction. I shall argue that this is exemplified by the recent 

transformation of two existing memorial sites, the Australian War Memorial’s Hall of 

Memory and Ottawa’s National War Memorial, into sepulchral spaces that 

simultaneously commemorate and concretize war losses in the service of nationhood. 

Specifically, in 1993 and 2000 the respective remains of an Australian and a Canadian 

unknown soldier of the Great War were repatriated and then entombed in each nation’s 

capital, a process that equally encompassed the ritual and eulogistic ‘nationalization’ of 

these two long-dead 1914-1918 servicemen. Their anonymity, of course, is precisely 

what imparts to these Tombs of the Unknown Soldier, “saturated with ghostly national 

imaginings,”1

The power invested in these anonymous remains to symbolize both the 

individual

 in Benedict Anderson’s memorable phrase, their potent symbolic power.  

2 and collective First World War dead hinges conceptually upon their guarded 

secret identity. A mystery, by definition, demands its solution. However, in these 

instances it must not be solved. Indeed, its solving has been outright prohibited by the 

Commonwealth War Graves Commission (CWGC).3 For to reveal the identity of these 

remains would be to completely collapse their claiming power upon the living: the 

captivating force to viscerally conjure up, capture in the mind, and physically confirm for 

the beholder the “separation of the dead from their very name and history”4 that 

characterizes this distinctly twentieth-century species of national war commemoration.5 

So has argued Michael Naas in the context of the American Tomb of the Unknown 
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Soldier of the Vietnam War (Arlington National Cemetery).6 These tombs’ claiming 

power upon populations engaged in war remembrance, Naas notes, resides in the 

anonymity of their contents, which must be safeguarded. Only then can “these bones 

without a proper name, remain — an unidentifiable spectre that haunts our collective 

mourning and, by resisting our knowledge and our narratives, makes it interminable.”7

And so the Commonwealth War Graves Commission’s proscription is doubly 

beholden to the law and logic of the secret, which philosopher Tzvetan Todorov has 

usefully defined: “If it had been named, it would no longer have existed, for it is precisely 

its existence which constitutes the secret. This secret is by definition inviolable, for it 

consists in its own existence.”

  

8 Hence, to name the remains within these tombs would be 

to annul their secret value, speculative and surrogate. The exceptional, essential, and 

enforced unknowability of these remains, to be sure, necessarily lies in stark contrast to 

the robust efforts otherwise made by the Canadian and Australian governments, with the 

endorsement of the Commonwealth War Graves Commission, to identify and have 

reburied, in the appropriate war cemeteries, the remains of Great War soldiers wherever 

and whenever they are found.9

The Fromelles project is a joint forensic, anthropological, and archaeological 

venture between the Australian Army and the United Kingdom Ministry of Defence

 The most recent such effort, by way of example, is the 

Fromelles project.  

10 to 

establish the identities of the 250 Australian and British soldiers11 whose remains were 

discovered in May 2008 in German-dug (1916) mass graves at Pheasant Wood, 

Fromelles, France. To this end, an online register has been established for relatives of 

Australian Imperial Force (AIF) soldiers killed in the Battle of Fromelles: men whose 
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deaths were recorded as having occurred on 19 and 20 July 1916 but whose graves are 

unknown. Relatives of these soldiers are invited to submit their names as candidates for 

DNA testing. A separate such register has been created for the relatives of the British 

Fromelles dead without a known grave. On 6 November 2009 both the Australian and 

British administrators of this project released new “priority lists”12 of servicemen whose 

remains may have been discovered at Pheasant Wood but for whom no descendants had 

yet come forth to register their names as potential candidates for DNA testing.13 

Meanwhile, a new CWGC cemetery, the Fromelles (Pheasant Wood) Military Cemetery, 

was constructed for the re-interment, with full military honours, of these remains. It was 

officially dedicated by the Australian Governor-General, Quentin Bryce, and the Prince 

of Wales on 19 July 2010, the 94th anniversary of the battle.14

The re-interment of 249 sets of remains began on 30 January 2010, and continued 

through February. On 17 March, Greg Combet and Alan Griffin, the Australian Ministers 

for Defence Personnel and Veterans’ Affairs, together announced, after the Joint 

Identification Board had delivered the initial results of the DNA analyses, that 203 of the 

250 sets of soldiers’ remains recovered at Pheasant Wood were certifiably Australian, 

with 75 of these men identifiable by name. As of 7 May, the identities of another 19 

Australians from these sets of remains had been confirmed. Days before the cemetery’s 

inauguration, an exceptional Joint Identification Board was convened on 5 July to 

examine just-obtained DNA evidence, resulting in the positive identification of two more 

of the Australian soldiers, 96 of whom had now been reclaimed from their former 

anonymity. Additional identification boards will be held in the coming years, the next 

one occurring in March 2011, with the process terminating in 2014. On the occasion of 
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the cemetery’s inauguration, the last set of remains, that of the 250th soldier, were re-

interred as part of the commemorative proceedings. Thereafter, a private ceremony for 

the relatives of the identified soldiers was conducted to dedicate their graves. 

Accordingly, the names of these just-identified soldiers will be removed from the 

relevant memorial to the missing, be this at VC Corner Australian Cemetery Memorial, 

Fromelles (where the memorial there records the 1299 AIF soldiers killed in the battle of 

Fromelles whose graves are unknown),15 or at Villers-Bretonneux National Memorial.16

  

 

4.0. The Tomb of the Unknown Australian Soldier, Canberra 

 Tombs of unknown soldiers operate and have their psychological and emotional 

effectiveness in a way utterly foreign to that of phenomena such as the Fromelles project. 

Fundamentally, it is the guarded anonymity of the remains they contain that imbues these 

sepulchres with their dual yet paradoxical signification as both the grave of someone’s 

son and that of a national son. The capital entombment of a distinct, if unknowable, male 

body killed in war thus commemorates, as well as universalizes, a specific death, and, in 

so doing, symbolically casts the unknown soldier as a metonym for the (masculine) body 

politic. Whatever the historical specificity of the anonymous remains, their symbolic 

value as the embodiment of war sacrifice on behalf of the nation is constant, irrespective 

of additional, and always mutable, investments with contemporary meaning. Thus, when 

a Canberra tomb of the unknown soldier was first proposed in 1920, grief for the Great 

War dead was raw, and the domestic reburial of an anonymous Australian Imperial Force  

serviceman in the nation’s capital would certainly have served as a surrogate gravesite for 

Australians mourning their war dead buried or missing abroad. In 1993, that grief was 
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surprisingly undiminished by the passage of seven decades, at least for the children of the 

fallen, and was clearly in evidence when an unknown Australian serviceman of the Great 

War was finally entombed in Canberra.17

On 9 November 1920, the virtual eve of the entombment of Britain’s Unknown 

Warrior of the First World War in Westminster Abbey, the Australian press announced 

that the federal government would consider repatriating an unknown AIF soldier for 

reburial in Canberra. Hugh McIntosh, the president of the British Empire Service League, 

was the architect of this proposal, which had received the endorsement of Alderman 

William Brooks, president of the Federal Capital League. Both men desired that an 

unknown soldier be removed from his existing grave in the former battle theatres of 

1914-1918 and be re-interred in Canberra, which, as yet, had no national memorial to its 

Great War dead. The Australian War Memorial (AWM) was only officially opened on 

Armistice Day 1941, a full two decades later. George Pearce, Minister of Defence, had 

brought this initiative to the attention of Prime Minister William Hughes, who agreed to 

put this proposal to Cabinet. Pearce wrote to the prime minister on 11 November, the 

 These anonymous 1914-1918 soldier’s remains, 

which, of course, were chosen for their historical association with Villers-Bretonneux and, 

hence, historicised, were nonetheless also symbolically situated within a continuum of 

Australian war sacrifice, whilst their entombment was couched as a culminating point in 

the nation’s history of martial commemoration. Then as now, the affective quality of a 

tomb of an unknown Australian soldier, as well as its symbolic value as a fixture within 

the nation’s commemorative culture and its imagination, were recognized by its 

proponents. The history of its eventual realization, too, reveals the politically fraught 

nature of this memorial enterprise.  
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second anniversary of the Armistice and the day of the burial of the Unknown Warrior in 

London, declaring his approval of the “sentiment”18 to return the body of an anonymous 

AIF serviceman for re-interment in the capital. That soldier’s grave, he opined, should be 

adjacent to that of General Bridges. Bridges was a commander of the AIF. He had died 

aboard the hospital ship Gascon in May 1915 of the wounds he had sustained at Gallipoli, 

and subsequently became the sole Australian killed in the Great War whose body was 

exhumed (in this case from its wartime grave in Alexandria, Egypt) and repatriated to 

Australia (September 1915) for a state funeral. Bridges was thereafter interred, at the 

behest of his widow, on the property of the Royal Military College, Duntroon, where he 

had served as the College’s first commandant.19

The proposal to re-inter an anonymous Australian Great War soldier in Canberra 

was put on the Cabinet agenda, only to be removed shortly thereafter in January of 1921. 

Despite this, the prospect of a Canberra Tomb of the Unknown Soldier did not perish, 

and in fact was pursued in communications between the industrialist C. J. Lane and the 

prime minister. Lane, having been “deeply impressed”

 

20 by the concurrent London and 

Paris entombments of Unknown Soldiers, had written the Prince of Wales to “beg Your 

Royal Highness to use your influence in having similar functions in each of the States of 

the Commonwealth, or one at Canberra.”21 The prince’s private secretary replied that, 

whilst the prince concurred with Lane about the merit of conducting one or more burial 

ceremonies in Australia, he believed it was not within his purview to recommend such 

action be taken by the Australian government. A year later, Lane informed Prime 

Minister Hughes of his communication to the Prince of Wales. Hughes’s private secretary 

responded to Lane, informing him that the prime minister gave his assurances that the 
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motion to rebury domestically an anonymous Australian soldier of 1914-1918 would be 

reviewed.22

 Indeed, Hughes promised in January 1922 that the issue would be brought before 

Cabinet, whose ministers, it was reported, supported the motion, as well as the idea of a 

Canberra location for the burial. Opinion, however, was polarized amongst both the 

public and different branches of the Returned Sailors and Soldiers’ Imperial League of 

Australia (RSSILA). Similarly, the choice of a site for the burial — Canberra, Melbourne, 

or Sydney — proved fractious. A frequent refrain emanating from those camps that 

opposed the idea was that the Unknown Warrior entombed in Westminster Abbey 

embodied all of the empire’s Great War dead, as well as personified its common sense of 

spirit and sacrifice. John Treloar, the director of the Australian War Museum, had echoed 

this sentiment during his attendance at the 1921 New South Wales congress of the 

RSSILA.  

   

However, as Ken Inglis has observed, Treloar’s objection to the creation of a 

Canberra Tomb of the Unknown Soldier was probably less motivated by imperialist 

sentiment than his genuine concern that the installation of such a sepulchre in the capital 

would rob his institution of its raison d’être. Treloar privately admitted as much in early 

January 1922: “The big danger in my opinion is that if the proposal to bury an unknown 

warrior at Canberra be considered apart from the future of the AWM it may become the 

basis of the Commonwealth memorial. That would be disastrous to the future of the 

AWM.”23 Indeed, a briefing note prepared for the Australian War Museum Committee 

and containing talking points to be raised with the prime minister regarding the 

institution’s development as the National War Museum recommended “that it would be 
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most appropriate and would surround the Museum with a fitting atmosphere of sanctity if 

this unknown warrior were laid at rest in a stately tomb at the entrance to the building, or 

in the centre of the main hall.”24  Ultimately, neither a positive nor a negative consensus 

could be reached about the need for such a tomb or its location, and the idea was dropped 

by the government.25

 The idea was subsequently raised again, also to little effect, in 1926 and 1938. 

After the Second World War it was reviewed a third time, and was duly debated in July 

1946 by the various state branches of the RSSILA. All of these, save for the Australian 

Capital Territory, South Australia, and New South Wales branches, rejected the proposal, 

again because the existing imperial shrine to the dead of 1914-1918, Westminster 

Abbey’s Tomb of the Unknown Warrior, already commemorated the empire’s fallen and 

should continue to do so exclusively.

  

26 In February 1947, the Minister of the Interior, H. 

V. Johnson, wrote the federal president of the RSSILA, Eric Millhouse, to inform him 

that the AWM’s board of management had also debated this motion and found it wanting, 

albeit not because of imperialist sentiment but rather with the view that the installation 

within its own confines of a tomb of an “Australian Unknown Warrior”27

The plans for the Australian War Memorial provide for a central feature known as 
the Hall of Memory. The Hall has been built but the interior treatment was 
delayed by the war and will, it is estimated, take five years to complete. The Hall 
of Memory is being developed as a cenotaph, that is, as a sepulchral monument to 
those who are buried elsewhere, and not as a mausoleum. It therefore stands for 
all Australians who have lost their lives through the wars which the memorial 
commemorates. In the designs care has been exercised to ensure the recognition 
of all three Services-Navy, Army, and Air Force.

 from the First 

World War would not fulfill its mandate to commemorate equally the Australian 

servicemen killed in both world wars:  

28
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 Millhouse was in complete agreement with this position on the proposed development of 

the Hall of Memory as a cenotaph rather than a tomb. These commemorative designs 

eventually populated the AWM’s Hall of Memory. Ironically, however, the resultant 

effect was that the designs failed to contribute coherently and cohesively, as critics and 

the AWM’s administration alike have acknowledged since the mid-1980s, to this space’s 

intended memorializing and meditative atmosphere, which catalyzed the AWM to install 

a Tomb of the Unknown Australian Soldier within its walls forty-six years later. The  

Hall of Memory, previously an admired, albeit affectively dead space, has been since 

1993 the final resting place for the remains of one of the AIF’s World War One dead and, 

moreover, clearly articulates its original conception, fundamental character, and function 

as a memorial milieu.29

Opened in May 1959, the Hall of Memory constitutes the AWM’s core 

commemorative space. It lies at the northern terminus of a garden court whose centre 

contains the Pool of Reflection, illuminated by the Eternal Flame. The eastern and 

western sides of the courtyard are walled and two storeys in elevation, with the upper 

level arcaded. The Roll of Honour, bronze panels engraved with the names of the 

Australian servicemen and women killed in nineteenth and twentieth-century wars, an 

alphabetical roster ordered according to service unit, runs the length of the second-storey 

stone cloisters (Fig. 79), the western gallery commemorating the Australian dead of the 

Great War and earlier conflicts, and the eastern gallery memorializing those killed in the 

Second World War and later conflicts. The Hall of Memory’s interior is a soaring, domed 

space eighty feet in height that is windowed on three of its sides, the fourth terminating in 

an apse, not unlike a church. These unmistakable echoes of ecclesiastical architecture are 
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an attempt to imbue the Hall with a sacrosanct character. The Hall also boasts an array of 

commemorative design elements in mosaic, stained glass, and sculpture. The 

iconographic programme, representing the Australian armed services of both world wars, 

lauds their service and marks their losses. The trio of stained glass windows, conceived 

and realized by Napier Waller, a Great War veteran, contains fifteen personifications, one 

per glass panel, five panels per window, of the “marked qualities”30

The surface of the Hall’s dome and its pendentives, some 13,694 square feet, are 

covered with mosaics also designed by Waller. The iconography of the dome’s cupola is 

not overtly Christian, although it does employ indigenous and cosmic symbolism to chart 

the apotheosis of the souls of the war dead. The latter are represented by winged 

sarcophagi, released from their earthly tombs, ascending to a spiritual solar realm. The 

pendentive mosaics celebrate the service branches of the Second World War AIF, its 

navy, army, air force, and women’s services, with larger-than-life, heroic portrayals of a 

sailor, a soldier, a flying officer, and a servicewoman. Raymond Ewer’s colossal, if 

conventional, bronze sculpture of a soldier originally occupied the Hall’s apse, until it 

was moved to the AWM’s sculpture garden after being replaced in 1993 by Janet 

Lawrence’s abstract and enigmatic four pillars, one each of marble, metal, wood, and 

glass (Fig. 80).

 of the First World 

War AIF — resourcefulness, candour, curiosity, independence, comradeship, ancestry, 

patriotism, chivalry, loyalty, coolness, control, audacity, endurance, decision, and 

devotion. Fourteen of these characteristics (further subdivided under the rubrics of 

personal, social, and fighting qualities) are understood to be embodied by servicemen, 

and one, devotion, by a nursing sister.  

31 These totemic allusions to the four classical elements of earth, air, fire, 
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and water are also evocative of the forces of creation, destruction, cleansing and change, 

if not life and the afterlife. Expansive rather than prescriptive in meaning, the four pillars, 

which echo in number and verticality the four mosaic figures, were installed in time for 

the entombment of the Unknown Australian Soldier in November 1993. They 

thematically harmonize especially well with the cosmology of Waller’s cupola mosaic.32

Although resplendent, the mosaic, stained glass, and sculptural memorial features 

never cohered synthetically to impart to the Hall of Memory its intended air of 

hallowedness. In 1985 Ken Inglis provided this pithy assessment of the Hall’s failure to 

conjure the appropriate reverential atmosphere for its visitors: 

 

The disparate elements that have come to occupy the Hall of Memory — stained-
glass windows, mosaic devices, and the bronze warrior in his arched recess — do 
not collaborate to engender that mood of reverence, that sense of entering a sacred 
place, which [Charles] Bean [Great War AIF correspondent and official historian, 
as well as the founder of the AWM] long ago had hoped the structure would 
somehow inspire. Having lost its intended function as shrine for the Roll of 
Honour, the Hall baffled its makers and now baffles visitors. Chapel? Mausoleum? 
Gallery? If not any of these things, then what? People enter, stop, look up and 
around for advice about what to do or think or feel, and after a respectful interval 
they withdraw. Out in the forecourt an urge to recognize the sacred, aroused but 
unfulfilled, moves some of them to throw coins into the Pool of Reflection.33

 
   

Bill Gammage, author of the Broken Years: Australian Soldiers in the Great War, 

similarly recognized that the Hall of Memory failed to elicit the desired effect in its 

visitors. He predicted that the interment of an unknown Australian soldier in this 

memorial venue, hitherto unmoving because it had “no appropriate focus or function,”34 

would transform the character of this monumental but emotionally moribund space into 

one that both fixed one’s attention upon and made tangible the human loss engendered by 

war. Gammage, in his communications with Ken Inglis,35 reflected that he had first 

broached the idea informally with the AWM’s staff in late 1989, albeit “not with any 
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great conviction.”36 Gammage mused about the prospect of such a Tomb in the Hall of 

Memory in an address he delivered at the 1990 AWM History Conference: “It will be 

interesting to see whether, after the last Anzac has joined his mates, that empty space at 

the centre of the Australian War Memorial’s Hall of Memory will be occupied by the 

democratic equivalent of Atatürk’s mausoleum [Ankara, completed in 1953],37 the grave 

of an unknown soldier.”38

Gammage’s pronouncement was certainly heard and absorbed by the AWM’s 

Ashley Ekins, a research officer in the Official History Unit, who when asked (as were 

other staff) to conceive of ideas to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the 

Memorial’s operation, submitted his proposal to establish a Tomb of the Unknown 

Soldier in the Hall of Memory. He argued that a tomb’s installation there “would give the 

commemorative area of the Memorial the soul which it has always lacked.”

  

39 The 

AWM’s director, Brendan Kelson, passed Ekins’s proposal to deputy director Michael 

McKernan, who endorsed the call to better articulate the “commemorative focus”40

As one who has now had the privilege of inspecting Australian cemeteries in 
Gallipoli, France and Belgium, I would be horrified to think that these might be 
disturbed. There would be enormous problems in choosing conflict, location and 
in preserving anonymity. However, this is not an insuperable objection, just an 
important one…. 

 of the 

Hall of Memory. The latter, as we have seen, was widely acknowledged as lacking such a 

focus. McKernan, however, had reservations about the logistics and proprieties of the 

unknown soldier’s selection, as well as his entombment:  

Dearly as I would love to do it, I think it would be unwise to seek substantial 
changes in the Hall of Memory at this time [1991] in response to the observations 
of Professor Inglis and others…. If there is to be renewal in the Hall it will need to 
be handled thoughtfully and with full discussion amongst interest groups.41
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Ekins presented his proposal at an August 1991 AWM meeting called to deliberate ideas 

for a “commemorative initiative”42 in conjunction with the Memorial’s half-century 

observances that year. However, no serious discussion ensued over its viability, and little 

was resolved, save for establishing a sub-committee to further examine proposals for the 

commemorative initiative.43

Ekins was much chagrined, however, when Kelson publicly stated that the 

concept of installing a Tomb of the Unknown Soldier within the Hall of Memory had 

originated in his conversations with McKernan about developing plans and programming 

for the AWM’s fiftieth anniversary celebrations. Certainly the establishment of this Tomb, 

a project already inextricably bound up with the practice of (martial) national identity 

politics, was equally influenced by the apparently poisoned state of internal politics 

within the AWM. Moreover, according to Ekins and Inglis, the AWM’s motivations in 

advancing this memorial enterprise were as much entrepreneurial and self-serving as 

commemorative. Indeed, Kelson ultimately appears to have committed to the idea 

primarily as a sound business venture rather than because of any profound ideological 

reasons concerning the discourse and cultivation of war commemoration.

   

44

The truth is that Kelson failed to acknowledge any potential in the proposal and 
McKernan, while expressing support for it, actually ensured that the idea was 
stillborn. It was not until about a year after my proposal that a casual conversation 
between myself and a retired former AWM senior curator resulted in the proposal 
being again brought to Kelson’s attention.

 Ekins, for his 

part, remained anxious to re-assert the instrumentality, if only to Inglis, of his proposal:  

45

 
 

Evidently, though, Ekins’s proposal did retain the director’s attention and interest the 

second time he received it, for in January of 1993 a directing group, whose members 

included Kelson, McKernan, Richard Reid (AWM project manager), Paul MacPherson 
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(AWM senior advisor to the director), Inglis (professor, Australian National University), 

Air Vice Marshal Alan Heggen (director, Australian War Graves Commission), June 

Healy (national secretary of the Returned Services League of Australia), and a senior 

representative from the Defence Forces, was founded to realize the repatriation and 

reburial of a First World War unknown Australian soldier. To this end, communications 

with the Commonwealth War Graves Commission would be initiated. Three possible 

spatial scenarios were contemplated: (1) locate the tomb within the Hall’s apse, requiring 

the removal of Raymond Ewer’s bronze sculpture; (2) remove the sculpture from the apse, 

leaving the space vacant unless another piece were installed there, and position the tomb 

at the Hall’s centre; and (3) retain the sculpture where it is, making the tomb the Hall’s 

central fixture.46

A memorandum from Kelson to D. Kennedy, director-general of the CWGC, 

explained the AWM’s rationale in seeking to repatriate, then entomb one of its Great War 

soldiers within its Hall of Memory:  

  

The Australian War Memorial was opened in 1941 to honour and commemorate 
the sacrifices of Australians in war…. But there has long been a perception, 
expressed not only by scholars but evident among many day to day visitors, that 
the Memorial lacks a symbolic focal point of significance…. 
We believe that the deep need to overcome this lack would be met by the 
installation, in our Hall of Memory at the Memorial, of a tomb of an unknown 
Australian soldier.47

 
  

The tomb, as it was envisioned, would impart to the Hall of Memory, woefully deficient 

in commemorative focus, as opposed to features, a single, symbolic point of 

concentration that would also serve as a pilgrimage site. Moreover, as living memory of 

the world wars receded, the AWM feared that younger Australians would increasingly 

relate less to a commemorative installation such as the Roll of Honour, predicated upon 
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familiarity with the individuality of the fallen. Younger Australians would presumably 

better appreciate the colossal toll of 1914-1918 and 1939-1945 if the commemoration 

was not merely symbolic but carried with it the frisson of the real, as conjured and 

captured by the visceral quality of a Tomb of the Unknown Soldier: a “dramatic and 

arresting symbol of the devastating nature of twentieth century [sic] war.”48 Meanwhile, 

the tomb, orchestrated as a prominent national event, would commemorate both the 

seventy-fifth anniversary of the signing of the Armistice, and broadcast to a domestic 

audience the AWM’s primary mission: commemoration. Finally, 11 November 1993 was 

the last major anniversary for which the attendance of Australian Great War veterans 

could be expected. Given these imperatives, the AWM sought the CWGC’s approval and 

assistance. Kelson, in concluding his appeal, emphasized that the AWM’s tomb proposal 

was wholly endorsed by the National Executive of the Returned Services League, warmly 

received by other service-related associations and the Australian Defence Force Chiefs, 

and, not least, had garnered the affirmation of Australia’s remaining First World War 

veterans.49

 The CWGC, at its 10 March 1993 meeting in London, approved the AWM’s 

proposal to repatriate a soldier for entombment:  

   

The Commission welcomes the assurances given by the Australian government as 
to the way in which this should be carried out and particularly with respect to the 
preservation of anonymity of the soldier. 
The Commission acknowledges the exceptional nature of such a request from a 
member government and recognises the desire in this case to honour the unknown 
soldier as a symbol of national sacrifice and remembrance.50

 
   

Pursuant to their granting approval for this commemorative enterprise, McKernan would 

meet with David Kennedy, the Commission’s director-general, at the CWGC’s 
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headquarters to talk over the exhumation process of the unknown Australian soldier’s 

remains, including the marking of the exhumed grave to acknowledge and commemorate 

the disinterment.51 Meanwhile, the directing group’s assessment panel, composed of 

Kelson, McKernan, and M. Grace of the National Capital Planning Authority, were 

reviewing five architects’ proposals for the tomb, ultimately choosing the design by the 

Sydney firm of Tonkin, Zulaikha, and Harford.52

On 2 November 1993 the unknown soldier’s remains were exhumed in private by 

the CWGC. They were then brought to the Australian National War Memorial at Villers-

Bretonneux for the handover ceremony, at which the Duke of Kent, the CWGC’s 

president, nominally transferred custody of the remains to the Australian ambassador in 

France. The unknown soldier lay in state at Ypres for twenty-four hours, returning on 4 

November to the Villers-Bretonneux Memorial for a day-long period of lying-in-state. A 

departure ceremony was held there on 5 November before the soldier was flown to 

Sydney from Paris aboard a Qantas jet, temporarily renamed the Spirit of Remembrance.  

On early morning arrival in Sydney on 7 November, a Royal Australian Air Force 

Hercules flew the body to RAAF Base Fairbairn, Canberra. After disembarkation, the 

black Tasmanian wood coffin was mounted upon a gun carriage and conveyed, under 

Australian Federal Police escort, to Old Parliament House. A four-day period of lying-in-

state, with public visitation, followed in the King’s Hall.

 

53

 Although all due military honours had been conferred upon the unknown 

Australian soldier throughout the course of his repatriation to Australia, it was during his 

funeral, declared “an event of national importance”

 

54 by Prime Minister Paul Keating, 

and his entombment in the AWM’s Hall of Memory, that the entire commemorative 
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‘nationalization’ process of his remains crystallized. A guard of honour composed of 

fourteen Great War veterans surrounded the coffin when it was removed from King’s 

Hall the morning of 11 November. At 9:50 a.m. the funeral retinue left Old Parliament 

House along Anzac Parade towards the Australian War Memorial. The slow rhythm of its 

march was punctuated by the firing of 19 shots from mourning guns, and the pealing of 

the bells of St. John’s Anglican Church. En route, the coffin, transported by a gun 

carriage, passed a guard of honour assembled from some five hundred-plus unit 

associations. An estimated 20,000 people thronged the sidelines. At the AWM the coffin 

was carried to the Stone of Remembrance, where it was received by the AWM’s 

chairman of council, Dame Beryl Beaurepaire. The singing of the 23rd Psalm preceded 

the eulogy, an address that both memorialized and ‘nationalized’ the Unknown Australian 

Soldier. It was delivered by Prime Minister Keating, who served as the chief pallbearer.55

In eulogizing any unknown soldier, his anonymity, of course, prevents the orator 

from addressing him by name. This is an exceptional, albeit necessary, departure from the 

conventions of the funeral oration, which, as Derrida explains, is predicated precisely 

upon a personal address to the dead:  

    

In its classical form, the funeral oration had a good side, especially when it 
permitted one to call out directly to the dead, sometimes very informally [tutoyer]. 
This is of course a supplementary fiction, for it is always the dead in me, always 
the others standing around the coffin whom I call out to. But because of its 
caricatured excess, the overstatement of this rhetoric at least pointed out that we 
ought not to remain among ourselves. The interactions of the living must be 
interrupted, the veil must be torn toward the other, the other dead in us though 
other still, and the religious promises of an afterlife could indeed still grant this 
“as if.”56

 
 

The opening line of Prime Minister Keating’s eulogy, “We do not know this Australian’s 

name and we never will,”57 acknowledged this anonymity that is both absolute and for 
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always. Thus, although no personal details could be ascribed, Keating rhetorically 

couched the soldier’s personhood as being emblematic of all Australian Great War 

servicemen and fallen, as well as the dead of later twentieth-century wars; that is, as 

emblematic of national commemorative culture:  

Yet he has always been among those whom we have honoured. We know that he 
was one of the 45,000 Australians who died on the Western Front. One of the 
416,000 Australians who volunteered for service in the First World War. One of 
the 324,000 Australians who served overseas in that war and one of the 60,000 
Australians who died on foreign soil. One of the 100,000 Australians who have 
died in wars this century.  
He is all of them. And he is one of us.58

 
  

Keating’s remarks here wholly embraced the potent symbolism of a Tomb of the 

Unknown Soldier, which, as Marc Redfield observes, perfectly personifies the 

“formalized anonymity”59 that is nationhood. Redfield further argues that this fiction is 

neither perfect nor unproblematic, for although the anonymity of these remains is 

symbolically conflated with the abstraction that is the nation, the remains are nonetheless 

gendered. Their entombment commemorates a male death occasioned by the belligerent 

actions of nations: “From the perspective of nationalism per se, only male citizens can die, 

and they can only die in war. All other kinds of loss or damage are to be sublated into this 

death, to the extent that national identity succeeds in trumping all other forms of 

identity.”60 To be sure, men and women comprise the bereaved and the mourning public. 

Yet, in this assembly of mourners, Redfield remarks, “the feminine position…is 

immutable, for all a woman will ever be able to do is mourn.”61 And that mourning is 

implicitly cast as maternal. Joanne P. Sharp elaborates upon this point, noting that, “As 

the Unknown Soldier could potentially be any man who has laid down his life for his 

nation, the nation is embodied within each man and each man comes to embody the 
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nation” 62 in metonymic fashion. By contrast, the incorporation of women within the 

national imaginary follows another tack: it is women’s procreative role, as well as their 

protection, that permeates the national imaginary.63

This Unknown Australian is not interred here to glorify war over peace; or to 
assert a soldier’s character above a civilian’s; or one race or one nation or one 
religion above another’s; or men above women; or the war in which he fought and 
died above any other war; or one generation above any other that has been or will 
come later. 

 Keating, for his part, mindful of late 

twentieth-century sensibilities and identity politics, sought to negotiate, or at least 

circumvent, the inherently gendered commemorative logic of nationalism that is 

epitomized by the Tomb of the Unknown Australian Soldier: 

The Unknown Soldier honours the memory of all those men and women who laid 
down their lives for Australia.64

 
 

Keating’s eulogy was an exercise in commemorative nationalist rhetoric. Indeed, a 

transcript of his broadly acclaimed speech,65 preserved behind a protective cover, is 

mounted in the entranceway of the stairwell leading to the tower of the Villers-

Bretonneux Memorial, Australia’s national war memorial on the former Western Front. 

The preface to the transcript reminds visitors that “the Unknown Australian Soldier once 

rested within these walls surrounded by the inscribed names of nearly 11,000 of those he 

represents.”66

 After the eulogy was delivered at the 11 November 1993 ceremony, the Prayer of 

Remembrance was recited and the Silent Salute to the Nation given.

  

67 The funeral party 

proceeded to the Hall of Memory, where, following the Prayer of Committal, the coffin 

was lowered into the tomb and the Australian flag that had been draped across it was 

retrieved and handed for safekeeping to the chairman of the AWM’s Council. The coffin, 

dedicated in prayer, was doubly anointed with a single sprig of wattle, Australia’s 
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national flower,68 deposited by Governor-General Bill Hayden, and soil collected from 

Pozières, which was sprinkled by Canberra’s last Great War veteran, Bob Comb, one 

Anzac consecrating the grave of another. The entombment ceremony drew to its end with 

the pronouncement of the Ode, the sounding of the Last Post, the observance of the Two 

Minutes’ Silence (coinciding with 11 o’clock), the playing of the Rouse,69 and a round of 

flower-laying by the party of mourners. The Tomb remained opened until eight o’clock 

that evening, so that the public could pay their respects.70

 Devoid of ornament but enclosed by raised and slanting edging, the Tomb, a red 

marble slab, rests slightly sunken in the centre of the floor of the Hall of Memory (Fig. 

81). It is thus impossible to ascertain its depth: precisely the ambiguous effect its 

architect, Peter Tonkin, sought. The sepulchre simultaneously appears to be all surface 

and bottomless; physically knowable yet unknowable, just like the anonymous remains 

contained therein. Its inscription, however, does not traffic in ambiguity: “An Unknown 

Australian Soldier Killed in the War of 1914-1918: He symbolises All Australians Who 

Have Died in War.”

   

71 The Hall of Memory, once nebulous in its function, and distracting 

in its competing memorial foci, now has a physical and ritual nucleus. Its tomb is the  

commemorative fixture that organizes the Hall’s space.72

A perfect convergence of political and practical factors in the early 1990s — a 

post-imperial sensibility, an urgency to commemorate Great War veterans before their 

collective dying out, an impulse which conveniently coincided with a major First World 

War anniversary, and, not least, the newfound institutional will of the AWM to finally 

remedy the long-acknowledged affective vacuity of its Hall of Memory — made possible 

the creation of Canberra’s Tomb of the Unknown Australian Soldier seventy-three years 
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following its initial proposal. The tomb, an allied form of accretion that at long last 

invests the Hall of Memory with emotional poignancy and a central memorial focus, now 

successfully summons forth the sacrosanct character envisioned by its creators. Public 

criticism of this historic and precedent-setting commemorative enterprise (Canada and 

New Zealand followed Australia’s suit and established their respective Tombs of the 

Unknown Soldier and Warrior in Ottawa and Wellington (Fig. 82) seven and eleven years 

later) was scant, and journalistic coverage, including the ABC’s telecast of the funeral 

and the entombment, both voluminous and overwhelmingly affirmative.73

 

  

4.1. The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, Ottawa 
 

Seven years after the entombment of the Unknown Australian Soldier in the Hall 

of Memory, the same was done at Ottawa’s National War Memorial with the entombment 

there of Canada’s Unknown Soldier, but not because the latter commemorative space 

engendered confusion about its function or focus.74 The National War Memorial, unlike 

the Hall of Memory, has, since its inauguration in 1939, served as the perennial ritual 

locus for government-led war remembrance ceremonies. Prior to its erection, the prospect 

of creating a tomb in the nation’s capital was never seriously entertained, either in the 

immediate aftermath of the Great War or during the interwar period, although, 

intriguingly, Edwin Pye, in his brief November 1937 account for The Legionary 

magazine of the various Great War tombs of unknown soldiers in capital cities, does 

observe a popular misconception: that Canada’s Unknown Soldier is entombed within the 

Memorial Chamber of the Parliament Buildings.75 Another sixty-three years would pass, 

however, before the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier (Fig. 83) was established in the 
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nation’s capital as a complement, and not a commemorative corrective, to the National 

War Memorial.  

Surprisingly, the impetus to do so was an unsolicited July 1996 proposal, 

“Rapatriement d’un soldat canadien inconnu,” submitted to Prime Minister Jean Chrétien 

by its co-authors, Robert Bernier and Jean-Yves Bronze, the promoter and director, 

respectively, of this initiative.76 Bernier and Bronze’s repatriation proposal was couched 

as an enterprise that would serve to consolidate national unity precisely at a time, they 

argued, when it was weakened, as well as strengthen the cultural memory of Canada’s 

participation in the two world wars for young and new Canadians alike.77

 In seeking to bring to fruition this commemorative project, their objectives were 

twofold: political and non-partisan. Politically, Bernier and Bronze argued, this project 

would create a potent symbol of national unity, noting that the political climate and 

circumstances were fructive for its realization, given the likelihood of a federal election 

the following year, the possibility of a new round of constitutional talks (in the wake of 

the failures of both the Meech Lake and the Charlottetown Accords), and the spectre of 

another Quebec referendum, the previous one having been just held in 1995. As for the 

venture’s non-partisan objectives, these were mnemonic, military-boosting, and 

pedagogic; namely, the creation of Canada’s premier site of national memory, the 

rehabilitation of the tarnished public image of the Canadian Armed Forces in the 

aftermath of recent incidents such as the Somalia Affair (Somali teenager Shidane Arone 

suffered torture, then death, in March 1993 at the hands of two soldiers belonging to the 

Canadian Airborne Regiment, the military unit that had then been deployed to Somalia 

“as part of UNITAF, the Unified Task Force sanctioned by the UN Security Council as a 
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Chapter 7 mission to keep the peace in Somalia”).78 Bronze, for his part, wrote Ministers 

Paul Martin (Finance) and David Collenette (National Defence and Veterans Affairs) 

asking for their support. Bronze predictably emphasized the eightieth anniversaries in 

1997 of both the Commonwealth War Graves Commission’s founding and the battles of 

Vimy and Passchendaele (Third Ypres), as well as the one hundred and thirtieth 

anniversary of Confederation, as reasons the government should cite to substantiate this 

repatriation request. To be left unsaid, or “non dévoilés,”79 he advised, were the dual 

objectives of solidifying national unity and elevating the prestige of the Canadian military, 

noting that the former aim would certainly be construed by the CWGC as too political.80

 Daniel Wheeldon, the secretary-general of the Canadian Agency of the CWGC, 

had already received multiple letters from Bronze. In a 7 August letter to the Corporate 

Secretariat of Veterans Affairs Canada (VAC), he stated the Commission’s position and 

its policy:  

 

You will be aware that after World War I the remains of an unknown British 
warrior were repatriated and placed in Westminster Abbey, representing the loss 
of all the Empire and symbolizing the Commonwealth brotherhood in times of 
adversity. Great care was taken at the time of choosing to ensure anonymity and 
the remains could indeed be those of a soldier of any of the Commonwealth forces; 
however [,] Canada may feel that, with the passage of time, this no longer fulfills 
Canada’s needs.81

 
 

Prime Minister Chrétien, meanwhile, had not dismissed Bernier and Bronze’s 

repatriation project. Rather, in September he sent their proposal to both Collenette and 

Lawrence MacAulay, Secretary of State (Veterans), recommending that MacAulay might 

“want to give it some consideration.”82 Bronze persisted in his letter-writing campaign, 

once more contacting the prime minister, MacAulay, and newly appointed Minister of 

National Defence and Veterans Affairs Douglas Young, early in November 1996, this 
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time to elaborate upon Phase II, logistics and fundraising, of the project. MacAulay, at 

the behest of Chrétien, informed Bernier that the repatriation proposal would be studied 

in light of VAC’s concurrent re-evaluation of its policies as they concerned its 

commemoration program.83

Independently, the Royal Canadian Legion had also been contemplating the 

creation of a Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in the nation’s capital. The precipitating 

factor had been a visit by Duane Daly, the Legion’s dominion secretary, to Canadian 

Boer War graves during the 26th Triennial Conference of the British Commonwealth Ex-

Services League, held in South Africa from 26 February to 1 March 1996. Whilst touring 

these burial sites, accompanied by the Legion’s dominion president and vice-president, 

Daly discussed with them the prospect of the tomb’s installation in Ottawa. On returning 

to the capital, he presented the idea to the Legion’s executive, all of whom were receptive 

to its implementation. The launching of such a memorial project at this time appeared 

propitious to the Legion, both as a means to commemorate the seventy-fifth anniversary 

of its founding in 2000-2001 and, by extension, to celebrate the millennium itself. 

Furthermore, the public, the Legion ventured, was ever more attuned to war 

remembrance, having already been primed by the series of prominent fiftieth-anniversary 

observances that had been held the previous year to commemorate the ending of the 

Second World War. On gaining the backing and confidence of the Legion’s governing 

body to develop his Tomb proposal, Daly optimistically approached Marcel Beaudry, 

chairman of the National Capital Commission (NCC), to broach the possibility of 

installing a “major veterans’ memorial”

 

84 in Ottawa.85  
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Talks and negotiations ensued between the NCC and the Legion’s Sub-Executive 

Committee over the course of 1996, with the NCC later presenting to the Legion a 

prospective memorial site situated near the intersection of Elgin Street and Laurier 

Avenue. That October, the NCC granted approval-in-principle for the Legion to pursue 

the project, also approving a $500,000 contingency budget to do so. Shortly thereafter, 

however, the NCC informed the Legion that such a tomb was not, after all, congruous 

with its conception for a “major veterans’ memorial,” nor was it suitable for installation 

at the once-offered site. In the wake of this news, the Legion’s Tomb Sub-Executive 

Committee elected at its 20 November meeting to pursue other avenues to realize their 

initiative.86

Daly, having since learned of Bernier and Bronze’s private sector proposal, 

contacted Bronze to be briefed about its extent and expense. In their initial conversation, 

Daly realized that the project, as conceived, costing $1.5 to $2 million, was considerably 

too complex and expensive for the Legion. The project’s successful realization would 

necessitate collaboration with other stakeholder groups and, to this end, Daly arranged a 

meeting for 25 February 1997 with representatives from both the Army, Navy, and Air 

Force Veterans in Canada Association (ANAVETS) and the National Council of Veteran 

Associations in Canada (NCVA), as well as Del Carrothers of VAC and, as spokesmen 

for the Canadian Armed Forces: Major General Roméo Dallaire and Serge Bernier 

(Directorate of History and Heritage, National Defence).

 

87

Even more contributing factors came into play when, in a convergence of parallel 

plans and ideas, the Canadian War Museum (CWM) called its own meeting in October of 

1997, to which was invited a representative from VAC’s Commemoration Division, as 
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well as the executive director of the Legion, to discuss the Museum’s proposal to mount a 

Boer War battlefield pilgrimage in 1999, the centennial of that war’s outbreak. This 

anniversary presented an opportunity to repatriate an unknown Canadian Boer War 

soldier, whose remains could then be re-interred in a tomb of the unknown soldier. One 

outcome of that meeting was the Legion’s decision to not back Bernier and Bronze’s 

tomb initiative. Instead, their dominion secretary wrote VAC, ANAVETS, NCVA, and 

the CWM that the Legion was amenable to considering the Boer War proposal.88

Daly, wishing to examine further the Museum’s proposal, held a meeting (12 

March 1998),

   

89 in preparation for which VAC began deliberating in earnest the 

implications, as well as possible drawbacks, of supporting such a scheme. Of particular 

concern were the potential criticisms that might be levelled against Veterans Affairs 

Canada for their participation in this project. The first of these was redundancy and 

anachronism, as the Peace Tower and Books of Remembrance already commemorated, 

implicitly and explicitly, all Canadian soldiers killed in twentieth-century wars. The 

establishment of the Tomb now might therefore be construed as an “an idea that is too 

late”90 historically. Secondly, the criteria for selecting an unknown soldier might prove 

controversial amongst veterans and divisive within English and French Canada, diluting 

rather than cementing the vaunted (and idealized) national unity consolidation aspect 

promised by this enterprise. Indeed, this was the most contentious dimension of the 

project. To begin with, there were in fact no unknown Canadian soldiers from either the 

Boer or Korean wars.91 Accordingly, with the selection of an unknown Canadian soldier 

necessarily restricted to one who had been killed in either one of the world wars, the 

question of Newfoundland’s separate participation in these wars arose, including the 
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scenario of selecting two sets of anonymous remains. In addition, despite historical 

precedent, the nomenclature of a tomb dedicated to an unknown soldier, which in name 

excludes the navy and air force, might prove problematic. Yet another problem was the 

fact that it was not improbable that someone might demand that DNA testing be 

performed upon the remains of the unknown soldier, resulting in the identification of his 

remains, and thus stripping the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier of its secret, its singular 

potency, and its symbolic logic.92

These potential issues notwithstanding, on the occasion of the 12 March meeting, 

held at the CWM, Major General Dallaire vouched for the complete commitment of the 

Canadian Forces in realizing a Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. Crucially, Dallaire also 

argued that the soldier should be a serviceman who had been killed in the Battle of Vimy 

Ridge, given Vimy’s huge symbolic association with Canada’s coming of age on the 

international stage. All in attendance concurred. This emphasis upon battle-and blood-

consecrated ground affirms Stephen Daniels’s claim that the manufacture of a nation’s 

identity is inextricably tied to storied sites. Daniels explains:  

  

National identities are co-ordinated, often largely defined, by ‘legends and 
landscapes,’ by stories of golden ages, enduring traditions, heroic deeds and 
dramatic destinies located in ancient or promised home-lands with hallowed sites 
and scenery. The symbolic activation of time and space, often drawing on 
religious sentiment, gives shape to the ‘imagined community’ of the nation.93

 
 

Daly then approached other government departments and agencies whose responsibilities 

bore directly upon this memorial project with the aim of striking a Tomb of the Unknown 

Soldier Working Group (TUSWG). Invitations to join the Group were extended to and 

accepted by Veterans Affairs Canada, the Department of National Defence, Public Works 

and Government Services Canada, the National Capital Commission, the Canadian War 
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Museum, the Commonwealth War Graves Commission (Canadian Agency), ANAVETS, 

the NCVA, and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. It met for the first time on 22 April 

1998, altogether convening eleven times over the next two years.94

The CWGC, before it agreed to the repatriation, sought and won guarantees as 

well as affirmations from the Canadian government. Among these were: (1) no additional 

repatriation requests would be made; (2) Canada appreciated the Commission’s 

consideration of its wish that the remains of the unknown soldier be exhumed from a 

cemetery in the proximity of Vimy Ridge; (3) the exhumation would be conducted in 

private and without much publicity; and (4) Canada would neither attempt the 

identification of the unknown soldier nor provide any aid to others seeking to do so.

   

95 At 

the CWGC meeting held on 16 December 1998, Canada’s request to repatriate one of its 

unknown First World War soldiers was deliberated, then granted. VAC, in accepting the 

authority of the CWGC to select and exhume the unknown soldier, was also fully 

cognizant that this measure would relieve VAC of the possession of documentation about 

his original circumstances of burial and his later exhumation: documentation that might 

have been sought through the Access to Information Act, to which, of course, the CWGC, 

as a British Commonwealth organization, was not beholden. (Such a request was in fact 

submitted in June 2000, mere days after the unknown Canadian soldier’s entombment in 

Ottawa.)96

From the outset the CWGC was firm that only the complete remains of an 

unknown Canadian soldier could be repatriated.

   

97 In the event, the CWGC selected 

Cabaret Rouge British Cemetery in Souchez (Fig. 84), owing to its elevated topography 

and well-draining soil, as well as the substantial number of plots it contained of unknown 
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Canadian soldiers buried in proximity to one another. On 16 May 2000, Jean-Pierre 

Nelson, the CWGC’s France Area Exhumation Officer, disinterred the remains of a 

soldier from Grave 7, Row E, Plot 8. As had happened with the Australian exhumation 

several years earlier (Fig. 85), the CWGC’s original grave marker was replaced by a 

headstone (engraved months earlier with the planned, not the actual, exhumation date and, 

in accordance with the Commission’s translation convention regarding the inscription of 

non-English texts in France, with the omission of accent marks)98

Ancienne Sepulture d’un Soldat Canadien Inconnu Mort au Cours de la Premiere 
Guerre Mondiale. Il a Ete Exhume le 25 Mai 2000 et Il Repose Maintenant au 
Monument Commemoratif de Guerre du Canada a Ottawa/The Former Grave of 
an Unknown Canadian Soldier of the First World War. His Remains Were 
Removed on 25 May 2000 and Now Lie Interred at the National War Memorial in 
Ottawa Canada.

 that reads (Fig. 86):  

99

 
  

 Public Works and Government Services Canada (PWGSC), whose custodial 

powers include the care and maintenance of Ottawa’s National War Memorial, was 

entrusted with the tomb’s design and construction. At the first meeting of the TUSWG in 

April 1998, its members endorsed entombing the remains inside the granite base of the 

National War Memorial. Member Gerald Wharton, as well as staff of the Public Works 

Property Management sector, a stonemason and an engineer, deemed this idea unfeasible 

for two reasons. Firstly, it would necessitate coring into the granite-clad concrete base of 

the Memorial, no minor operation, to excavate a large enough space to accommodate the 

tomb. Secondly, the visual force of such an entombment would be meagre because it 

“would not have any drama or dynamic to it at all.”100 Wharton and the Public Works 

Property Management staff were agreed that the Tomb should be sited upon the upper 

steps abutting the base of the National War Memorial.  
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These two preliminary design ideas were circulated to architectural engineer Marc 

Monette (PWGSC project manager, Parliamentary Precinct Directorate). Monette, along 

with his consultants Greg Smallenburg (landscape architect) and Julian Smith (heritage 

architect), reviewed the proposals and concluded that neither design option, both of 

which sought the tomb’s incorporation into the National War Memorial, was acceptable 

for reasons aesthetic, conceptual, and practical. Nor did they wish to emulate the 

examples of the Paris (the Arc de Triomphe) and Canberra tombs, which rest flush — or 

in the case of Canberra’s Hall of Memory — nearly flush with the floor of the 

monumental spaces in which they are located. Rather, Monette, Smallenburg and Smith 

believed that the tomb should structurally and visually complement, but not supersede, 

the National War Memorial. Although the Memorial does contain a pseudo-crypt, this 

option was dismissed on the principle that it would conceal the tomb, which they thought 

must be physically accessible to the public and tactile in its qualities. Practically speaking, 

moreover, given Ottawa’s winter climate, the tomb could not be installed level to the 

ground because doing so would conceal the sepulchre beneath a cover of snow. Nor 

could it detract from the Memorial’s landmark status. By the same token the tomb, if 

scaled appropriately and positioned proximally to the Memorial, would, by virtue of its 

smaller size, invite closer inspection and, perhaps, prompt a parallel careful examination 

of the Memorial’s sculptural grouping. Both memorials, although “two different 

entities,”101 would thus accent and enhance one another. Smith sketched his on-the-spot, 

basic conception for the tomb: above-ground yet not obstructing the Memorial when seen 

from its Elgin Street axis. Smallenburg, in his subsequent critique of the tomb’s  

placement “over the steps at the front of the National War Memorial,”102 made plain that 
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its installation there would render the appearance of the sarcophagus two-dimensional 

against the backdrop of the Memorial’s base, with the structures visually merging. This 

would result in a doubly detrimental optical effect. To correct these unfortunate illusions, 

he advocated relocating the tomb to the Memorial’s upper terrace. Smallenburg’s counsel 

about siting the tomb there received approval from the TUSWG on 20 January 1999.103

 That November nine Canadian artists, specialists in sculpture and monumental art, 

were invited to submit maquettes for the bronze work that would adorn the lid of the 

tomb’s stone sarcophagus. Bronze was chosen because it would not crack when subjected 

to freezing temperatures (unlike soft sandstone, which was employed for the Vimy 

tomb/altar), as well as to complement the bronze figures and dates (of the twentieth-

century wars) on the National War Memorial itself. The sculptural content for the 

sarcophagus’s lid was stipulated: a replica of a Great War helmet, a sword, a maple 

branch, and laurel leaves (Fig. 87). Besides these allusions to the iconographic elements 

of the Vimy memorial tomb, there was the design criterion that the four outermost 

corners of the sarcophagus be secured with bronze anchoring pieces, the character of 

which would be left to the designer’s discretion. This last design demand, although 

contributing to the aesthetics of the sarcophagus, was primarily conceived as a built-in 

measure to safeguard the structure’s integrity and its sacralized character by subtly 

obstructing skateboarders from riding down the tomb’s outer length.

  

104

Six of the invited artists submitted maquettes. These were judged on 8 December 

1999 by the selection committee, whose membership comprised André Smith (Veterans 

Affairs Canada), Duane Daly, Gerald Wharton, Serge Bernier, Greg Smallenburg, 

Eleanor Milne (former dominion sculptor), Karen Nesbitt (National Capital Commission), 
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and Craig Johnson ( an Ottawa-based conservator). The judges were unanimous in their 

choice, selecting British Columbia sculptor Mary-Ann Liu’s submission. As for the 

mandatory bronze pieces to sheath the bottom-tier corners of the sarcophagus, Liu 

employed four replicas of the Cross of Valour. Wharton, however, had argued that the 

inclusion of this civilian and military decoration, introduced in 1972 and supplanting the 

Order of Canada’s Medal of Courage, “awarded only for acts of conspicuous courage in 

circumstances of extreme peril,”105 would be historically incongruous and possibly 

objectionable on those grounds by veterans. As a substitute he suggested employing the 

Memorial or Silver Cross (see Chapter Three, endnote 76) instead. This substitution was 

agreed to and the four bronze corner pieces of the sarcophagus, as executed, consist of 

three Memorial Crosses, each identical except for the different royal cyphers they bear, 

those of George V, George VI and Elizabeth II, the respective monarchs who have 

reigned since the Memorial Cross’s introduction (Fig. 88). Anchoring the fourth corner 

was a representation of a poppy (Fig. 89), the conventional symbol of war remembrance 

and one with particularly close connections to Canada because of John McCrae’s iconic 

1915 poem, “In Flanders Fields.” To visually harmonize with the National War Memorial, 

dark Caledonia granite, supplied by a Quebec quarry, was used for the sarcophagus. A 

simple, bilingual inscription, “Unknown Soldier/Soldat Inconnu,” identifies the tomb (Fig. 

90).106

 The repatriation, then entombment, of the Unknown Canadian Soldier was a 

three-phase, three-day event: (1) the 25 May 2000 handover ceremony of his remains, 

performed at the Vimy memorial, which released the Unknown Canadian Soldier from 

the custody of the CWGC into the care of the Canadian government; (2) the 72-hour 
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lying-in-state, replete with a round-the-clock military vigil and visitation in the Hall of 

Honour of the Centre Block of Parliament; and (3) the committal service on the afternoon 

of 28 May.  

 The eulogy107 delivered by Governor-General Adrienne Clarkson, who served as 

a Chief Mourner,108

Wars are as old as history. Over two thousand years ago, Herodotus wrote, “In 
peace, sons bury their fathers; in war, fathers bury their sons.” Today, we are 
gathered together as one, to bury someone’s son. The only certainty about him is 
that he was young…. We do not know whose son he was. We do not know his 
name.

 was framed, as had been the one delivered by Paul Keating in 

Canberra in 1993, by her recognition of the impossibility of ever knowing the soldier’s 

name, and by extension his familial ties:  

109

 
 

In effect, these introductory lines from Clarkson’s eulogy domesticate the death of the 

Unknown Soldier, twinning the familiar with the familial in a way that underscores how, 

as Marc Redfield reminds us, nationalism and the trope of family are thoroughly 

intertwined. By the same token Clarkson later made explicit Joanne P. Sharp’s 

observation about the metonymic connection that exists between the anonymous 

serviceman and the (male) national body: 

In honouring this unknown soldier today, through this funeral and this burial, we 
are embracing the fact of the anonymity and saying that because we do not know 
him and we do not know what he could have become, he has become more than 
one body, more than one grave. He is an ideal. He is a symbol of all sacrifice. He 
is every soldier in all our wars.110

  
  

 Jennifer Delisle, in her critical reading of the eulogy, argues that it functions 

foremost as an exercise in cultural nostalgia. Indeed, at eight decades’ remove from the 

Great War, could there be any true mourning for the dead of 1914-1918? 
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Whatever its incarnations and sources, nostalgia, Delisle explains, remains an emotion 

that may be marshalled in the service of rhetoric, as well as for a multitude of other 

motives. The invocation of nostalgia serves two primary rhetorical stances: to articulate 

personal grief and to express national commemorative sentiment. In the wake of war, the 

actions both of the bereaved and of the commemorators are steeped in nostalgia, an 

emotion whose manifestation may be experience-based or which may emerge from a 

sense of cultural or group belonging. Accordingly, Delisle differentiates between these 

two modes of nostalgic articulation, which she designates experiential and cultural. The 

designation “cultural,” she qualifies, “does not signify the cultural tropes that often 

characterize nostalgic remembering, but rather the phenomenon of a culture mobilized to 

remember a moment of public history as a group.”111 Clarkson’s eulogy, she asserts, 

deftly dealt in cultural nostalgia. Certainly, the governor-general addressed the veterans 

in attendance, combatants who experienced war and its losses firsthand, and for whom 

remembrance, she reiterated, is imperative, however painful. Still, through and through, 

the governor-general threaded her speech with evocations of the First and Second World 

Wars: evocations gleaned from the vast reservoir of their historical, literary, poetic, 

artistic, and cinematic representations. In so doing, she plumbed the cultural memories of 

1914-1918 and 1939-1945, whose familiarity allows Canadians to figuratively recognize 

and relate to the Unknown Soldier by dint of the values and virtues of “selflessness, 

honour, courage and commitment”112

Clarkson nevertheless also recited a series of rhetorical questions about the 

possible life and attributes of the soldier: queries whose answers, if they could ever be 

known, are precisely the kind of biographical facts that punctuate “the corpus of 

 he purportedly personified.  
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declarations in newspapers, on radio and television”113 that this last century, Derrida 

affirms, have supplanted the funeral oration. These speculative personal details, Delisle 

explains, serve a twofold nostalgic function: (1) to mimic the experiential nostalgia that is 

the province of the bereaved, eliciting vicarious nostalgic sentiment amongst the public 

who attended the entombment ceremony; and (2) to underscore, in paradoxical fashion, 

that the Unknown Soldier is eternally unknowable. In the latter case, Clarkson crafted an 

open-ended character profile for him that is common, not complex: “That which should 

be familiar — the deceased being eulogized — is unknowable.”114 War, in claiming both 

his life and his identity, has deeply disturbed the ordinary course and conventions of 

mourning. If nostalgia for the deceased is part and parcel of negotiating their death, in 

this instance it can only, Delisle concludes, be “aestheticized,”115 as Clarkson’s eulogy 

aptly demonstrated.116

 After Clarkson’s eulogy there was an ecumenical service, followed by the 

ceremonial removal, folding, and presentation to Art Eggleton, the Minister of Defence, 

of the Canadian flag that had draped the casket. The casket was then lowered into the 

sarcophagus. It was consecrated, as well as ‘nationalized,’ when Brad Hall, the deputy 

secretary general of the CWGC (Canadian Agency) and the presidents of the Legion’s 

provincial Commands scattered soil obtained from the soldier’s original grave, as well as 

samples from each province and territory. As a final honorific gesture, Grand Chief 

Howard Anderson of the First Nations Veterans Association placed soil, tobacco, and a 

feather upon the lid: an action which was neither critical nor controversial, as the 

Legion’s Duane Daly had originally feared.

   

117 Chief Anderson’s action had been added 

to the proceedings at the last minute, with authorization from a priest within the 
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Command Chaplain’s Office of the Canadian Forces, thereby providing a prominent, 

previously absent, aboriginal presence to the ceremony. The committal service concluded 

with the playing of the Last Post, Rouse, and the Lament, the Two-Minute Silence, a fly-

past of CF-18s aligned in the missing man configuration, and the recitation of the 

Common Prayer. Paul Métivier and Ernest Smith, the ceremony’s World War One and 

Two witnesses, read the Act of Remembrance, the service’s penultimate ritual before its 

anthemic conclusion, when God Save the Queen and O Canada were sung. A crowd 

estimated at 15,000-20,000 witnessed the funeral and entombment.118

CBC television broadcast live the Vimy handover ceremony, the arrival of the 

Unknown Soldier at Ottawa’s airport, the first visitation during the lying-in-state, as well 

as the 28 May funeral procession and committal service. That same year, the CBC also 

released its video, hosted by Peter Mansbridge, of these events: Tomb of the Unknown 

Soldier. Locally, CTV Newsworld provided live television coverage of the touchdown at 

Ottawa airport and, that evening, the Parliament Hill ceremonial proceedings. The Legion, 

meanwhile, had contracted Norflicks Productions Ltd. to produce a documentary of the 

tomb project, although this film appears to have come to naught. Canadian English-

language print coverage of the entire repatriation and entombment process was both 

positive and extensive. A decade later the VAC website still posts a text and video 

archive of the entire event.

  

119

The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, together with the National War Memorial, 

constitutes a monumental space in the core of the nation’s capital. Although monumental 

space is commonly characterized by its physical demarcation between exterior and 

interior, that is, its boundaries are framed in some way, this attribute alone does not 
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completely capture the ideological essence or socio-cultural effect of this species of space.  

Rather, for theorist Henri Lefebvre, the distinguishing feature of monumental space is not 

strictly physical but rather performative: “Such a space is determined by what may take 

place there, and consequently by what may not take place there (prescribed/proscribed, 

scene/obscene).”120 Accordingly, monumental space is highly politicized, policed, and 

protected, and thus — ironically — invites its very profanation. Physically, monumental 

space that is empty, as is the case with sanctuaries, cathedral naves, or, in the context of 

this discussion, the National War Memorial plaza, may become filled. Conversely, 

Lefebvre observes, “full space may be inverted over an almost heterotopic void at the 

same location (for instance, vaults, cupolas)…. with the fullness of swelling curves 

suspended in a dramatic emptiness,”121 as occurs in the AWM’s Hall of Memory with its 

Byzantine-style dome and vaulting system. Whether emptied or filled, monumental space 

is a potential or already primed stage for performance, where “[a]coustic, gestural, and 

ritual movements, elements grouped into vast ceremonial unities, breaches opening onto 

limitless perspectives, [and] chains of meaning” are effected.122

The component elements of such wholes are disposed according to a strict order 
for the purposes of the use of space: some at a first level, the level of affective, 
bodily, lived experience, the level of the spoken word; some at a second level, 
that of the perceived, of socio-political signification; and some at a third level, the 
level of the conceived, where the dissemination of the written word and of 
knowledge welds the members of society into a ‘consensus,’ and in doing so 
confers upon them the status of ‘subjects.’ Monumental space permits a continual 
back-and-forth between the private speech of ordinary conversations and the 

 Precisely, these elements 

coalesce to profound effect and affect in monumental spaces. Affectively, Lefebvre 

argues, the corporeal becomes part and parcel of monumental space — becomes its 

property, so to speak — whereby bodies are made into symbols that are a constituent 

component of some politico-religious whole:  
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public speech of discourses, lectures, sermons, rallying-cries, and all theatrical 
forms of utterance.123

 
 

The monumental space that encompasses Ottawa’s Tomb of the Unknown Soldier 

is, of course, where the discourse of commemoration exists in daily dialogue and, at 

times, in diametric opposition to the quotidian actions, not all reverent, which are 

routinely enacted in its confines by city dwellers, commuters, and visitors alike. 

Unsurprisingly, it has been breached in ways both pedestrian and provocative. 

Unquestionably, the breach of this monumental space that elicited the most public 

opprobrium was the incident that occurred in 2006, when a trio of Canada Day celebrants 

urinated on the stone sarcophagus. The act was unthinking and certainly disrespectful but 

not a deliberate act of defilement. Significantly, no criminal charges were laid against the 

three culprits, two youths and a young man, when they all apologized for their alcohol-

induced misbehaviour. However, for Michael Pilon, who captured the revellers on 

camera, their drunken misconduct was decidedly an act of desecration. Pilon, a retired 

Canadian Forces major, has in the time since become the tomb’s self-appointed warden 

and watchman, photographing all the improprieties that he witnesses. He has proposed 

sectioning off the sarcophagus to better broadcast the hallowed status of this burial space 

because its plaque, which instructs beholders to “respect” the grave (Fig. 91), has, for him, 

proven inadequate.  

The current government measure to deter inappropriate actions at the tomb, 

implemented in the wake of the unfortunate 2006 Canada Day occurrence, has been the 

daytime installation there, albeit only during the summer tourist season and on holiday 

weekends, of interpretive guides and two sentries from the Ceremonial Guard, injecting 
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an element of spectacle and overt surveillance that is not unexpected for a monumental 

space. Still, their presence speaks primarily of spectacle and stage management rather 

than outright security (compared to the 24-hour, year-round watch that occurs at the 

American Tomb of the Unknowns in Arlington National Cemetery). This token measure 

of surveillance is tacit admission that, although this monumental space can be monitored 

and an attempt made to manage its meaning(s),124 neither space nor meanings can be 

wholly controlled or contained. Nor can the potential for troublesome incursions and 

persons be simply screened from sight and site.125

 

   

Distinct and common motivations characterized the creation of the Australian and 

Canadian tombs of the unknown soldier in 1993 and 2000. Uniquely, the rationale for 

installing the Canberra tomb within the AWM’s Hall of Memory was framed as a 

reverential but remedial action, whereby the tomb’s siting there finally imbued this 

monumental space with a sacrosanct atmosphere and provided this memorial venue with 

the clear-cut commemorative focus and ritual center it had always lacked. By contrast, 

Ottawa’s National Memorial has always been perceived, as well as operated, as an 

unambiguous and successful locus for ritual war remembrance. Hence, the installation of 

the Tomb of the Canadian Unknown Soldier there was couched as a complementary or 

mutually enhancing memorial addition whose ritual function, a sepulchre upon which to 

lay tokens of remembrance, could be readily incorporated into the programs of the  

commemorative ceremonies already conducted in this monumental space. Spatial 

considerations aside, each tomb’s creation also bore the stamp of the numerous domestic 

institution(s) that were instrumental in spearheading these commemorative initiatives, as 
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well as the policies of the Commonwealth War Graves Commission, without whose 

authorization neither tomb would have ever been realized.  

An admixture of reasons, profound and prosaic alike, prompted the AWM to 

repatriate an unknown soldier of the Great War for entombment in its Hall of Memory. 

The tomb’s placement inside the Hall of Memory, the AWM argued, provided a 

permanent and poignant reminder of Australian war sacrifice: one that was accessible to 

Australians, unlike the war cemeteries and memorials abroad, and was acutely rather than 

abstractly, like the Roll of Honour, affecting. Nonetheless, the timing of the entombment, 

the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Armistice, also cast this commemorative event as a 

final, national farewell to Australia’s 1914-1918 veterans and dead. Within the AWM, 

however, there was acknowledgement that this tomb’s creation was, in no small part, also 

a pragmatic venture because it would bolster attendance figures as a major memorial 

attraction at the Memorial. Although the idea for the Tomb of the Canadian Unknown 

Soldier arose, more or less simultaneously, in a number of quarters, it was ultimately 

realized as a Royal Canadian Legion project, with the assistance of numerous 

government departments, agencies, and the Canadian Forces. As in Australia, a certain 

horizon of urgency, as well as a sense of history-making and history-leaving, informed 

the creation of the Canadian tomb, which in prototype and actual mortal contents, harked 

back directly to the Great War (Vimy). Beyond its immediate commemorative function, 

this tomb, moreover, was also conceived as a symbolic means to enhance and consolidate 

national unity at a time when such cohesiveness was perceived as weakened by some 

individuals involved, at various stages, in the tomb’s bringing into being. Despite the 

similarities and differences that attended their creation, both of these tombs hallow their 
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surrounding monumental spaces, as well as constitute allied accretions to the memorial(s) 

already contained therein.    

 It is not incidental that the unknown soldiers entombed in Canberra and Ottawa 

were both killed on the Western Front of the First World War, the historical event widely 

popularized as the conflict during which both Australia and Canada, each a dominion of 

the British Empire, attained their maturation as nations. Certainly, the Canadian 

government, represented by VAC, was emphatic that the CWGC, in exhuming the 

unknown soldier, do so from a cemetery in the environs of Vimy. The authorities at the 

Australian War Memorial, however, did not, as might have been initially expected, 

request that the unknown soldier be disinterred from a grave at Gallipoli but rather a 

cemetery in France or Belgium, the battle theatres where the majority of the AIF served 

and fell in combat. The CWGC exhumed the unknown Australian soldier from Adelaide 

Cemetery, Villers-Bretonneux (Fig. 92), undoubtedly because of its proximity to, and, 

hence, symbolic association with, the National War Memorial there.126 The anonymous 

Great War soldiers’ remains contained within these two capital tombs, both of which 

occupy each nation’s core commemorative space, signal and symbolize that, as Gopal 

Balakrishnan observes, that “nations can legitimately execute the ultimate interpellation 

— the call to arms. As this is a total claim on the body of the (male) citizen it evokes,”127

                                                 
1 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, revised 
edition (New York: Verso, 1991) 9. 

 

each tomb clearly concretizes, according to the martial conceit of nationalism, the 

corporeal cost of (male) citizenship, conflating national (be)longing and loss.    

2 The anonymity of the soldier’s remains, of course, invites speculation about, or even the assignation of, as 
a kind of consolatory indulgence, his personal identity. See also: Stéphane Audoin-Rouzeau and Annette 
Becker, 14-18: Understanding the Great War, trans. Catherine Temerson (New York: Hill and Wang, a 
division of Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, 2002) 199.  
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Conclusion 

 Recently, senator and retired general Roméo Dallaire, who, it will be recalled, 

spearheaded the suggestion to repatriate an unknown Canadian soldier from a 

Commonwealth War Graves Commission cemetery in the vicinity of Vimy Ridge for 

entombment in Ottawa,1 has proposed that an enlarged replica of Allward’s Canada 

Bereft be erected in Jacques Cartier Park (Gatineau) in 2017. Significantly, that year is 

both the centenary of the Battle of Vimy Ridge and the one hundred and fiftieth 

anniversary of Confederation, whilst the solitary figure of Canada Bereft is, arguably, the 

Vimy memorial’s most iconic sculptural feature.2 The memorial itself is of course site-

specific, but its sculptural elements readily lend themselves to reproduction (primarily 

photographic)3 and, hence, to their re-inscription within another physical and viewing 

context. In Dallaire’s proposed initiative, the replica of Canada Bereft, which would be 

two or three times larger than the original and which he advocates siting opposite 

Parliament Hill, on the Quebec side of the Ottawa River, would visually and 

emblematically conflate the commemoration of the nation’s Great War losses with the 

celebration of its 150-year political continuity through conflict and peace.4 The symbolic 

logic and optics of this proposal are clear: war sacrifice and national survival and 

strength(ening), as embodied by Allward’s mournful, maternal personification of Canada 

and the democratic seat of the nation’s body politic, are necessarily, as well as 

historically, bound. That is to say, this commemorative venture would seek to posit a play 

of mutually reinforcing meanings (and, of course, possibly protested ones) between these 

sites and sights of monuments to the nation’s founding and functioning, its forging (the 
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Battle of Vimy has long been popularized as the moment when Canada ‘came of age’) 

and, implicitly, its future (war sacrifice on behalf of the nation).  

 Whether or not Dallaire’s proposal is realized, replicas of the Vimy sculptures 

already exist for the public’s contemplation and consumption in the nation’s capital. 

Since its opening in 2005, the (new) Canadian War Museum’s Regeneration Hall has 

displayed seventeen of the half-size plaster maquettes of the allegorical figures. Beyond 

their indisputable merit as aesthetic objects, as well as their documentary value, their 

exhibition in this evocative space, in which a triangular floor-to-ceiling window affords a 

tightly focused view of Parliament’s Peace Tower whilst, upon its north wall, “shifting 

sun spots” spell out in Morse code ‘Lest We Forget’ in English and French, 5 serves 

another purpose: the reiteration and reinforcement of the rhetoric of national war 

remembrance. Likewise, the original tombstone that marked the grave of the Unknown 

Canadian Soldier is exhibited or, rather, mounted as a single relic and object of 

remembrance and reverence in the Museum’s Hall of Remembrance (also referred to as 

the Memorial Hall). This is an austere and sober room for reflection, where, each 

Remembrance Day at 11:00, sunshine streams through the Hall’s single window, also 

axially aligned with the Peace Tower, bathing the headstone in a halo of light. The 

Museum’s allocation of a permanent exhibition venue for the Vimy sculpture maquettes, 

as well as the headstone that marked the first grave, in Cabaret Rouge British Cemetery, 

of the Unknown Canadian Soldier, each object a potent and nationally significant token 

of the material culture of First World War remembrance, contributes to the perpetuation 

(and further institutionalization) of Canadian cultural memory of the Great War.6 
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This thesis has examined how Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian First 

World War capital and battlefield national memorials operate as sites of remembrance 

integral to the constitution, cultivation, and, rarely, contestation of each former 

dominion’s, then nation’s (or province, when Newfoundland joined Confederation), 

cultural memory of 1914-1918. I have posited that the perpetuation of Canadian, 

Newfoundland, and Australian cultural memory of the First World War is essentially 

performative, whether enacted through the perennial observance of official ritualized 

remembrance (Remembrance, Memorial, and Anzac Day) or in the context of battlefield 

tourism and pilgrimages. I have also demonstrated how that perpetuation of cultural 

memory is situated in such a way that the locus of its performance is the (national) war 

memorial, be this in Ottawa, St. John’s or Canberra, or — overseas — at Vimy, 

Beaumont-Hamel, and Villers-Bretonneux (Chapters Two and One). These latter three 

national battlefield memorials to the Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian Great War 

dead and missing, I argued in Chapter One, are not only sanctified sites, as defined by 

Kenneth E. Foote, but, furthermore, exemplify his concept of fields of care. They are 

equally, I explained in Chapter Three, longstanding sites of battlefield tourism and 

pilgrimage. The national war memorials in Ottawa and St. John’s, as well as Canberra’s 

Australian War Memorial, have also, I demonstrated in Chapter Two, over the course of 

decades, been subject to complementary commemorative add-ons or symbolic accretions 

of the “allied kind” (to employ Owen Dwyer’s coinage). Likewise, Ottawa’s National 

War Memorial and the Australian War Memorial’s Hall of Memory have been recently 

re-sacralized decades after their unveilings by the entombment in each of these 

monumental spaces of one unknown soldier of the First World War. The Canadian and 
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Australian Tombs of the Unknown Soldier, both allied accretions to an extant memorial 

venue, I claimed in Chapter Four, personify the concrete but anonymous character of the 

imagined community that is the nation. That community, however, according to the 

national commemorative logic at work, cannot escape its inherent gendering, whereby the 

citizen memorialized is, of course, male, and whose citizenship, as it is symbolically 

construed, cost his life in war service for the nation.    

All of these national war memorials constitute core components of the Canadian, 

Newfoundland, and Australian material culture of Great War remembrance, as well as 

their respective cultural memory of the First World War. Thus, although there is now no 

longer any actual remembering of the Great War, the legacy of its remembrance persists 

in monumental and ritual form. It continues to furnish, both as a consequence of its 

historical and national significance and not least its political and popular value as an 

invented tradition, the ceremonial calendar, observances, and venues for the 

commemoration of later twentieth-and twenty-first-century wars in which Canada, 

Newfoundland, and Australia have participated. Accordingly, the Ottawa, St. John’s, and 

Canberra national war memorials are assured contemporary relevance as discursive and 

memorial spaces. By contrast, the Vimy, Beaumont-Hamel, and Villers-Bretonneux 

memorials, erected on the former Western Front, are necessarily specific to the 

commemoration of the Canadian, Newfoundland, and Australian First World War dead 

and missing. 

To be sure, as bona fide fields of care, these overseas memorials and their sites (in 

the case of Vimy and Beaumont-Hamel, also preserved warscapes) still operate as both 

the loci for annual observances of 25 April, 1 July, and 11 November remembrance 
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ceremonies and battle-related anniversary services, pilgrimages, and tourism. Their 

historical specificity, however, paradoxically both ensures and militates against their 

enduring cultural and national interest as we approach the centenary of the First World 

War. To this end, Veterans Affairs Canada has recently recognized that its thirteen First 

World War memorials in France and Belgium, albeit with due emphasis accorded to the 

Vimy and Beaumont-Hamel sites, should be increasingly marketed to the Canadian and 

European travelling public as prime heritage tourism destinations, without diminishing 

their essential commemorative value. VAC’s 2006 “Marketing Strategy for European 

Memorials” identifies the key target audiences: Canadian travellers, youth, and embassy 

employees (in England and France), as well the domestic and international tourist 

industry (travel agents and tour operators). This marketing strategy doubly courts 

prospective visitors and identifies the means by which it can do this courting: pedagogy, 

promotion, and partnerships. This ‘heritage turn’ in the public promotion of the Vimy and 

Beaumont-Hamel memorials, however, began with their designation as Canadian 

National Historic Sites in 1997.7 In this respect, VAC has been more proactive than its 

Australian counterpart in expressly branding its Great War memorials as heritage sites. 

However, in 2009 the Australian Minister for Veterans’ Affairs, Alan Griffin, announced 

the government’s plan for the creation of an Anzac Trail, which would connect and 

contextualize, in the manner of a specific touring circuit or heritage route, the memorial 

sites of Villers-Bretonneux, Pozières, Bullecourt, Fromelles, Mont St. Quentin, Ypres, 

and Tyne Cot.8

The planned development of a Canadian and Australian government-sponsored 

heritage tourism industry in conjunction with overseas memorial sites is not surprising. 
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Nor is it controversial, building as it does upon the legacy of thanatourists who have 

visited the battlefields and memorials of the old Western Front since the 1920s and 1930s; 

indeed, thanatourism — as I argued in Chapter Three — is itself is a subset of heritage 

tourism.9 This is not a lamentable phenomenon. As David Lowenthal explains, “Dynamic 

heritage yields dubious history. But this is both natural and…harmless, if we bear in mind 

their utterly unlike aims: history to explain through critical inquiry, heritage to celebrate 

and congratulate.”10
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Figure 1. Beaumont-Hamel Newfoundland Memorial, Somme (Picardie), France.  
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Figure 2. Canadian National Vimy Memorial (back), Pas-de-Calais (Nord-Pas-de-Calais), France. 
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Figure 3. Australian National Memorial, Villers-Bretonneux, Somme (Picardie), France. 
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Figure 4. Beaumont-Hamel Newfoundland Memorial, preserved trenches. 
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Figure 5. Shell-holes, Vimy National Historic Site of Canada, France. 
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Figure 6. Mine crater, Vimy National Historic Site of Canada, France. 
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Figure 7. Sign, Grange Subway Visits, Vimy National Historic Site of Canada, France. 
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Figure 8. Grange Tunnel, Vimy National Historic Site of Canada, France. 
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Figure 9. Student guide, Grange Tunnel, Vimy National Historic Site of Canada, France. 
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Figure 10. View of the Somme from the Australian National Memorial’s observation tower, 
Villers-Bretonneux, France. 
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Figure 11. Bronze plaque engraved with the names of the Royal Newfoundland Regiment, Royal 
Naval Reserve, and Mercantile Marine Missing of the Great War, Beaumont-Hamel 
Newfoundland Memorial, France.  
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Figure 12. Names of the Missing, Canadian National Vimy Memorial, France. 
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Figure 13. Names of the Missing, Australian National Memorial, Villers-Bretonneux, France. 
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Figure 14. Entrance to the Beaumont-Hamel Newfoundland Memorial, France. 
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Figure 15. 29th Division Memorial, Beaumont-Hamel Newfoundland Memorial, France. 
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Figure 16. Caribou Cairn, Beaumont-Hamel Newfoundland Memorial, France. 
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Figure 17. Spiral path leading to the summit of the Caribou Cairn, Beaumont-Hamel 
Newfoundland Memorial, France. 
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Figure 18. Sign, Beaumont-Hamel Newfoundland Memorial, France. 
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Figure 19. Didactic panel, Visitors’ Centre, Beaumont-Hamel Newfoundland Memorial, France. 
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Figure 20. Entrance sign, Beaumont-Hamel Newfoundland Memorial, France. 
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Figure 21. Dedicatory plaque, Beaumont-Hamel Newfoundland Memorial, France. 
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Figure 22. Canada Bereft, Canadian National Vimy Memorial, France. 
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Figure 23. Breaking of the Sword, Canadian National Vimy Memorial, France. 
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Figure 24. Sympathy for the Helpless, Canadian National Vimy Memorial, France. 
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Figure 25. Youth of Canada, Canadian National Vimy Memorial, France. 
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Figure 26. Reader of the Scroll, Canadian National Vimy Memorial, France. 
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Figure 27. Spirit of Sacrifice (background) and Sacrifice (foreground), Canadian National Vimy 
Memorial, France. 
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Figure 28. View of the Canadian National Vimy Memorial from Lorette Ridge, France. 
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Figure 29. Sheep, Vimy National Historic Site of Canada, France. 
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Figure 30. Canadian National Vimy Memorial (front), France. 
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Figure 31. Names of the Missing, Canadian National Vimy Memorial, France. 
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Figure 32. Tomb, Canadian National Vimy Memorial, France. 
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Figure 33. Inscription explaining the roll of the names of the Missing, Canadian National Vimy 
Memorial, France. 
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Figure 34. Main inscription, Canadian National Vimy Memorial, France. 
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Figure 35. List of Battles, 1915-1917, Canadian National Vimy Memorial, France. 
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Figure 36. List of Battles, 1918, Canadian National Vimy Memorial, France. 
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Figure 37. Inscription, Thiepval Memorial to the Missing of the Somme, France. 
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Figure 38. Inscription dedicated to France and Britain, Canada’s Great War allies, Canadian 
National Vimy Memorial, France. 
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Figure 39. Signature of Walter Allward, Canadian National Vimy Memorial, France. 
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Figure 40. Moroccan Division Memorial, Vimy National Historic Site of Canada, France.  
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Figure 41. Pedestal-mounted plaque commemorating France’s free gift, in perpetuity, of the 
Vimy Ridge site to Canada, Vimy National Historic Site of Canada, France. 
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Figure 42. Villers-Bretonneux Military Cemetery, France. 
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Figure 43. ‘Avenue of Honour,’ Villers-Bretonneux Military Cemetery, France. 
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Figure 44. Entrance Pavilion, Villers-Bretonneux Military Cemetery, France. 
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Figure 45. List of Battles, Australian National Memorial, Villers-Bretonneux, France. 
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Figure 46. Names of the Missing, Australian National Memorial, Villers-Bretonneux, France. 
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Figure 47. Circular map of Australian Imperial Force Divisional Memorials and Memorials to the 
Missing upon the Western Front, Australian National Memorial, Villers-Bretonneux, France. 
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Figure 48. Main inscription, Australian National Memorial, Villers-Bretonneux, France. 
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Figure 49. Liberty, Newfoundland National War Memorial, St. John’s. 
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Figure 50. Royal Naval Reservist, Newfoundland National War Memorial, St. John’s. 
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Figure 51. Soldier, Newfoundland National War Memorial, St. John’s. 
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Figure 52. Forester and Merchant Marine, Newfoundland National War Memorial, St. John’s. 
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Figure 53. Dedicatory plaque, Newfoundland National War Memorial, St. John’s. 
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Figure 54. Caribou memorial, Gueudecourt, Somme (Picardie), France. 
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Figure 55. Unveiling of the Newfoundland National War Memorial, 1 July 1924, St. John’s. 

Images: The Rooms, Provincial Archives (Newfoundland and Labrador), A11-171 (top) and A48-
31 (bottom). 
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Figure 56. Newfoundland National War Memorial, St. John’s, street view. 
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Figure 57. Plaque commemorating the Second World War, Newfoundland National War 
Memorial, St. John’s. 
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Figure 58. Plaque commemorating the Korean War, Newfoundland National War Memorial, St. 
John’s. 
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Figure 59. National War Memorial, Ottawa. 
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Figure 60. National War Memorial (front), Ottawa. 
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Figure 61. National War Memorial (back), Ottawa. 
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Figure 62. 1939-1945 and 1950-1953 bronze numerals, National War Memorial, Ottawa. 
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Figure 63. General Sir Arthur Currie (centre), Valiants Memorial, Ottawa. 
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Figure 64. Inscription, Valiants Memorial, Ottawa. 
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Figure 65. Valiants Memorial, Ottawa, street view. 
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Figure 66. Australian War Memorial (Mt. Ainslie, background; Anzac Parade, foreground), 
Canberra. 
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Figure 67. Garden court, Cloisters, Pool of Reflection, and Hall of Memory, Australian War 
Memorial commemorative area, Remembrance Day 2006, Canberra. 
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Figure 68. Stone of Remembrance, Australian War Memorial, Remembrance Day 2006, 
Canberra. 
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Figure 69. Remembrance Day ceremony 2006, Australian War Memorial, Canberra. 
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Figure 70. View of the Australian Parliament Houses (old and new) from the Australian War 
Memorial, Canberra. 
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Figure 71. View from the Australian War Memorial across Lake Burley Griffin to Commonwealth 
Place and Sign, Commonwealth Place, Canberra. 
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Figure 72. Reconciliation Place, Canberra. 
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Figure 73. View from Commonwealth Place across Lake Burley Griffin to the Australian War 
Memorial, Canberra. 
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Figure 74. Remembrance Day 2006 march, Australian War Memorial grounds, with Anzac Parade 
as the backdrop. 
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Figure 75. Vimy pilgrims assembled before the memorial to witness its unveiling on 26 July 1936. 
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Figure 76. King Edward VIII unveiling the Vimy memorial (Canada Bereft) on 26 July 1936. 
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Figure 77. Vimy Canadian Memorial souvenir postcard (set of ten) issued by the French Postal 
Administration, 1936. 
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Figure 78. Vimy Canadian Memorial souvenir postcard mailed by Arnold du Toit Bottomley to 
himself following the unveiling of the Vimy memorial on 26 July 1936. 

Image: LAC, e006618654_s1 
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Figure 79. Roll of Honour, Remembrance Day 2006, Australian War Memorial, Canberra. 
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Figure 80. Four Pillars (Janet Lawrence) and mosaics (Napier Waller), Hall of Memory, Australian 
War Memorial, Canberra. 
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Figure 81. Tomb of the Unknown Australian Soldier, Remembrance Day 2006, Hall of Memory, 
Australian War Memorial, Canberra. 
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Figure 82. Tomb of the Unknown New Zealand Warrior, National War Memorial, Wellington, 
New Zealand. 
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Figure 83. Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, National War Memorial, Ottawa. 
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Figure 84. Cabaret Rouge British Cemetery, Souchez, France. 
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Figure 85. Original grave of the Unknown Australian Soldier, Adelaide Cemetery, Villers-
Bretonneux, France. 
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Figure 86. Original grave of the Unknown Canadian Soldier, Cabaret Rouge British Cemetery, 
Souchez, France. 
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Figure 87. Sarcophagus lid, Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, National War Memorial, Ottawa. 
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Figure 88. Memorial Cross bronze anchoring piece, Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, National War 
Memorial, Ottawa. 
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Figure 89. Poppy bronze anchoring piece, Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, National War 
Memorial, Ottawa. 
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Figure 90. Inscription, The Unknown Soldier/Le Soldat Inconnu, Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, 
National War Memorial, Ottawa. 
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Figure 91. Plaque, Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, National War Memorial, Ottawa. 
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Figure 92. Adelaide Cemetery, Villers-Bretonneux, France. 
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